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PREFACE

Samayasara is the most important philosophical work by Shri Kunda Kunda. It deals with the nature of the self, the term Samaya being used synonymously with Atman or Brahman. The translation and commentary herein published are based upon Amritachandra’s Atmakyati but some other commentaries are also consulted Jayasena’s Tatparyavritti and Mallisena’s Tamil commentary were also consulted. The extra gathas found in Jayasena’s Tatparyavritti do not give any additional information nor do they affect the general trend of Atmakyati. Hence the present English translation confines itself to the gathas found in Atmakyati. It may be mentioned that the Tamil commentary by Mallisena seems to be based upon Atmakyati by Amritachandra. Since the work deals with the nature of the self from the Jaina point of view the introduction also deals with the nature of the self from other points of view. The introduction is divided into three main groups; the nature of the Self dealt with in Western Philosophy, the nature of the Self in Indian Philosophy and the same topic according to Modern Science. A rapid survey of Western thought beginning with the Greek philosophers is given in the first part of the introduction. The second part, Indian Philosophy begins with a concise account of the Upanishadic thought with which Sri Kunda Kunda appears to be acquainted. The modern scientific approach towards the problem of self is also given in the introduction. It is not a detailed account of modern scientific thought; but here an attempt is made to present the modern scientific attitude which is quite different from that of the latter half of the 19th century. The Scientists and Philosophers of the Victorian period were not sure about the nature of the self. Orthodox Physists and Physiologists treated consciousness as a by-product in the evolution of matter and motion. Following this dominant attitude of physical science, psychologists also tried to discuss
the problem of consciousness without a soul or self. All that is changed now. Scientific writers mainly influenced by the results obtained by the Psychic Research Society now openly acknowledge the existence of the conscious entity the self or the soul which is entirely different in nature from matter; it survives even after the dissolution of the body. Researches in Clairvoyance and Telepathy and veridical dreams clearly support the attitude of modern thinkers as to the survival of the human personality after death. Though nothing definite is established scientifically this change of attitude is itself a welcome one. Thus change introduces the rapprochement between Western thought and Indian thought as is evidenced in the writings of persons like Aldous Huxley. This must be considered as a good augury because in war-worn world bankrupt of spiritual values there is a ray of hope that the Indian thought of perennial nature may feed the spiritually starved world which is in search of some genuine idea serving as a solace and hope for the spiritually famished humanity.

This book is published as the first of the English series in the Bharatiya Jnanapitha publications. This publication will reveal to the world what Indian thinkers 2000 years ago had to say about the problem of the Self.
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INTRODUCTION

SELF IN EUROPEAN THOUGHT

Man's development in all aspects may be described as an attempt to discover himself. Whether we take the development of thought in the East or the West, the same principle 'Know thyself' seems to be the underlying urge. When we turn to the West we find that the beginnings of philosophy are traced to the pre-Socratic period of Greek civilisation.

Greek Philosophy

That was a period of culture where the Greeks had a form of religion according to which their Gods, Athene and Apollo, were superhuman personalities trying to help their favourite Greeks by taking part in all their struggles. This naive popular form of religion very soon gave place to a flood of scepticism organised by the school of Sophists. They began to challenge some of the fundamental concepts of religion and ethics. It was, when this process of social disintegration was going on that we find Socrates appearing in the scene. Though he was one of the Sophists himself, he was actuated by a higher ideal of salvaging what remained of the destructive analysis of Sophism. For this purpose he began to question and to find out the so-called educated individuals of the Athenian society. This process of questioning with the object of discovering whether the opponent knew anything, fundamental about religion and ethics was designated as the "Socratic Dialectic". He would catch hold of a person from the market place who was eloquently haranguing about justice or goodness and questioned what he meant by the Just or the Good. When the opponent gives an instance of what is just or what is good and defines the concept on the same principle, Socrates would confront him with an exception to that definition. This would force the opponent to modify his definition. This process of debating will go on till
the opponent gets confounded in the debate and is made to confess that after all he was ignorant of the nature of the fundamental concepts. By this process of cross examination Socrates exposed the utter vanity and hollowness of the so-called learned Sophists of Athens. Then he realised himself and made others realise how shallow was the knowledge of the so-called scholar. That was why he obtained the singular testimony from the Delphic Oracle that he was the wisest man living because he knew that he knew nothing. This process of dialectical analysis so successfully employed by Socrates resulted in the building up of the Athenian Academy which gathered under its roof a number of ardent youths with the desire to learn more about human personality and its nature.

Plato, a disciple and friend of Socrates was the most illustrious figure of the school. In fact all that we know about Socrates and the conditions of thought about that period are all given to us by Plato through his immortal Dialogues. He systematized the various ideas revealed by his master, Socrates. He constructed a philosophical system according to which sense-presented experience is entirely different from the world of ultimate ideas which was the world of Reals. He illustrates this duality of human knowledge by his famous parable of the cave. According to this parable human being is but a slave confined inside a cave chained with his face towards the wall. Behind him is the opening through which all-illuminating sunshine casts shadows of moving objects on the walls of the cave. The enchained slave inside the cave is privileged to see only the moving shadows which he imagines to be the real objects of the world. But once he breaks the chain and emerges out of the cave he enters into a world of brilliant light and sunshine and comes across the real objects whose shadows he was constrained to see all along. Man’s entry into the realm of reality and realization of the empty shadow of the sense-presented world is considered to be the goal of human culture and civilisation by Plato. Instead of moving in the ephemeral shadows of the sense-presented world, man ought to live in the world of eternal ideas which constitute the scheme of Reality presided over by the three fundamental Ideas—Truth, Goodness and Beauty. This duality of
knowledge necessarily implies the duality of human nature. Man has in himself this dual aspect of partly living in the world of realities and partly in the world of senses. The senses keep him down in the world of shadows whereas his true nature of reason urges him on to regain his immortal citizenship of the ultimate world of ideas. On the basis of this conflict of reason and the senses, Plato builds up a theory of ethics according to which man should learn to restrain the tendencies created by Senses through the help of Reason and ultimately regain his lost freedom of the citizenship in the world of Ideas. The two worlds which he kept quite apart, the world of ideas and the world of sense-perception, were brought into concrete relation with each other by his successor Aristotle who emphasised the fact that they are closely related to each other even in the case of concrete human life. Human personality is an organised unity of both reason and sense and hence the duality should not be emphasised too much to the discredit of the underlying unity in duality.

A few centuries after Socrates, we find the same metaphysical drama enacted in the plains of Palestine. The Jews who believed to be the chosen people of Jehovah claimed the privilege of getting direct messages from Him through their sacred prophets, the leaders of the Jewish thought and religion. On account of this pride of being the chosen people they maintained a sort of cultural isolation from others whom they contemptuously called Gentiles. A tribe intoxicated with such a racial pride had the unfortunate lot of being politically subjugated by more dominant races such as the Egyptians, the Babylonians, and finally the Romans.

Christian Thought

When Palestine was a province of the Roman Empire ruled by a Roman Governor there appeared among the Jews a religious reformer in the person of Jesus of Nazareth. As a boy he exhibited strange tendencies towards the established religion and ethics which sometimes mystified the Jewish elders congregated in their temples and places of worship. After his twelfth year we know nothing about his whereabouts till he reappears in the
age of thirty in the midst of the Jews with an ardent desire to communicate his message. When he began his mission, the Jewish society was marked by an extreme type of formalism both in religion and ethics. The scholars among them who were the custodians of the religious scriptures—Pharisees and Scribes—were so much addicted to the literal interpretation of their dogmas and institutions that they pushed into the background the underlying significance and spirit of the Hebrew thought and religion. In such a society of hardened conservatives, Jesus of Nazareth first appeared as a social curiosity evoking in them an intellectual shock which ended in hatred. Here was a person whose way of life was a challenge to the established traditions of the Hebrew religion. He freely moved with all classes of people, disregarding the social etiquette. The elders of the Hebrew society therefore were shocked when they found the so-called reformer moving freely with the publicans and sinners. When challenged he merely replied that only the sick required the healing powers of a doctor. He was once again questioned why he openly violated the established rules of conduct according to the Hebrew religion. He answered by saying, Sabbath is intended for man and not man for Sabbath, thereby proclaiming to the world in unmistakable terms that the various institutions, social and religious, are intended for helping man in his spiritual development and have no right to smother his growth and impede his progress. He enthroned human personality as the most valuable thing, to serve which is the function of religious and ethical institutions. He told the Pharisees and Scribes frankly that the kingdom of God is within. Though in this conflict between the new reformer and the old order of Pharisaism the latter succeeded in putting an end to the life of the new leader, they were not able to completely crush the movement. His disciples recruited from the unsophisticated Jewish society firmly held fast to the new ideas of the Master and went about all corners of the country publishing this new message. From the Roman province of Palestine they made bold to enter into Rome the very capital city of the empire and ardently preached what they learnt from their Master. They were suspected to be
subversive organisation and persecuted by the Roman authorities. Undaunted and uncrushed by persecution the movement was carried on in the catacombs till the new idea permeated to a large section of the Roman population. The Romans had hitherto a naive realistic form of religion after the pattern of the Greek Religion of the Homeric Period. The advent of Christianity resulted in the breaking down of these primitive religious institutions of the Romans. This break-down of traditional Roman religion brought many recruits to the new faith from the upper strata of Roman society, till it was able to convert a member of the Imperial household itself. The condition of the Roman society was extremely favourable to this wonderful success of the new faith.

The Roman Empire which had the great provincial revenues pouring into the Imperial Capital converted the Roman citizens from ardent patriots of the Roman Republic into debased and demoralised citizens of the Imperial Capital sustained by the doles offered by the provincial pro-consuls. They were spending their time in witnessing demoralising entertainments and in luxuries. For example, the Roman citizens were entertained in the amphitheatre to witness the slaves being mangled and torn by hungry lions kept starving for this purpose. It is no wonder that such demoralised social organisation completely collapsed when it had the first onslaught from a more powerful idea and certainly a more soul-stirring message.

The Roman Empire became the Holy Roman Empire in which there was a coalition of the authority of the States with that of the Church. This Holy Roman Empire which had the Church and the State combined had rendered wonderful service to the whole of Europe by taking the barbarian hoards of various European races and converting them into chivalrous Christian knights by a strict religious discipline imposed on them by the various self-sacrificing orders of the medieval monasteries. This education of the inferior races through strict discipline enforced by the Roman Church had in its own turn a drawback cautioned against by the founder of Christianity. The Roman church so jealously guarded its power and influence that it did not promote
any kind of free intellectual development suspected to be of a nature incompatible with the established traditions of the Church. This process of disciplinary suppression of the development of human intellect went for several centuries which are designated as the “dark ages” by the historians of Europe. But human intellect can never be permanently suppressed like that.

Renaissance

There were murmours and revolts within the Church itself. The unwarranted assumption of the priest-craft that it formed the intermediary between man and God was openly challenged. This movement of reform within the Church had strange co-operative forces from other sources. In the field of astronomy, Copernicus introduced his new and modern conception of the constitution of the Solar system which completely displaced the old Ptolemaic astronomy accepted by the Church. The earth which was considered to be the centre of the Universe around which the heavenly bodies moved for the purpose of shedding light on the earth’s surface, was relegated to a minor planet among the several planets revolving round the sun which forms the centre of the Solar system. This astronomical revolution suddenly introduced a new angle of vision opening up immense possibilities of research revealing the wonders of an infinite Universe.

Similarly the discovery of the new world by Columbus introduced a revolution in geographical knowledge revealing new routes of travel and conquest unknown to Alexander the Great, who had to turn back from the banks of the Indus because his army would not move any further, as they thought they were approaching the ends of the earth. To add to these two discoveries there was the flight of the Greek scholars towards Rome as a result of the conquest of Constantinople by the Turks. These Greek scholars carried with them rich treasures of Athenian culture, which was a revelation to the starved intellect of the medieval Europe, an intellect which had nothing but the Christian Bible and Aristotle’s logic to feed upon. This wonderful Athenian culture and civilisation had produced a fervour of
enthusiasm among the few thinking individuals of medieval Europe who devoted themselves to the development of the new arts such as architecture, sculpture, painting music etc. The whole movement is called Renaissance or the rebirth, when man discovered his true nature. This movement of Renaissance incorporated with the religious Reformation ushered in the new world of Europe which was so fruitful of important results, such as the origin and growth of modern science, a new intellectual development which completely transformed the modern world. The growth of modern science resulted in a conflict between the established religion and the new Thought.

The intellectual development just after the Renaissance took two different forms, one associated with Francis Bacon, who emphasised the importance of experimental method adopted by science, and the other associated with Descartes who emphasised the mathematical method as the necessary intellectual discipline for the reconstruction of philosophy.

Bacon and Scientific Method

Francis Bacon who felt the inadequacy of the old Aristotelian method of intellectual discipline proposed a new method suitable for modern scientific research, in his book called “Novum Organon”—The New Instrument. This new method suitable for scientific research, Bacon describes in detail. According to him it should neither be purely imaginary as the spider’s web spun out of its own body nor it should be merely mechanical collection of facts by observations like the ant. Scientific method must adopt the way of the honey-bee which collects materials from various sources and transforms them into useful honey. Such an intellectual transformation of facts observed will ultimately unlock the secrets of Nature for the benefit of man. Such a discovery of Nature’s secrets for the purpose of utilizing them for social reconstruction ought to be the ideal of science according to Bacon. In order to successfully apply such a scientific method, Bacon prescribes certain conditions as a necessary intellectual preparation. Generally the mind of a scientist may be crammed with certain traditional beliefs and superstitions. Such preconceived notions
which Bacon calls 'Idola' should be entirely got rid of and the
student of science should approach Nature with an unbiased open
mind which alone will give a correct insight into the Laws of
Nature. This experimental method prescribed by Bacon if adopted
by a student of science will give inductive generalisations
relating to the constitution of Nature and her Laws, generalisa-
tions which would be of a certain amount of high probability.
Though the inductive generalisations arrived at by scientific
research do not have the absolute certainty, characteristic
of mathematical propositions, they were considered by Bacon
to be of great practical value for the benefit of mankind. This
attitude has been perfectly justified by the development of modern
science with the practical application of scientific generalisations
which have transformed the life of man in the modern world. Such
a reconstruction of human society based upon scientific achieve-
ments was foreseen by Bacon in his essay on the New Atlantis.
This new experimental approach to Nature has conquered for
science realm after realm departments of Nature as Astronomy,
Physics, Chemistry, Geology etc. This successful conquest
of the realms of Nature by science resulted in complete elimina-
tion of mind of man as a factor for interpretation of natural events.
This elimination of consciousness completely from the field of
research ultimately resulted in scientific reconstruction of Nature
as a huge mechanical system in which the Law of Causation
was the only principle of operation. In this mechanical
system all events are guided by necessary causal conditions.
There is no scope of intellectual interference either to modify
or to suppress the occurrence of natural events according to the
desires of man. The old thought which entertained the possi-
bility of interference with the natural events by supernatural
agencies was completely discredited as a pure mythology having
no place in the realm of Nature, whose constitution is revealed
to the student of Science. This inductive method adopted by
modern science finally resulted in the generalisation of conserva-
tion of mass and energy as the basis of nature and in relegation
of consciousness to an extremely subordinate place as a sort of
a by-product in the operation of natural events. Such a general-
isation suggested by the physical science was also adopted by Charles Darwin to explain the phenomena relating to the animal kingdom. He also fell in with the general trend of physical science and formulated his famous Law of Evolution, based upon natural selection and survival of the fittest. This principle of explanation of the origin of species also relegated consciousness as an unnecessary factor not required for the explanation of life phenomena which he considered to be quite intelligible on the same principle of mechanical Law of Causation. This intellectual attitude which attempted to explain both the organic and the inorganic realms of Nature purely on the principle of mechanical Law of Causation was designated Naturalism as contrasted with prescientific thought which introduced supernaturalism. Such was the state of modern thought at the end of 19th century. But this triumph of Naturalism was openly challenged in the beginning of the 20th century especially by Biologists and Psychologists who exposed the inadequacy of the naturalistic method of interpretation in dealing with biological and psychological phenomena. This open challenge to Naturalism which started in the beginning of the present century had led to the recognition of consciousness as an important factor in the evolution process of both biological and psychological and restored consciousness to its own status of dignity and importance. Such a challenge and the consequent recognition of the importance of consciousness which is relevant to our general enquiries as to the nature of the self will be dealt with later on.

**Cartesianism Mathematical Methods.**

In the meanwhile let us turn to Descartes. He was a mathematician and philosopher and he formulated another method necessary for the reconstruction of philosophy. Being a mathematician he wanted to reconstruct metaphysics on certain foundation. Just as Euclid started with certain undeniable and axiomatic propositions on the basis of which he raised the whole structure of mathematics, Descartes opened to examine human experience and discovered some absolutely certain and undeniable propositions as the foundation for metaphysical reconstruction.
Bacon he also prescribes certain preliminary conditions as necessary preparation for such a course. He examines the contents of human experience in order to find out whether there is anything of the nature of mathematical certainty, which cannot be challenged by anybody. All the traditions and principles accepted on the authority of a great person or of the Church, principles and beliefs on which the religious and moral aspects of human life are based, he found to be open to challenge and denial. The very fact that every religious dogma or moral principle has a rival or opponent in another system reveals the inadequacy of such religious beliefs. Since they lack the absolute certainty of mathematical propositions they could not be taken as the basis for philosophical reconstructions. Even the sense presented world Descartes finds to be inadequate as the world of sense presented experience is liable to illusions and hallucinations and hence the object of the sense presented world cannot be taken to be of absolute certainty. Thus step by step he clears the whole of human experience as inadequate foundation for philosophy according to his mathematical principle. Is there no intellectual salvation? Does such a sceptical analysis of our experience leave nothing to the student? Descartes says there is one thing which is absolutely certain. Even if we doubt every item of experience the act of doubt cannot be denied. That there is thought even when in the process of challenging experience must be accepted as an undeniable fact. If we accept thinking as an undeniable fact we have necessarily to accept some entity which is responsible for such a thinking—Thus he arrived at the famous conclusion Cogito Ergo Sum—I think, therefore, I am. Such a sceptical analysis through which Descartes approached the problem of metaphysics led him to the thinking self as of absolute certainty whose reality cannot be doubted at all. This principle of Cogito Ergo Sum forms the foundation of what is known as Cartesianism, a philosophical reconstruction just after the Renaissance in Europe.

Because thought exists therefore the soul exists, is a proposition which emphasises the relation between a substance and its essential attribute. The principle of cogito is an inference
from the reality of an essential attribute to the substance in which the attribute inheres. The metaphysical bedrock on which Descartes wanted to raise a superstructure was thus arrived at through a sceptical analysis of human experience. Having arrived at this inevitable conclusion Descartes tries to bring back all those ideas which he dismissed as improbable and unreal. When he examines the contents of thought he is able to perceive certain ideas entirely distinct in nature from the ideas acquired through sense-perception. The latter are only contingents whereas the former are found to be necessary and certain. All ideas relating to mathematics are such necessary ideas. These cannot be contradicted, hence they are absolutely certain. Such necessary ideas which he calls "innate" must be traced to a different origin altogether. One of such ideas which he chooses for investigation is the idea of a perfect and infinite Being, God. Man could not have acquired this idea through sense perception. Nor is it possible for him to construct such an idea from elements supplied to him by the senses. Hence he concludes that this idea of a perfect and infinite Being must be an item of thought from the very beginning of man. Man from the very moment of his origin should have started with this idea and hence Descartes infers that this idea necessarily leads to the conclusion that there is a real being who is the original of this idea—God. He stamped his own mark on man from the very beginning. By such an argument Descartes emphasises the reality of a perfect and infinite Being, God, besides the thinking substance, Soul, whose reality he established through the famous cogito. Given the reality of Soul and God, the rest of experience which he dismissed as unreal is brought back again. The external world which he dismissed on the supposition that it might be due to sense deception is now recognised to be real, for sense deception would be a blot on the character of the Creator—the Perfect Being. Such a being cannot indulge in deceiving his creatures. Hence the external world must be accepted to be real. The reality of the external world though admitted to be real is considered to be entirely distinct from the soul. The external world which consists of material objects is made up of a different substance.
altogether—matter, whose essential attribute is extension. Thus Descartes recognises two distinct substances, the thinking thing and the extended thing. These two substances constitute the whole of reality. The physical realm made of extended things is entirely based upon the mechanical principle of causation. Any event in this physical world is necessarily conditioned by appropriate physical antecedents. Human body as a part of this realm of extension is controlled by the same physical law of nature, whereas the soul and its behaviour since they are guided by a different system of laws are not subjected to the operation of physical laws. This duality consisting of thinking things and the extended things forms the main characteristic of Descartes' philosophy. Though he recognises that these two substances are present in a human being, his body a part of physical realm and his soul the thinking substance related to his body, he does not consider that the rest of the animal kingdom is of this type. The animals have no soul. The animal body being thus unrelated to the thinking substance, is considered to be purely a mechanical apparatus, unguided by a thinking thing. The animal is a soulless physical automaton. This Cartesian belief persisted till the end of the 2nd half of the 19th century when the Biologists proclaimed the fundamental unity of the animal kingdom and emphasised the kindred nature of the man and animal. Once again we have to emphasise that the thinking substance or the soul is the central doctrine of Cartesian philosophy and this is relevant to our study of the self.

His successor Malebranche took up the problem relating to the nature of man. According to Descartes man has a dual nature, his body belonging to the realm of extension is associated with the soul which belongs to another realm altogether. Each is a closed system controlled by the operation of distinct laws. In spite of this distinctness the behaviour of man illustrates the strange phenomenon that a particular change in the mind produces a corresponding change in the body and vice versa. How could there be such a relation between two things which are absolutely distinct from each other in nature and attributes. The body is subject to the laws of the external world, the mind
is the subject to the psychological laws and strangely these two appear to be related in the human being. This is a problem for Malebranche to explain. How could there be a correspondence between an event in the physical realm and an event in the mental realm when they belong to the isolated systems? The solution offered by him consists in his throwing the responsibility on the shoulders of God for maintaining such a correspondence between events belonging to two different and isolated systems of reality.

According to Malebranche, God so arranges things that there is a parallel and harmonious correspondence between events in the physical realm and events in the psychical realm. Such a solution of a harmony secured through divine intervention was found inadequate. His successor Spinoza, the famous God intoxicated philosopher took up the trend of thought as left by Malebranche and developed to a wonderful pantheism. He found the dualism of substances, thinking thing and the extended thing, which was the legacy of Descartes to be an inadequate explanation of experience, necessitating the intervention of a third substance to make the relation between the two intelligible. Spinoza thought such a multiplication of substances to be purely unnecessary. According to Spinoza there is only one substance, God, endowed with a number of attributes of which the extension and thought are but two important attributes. All physical objects in the external world are but modifications of this ultimate substance through the attribute of extension and all the living beings, the souls are again the modifications of the ultimate substance through the other attribute of thought. The theory of harmony through divine intervention introduced by Malebranche for the purpose of explaining human behaviour was considered to be quite irrelevant and unnecessary by Spinoza. Man being a modification of the ultimate substance must exhibit corresponding changes both in extension and thought, the ultimate substance being the necessary condition for corresponding changes. Thus, the thinking substances with which Descartes started passed through the two natured man of Malebranche and ended with the all-absorbing pantheism of Spinoza.
The Spinozistic pantheism though extremely fascinating did not last long. It reduced human personality to an entirely inadequate and unimportant position and whenever there is such a deterioration of human personality there is always the inevitable reaction. The Spinozistic pantheism which absorbed all thinking things and reduced them to non-entities was followed by Leibniz’ monadism.

Leibniz wanted to restore the reality of individual personality. He did not relish the theory of an all devouring ultimate substance. Hence according to Leibniz the whole system of reality consisted of monads or individual units, some of which are thinking monads and others with a dormant thought. Thus though thought is the necessary characteristic of all monads it was explicitly present in some monads and in others it existed in a latent form. These latter monads whose thought was latent practically appeared to be unthinking substance and thus constituted the physical realm. The unity emphasised by Spinoza between the external world and the thinking souls was thus retained by Leibniz though he threw overboard the ultimate God substance which Spinoza introduced to bring about the unity. According to Leibniz the unity is the identical nature of the monads throughout the realm of reality, though some of these constituted the apparently unthinking physical objects as contrasted with the thinking monads or souls. Thus at one stroke, the ultimate God substance of Spinoza was split up into an infinite number of monads, all identical in kind though they appeared with different degrees of developments. This theory which reduced the world to an infinite number of monads has introduced a problem in itself. Leibniz’ monad was considered to be completely self-sufficient. Development of thought was purely an internal affair. Even in the matter of sense presentation Leibniz does not believe that the monad has an access to the external world. The monad is windowless and completely shut up within itself. There is no external world or internal world in the case of monads. The monads being completely windowless and shut up, how could they have a common object of perception? Several individuals may perceive the same tree or stone in the external world. Monads
being windowless, the common perception of single object in the external world will remain unintelligible because there is no perception at all, much less a common perception. Perception is an inner development in the monad and hence the supposed common perception of the same thing in the external world could only be interpreted as a correspondence in the perceptive consciousness of the various windowless monads unrelated to one another. Here Leibniz introduces his theory of pre-established harmony which is merely a modified form of Malebranche’s theory of divine intervention. When the monads were first created they were so arranged that each developed in its own way and maintained a correspondence with the other monads which developed in their own way. In order to illustrate this pre-established harmony, Leibniz compares Monads to several clocks which may show the same time though unconnected with one another. The different clocks may be wound up and may be set up at a particular time and they will all show the same time at subsequent periods, not because they are connected with one another, but because their mechanism is so constructed that they are bound to show an inevitable correspondence. This he calls pre-established harmony which he introduced for the purpose of explaining the mysterious correspondence in experience among the various windowless monads.

**The English Empiricism**

Let us turn to the empirical philosophy of Locke, Berkeley and Hume. Here we have a complete change of attitude. Instead of trying to understand the nature of the substance, the Ego, the English empirical philosophers confined themselves to the analysis of human understanding. Technically there is a shift from the ontological point of view to the epistemological point of view. Here is an attempt to comprehend the nature of the self by trying to analyse the nature and the process of knowledge and by examining the nature of the contents of knowledge. We saw that the Cartesian philosophy was based upon what is called in the innate idea, the idea of the Supreme and the infinite
Being. The Cartesians recognised the importance of such necessary ideas besides sense perception. But the English empirical philosophers start with this assumption that there is nothing in the mind which was not obtained through the senses. Hence all the contents of the human understanding may be traced to sense perception. The mind itself is compared to a sort of photographic camera with the sensitive plate inside the mind on which the sense impressions are created by the stimuli from the environment. What the mind perceives is just the impression on this sensitive plate caused by the objects in the external world. The mind itself being a passive receptacle of impressions from outside and the contents of the mind must be ultimately traced to the impression caused by external objects. Starting with this assumption Locke tries to make a distinction among the impressions so created by external objects. Some of the characteristics of these sense impressions or images in the mind such as colour, taste, smell, etc., are dependent upon the nature and function of the sensory organs. These qualities are referred by the mind to the external objects. These are called secondary qualities as contrasted with the primary qualities of extension etc. The spatial object perceived by the senses thus appears to be a complex constituted by the spatial properties of extension, solidity—etc., and the sense created properties of colour, taste, smell etc. According to Locke, the latter secondary qualities are purely mental and are present in the mind alone though they are referred to external objects. The object existing in space has only space qualities without these secondary qualities. Thus the external object is analysed into two groups of properties, the primary properties residing on the object in the external world and the secondary qualities as colour, taste and smell are really present in the mind though referred to the external object by the mental habit. By this analysis Locke emphasises the importance of the stimuli from the external world and reduces the mind or the self to a tabula rasa an inactive passive receptacle for impressions and converts the objects of the external world into colourless entities though endowed with spatial properties. This bifurcation of experience partly consisting of colourless external objects and partly consisting of
mental impressions inside the consciousness is taken up by his successor, Berkeley.

Berkeley, being a clergyman is influenced by his religious predilections. He is not satisfied with Locke’s classification of properties as primary and secondary. Even the spatial properties which Locke considers primary and which are supposed to reside in the external world are really dependent upon the nature and function of the perceiving agent. Intrinsically there is no distinction between the spatial qualities of the object and the properties of colour, taste and smell. The whole group of properties thus being taken to be mental images, the only form of reality consists of a number of perceiving spirits for there is no external reality of objects. The spirit and its ideas constitute the experience of the individual self and the whole world and the nature is but the perceived body of the supreme spirit. Just as one individual spirit appears to another individual spirit as an embodied entity so the supreme spirit of God appears to the individuals as the world of Nature which is really the body of God. Thus according to Berkeley, the external objects cease to exist and the reality consists of an infinite number of individuals, spirits presided over by the Supreme Spirit. One spirit appears to another in the form of body whereas the body itself is really the mental image in the mind of the perceiving spirit. What we are sure about is our own self. Our knowledge of the external world is based upon an inference from the directly perceived ideas or images inside the mind and even that inference is unwarranted and erroneous. What we surely know is our own spirit and the ideas present in mind which we wrongly assume to be the objects of the external world. This empirical idealism of Berkeley is taken up by the Scottish philosopher, Hume.

Hume, is not influenced by religious bias. He carries the empirical analysis rigorously to its logical conclusion. He accepts Berkeley’s analysis of the external world as sound. The contents of the mind are but ideas. Imagining them to be objects in the external world is certainly unwarranted and erroneous as is maintained by Berkeley. But Berkeley’s certain assertions about the nature of the spirit is but the result of religious prejudices. Ber-
keye must have directed his attention towards this nature of spirit. If he had done so he would have obtained a different result. “For whenever I turn my attention inwards” says Hume “I stumble upon some idea or other and what they call the Soul I am not able to perceive”. Thus when experience is thrown into the crucible of philosophical analysis by Hume not only the external world disappears but also the supposed undoubted entity called the spirit or the self which could not withstand the logical analysis of experience. According to Hume therefore consciousness consists of a series of successive ideas or images, a stream of psychic entities and nothing more. Belief in the spirit or the soul is as unwarranted as belief in the external objects. Belief in these instances is but a psychological habit which could not stand the test of rational analysis. The popular assumptions of the external world and the existence of a self are thus dismissed to be unwarranted social prejudices by Hume, social prejudices which cannot be accepted as philosophical truths. Thus Locke’s empiricism ends logically in the Hume’s Nihilism according to which there is no reality except the stream of conscious ideas. As a result of this nihilistic conclusion Hume is bound to discard even the Law of Causation which is the bedrock of modern science. The belief that events in nature are inevitably determined by their antecedent causal conditions is also taken to be purely a habit of the mind having no rational foundations. The fact that A precedes B on so many occasions creates in the mind the habit to expect B whenever A occurs and on account of this habit A is called the cause of B. Beyond this mental habit of expecting B whenever A occurs there is no rational connection between A and B. There is no reason why B may not occur after X or Y. There is no fundamental reason to prove that B will occur only after A and not after any other event, X or Y. Therefore the Law of Causation which is made so much of by modern science is also converted by Hume’s analysis to be a popular prejudice based upon the mental habit having no rational foundation. This nihilistic conclusion of Hume is exactly parallel to, the Buddhistic conception of experience in Indian thought. Buddhism also
is a sort of Nihilism for which neither the external world nor the Self or Atma has any reality. What really exists is a stream of momentary and mental impressions and nothing more. Thus the English empiricism practically ends in the denial of both the self and the external world.

THE GERMAN IDEALISM

Hume's sceptical analysis resulted in reducing not only the Law of Causation to an empty mental habit but also in rejecting all propositions such as mathematical ones which are considered absolutely certain and unchallengeable. Propositions in mathematics according to Hume depend upon the same mental habit which is the foundation of the Law of Causation. We have been accustomed to observe for example the angles of a triangle are together equal to two right angles. Merely because the fact that this proposition has been observed to be true in the past in all cases that we examined, it does not follow that it would be true in other cases. Thus even mathematical propositions according to Hume are only highly probable statements but not necessarily binding on the human intellect to be absolutely true. This sceptical result obtained by Hume was the starting point of idealism. Immanuel Kant, the great German philosopher admits that he was roused from his dogmatic slumber by Hume. According to Kant, Hume's result though logically inevitable from the empirical assumptions shows the frustration of reason. Neither the dogmatic philosophy of Descartes nor the sceptical philosophy of Hume would be a satisfactory solution of the metaphysical problem. Kant therefore attempted to reconstruct metaphysics in such a way as to avoid both these extremes. As he himself confesses "The starry heavens above and the moral law within always fill me with awe and reverence". His task as a philosopher therefore is to explain nature and constitution of the cosmos and understand and explain the significance of the moral Law. The former he takes up in his first book of Pure Reason and the latter he takes up in his second book of Practical Reason. His attempt to salvage metaphysics from Humean scepticism constrains him to examine first the foundations of
mathematics. Are the mathematical propositions really necessary and true or are merely contingent and probable statements? He is not prepared to accept the latter alternative. Hence he concentrates his attention to find a suitable explanation for the necessary truth of mathematical proposition. According to Kant the typical mathematical proposition is associated with geometry. Hence for him space is the foundation of mathematics. The problem therefore resolves itself into the study of the nature of space and its properties. Locke's attempt to give space an independent existence in the external world proved to be futile in the hands of his successors Berkeley and Hume. If space therefore is assumed to be an external entity then we have to get ourselves entangled in the inevitable scepticism of Hume. Hence Kant is compelled to adopt a new method. The external world no doubt is the region of sense stimuli. But the object perceived by the sense is the result of a combination between the stimuli supplied from the external source and the shape given to it by the mind itself. The contribution which the mind makes in the process of perception is the form of space. Space and time according to Kant are the forms contributed by the mind while it is engaged in the process of perceiving external objects. The external world as seen by us is thus the result of two different factors, one the sense stimuli from an external source, the other the space which the mind impresses upon these sense stimuli. Thus no object can become an object of perception for us unless it is compelled to take the form of space. Since it is the combined product of sense stimuli and space-form it necessarily follows that all objects perceived by us must necessarily have the form of space impressed on the materials by the mind itself. Spatial quality therefore becomes a necessary property with all perceived objects in our sense-presented experience. This world of experience therefore must necessarily conform to spatial form and hence the objects of experience must necessarily be in conformity with spatial properties. If spatial form is indispensable and necessary concomitant of physical objects, the space properties are similarly inevitable and necessary in a sense presented experience. It automatically follows according to Kant that spatial properties which are neces-
sary and inevitable form the foundation of mathematics. Hence mathematical propositions since they are based upon the properties of space must also share the nature of space and thus must be necessary and inevitable. Thus having secured a safe foundation for mathematical propositions, Kant next goes to further examine the implications of human understanding. Just as in the process of perceptual activity mind contributes the forms of space and time so also in the higher intellectual activity of understanding mind contributes certain other elements which he calls categories, the most important of which is Causation. Since the construction of experience is to be in conformity with the categories of human understanding they must be according to the pattern of causation which happens to be the framework of the whole edifice, according to Kant. Hence causation is the inevitable and necessary framework of human experience and events therein must necessarily happen according to this causal sequence on which the whole structure rests. Thus after securing a foundation for the principle of causation in the very structure of human experience, Kant surveys the whole of experience which is the result of mainly the activity of the mind in contributing the forms and categories according to which the sense-materials are shaped and arranged. The sense material which is thus fashioned into the human experience by the mind comes from beyond. What is the source from which this sense stimulus comes to the mind? Have we any access to this? Kant frankly admits that this ‘Beyond’ from which sense stimuli proceed is inaccessible to the mind and therefore not known. For according to him anything that is to be known by the mind must become a part of human experience and hence must be already subject to operational activity of mind and must bear its impression. Hence what is not so subjected to the intellectual operation must necessarily be outside our experience and hence must necessarily be unknown. This thing which is outside our experience and which is unknown and which is the source of sense stimuli, Kant calls the “Thing in itself.” Similarly the mind we are aware of is the one engaged in its operational activity in the experience. What the mind is when it is not so engaged in the
fabrication of human experience is unknown, since it is also outside the human experience. Therefore the Ego in itself also is beyond our knowledge as the Thing in itself. The Ego in itself and the Thing in itself since both lie outside our experience must necessarily be unknown to us and hence we cannot state anything about them. Nevertheless we are certain of their existence though we are not aware of their nature. This unknown region of the Thing in itself and the Ego in itself is the region of real existence according to Kant which is the “Noumenal” region as contrasted with the phenomenal nature of our experience. Thus our experience is confined to the phenomenal region whereas the ultimate reality is the region of Naumena of the thing in itself and the ego in itself. This result obtained by Kant is rather unsatisfactory. The ultimate region of reality remains unknown forever and what we know is the phenomenal one which is merely an unimportant appearance resulting from the operation of the mind upon the stimuli supplied by thing in itself. Thus we are destined to be shut up within the phenomenal experience never hoping to come out beyond this magic circle. Kant’s attempt to salvage metaphysics from Humean scepticism thus results in an inevitable agnosticism according to which man can never know the nature of reality and must be satisfied with the unimportant illusory appearance of the phenomenal world. In spite of this unsatisfactory conclusion, Kant proceeds with an undaunted spirit to reintroduce some of the important moral concepts which got exploded in the first part of his Critique of Pure Reason. The conclusion of the Critique of Pure Reason does not permit Kant to speak with any amount of certainty as to the nature of Ego, whether it is mortal or immortal, whether its ultimate destiny is to achieve the combination of virtue and happiness. He frankly says that according to pure reason we can never be certain about this. In his Critique of Practical Reason many of these concepts are admitted by the back door which were driven out by the front door. He proceeds with the assumption that virtue must necessarily be associated with happiness. If virtue is not associated with happiness ultimately there can be no moral foundation at all. But in ordinary experience, virtue is not always associated
with happiness. That is why in cases of weak men they forsake virtue in pursuit of pleasure, because they find that virtue is not always rewarded with happiness. This contradiction of moral experience, Kant attempts to solve by his metaphysical suggestion, the ultimate summum bonum of life necessarily be the combination of virtue and happiness. This would happen though not now ultimately in some far off future. If this proposition is accepted it necessarily follows that the short span of life which man enjoys in the phenomenal world persists beyond the phenomenal birth and death and hence the immortality of self should be accepted if the moral proposition that virtue and happiness coincide somehow is to be accepted. Thus according to Kant in order to justify moral life of our existence we are bound to accept the reality and immortality of the self which could not be guaranteed according to the pure reason of his first book. Thus in spite of the Agnosticism in his first book he attempts to restore the centre of gravity in the second book, the Practical Reason, where he tries to explain the reality and immortality of the self and provides rational justification of his moral pursuit in search of happiness. In spite of his service to religion and morality his metaphysical system as a whole remains unbalanced since it rests upon a meaningless dualism of Naumena, the Unknown Reality and the phenomena, the unimportant illusory experience, which is the only source of knowledge for us.

Kant's philosophy is taken up by his successor Fichte. Fichte directs his attention to the criticism of the Thing in itself. The Noumenal world which was considered to be the ultimate reality by Kant which was also said to be unknown and unknowable Fichte considered to be an unnecessary metaphysical encumbrance. Why speak about the thing which is unknown and unknowable? What is the value of your statement as to the existence of such a reality? Since nothing is known as to its existence and its nature, Fichte dismisses that as unworthy of metaphysical consideration and confines himself to what Kant called the phenomenal world of appearance. Therefore Fichte recognised the ego and the phenomenal world which it constructs. He does not worry himself as to the source of the sense stimuli.
What we are searching about is the world of the objective reality. This world of objective reality is the result of the activity of the ego. Why should the ego or the self indulge in creating such a phenomenal world of experience? According to Fichte this is necessary because of the full moral growth for the self. The self creates the world of experience, a sort of moral arena in which it struggles in order to gain moral strength and to grow to its full stature of moral personality. Thus with Fichte there is nothing more than the self and the phenomenal world of experience which it creates for its own purpose; there is no other reality besides this. Thus Kantian idealism in the hands of Fichte turns out to be merely the self and the phenomenal world of experience which it creates, a result more or less same as the Berkeley's idealism in English empiricism. This dismissal of the foundation of external reality and converting it into merely an appearance created by the self was considered to be extremely unsatisfactory and it was rejected by his successor Hegel. Hegel is one of the great world thinkers. He saw how a careless analysis led to an unsatisfactory and incomplete system of metaphysics. He was not satisfied with Fichte's moral idealism. Nor was he satisfied with Kant's bifurcation of reality into a thing in itself and the phenomenal world of appearance. The whole attempt of Hegel is to restore the ultimate unity of reality and to avoid the inconvenient corollary of mistaken bifurcation. He does not like to postulate the reality as unknown and unknowable far off from the world of experience. He can't think of a reality detached from the world of experience. The reality must be in the world of experience and there must be an intimate relation between this reality and what Kant called the phenomenal appearance. The thing in itself dissociated from the world of appearance and appearance dissociated from the underlying reality, both are meaningless abstractions according to Hegel. The appearance is just the appearance of the reality and the reality cannot exist apart from and independent of its appearance which is but its manifestation. The contradiction between the reality and appearance is but the result of mental abstraction, and as such has no basis in a genuine metaphysics. The function
of metaphysics is to understand the significance of our great experience and any conclusion that nullifies the reality of our experience must be self—condemned. Hence Hegel tries to bring back the reality which was located in a far off beyond by Kant and restore it to its legitimate place in the world of experience. According to Hegel the great world of experience consists of organic entities which are characterised by continuous growth and development. Organic development is significant and symbolic of the nature of reality itself. What do we find in the nature of organism? What is the process of growth of a particular tree or a plant? A seed that does not sprout out must be considered to be defunct and worthless. If it is to grow into a plant it must somehow change its nature as a seed breaking itself up so that the seedling may sprout out. The tender plant that comes out of the seed must also change its nature and put on foliage. Further growth must necessarily depend upon sprouting out of the new leaves and shedding of the old ones. Thus the growth of an organism consists in a process of dying in order to live a combination of two opposite processes united and integrated in the life of the organism. This process of organic growth which contains within itself the process of breaking up and building up while maintaining its intrinsic identity and unity is the central idea of Hegel’s thought. He calls that “dialectic”. According to this dialectic we have the thesis, the antithesis and synthesis. Thesis refers to the postulation of affirmation characterising this. Antithesis is just the opposite negation of this characteristic, and synthesis is the combination of the two processes in the same nature of organic identity. The growth of organism is the illustration of this dialectical process. If you fix your attention to a particular stage in its growth you have to postulate its nature at that moment. If what is true at that moment does not change but perpetuates itself then the plant will practically die. If it is to live it must give up its nature and change into something else. It must shed off its own leaves and put on new sprouts. It must change. It must be displaced by antithesis. Without antithesis there cannot be growth, no reality. Yet the change must be consistent with its thesis. A margosa plant all of a sudden will not put on the charac-
teristics of a mango tree. That will be a mass self-destruction. No reality in nature behaves in this erratic fashion. Even while the old leaves are shed off and the new sprouts are springing up, the intrinsic identity of the plant is not destroyed. There is a mysterious process of synthesis which maintains the ultimate identity and unity throughout the process of this change. This dialectical process which we found illustrated in the life of a single organism is taken to be a symbolic process of the whole of Reality. Viewed from this point of dialectic, the whole of reality of our experience is characterized by this process of change, a change which is held together by an underlying inevitable identical unity. Identity in the midst of difference, unity in the midst of multiplicity, reality in the midst of appearance are the significant phrases used by Hegel in describing the nature of reality. To speak of identity in isolation from the diversity or unity apart from multiplicity or of a reality apart from appearance should be said to be an empty abstraction in the place of reality and these empty abstractions can never sustain their stability long, even though they are set up in metaphysical throne by careless thinkers. They must quit the realm of abstraction and come back to the world of experience where alone they can live and have significance. This realization of reality in its proper place in the realm of experience and the recognition of its importance in the midst of appearance and diversity must be considered to be the greatest contribution of Hegel to modern philosophy. He accepts the Kantian doctrine that experience is the result of the activity of mind though he rejects Kantian abstraction of reality. When viewed from his own dialectical process this world of experience is but the appearance and the manifestation of the ultimate reality. The whole is an organic process of development the underlying reality being spiritual. He calls this ultimate reality, the Idea. The great world of experience is the dialectical manifestation of this ultimate Idea. This ultimate idea is also called the Absolute, a term which has become more popular among the philosophers. The absolute is ultimate reality, the manifestation of which is experience of this great world. The great world of experience therefore is considered by Hegel as
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an organic growth. Hegelianism became very popular throughout the thinking world and practically all the European thinkers have been influenced by Hegel's metaphysics. Absolutism of Hegel became dominant world concept. It immensely influenced the world in all the fortunes of life. Universities in England and in the continent of Europe and even in the distant America were subject to the influence of Hegelian absolutism, and thinkers began to introduce Hegel's point of view and the dialectical development as a necessary panacea for the intellectual troubles created by the earlier thinkers. Besides its influence directed in the face of metaphysics which completely brushed aside the other forms of thought as English Empiricism, Kantian idealism etc.

Hegel's influence was felt in two important directions which led to the complete transformation, of the concept of State and concept of the society. When Hegel postulated that the ultimate reality is absolute and the whole of our experience is the manifestation of this absolute, every department of human activity including religion and morality is given a subsidiary place in this development of the absolute idea. The most important manifestation of this absolute according to Hegel is the State organisation. The state is the greatest and the highest manifestation of this absolute idea, and every other social organisation must subordinate to this. Even the Church must be subordinate to the State and religion becomes an instance in the manifestation of the State organisation. The ultimate result of this State absolutism of Hegel reduced human personality to the status of building material for raising the edifice of a State. Man is but a brick to be utilised for constructing the State edifice and besides this function there is no justification for the existence of man. This result is unfortunately the contradiction of the noble idealism of man by Kant who declared that man is an end to himself and should not be reduced to a means for any end. Hegel's absolutism completely changes this picture and reduces man to be merely the material for building up the State. Man derives his significance and importance only because of his services to the State. Apart from the State organisation he has no significance and no right of independent existence. Thus from a genuine metaphysical contribution,
a perverse political philosophy is developed which pervaded the whole European culture and civilisation and resulted in the two destructive world wars.

The other development of this Hegelian absolutism is in the economic direction. Karl Marx, the founder of communism claims himself to be a disciple of Hegel. His masterpiece "The Capital" is the Bible of the Communist. He postulates that the socio-political development is according to the process of the Hegelian dialectic-materialistic. Tracing the growth of economic development up to 19th Century, he points out the intrinsic contradiction between capital and labour and emphasises the intrinsic identity and unity of both. The capitalist who controls the productive machinery is but the creature of labour and as such should be made subordinate to labour which is the ultimate creator of wealth. The economic organisation which allows the concentration of wealth in the hands of a few capitalists who happen to control the productive industries and who engage thousands of labourers to run the machinery according to Marx is an iniquitous economic system.

Hence the restoration of the economic organisation according to Karl Marx must consist in restoring the true controlling agency to that power which creates wealth, i.e. the labour which creates wealth must necessarily be controlling agency of the capital and must run the industrial organisation. The creator of wealth must have the right to control it and to enjoy it. This economic revolution is also the result of Hegelian absolutism in subjugating the organisation of society. Thus the modern civilisation of Europe which started with Hegelian absolutism exhibits both the beneficial influence as well as the baneful influence of the Hegelian absolutism.

II

SAMAYASARA

INTRODUCTION II-SELF IN INDIAN THOUGHT

Before we begin the systematic study of the Darsanas let us try to acquaint ourselves first with the general tendencies of Indian thought prior to the rise of Buddhism. All the avail-
able information is to be gathered from three sources. (1) The later Samhitas, the Brahmans, and the Upanishads. (2) Jaina literature secular and religious. (3) Buddhistic literature secular and religious. A broad survey of the first group certainly indicates the existence of a rival school of thought side by side with what may be considered the main current of orthodox thinking. This early protestant school among the Aryans had its important influence in moulding the thought of the Aryans in general, sometimes because of its strong opposition and sometimes because of sympathetic reconciliation. Roughly speaking this school of Aryan Protestantism may be associated with the Kshatriyas of the Ikshavaku line whereas the Aryans of the Kurupanchala may be identified with the orthodox school. In this connection it is better to remember that the term orthodox simply means implicit acceptance of the ritualism of Vedic sacrifice whereas protestantism merely means opposition to the sacrificial ritualism either in a complete or a partial form. This Ikshavaku house of Kshatriyas is associated with Ayodhya, in the country of Kosala. Puranas as well as the literature of the Jains and the Buddhists, all vie with one another in singing the praises of the kings of the Ikshavaku line. It is enough to mention the fact that one of the two great epics of India is about on Ikshavaku hero. The Ikshavaku heroes have so much dominated the thought of the later Vedic period that about the time of Puranas, some of the members of the Ikshavaku line were elevated to the avatarship of Vishnu. In describing generally the characteristics of the Raghus, Kalidasa says “The Raghus during their youth are engaged in study, during the period of manhood are engaged in their daily household life, in old age renounce the household life and become Munis and finally relinquished the body after performing Yoga”.

In Samhitas the self or atman only means that self existing in free form of spirit. It is the life of all lives and the moving power of all things. This idea of the atman is further elaborated in the Brahmans and the Upanishads until it is made to absorb all the other ideas and it means the only real existence. In the beginning the world was the atman alone. There was nothing else near to it. It thought
"let me create the universe" and the universe was created. Here also atman figures as the Lord and King of all. "As the spokes of a wheel in the chariot so all the souls of the world are fastened in one that soul the Gods adore as the light of all lights. That divine self is not fully grasped by tradition nor by understanding nor by all revelation. It is him whom the self chooses. By him alone is the self to be grasped." Spiritual immortality consists in the perceiving of the Divine self the atman as the only existing thing. The other conception that runs parallel to this until it finally becomes identified with it is the Brahman. In the Rig hymns Brahman signifies force or will. It means the sacred hymn or prayer invoking the aid of Gods. This hymn or Prayer is endowed with a mystic power an occult force which inevitably binds the Gods towards men. This meaning of the word Brahman slightly changes and becomes applicable to the magic utterance at the sacrifice. Thus the term gets a new connotation, and the term itself most probably was derived from a different root *Brih* which means to grow or spread. Finally it came to signify the priest who uttered the sacrificial mantra. Thus the term Brahman became identified with the sacrificial priest. Finally this term is used to designate a person of a particular community whose general occupation would be sacrifice. The term now became a term of masculine gender and that is the present significance in as much as it refers to a member of a particular caste. But from the original vedic meaning of prayer or magic power of prayer there is another line of connotation ending with 'Upanishadic Brahman. The term Brahman in the sense of prayer is constantly used in the vedic hymns and in the Brahmanas. This magic power denoting some thing of spiritual order behind the visible universe forms the foundation of Brahman in the sense of God, though this import is not quite prominent in the period of the Rig Veda until it is explicitly present in the Brahmanas. Brahman is spoken of as a God dwelling in the highest place whose head is the sky, whose measure is the Earth and it is this significance which becomes prominent in the Upanishadic period. Throughout the Upanishadic texts we find this as the ruling conception. Towards the close of the Upanishadic period there is the identification of Brah-
man with atman. These terms are indiscriminately used to refer to the ultimate reality of which man and the nature are but the special manifestations. "From him the universe springs, to Him it returns." "Thou art the self of all and maker of all." In Maxmullers' words "it was an epoch in the History of the Human mind when the identity of self with the neuter Brahman was for the first time conceived though the name of the terms the ultimate reality which is the import of both is very often referred to as Sat—existence. Tatwamasi—that thou art. This famous Upanishadic formula represents the development and the final identification of the terms atman and Brahman. Then it becomes a transcendental concept thereafter. The significance of personality which was associated with atman gets submerged in the neuter concept of Brahman. The Upanishadic Brahman is said to be beyond description. It can be described only negatively. It is not man or woman nor is it neuter. It is without breath, without mind, higher than the Highest, the Imperishable. The only adequate description we can have of this is Neti Neti—not this, no-no. When we go to study the Upanishads in detail we shall see more of this.

The Age of the Upanishads—The Upanishadic age has certain marked characteristics peculiar to itself and not found either in the Samhita or Brahmana period. During the Rig Vedic period the Aryans were mainly of a homogeneous society. Their Gods were magnified human beings actuated by human sympathies and sharing even human failures. The vedic singer invoked their aid both in war and peace to fight the enemy and to promote his own prosperity. This age corresponds to the Homeric age in the Greek civilisation. All this primitive simplicity disappears when we enter into the Upanishadic period. Here we have a different order of society. We are no more with the Aryans whose life was mainly pastoral, whose wealth was cattle and who spent most of their time in offering sacrifices to Indra or Agni and drinking their favourite soma. To bring the Greek parallel once again we are quitting the world of Agamemnon and Odysseus and entering the world of Socrates and Euripides. Now we are concerned with a people already divided into different sects and we are face to face
with a race highly contemplative. Sacrifices and rituals do not retain their importance though they are still extant. These persist merely as vestigial institutions preserved by tradition and custom. They ceased to be the genuine ideals of religion. The intellectual atmosphere is surcharged with sophistical idealism. In short we are in the centre of the world of Indian sophists who are actuated by theoretic curiosity as to the nature of man and the universe. With such a change in the body politic of the Aryans, the old order must have elapsed. We already noticed the internal social differentiation even during the period of the Brahmans. The Vedic bard has somehow lost his enthusiasm for life. The joy of living present is somehow surreptitiously replaced by the ennui of life. Life in this world is nothing but a link in the endless chain of births and deaths. Link after link may come and go but the chain will go on for ever. This mysterious whirligig of life, endless and aimless rotation of births and deaths is considered by the upanishadic thinkers as an evil to be avoided. The theory of transmigration and the corollary of karma have somehow taken possession of the thought of this age. Further the social organisation has resulted in the establishment of certain religious customs as well. Besides the differentiation into several castes the upanishadic society recognised four distinct stages of individual development. This evidently refers to a process of spiritual probation and development to which every one irrespective of birth was entitled. The period of youth is to be spent as a Brahmachari when the young man is to be educated under the personal guidance and supervision of a master. During this period he has to live away from his home in his master’s ashram. Learning and service are the only two occupations for him. Intellectual development of the highest order associated with personal humility would equip the individual to discharge his duties in the best possible manner. So equipped the Brahmachari after education returns home and enters into the second stage of grihastha life. Now he becomes a householder and looks after his personal property, gets married and lives as a husband and father. As a member of the society then he does not forget his obligations. He fulfils his socio-economic
duties and thus contributes to the general welfare of society. But he is not to be here forever. He has to enter the third stage of his life. He is to become a parivrajaka or a religious mendicant wholly devoted to the spiritual affairs. Having served society well and to the best of his ability he now depends upon society for his maintenance devoting his whole time to philosophical research. Now he spends most of his time outside the grama or nagara staying in the adjoining vana or woodland. On account of this habit of dwelling in the Udyanas or Vanas outside the city, the third stage is very often referred to as the stage of Vanaprastha. This is to be followed by complete renunciation which is the last stage—Sanyasa which marks the close of the spiritual development. The Upanishads and their associated Aranyakas perhaps refer to the third stage, Vanaprastha. It calls to our mind a picture of life closely akin to that of St. Francis of Assisi in the medieval Europe. His associates were the beasts and the birds of the forest. He had untrammeled spiritual peace, that passeth understanding in the undisturbed solitude of forest full of charm. It is something like this that we have to imagine as the characteristic of the Upanishadic period. We are ushered into a world of congregations of preachers and disciples, the former elaborately expounding, the latter reverently listening to the theosophic rahasya otherwise known as Upanishadic secrets. The change from the world of sacrificial ritual to the world of philosophic speculation brought with it new claimants to honour and Truth. The sacrificial mantras and the sacrificial procedure were mainly cultivated and practised by the priestly class during the earlier period. But the Brahma vidya or atman cult of the Upanishads has nothing in common with the recitation of sacrificial formulas. This new philosophic speculation seems to have had its origin in the king's courts. It is associated with the Kshatriyas perhaps on account of peace and prosperity or perhaps the fruits of life are eaten to surfeit by them. The Kshatriyas were the first to experience the emptiness of life and to turn their attention inwards in search of the underlying spiritual principle, atman or Brahman. Whatever be the social conditions that brought about this new outlook on life this
much is certain that the Kshatriyas of the Upanishadic age were mainly engaged in the speculation about man and the universe whereas traditional sacrifices were still important to the priestly class. Perhaps this is not quite an accurate description. Even the priests could not escape the influences of this new thought. We see them therefore disturbed by this new discontent. They go about from place to place from thinker to thinker with the object of getting initiated into the new wisdom, the atma vidya. This craving for the Brahma vidya becomes almost universal. The whole age is thrown into feverish activity intellectually and every one desires to participate in the new knowledge—par excellence as against the earlier learning associated with ritualism. Like a pillar of light this new *paravādya* was leading the Aryans into the promised land of wonderful philosophical wisdom which constitutes the treasure of Aryan learning and to which all the later systems of Indian thought point out with pride as the source of authority and inspiration.

*The meaning of ‘Upanishad’*—The term as used in the Brhamanas normally denotes the secrets of some word or text. But in the Brhadaranyaka it is already used in the plural as the designation of a class of writings no doubt actual existing. Thus the term came to be used to denote the writing containing the secret doctrine. The exact primary sense of the term is doubtful. The natural interpretation of the word adopted by Max Muller makes the word mean first a session of Pupils, hence the secret doctrine communicated to a select number of disciples. Secondly it is the title of a work on such a secret doctrine. Oldenberg traces the word to the original sense of worship. According to this interpretation Upanishad primarily means a secret form of worship. Deussen combines both these interpretations when he explains the meaning of the word. For him the word originally meant a secret word or a secret text. Then it came to refer to secret import of secret doctrine. This order of meaning is improbable as is suggested by McDonald. The term is explained by Sankara in his commentary as that which destroys ignorance or that which leads to the knowledge of Brahman. Indian writers use the term in the sense of secret doctrine or
Rahasya. Upanishadic texts are generally referred to as Para-
vidya, the great secret. The Indian usage distinctly implies some-
thing secret. Further as Deussen points out it was an ancient
custom all over the world to preserve certain important spirit-
ual truths as a secret and to communicate them only to the ini-
tiated few. Among the Pythagoreans the philosophical doc-
trines were confined only to the members of that order. Similar
was the case during the medieval ages. Numerous passages
from the Upanishads point to the same reference. There is in-
ternal evidence to show that Upanishadic truths were communi-
cated to others with great discretion and very often with great
reluctance. The father would select his eldest son as his fit dis-
ciple. If the disciple is a stranger to the master the applicant
has to serve several years of probation before he can be initiated
into the mysteries. Even among the learned men evidently all
were not acquainted with the Upanishadic truths. These facts
go to support the traditional meaning of the term Upanishad
that it is a secret doctrine—that it is a Rahasya, sometimes in the
primary sense of secret doctrine. These differences do not matter
much. When the initiated talked to one another they must in-
dicate their meaning only by signs which would be understood
only by the initiated. This fact explains why the term is used
in the sense of a secret word or text.

The Date of the Upanishads—1000 to 500 B.C.:—The Upani-
shads do not form the composition of a single author. They
are many in number. Most probably even a single Upanishad
is due to the co-operation of several persons. The Upanishads
taken as a whole collection would cover a period of several cen-
turies. Some of the earliest Upanishads take us to the period
of Vedic thought and rituals and some of the latest exhibit dis-
tinct traces of modern thought and would even bring us to the
period of Mohammedan rule in India. To ask for a chronology
of the composition stretching across so many centuries would
be neither scientific nor useful. Indian commentators such as
Sankara recognised certain Upanishads as genuine and wrote
commentaries on them. Scholars generally confine themselves
to such Upanishads as are recognised by the well known commen-
tators. Even here there is no consensus of opinion. Tradition speaks of ten Upanishads, whereas different commentators mention different numbers. If we confine ourselves to the most important and the recognised ones we can say this much of their period of composition. They are distinctly anterior to the rise of Buddhism. So we can safely mention that the Upanishads, the important of them at least, must be placed earlier than the 5th Century B.C. Can we say anything as to the beginning of these Upanishads? The period generally accepted by Orientalists is about 1000 B.C. Hence the duration from 1000 to 500 B.C: would probably represent the period when the Upanishads were composed.

The Origin of the Upanishads.—An interesting controversy is associated with the origin of the Upanishads. We need not emphasise the fact that the Brahma Vidya of the Upanishads is quite opposed to Vedic ritualism based upon sacrifice. The question therefore arises, “How could this theosophic speculation be logically connected with the Vedic form of ceremonialism?” Many important passages in the earlier Upanishads supply us with a clue. Thus in the Chandogya we find five learned Brahmins requesting one Oudgalya to instruct them concerning the atman; he confessing inability takes them to Asvapati Kaîkeya to whom all the six appeal for initiation into the Atmavidya. Again in Brihadaranyaka the famous scholar Gargya offers to expound the knowledge of Brahman to the king Ajatasatru of Kasi. But his explanation is rejected by the king as erroneous whereupon the vedic scholar presents himself as a disciple to the king to be instructed in the knowledge of Atman. The king does accordingly prefacing his exposition with the remarks that it is a reversal of the rule for a Brahmin to enter himself as a pupil under a Kshatriya in order to have Brahman knowledge expounded to him. Again in the Chandogya, a king figures as the teacher to a priest whom he addresses as follows:—“Oh Gautama! This doctrine has never upto the present time been in circulation among the Brahmins. Therefore in all the world the Government has remained with the warrior caste.” From these passages scholars like Deussen and Gaube conclude with a very high degree of probability that the doctrine of the Atman
standing as it did in such sharp contrast to all the principles of Vedic ritual was taken up and cultivated primarily not in the Brahmin but in the Kshatriya circle and was adopted by the former in later times. As against this view it is contended that Brahma VIdya had its origin in the earlier Vedic literature itself and that the Brahmins themselves had as much to do with it as the Kshatriyas. In order to understand the full significance of this controversy we have to remember certain important and relevant facts.

Even earlier than the Upanishadic period, in the period of Brahmanas we have traces of rivalry between Brahmins and Kshatriyas. We need not go back to the legendary period of Viswamitra vs. Vasishtha, when the former asserted his equality of status with the latter. What is contained in the Brahmana literature is much more historical than such legendary anecdotes. We have a reference to an Aryan tribe in the countries of Kasi, Kosala, Videha and Magadha. The term Kasi is used in plural to denote the people thereof. The Kasis and the Videhas were closely related because of their proximity. Sometimes the Videhas were clubbed with the Kosalas. These were always considered by the Kurupanchalas as a hostile group. It is a fair conclusion that between these two groups of people there existed some political conflict, probably based upon some difference of culture. The Satapatha Brahmanas in which occurs the story of the advance of Aryan civilisation over Kosala and Videha, preserves a clear tradition of its time and furnishes a piece of evidence that in the Kuru Panchala country, lay a great centre of Brahman cult. From these it appears to have been brought to the countries of Kasi and Kosala probably by the settlers of a later date. It is probable that the Eastern Countries were less Aryan than the West as they were less completely brought under Brahmin supremacy as the rival systems of Jainism and Buddhism indicate. Among the Kosalas, Videhas and Magadhhas the Kshatriyas were ranked above the Brahmins. The social supremacy of the Kshatriyas in these countries is further corroborated by the fact that the later Vedic texts display towards the people of Magadha a marked antipathy which may be reasonably
explained by that people’s lack of orthodoxy which may perhaps be traced as far back as Vajasaneyam Samhita. In this Samhita (the earlier of the Rig Samhitas) we have a contemptuous reference to the current language used by the Magadhas which perhaps indicate the use of ‘prakrit’ in those parts. Even in the Brahmana period there is reference to a prevalent unbelief which is deplored. “Then the unbelief took hold of men, those who sacrificed became more sinful and those who sacrificed naught became more righteous.” “No sacrifice then came to the Gods from the world.” The Gods thereupon said to Brihaspati Angiras—a “Verily unbelief has come upon men. Ordain thou the sacrifice to be done.” This Brihaspati Angiras seems to have accepted and thus revived the sacrificial culture. The Kshatriyas referred to in the Upanishads as the custodians of Upanishadic Rahasya are all of the Kosala Videha country. Ajatasatru is the king of Kasi,—Janaka the king of Videha. The other important names mentioned therein also appear to be Kshatriya names. In Satapatha Brahmana there is a reference to the fact that king Janaka became a convert to Brahminism—a fact which indicates the traditional Brahminical lore reasserting itself.

The founder of Buddhism was himself a Kshatriya of the Magadha country. He was a contemporary of Mahavira. This latter is claimed by the Jains as the last of religious teachers. Orientalists generally accept this claim and suggest that his predecessor one Parsvanatha was the real founder of Jainism. Leaving open the question of the origin of Jainism we may note the interesting fact about Mahavira’s predecessor. According to Jaina tradition Parsvanatha belongs to the ruling family of Kasi. His father was the ruler and his name was Viswasena. The relevant fact for us here is that one of the Kshatriya founders of Jainism belonged to Kasi. If we remember that the central doctrine of Jainism “Ahimsa” originated as a protest against Vedic sacrifice, then we may not be far wrong if we maintain that the “Kshatriya heretics” referred to in the Brahmana literature were probably the earlier founders of Jainism. The Brahmana literature as we already saw had a sinister reference to the people of Kasi and Videha. The country of Videha also had a religious impor-
tance for the Jainas. Jaina tradition speaks of Videha as a Nityapunya Bhoomi, a place where Dharma is always flourishing. The Jaina teachers who succeeded Mahavira, whenever they had any doubt on scriptural matters, went to Videhakshetra to clear these doubts. The very place which is pointed as the abode of heterodoxy is held in high esteem according to Jaina and Buddha traditions. The unbelief referred to in Satapata Brahmana, the unbelief which manifests in opposition to the Brahmanas, must therefore refer to some sort of Kshatriya movement that must have been prevalent in the countries of Videha and Magadha even prior to the rise of Buddhism. All these facts constitute strong circumstantial evidence supporting the theory that Atma Vidya—the central doctrine of Upanishadic culture first arose from the Kshatriya as a sort of protest against the Vedic sacrificial ritualism, jealously defended by the Brahmins. Upanishadic thought is mainly influenced by the Ahimsa cult associated with Lord Rishabha, a cult prevalent in India even prior to the Aryan invasion. Since the Upanishadic thinkers have accepted this Ahimsa doctrine as superior to Vedic ritualism there was a spirit of compromise at that period. Except for rival claims for social domination there was most probably no great difference between the Brahmins and the Kshatriyas of those ages. Both were Aryans and both defended their culture and civilisation from non-Aryan inroads. This is substantiated by the fact that many learned Brahmins welcomed the new movement of Atma vidya and were willing disciples under Kshatriya teachers to learn the new truth. If they had any antipathy to the new form of faith they would have exhibited it. They would not have manifested so much eagerness to assimilate it. In fact about the time of Brihadaranyaka we find the tables are completely turned. Yāgnavalkya a great teacher in Brihadaranyaka figures as the towering personality. He, a Brahmin becomes the instructor now and Janaka the king places himself as his disciple. This represents a later stage in the development of Upanishadic thought. Yāgnavalkya being a master-intellect successfully incorporated the new doctrine into the old. Kshatriya protestantism in the reform of Atma vidya was completely assimilated that it ceased to exist as an independent
movement, a phenomenon which is often repeated in the later history of Indian thought; for example Sankara completely assimilated Buddhism which led to its extinction. This conjecture is further supported by the nature and development of the Upanishadic thought itself. On account of reconversion of Janaka to the old orthodox ritualism which evidently implies an effected compromise between two rival schools, radical reformers of the extreme left, had to secede entirely from the orthodox centre. They persisted in their protestantism and emphasised their opposition to sacrificial ritualism as a result of which we have the birth of Buddhism. Reading facts in this light would agree well with the theory suggested by some oriental scholars on the evidence of the Upanishadic passages themselves that the Upanishadic doctrine of Atma Vidya first started in the Upanishads as a protest against the sacrificial rites of the Vedas and there afterwards assimilated and recognised by the priestly class as well.

The Fundamental Doctrine of Upanishads.—We have already noticed the Vedic concept of Atman or Brahma. We have to touch upon two other doctrines,—Transmigration or metempsychosis and Karma. The latter is in a way the corollary of the former. The doctrine of metempsychosis is peculiar to the age of the Upanishads. There is no trace of it in the Vedic period. So much so scholars are of opinion that the Aryans must have borrowed this from the non-Aryans. We know the Egyptians believed in the doctrine. It is certainly a difficult question to settle whether the Upanishadic thinkers borrowed this doctrine from the non-Aryans or the Egyptians. Probably the truth is that they borrowed from non-Aryans who were living in the land at the time of Aryan invasion. They were evidently having a higher form of culture and thus they were champions of a more satisfactory doctrine of self. The value of any theory depends upon its offering satisfaction to intellectual curiosity. Any theory of creation, any philosophy that retain the importance of human personality and maintains it to be an eternal principle will be forced not only to look forward to an infinite future but also to trace back to an infinite past. The human personality
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that is associated with the short span of the present, must somehow be related to a hoary past as well as a glorious future, making the present but a step in this spiritual evolution. It is this process of spiritual development that is the inner meaning of the doctrine of transmigration. It is because of the Truth of this principle of spiritual progress that the Indian mind persists in tenaciously clinging to that doctrine. If this is remembered then we can very well understand that the attitude of Gough and others is more guided by inborn prejudice than by an endeavour to intellectual appreciation. Upanishadic thought is not the babbling of a primitive race but it marks an important stage in the philosophic development of Indian culture. Associated with this doctrine of metempsychosis is the doctrine of Karma. Samsara, the cycle of births and deaths is supposed to be the result of Karma—as a man soweth so doth he reap. Samsara for the Upanishadic thinker meant a meaningless chain of births and deaths heralding a gloomy prospect. The summum bonum of life for the Upanishadic thinker therefore consisted in liberation from this chain. The very term Moksha implies "Deliverance" "Liberation." Pessimistic aversion may be present with an inborn optimism of the future, the inherent evil of Samsara and the implied possibility of moksha. These constitute the correlative doctrine to that of Brahman which together form the message of Upanishadic thought. All the latter Indian systems in spite of their mutual differences are permanently based upon these ideas. This fact stands as an evidence of the unity of their origin, i.e. all the Indian systems are born of the Upanishadic speculations.

The Upanishads and the Western thinkers.—The first knowledge of the Upanishads gained by European scholars is an interesting historical fact. A Mogul prince, one of Shah Jehan's sons, evidently influenced by Akbar's dream of universal religion attempted to bring about a union between Hinduism and Islam. With this purpose he translated the Upanishads into Persian for the benefit of his coreligionists. A copy of this Persian translation was presented to a French scholar who was interested in the study of Zoroastrianism. This French scholar translated the Upanishads from Persian to Latin. This Latin
version fell into the hands of Schopenhauer, who by personal temperament and philosophic tradition was eminently fit to appreciate the philosophy of the Upanishads. It was he who first popularised its study among German students. He himself used them as a Bible: "It has been the solace of my life and I hope it will be the same in my death." The Upanishads peculiarly appealed to the German students, because they themselves at the time of Schopenhauer were in possession of a philosophy quite analogous to this.

_Deussen on the Upanishads._—Speaking of the concepts of the Upanishads in their relation to Philosophy, Deussen writes: "The whole of religion and philosophy has its root in the thought that the universe is only appearance and not reality. This fact that philosophy has from the earliest times sought to determine a first principle of the universe proves that it started from a more or less clear consciousness that the entire Empirical reality is not the true essence of things, that in Kant's words is only appearance and not the thing-in-itself. There have been three occasions on which philosophy has advanced in a clearer comprehension of its recurring task and of the solution demanded. First in India in the Upanishads, again in Greece in the philosophy of Parmenides and Plato and finally at a more recent time in the philosophy of Kant and Schopenhauer." Deussen adds "All great religious teachers therefore, whether in earlier or later times, nay even all those at the present day whose religion rests upon faith are alike unconsciously followers of Kant: The new testament and the Upanishads, the two noblest products of the religious consciousness of mankind are found, when we sound their deeper meaning, to be nowhere in irreconcilable contradiction, but in a manner the most attractive serve to elucidate and complete one another." The purport of these words of Deussen is that Kant's philosophical agnosticism is the last word in philosophy and that a religion not associated with Kantian metaphysics is far from being a genuine religion. It places the philosophy of the Upanishads on a par with that of Kant and Plato. If he wants to express his admiration of the philosophy of the Upanishads by comparing it to his own national philo-
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sophy we have nothing to quarrel about. He is at liberty to choose his own method of critical appreciation. He may quite well regard the philosophy of Kant and Plato as the only genuine philosophy. But when he says that the philosophy of the Upanishads is the same as that of Plato we have to protest. This is an unwarranted philosophical attitude with certain European scholars who started the study of Indian thought with the unwarranted assumption that the Advaita Vedanta was the one fruit to produce which the whole of Indian life and culture conspired. This bias was further strengthened by the tendencies of European thought moulded by such German thinkers like Kant and Hegel. It requires no serious argument to show how unfounded the assumption is even if we admit for the sake of argument such an interpretation of the Upanishadic philosophy. We cannot consistently explain the claims put forward by other systems of Indian philosophy that they are also resting on the Upanishadic authority. The real fact is that all the Indian systems whether orthodox or heterodox are based upon the fundamental concepts of Upanishadic thought and that all have the right to claim the authority of their source. This simple fact of History cannot be denied in the face of so much preponderating evidence. To maintain that the Upanishadic thought is the Indian counterpart of Plato or Kant is quite an unwarranted dogma sustained more by personal predeliction than by objective evidence. Further Prof. Deussen justified in maintaining that Plato-Kantian idealism is the best system of philosophy. In spite of the beauty of conception and grandeur of diction Plato's idealism is but a temporary aberration of Hellenic thought which was brought to its equilibrium by his friend and disciple Aristotle. Similar is the case of Kant's transcendental agnosticism. It is but an episode in the career of modern thought quite unconnected with the course of modern culture. As against Deussen's obiter dictum we take the liberty to state that the idealism of Plato or Kant is distinctly of a modern thought and marks but the refuge of the defeated intellect sustained more by personal mysticism than by logical necessity. Champions of such a philosophy of the type of Deussen always make the
mistake of believing that any other form of philosophy will be incompatible with the highest aspirations of religious and moral culture. In short they think that the only alternative to such an effective idealism is an impossible materialism. It is because of this assumption that they try to escape into some form of idealism. The birth of idealism is very often due to such intellectual confusion. In order to safeguard the eternal values of life from the alleged menace of materialism some thinkers propound the doctrine of idealistic metaphysics which ultimately results in nullifying the very eternal values. It ends in repudiating the distinction between truth and error, good and evil, and beauty and ugliness. Let us go back to Deussen. He makes the astounding proposition that the true religious philosophy must have as its background something of the Kantian transcendentalism. He says in so many words that the value of a religion consists in its allegiance to a philosophy to which the concrete world is an illusion or maya and life is but a mockery. There may be some kind of religious satisfaction resting on such a metaphysics. But we doubt very much if the Upanishadic religion is of much value only because of this attitude. Again he seems to think that modern Christianity has its value because of its metaphysical idealism which he assumes to be its foundation. We are quite sceptical about this. Neither the founder of Christianity nor his followers ever believed that the concrete world of reality is but an illusion or an appearance. We rather think that the success and popularity of Christian religion are entirely due to its grasp of concrete life and its emphasis upon the value of human personality. Take away these, it would cease to have any value and with that perhaps it would cease to be a religion. We can only look with dismay when Deussen connects modern Christianity with Kantian idealism. His congratulations on Upanishadic thought because of its similarity to Kantian Idealism we are rather prone to decline because his attitude is corroborated neither by historical development nor by philosophical evidence of later thought in India.

The Chandogya Upanishad.—The Upanishad belongs to the Sama veda as evidenced by “Chandas.” It is one of the
oldest Upanishads, and is divided into eight parts of varying lengths. The first two are related to rituals which go to show that this Upanishad was once a Brahmana treatise dealing with ritualistic procedure. The really Upanishadic or philosophic portion is very interesting mainly in the form of dialogues reminding one of Platonic dialogues. This Upanishad may be taken as a typical of the Upanishads in general. Some of the important characteristic of the Upanishadic thought are found here. The fundamental concept of the Upanishad has been mentioned as Brahman. This concept is introduced in the very beginning of this Upanishad. Even in the ritualistic chapter it is not forgotten. Some of the syllables of the mantras uttered are identified with Brahman or atman. This attitude of philosophical interpretation of even dry ritualistic formulae is a distinct mark of Upanishadic period. The spiritualistic interpretation has replaced the materialistic interpretation of the Rig Vedic Period, for example “Self transcends all magnitude. He is myself within the Heart, smaller than the canary seed or the kernel of a canary seed. He also is myself within the heart, greater than the earth, greater than the sky, greater than heaven, greater than all these worlds.” There is no physical measure which is able to comprehend the non-physical. The self is completely incommensurable with anything physical. The Upanishadic truth relating to the Brahman or Atman was considered to be a secret by the teachers and was communicated to others with great caution. This aspect is well brought out by the legend of Satyakama who goes to a teacher with the idea of becoming his disciple. “I will lead the life of a student of the Sacred knowledge, I will lead the life of a student of Sacred self.” Thus he addressed himself to Gautama. “Of what family art thou my dear” asked Gautama. In reply to this Satyakama said “I do not know Sir,” of what family I am, I asked my mother. She answered in this manner. “When I went about a great deal serving as a maid I got you. So I do not know this of what family you are. However I am Jabala by name and you are Satyakam by name! So I am Satyakama, son of Jabala, Sir.” The teacher was attracted by the frankness of the boy and admitted him as a disciple. “I will receive you
as a disciple for you have not deviated from the truth.’’ His discipleship consisted of tending the master’s cows for a number of years and such patient service was finally rewarded and he obtained the knowledge of Brahman.

In the V chapter an allegorical representation of Life is given. The several senses quarrel among themselves saying ‘‘I am better—I am better.’’ They all went to the great father—The All Creator and asked Him ‘‘Sir, who is the best of us?’’ He replied, He by whose departure the body seems worse than worst, he is the best of you. Then first speech departed from the body. Returning after some time he found the person still alive though mute. Convinced of its own impotence according to the criterion proposed by the All Creator, speech returned the wiser. The eye went off: Having remained a year away it came round again and said ‘‘How have you been able to live without me?’’ Like the blind people not seeing but breathing with the Breath, speaking with the tongue etc. Thus have I been able to live. The eye entered in. Next was the turn of the ear. The person though deaf nevertheless lived. Then the mind tried its worth. Nevertheless the person lived mindless. Lastly it was the turn of the vital breath. Now the breath, when on the point of departing, torn up the other senses as a horse going to start might tear up the pegs to which he is tethered. Then they all came to it and said ‘‘Sir Remain, thou art the best among us. Be thou our Lord. Do not depart from us.’’ This allegory distinctly implies that the spiritual principle on account of whose presence the senses function is the Atman or self. It is the life principle itself that is the foundation of existence. This vital breath is certainly more than the material conception of the Rig Vedic period. It is identical with that which makes all sense activities possible. In the same V chapter again we have an important dialogue indicating the nature of the problems especially discussed in the Upanishad. A young man by name Svetaketu Aruneya goes to an assembly of scholars from Panchala. The boy is subjected to severe cross-examination, when he told the assembly that he had been fully instructed. He was asked, ‘‘Young man, has your father instructed you?’’ Yes, Sir,
"Do you know where men go to from here?" 'No Sir.' "Do you know the parting of the ways, one leading to the God and the other to the fathers." 'No Sir.' "Do you know how the yonder world is built up?" 'No Sir.' Then the teacher scolds him "Why do you say you were instructed."

This dialogue is instructive and points out the nature of the topics dealt with and studied in those days. The study of the traditional type was confined to the Vedas and Vedic rituals. Besides this traditional course there was the characteristic interest of the age centering round the philosophical studies as to the nature of the self. It was the latter which was prized and coveted by the scholars of the age. Of course the dialogue ends with the boy returning to his father to ascertain the answer to the above questions. The father also had to confess his ignorance. The lad and his father returned to the king for the information. Then Gautama went to Janaka's court when the king offered him proper respect. In the morning the king went up to the assembly and announced. "Ask of me such a boon as men desire." Gautama replied "Such things as men possess may remain with you Sir. Tell me the speech which you addressed to the boy." The king was perplexed and said "Wait a while." Then the king said "As to what you have said to me" 'Oh Gautama, this knowledge did never yet come to any Brahman before you and in all the world the truth belonged to Kshatriyas only.' Two points may be noticed from this interesting dialogue. (1) The new thought, the knowledge of the atman was considered to be richer than the richest possession in all the world. (2) It originated among the Kshatriyas and was preserved as a secret doctrine for some time. The very same fact is emphasised in another section of the same chapter. Five great theologians held a great discussion as to what is Self and what is Brahman. After a few days, deliberation they go to a great scholar Uddalaka who is reputed to be in possession of the knowledge of the self. But the great scholar promises to enlighten them on the matter and asks them to accompany him. He takes them to a king
Asvapath Kāikeya. This king also offers them rich presents which they decline begging him to impart the much prized knowledge of Brahman. In the VI chapter several illustrations are given to explain the nature of Brahman.

The scene is as follows:

The boy is given a small seed and asked to break it open. Then the father asks the boy, “What do you see there?” “Nothing inside it, Sir” replied the boy. Then the father said “the central essence you do not see there. Of that central essence this great tree exists. But it is in the essence of it. In it all that exists has its self. This is the truth. It is the self and that thou art!” Similarly the all pervading nature of this principle is taught to the boy in the following way. The boy is asked to dissolve a little salt in a cup of water. He is then asked to take a sip of it from different parts. He finds it everywhere saltish. Then the boy is instructed “Though the thing is not perceived by the senses, still the salt is there. That which is the finest essence of the world is the soul of reality. That thou art!” The boy who wants further instruction is taught by the father that life here is one of bondage and escape from it is the form of realisation of self. But as one might tread his way home even if he be stranded in a foreign country so can we individuals tread our way back to the Universal Being. Towards the close of the Upanishad the scene is placed in Devaloka. The thirst for knowledge possesses even the Gods. Narada goes to Sanatkumara with this appeal. “Sir, teach me the doctrine.” Narada is asked to give a list of all the sciences he learned. After enumerating the names of different sciences, such as the four Vedas, mathematics, astrology and so on, he addresses Sanatkumara thus “but Sir, with all this I could not know the self. I have heard that he knows the self who overcomes sorrow. I am in grief. Do help me to overcome the grief.” Then Brahma knowledge is imparted to Narada by Sanatkumara and he realizes his self. Narada is then progressively instructed by Sanatkumara as to the nature of self. Finally the Chapter concludes with the following words
"The soul is indeed below, the soul is above, the soul will be in this whole world. Verily he who sees this, who thinks this, who understands this, who has pleasure in the soul, who has delight in the soul, he is autonomous. He has Swarajya. He has unlimited freedom in all the worlds. But they who know otherwise than this are without Swaraj. They have perishable worlds. In all the worlds they have no freedom."

The True way to Brahma World—The way to realise the true self and to enjoy the spiritual bliss is not by following the traditional rituals but by purity of conduct.

"Now what people call sacrifice, Yagna is really the chaste life of a student of sacred knowledge. For only through the chaste life of a student of sacred knowledge does he who is a knower find that world. Now what people call that what has been sacrificed is really the chaste life of a student. Now what people call the propriety of a sacrifice is also the chaste life of a student. Now what people call silent asceticism is really the chaste life of a student. Now what people call hermit life is really the chaste life of a student."

Next we have the instruction of Indra by the Lord of Creation. Indra is actuated by the desire for Brahman knowledge. He goes to the Lord of Creation to beg of him the same knowledge. The self which is free from evil, ageless, deathless, sorrowless, hungerless, thirstless, whose desire is Real, whose conception is the Real. It is such a self that Indra wants to realize. The Indra here is quite different from our old friend of the Rig Veda. Indra here seeks to obtain a knowledge of the Brahman which is the ultimate principle both of the individual and the world. He is told that even the gods in Brahmaloka reverence their selves shaking off evil, shaking off the body as the moon shakes itself from the mouth of Rahu, a perfected soul passeth off into the uncreated world of Brahman and into it, it may pass. Such is the consolation of the perfected soul which has become perfect by knowing its own self. Thus we have a complete change of intellectual attitude. Life in the world according to ceremonies and customs is looked down as a source of misery. It is merely to sell one's birthright of freedom, to be ruled over by anything
other than our own self. The true relief from grief is to secure the freedom from the danger of the non-self. This is the fundamental truth of the new thought. This seems to have actuated both men and gods. The reference to the Devas, the mythological personalities which we have in the Upanishadic writings is really interesting. We find in Vedic period, for example, Indra who wanted casks of wine to infuriate the strength of him in the battlefield is now met with as a docile disciple of the samit in his hand begging to be instructed in this new knowledge of the self. Here heroes are not measured by physical prowess. Self-control and purity of thought constitute the real worth of life both for men and Gods. This aspect will become more and more prominent as we go to study the other Upanishads.

Katha Upanishad—This belongs to Yajurveda. It is mainly associated with a particular kind of sacrifice called Nachiketas. But the Upanishad is interesting for us not because of this sacrifice but because of the important problem discussed therein. The great problem of the Hereafter. What is the nature of the soul? Does it survive death? If it does, whither does it go? These are the questions which are discussed in this Upanishad. These questions have occupied the serious attention of thinkers all over the world. In fact these problems form the pivot of religions and philosophy. Socrates, Plato, Buddha, and Christ have all had, their attention to these facts and the very same problems are here discussed by the Upanishadic thinkers who were evidently the forerunners of the above mentioned great world teachers. The Upanishad opens with a simple household scene. A Brähman wants to obtain certain benefits by offering sacrifices. He promised to offer all his valuable possessions for sacrifice to seek his end. He was offering his cows and sheep and other things of great value. He had an intelligent boy who was watching the whole thing. His name was Nachiketas. The sacrifice mentioned in this Upanishad is named after him. It means the sacrifice of Nachiketas. This boy perhaps in a scoffing mood reminded his father that he did not offer his most valuable thing referring of course to himself. The boy importunately
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asked his father “whom are you going to offer me to?” When this question was repeatedly put, the father got angry because of this disturbance during the sacrifice and he answered in a rage, “To Yama, thou shalt go; thou art offered to Death.” Before his father could revoke his command the boy started on his journey to Yama’s land. Having reached that place he could not meet the Lord of Death, for he was not at home. The boy had to wait three nights without being attended to. Yama returned on the fourth day, and he regretted very much for the neglect shown to the Brahman boy waiting as a guest at his door. As a compensation Yama offered three boons to the boy and he was asked to choose any three. As his first boon the boy cleverly asked that he might rejoin his father and that his father should forgive and forget and welcome him to his household. This was granted by Yama. As his second boon the boy chose to be instructed in the well-known sacrifice Nachiketas leading to heavenly bliss. Yama initiated the boy into the mysteries of the desired ritual and honoured the boy by naming the sacrifice after him. The boy had his third boon still left. When Yama asked him to choose the third, the boy said “When a man is dead where is this doubt about him—some say that he is and other that he is not. Let me know the truth and let this be the third boon.” When the boy asked Yama to lay open the door of Hereafter there was a good deal of hesitation and reluctance on the part of the teacher. Whenever the Great religious teachers of the world are asked about the Hereafter they offer only an evasive reply. Yama too wanted to avoid this question and tried to turn away the boy’s curiosity from awful and sublime. He says “The Gods themselves have been perplexed about this. It is no easy thing to discover.” Hence he asked the boy to choose an alternative boon. The evasive answer only whetted the curiosity of the boy. Yama himself admitted that the problem to be of very important and subtle and that it perplexed even the minds of the Gods. Certainly such a thing is worth knowing and if knowledge is to be had at all it must be from the Lord of the Great Hereafter. The boy would not lose this golden opportunity. Hence he insisted on getting an answer.
But Yama tempted his disciple's youthful imagination. Like the great temptation of another great Personality this youth Nachiketas had the sovereignty of the world, human and divine, placed at his feet. The whole aggregate wealth was at his disposal. He was promised heavenly damsels. He had the chance of being feasted with their divine music. But none of these things appealed to him. He would not budge. Like Gautama Buddha this boy spurned the pleasure of the world as worthless. He must have that one priceless boon the knowledge of the hereafter from the only person who had an authority to speak on the matter. Man is not to be satisfied with wealth. Wealth we shall obtain ourselves. Tell us about that life that Gods themselves do not know. Thus the boy would not have any other boon but would rent the veil which hid Yama. Thus the strength of will exhibited by the boy ultimately succeeded in eliciting the sympathy of Yama who was willing to offer the truth. Thus there is the revelation of the Upanishadic teaching as to the nature of the soul and its survival after death. The teaching begins with the good and the pleasurable. Both these engage a man though the ends are diverse. Of these it is well with him that takes the good. He that chooses the pleasurable is tied to the wheel of life dwelling in the midst of illusions infatuated by the pleasures of the world. These fools are subject to repeated births and deaths and go round and round like the blind led by the blind. He is even under the subjugation of Yama. But the path of good leads to the self. Wonderful is he that teaches and wise is he that attains it. This goal is attained only by renouncing the other path leading to the misery of Samsara. Thus we notice in this teaching of Yama the emphasis on self-realization as the goal of life. This goal is to be obtained only by self renunciation, freedom from the allurement of the environment. The cult of sacrifice is subordinated to this path of spiritual discipline. Here we notice the movements of great religious thought. Continuing this teaching, Yama describes the nature of the Atman. The self is not born and it dies not. It is omniscient. It is not created and it creates nothing. It has no beginning nor end. It perishes not even when death overtakes the
body. If the slayer thinks that he slays and the slain thinks that he is slain neither of them knoweth the self for the self neither slayeth nor is slain. It is bodiless and yet in all bodies unchanging and yet in all changing things. The sage that knows the infinite, the all pervading self no longer has any grief. The nature of the soul is therefore distinct from that of the body. Apprehension of this truth is the gate to wisdom. But this great self lies in the midst of different senses which lead him astray towards the worthless treasures of the world. This self is not to be obtained by mere learning or even by much sacred lore. It is obtainable only by the grace of the great self. It is by a process of minute spiritual development that spiritual freedom is to be acquired. The allegory of the chariot is introduced here. Yama continues his teaching and compares the soul to the chariot and the senses to the restive horses. Only by controlling the senses that the self gains freedom. We are reminded here of the same allegory in Plato. He compares the soul to a chariot dragged by horses. In the case of the gods the winged horses are good and controllable and they never lead reason astray but in the case of man one of these horses is restive and is dragging the other one. Hence the ethical conflict in man's nature is due to the conflict between reason and the senses. The same analogy is obtained in Yama's teachings. The release from the chain of births and deaths is to be had only through spiritual purity. Here again we notice the subordination of the sacrificial cult to moral discipline. Then Yama comes to the point which started the discussion. "Oh Gautama, I will proclaim again this mystery The everlasting self and his hereafter. Some souls pass to other births. Some to enter into other bodies according to their worth and knowledge." Hence we have the emphatic sanction of the doctrine of metempsychosis. Souls after death pass into another birth determined by their own Karma and Jnana. This is the basic principle on which the future Indian systems arose. The self that is still after pleasures is tied to the wheel of births and deaths; some going up and some going down; some endowed with happiness and others with misery, but all sharing the universal merry-go-round of Samsara. But only that self which realizes its true spiritual nature.
only that which saves itself from the allurements of the world and imposes on itself the rigorous spiritual discipline can know the truth, can escape from the illusion and attain that never-failing bliss of true freedom.

Mandaka Upanishads—This Upanishad belongs to Adharvana Veda. It is divided into a number of Khandas. Its main purpose is to teach the knowledge of Brahman. Hence it may be taken as the farthest limit of the antiritualistic culture of the age. This Upanishad starts with the distinction between the two kinds of knowledge. Lower knowledge consists of the study of the Vedas and the secular sciences such as grammar, astronomy, astrology etc. The higher is the knowledge of the indestructible Brahman. It is this indestructible Brahman that is the source of all things. Its nature is described thus. "That which is invisible, unseizable without family or caste that which has no eyes, or ears, no hands, nor feet, the Eternal, the omnipresent, Infinitesimal, and imperishable. That it is which the wise regard as the source of knowledge. As the spider sends forth and draws in its thread, as, plants grown on earth as the hairs of the head shoot forth from every person thus does everything arise from the imperishable." These two verses clearly illustrate the spiritual nature of Brahman and he is the root principle of all existence. Knowledge of this is claimed to be knowledge Par-excellence. What is the value of the lower knowledge of the traditional religion of the sacrificial mantras and the skill in arranging sacrifices, but frail in truth are those boats, (the sacrifices). Fools are they that praise this as the highest for they are subjected again and again to old age and death. Fools who hold this vedic scholarship or rituals wise in their own conceit and puffed up with vain knowledge go round and round staggering to and fro like blind men led by the blind. If at all it is of any use to a person who offers sacrifice it will lead him to Swarga which is merely a kind of lower happiness since that state of existence is also included in the samsaric cycle. How is the higher knowledge to be obtained? "By truthfulness, by penance, right knowledge and abstinence must that Self be gained." The Self whom spotless anchorites gain is pure, and like a light within the body. Further the Upanishad
emphasises that that Atman cannot be gained by the Veda nor by understanding nor by much learning nor is that Self to be gained by one who is destitute of strength or without earnestness or without right meditation. Having well ascertained the object of the knowledge of the Vedanta having purified their nature by yoga or renunciation, all anchorites enjoying the highest immortality become free at the time of the great end in the worlds of Brahma. This imperishable Brahman is the soul and the goal of all beings. He is the supreme person who is the source of human personality as well as the cosmic universe. He is in short the source of the world and the individual. Because of him the senses are active, all doubts are cut off and one's karmas cease when He is seen. The highest golden sheaf is Brahman without stain without parts. The sun shines not there nor the moon and the stars. There lightnings shine not, much less this fire when He shines then everything shines after him. This whole world is illumined with his light. That immortal Brahman is before, is behind, is right and left, is below and above. Brahman indeed is this whole world it is indeed the excellent. Not by sight is it graphed not even by speech nor by another sense organ austerity or work. By the light of the knowledge of one's nature becomes purified in that way, by medicating one does not behold him who is without parts. The cause of rebirth and Samsara is said to be desire, those who attain to the Brahma jnana are free from these desires and pass beyond the seed of rebirth. But he who is still in the meshes of desires is born again here. The reward of attaining this Brahma jnana is to assume the nature of Brahman himself. He who knows that supreme Brahman becomes the very Brahma. He crosses all sorrow. He crosses all sin—liberated he becomes immortal. This is the truth. So ends this short Upanishad.

_Brihadaranyaka Upanishad_—This perhaps represents a later stage of the Upanishadic culture. In this we have an attempted reconciliation between the traditional ritual cult and the new theosophic wisdom of Brahma vidya. We referred to the implied rivalry on a former occasion between the Kurupanchalas on the one hand and Kosalas and Videhas on the other. The latter countries
were associated with heretical antisacrificial civilisation. In an interesting chapter in the Satapata Brahmana there is mentioned an attempt by the Kurupanchalas to reconvert the Kosalas and the Videhas to Vedic traditions. Such a successful reconversion most probably marks the period of the Brihadaranyakas. One of the champions of the old traditional culture studies the new thought successfully and finally assimilates it so completely that the theosophic Brahma jnana once originated by the rival school dominated by the Kshatriyas ceases to have an independent existence. This personality who contributes to the complete annihilation of the rival school by the successful assimilation of the same by the old culture is Yagnavalkya. From the point of view of culture and philosophic insight he is head and shoulders above his contemporaries. He is looked upon with awe and reverence by other priests. He is welcomed and honoured by kings. Having studied the new thought and made it his own he is able to reassert the supremacy of the traditional Vedic cult thus in this Upanishad. We have all the characteristic conflicts symptomatic of a transition period. The Upanishad begins with the conception of Aswamedha. Here it has only a symbolic meaning. The whole world is compared to one grand process of cosmic sacrifice. There is an account of the creation which starts from asat—non-being—and evolves into being. Here we have merely an echo of the Vedic hymn which describes the origin of the world sat from asat. After comparing the evolution of the world to the grand horse sacrifice, the Upanishad goes to describe the nature of human personality. Breath or Prana is said to be superior to the other bodily functions. This leads indirectly to a glorification of the chanting the Vedic hymns which is possible only because of breath. In the next section there is another account of the creation of the world. Starting with the lonely Purusha who is the beginning of all things the narrator proceeds to describe the appearance of a mate from himself. From these primaeval pair the whole of the human race is supposed to have originated. But the primitive mother all of a sudden develops a resentment to the unconventional matrimonial alliance and tries to hide herself from her companion. Thus
she becomes a cow but he became a bull and thus originates another species of animals. Then she changes herself into other animals and the primitive Purusha longing to meet his mate undergoes a corresponding transformation. Thus are created the different species of animals. In the next passage there is an interesting and novel version of the hymn of Purushasukta of the Rig Vedic hymns. In the Rig Veda there was a description of the origin of the four castes. Here is a different account. Purusha exists originally as Brahman. Being lonely it was not developed. It created still further a superior form of the Kshatrahood even those who are Kshatras rulers among Gods. This higher principle of Kshatrahood is represented by Indra, Varuna, Soma Rudra, Yama, and Isana. Therefore there is nothing higher than Kshatra. Therefore at the Rajasuya ceremony the Brahman sits below the Kshatriya. Upon Kshatrahood alone does he confer his honour. Yet this same thing viz, Kshatrahood has as its source, Brahmanhood, Therefore even if the king attains supremacy he rests finally upon Brahmanhood as his source, so whoever injures Him (that is a Brahmin) attacks his own source. He fares worse in proportion as he injures one who is better. This passage is characteristic of the spirit of compromise Kshatriyahood and Rajasuya sacrifice are clearly acknowledged to be supereminent and at the same time the rank is derived because they originate from Brahmanhood. Unlike the Purushasukta of the Rig this account suggests a caste organisation even among the Gods. Brahman’s manifestation was not yet complete. Then he produced his the Vysya element which is represented among the gods by the Rudras, Adityas, the Maruts, and the Viswadevas and among men by the Vysya. Brahma was not yet developed and he created the Sudravarna of which caste the divine representative is Pushan identified with the Earth the all nourisher and among men the same is represented by the fourth caste. The process of creation is not yet complete. Then Brahma created a still further form in the shape of Dharma or Law. It is the source of all. This is the power of the Kshatriya caste. Therefore there is nothing higher than Law. "Verily that which is Law is truth. This law is higher than Gods as well as
It is because of this Law and in conformity with it the world order subsists. The Kshatriya order on earth is but an aspect of the sovereignty of Law over all. In this interesting passage we have several instances. We are distinctly in a philosophical age when an intrinsic principle of Law or Dharma is recognised as highest to which even the traditional gods are subordinated. This reminds us of the corresponding period of the Hellenic civilisation represented by the age of Euripides. Just as the conception of Law in Greek thought formed the central doctrine of the later Stoic Philosophers so the conception of Law is to be elaborated by the later Buddhist school in which it would occupy the central position in the shape of the doctrine of Karma. But we quit the age of an intellectual conflict and enter into an age of compromise. The old rivalry and struggle between the two rival communities are in abeyance. There is a spirit of mutual give and take. From the one point of view, the Rajasuya sacrifice associated with the Kshatriyas is the highest and from the another point of view the Vajapeya sacrifice associated with the Brahmins is the highest. Kshatriya is taken to be superior because of his strength and Brahmin is equally powerful because of his religious inspiration. Thus we have a note of compromise indicating that both the aspects are necessary and important from the point of view of social economy.

In the II adhyaya we are introduced into the scene in Aajatasatru’s court. A learned priest by name Gargya Balaki goes to Aajatasatru, King of Benares and offers to expound the doctrine of Brahman. The king was very much pleased and promised to give him a present of a thousand cows for such a speech before him, for it was a general fashion among the philosophers in those days to run to the Court of Janaka of Videha; then Balaki narrates his views about Brahman. He identified Brahman with sun, moon, lightning, ether, air, water, fire and so on. He even suggests the identity of Brahman with the image in the mirror. All these things are rejected by Aajatasatru as inadequate. Is that all? Asked Aajatasatru. Gargya replies “That is all”. Aajatasatru: OH! With that, much is not known. Gargya: Let me know.
Aajatasatru: Verily it is contrary to course of things that a Brahmin should come to a Kshatriya with the object of gaining Brahma knowledge! But anyhow Gargya was willing to be instructed by Aajatasatru. Balaki was taken to a man who was asleep. But when he was touched with the hand he arose. From this object lesson Aajatasatru drew the following conclusion. When this man was fallen asleep thus then the person who consists of intelligence having taken to himself, the intelligence of these senses rests in that place which is within the heart. When that person restrains the senses he is said to be asleep. The breath, the voice, the eye, the ear and the mind are all restrained. When he draws in his senses the worlds are all in him. Then he becomes a great Brahman as it were. Verily as a youth, as a great king, or a great Brahman when he has reached his summit of bliss so he rests now. As a spider might come out with its thread as small spark come out from the fire even so from this Soul come forth all vital energies all worlds, all Gods, all beings. The mystic meaning thereof is the real of the real. Breathing creatures are really the Real, but He is their Real. Thus according to Aajatasatru the self in the movement of sleep is not only the custodian of the senses of the individual but is also identical with the soul of the world. All breathing things are real but He is their Real. Continuing the discourse Aajatasatru speaks of the two forms of Brahman Murta and Amurta—the formed and the formless—the mortal and the immortal, the actual and the beyond. This doctrine of duality of Brahman is interesting in this way. The ultimate reality includes both the actual concrete experience and the transcendental principle which expresses itself in this. The transcendental is described by negatives. The actual and the normal portions of reality are recognised to be real and are described by the positive designation. This section lends support to that particular school of Vedanta—Visishtadwaita. The organic world consisting of breathing things is real and not Maya. It represents the Murtha form of Brahman but this does not exhaust the complete Brahman because there is the Amrutha, the formless aspect of that on account of which he is called the real of the real.
Next we find ourselves in Yagnavalkya’s household. The scene is laid in his home. Yagnavalkya proposes to take leave of his wife and retire from the householder’s status. Yagnavalkya wants to make a final settlement of his property but Maitreyi asked Yagnavalkya whether by possession of wealth one would obtain immortality. This interrogation perturbed the philosopher a bit and he had to answer the question in the negative. Maitreyi would not be satisfied with anything else than that which lead to the highest bliss, “What you know Sri that indeed tell me.” Then we have Yagnavalkya’s teachings as imparted to his wife Maitreyi. The only thing in the universe which has intrinsic value is Atman or self. It is this that is dearest to us. Everything that we desire to have obtains a derivative value from this atman. This is the end in itself. This is associated with the unconditioned and absolute value. Domestic life, worldly possessions, social status and even religious ceremonials and national traditions have their value only so long as they serve us as means to the realization of the atman. A Brahmin who prides on his birth without knowing this ceases to be a Brahmin and the same is the case with the Kshatriya. One may possess riches. One may carry out every commandment of his religion and all this would be of no avail if the knowledge of the self is not the guiding star of life. Conventional notions of value of social status and rank are all things that dwindle into insignificance by the side of this—One truth the Great Purusha. Communion with this is the only safety for and the only guarantee of true life. Even the much prized Vedas and the other sciences own their origin and importance to this one. It is this one inspiring principle the unitary Purusha that lends lustre to anything that is shining. From Him comes the elements into them also they vanish. After death there is consciousness. Thus say I, says Yagnavalkya. This doctrine that after death there is consciousness bewildered Maitreyi. She demanded an explanation. Accordingly Yagnavalkya said thus:

Consciousness is entirely based upon the subject object duality “Dwanta”. On account of this dualism we have an agent who has an object, presented to him who hears a sound who speaks
to another person, who thinks of another thing, but if this subject object dualism is transcended and if we are left with one only without a second then whereby and whom one would hear and whereby and whom one would speak to, whereby and whom one would understand. Naturally all objects of thinking and consciousness would cease to be because consciousness implies duality. Unity cannot therefore accommodate consciousness. Thus we have not only the identification of subject object into one soul but the identification of the universe with the one soul. Thus we obtain an unqualified advaita, an uncompromising advaitism diametrically opposed to Aajatasatru's doctrine of the two kinds of Brahman. This conflict only proves that we don't have a systematic doctrine worked out in the Upanishads but we have embodied therein the germs of all possible speculations. Next we are in Janaka's court, and we meet there the great Yagnavalkya again. Janaka was going to perform a great sacrifice. Several learned Brahmans were assembled. Janaka had a desire to know which of these Brahmans was the most learned. He offered a tempting prize of 1000 cows with ten gold coins tied to each horn. "Oh the venerable Brahmans! Let him who is the cleverest among you drive these cows." No one came forward. Yagnavalkya said to his disciple "Drive these cattle home." This excited the other Brahmans who challenged him to a metaphysical discussion. He proved himself more than a match to these rivals. Several eminent scholars tried their strength with Yagnavalkya. But no one of them would stand his cross examination. Finally it was the truth of a lady philosopher—Gargi. She proposes three important questions as to the nature of the Imperishable and the Ultimate. The way in which she addresses Yagnavalkya is expressive of her real greatness. She announces that if Yagnavalkya answers all her questions then they must all recognise and acknowledge that they are vanquished and disgraced. Three questions proposed by Gargi were all about the self indestructible both in the individual and in the Universe. Yagnavalkya answered all of them to the great satisfaction of the questioner. The whole physical universe ultimately depends upon space and space itself ultimately depends upon the atman. This is the meaning of his
answers. Yagnavalkya makes out that the soul is transcending all notions of humanity and devoid of all sense qualities. "Thou shalt not see the seer nor hear the hearer. That is the self that is within all. It is above the heavens beneath the Earth, and embracing past, present and future. Whosoever not knowing the indestructible offers oblations and performs penances even for one thousand years is a miserable slave whereas he who knows the self as imperishable is real Brahman. This indeed is the true form free from evil. This is filled with bliss and is free from sorrows. Yagnavalkya explains the different stages of consciousness a doctrine which becomes more prominent in later metaphysics. The first stage is waking consciousness. The second is sleep where we have dream consciousness. Third is the dreamless stage of deep sleep, and the fourth the stage beyond which we reach the inmost self. According to Yagnavalkya the true nature is identical with the fourth or the Turiya state. This may be spoken of as the "Ego in itself." Self which is distinctly metempsychical and transcendent.

The next scene is where we see Yagnavalkya again in the court of Janaka of Videha who asked Yagnavalkya the purpose of his visit whether it is for philosophical disputation or for rich presents. Yagnavalkya is shrewd enough to answer that his aim is both. Then begins the discussion. Janaka is asked to expound all that he learned about the doctrine of Brahman. The king narrates the different doctrines of Brahman which he learnt from various scholars. He tries to identify Brahman with sight, speech, hearing, mind etc. All these doctrines are recognised by Yagnavalkya to be only partially true. He completes the teaching by supplementing Janaka’s doctrine of the self.

According to Yagnavalkya the atman is the condition of the operation of the different senses as well as manas. As conditioned by atman, these sense activities may reveal in their own way the nature of the underlying Brahman. But to identify consciousness or any one of the senses with Brahman would be unjustifiable and erroneous. The soul is what subserves these functions though it is not identical with any one of these. Its true nature lies far beyond the strata of consciousness. We should
have to dive deep into the consciousness in order to have a glimpse of this Brahman. In his teaching, Yagnavalkya exhibits a width of learning quite manifest from his discussion. We can also point out that this is corroborated by modern psychical research. What we are aware of as consciousness is but a fractional aspect of our true personality a great portion of which lies hidden in the depths of subconsciousness. Yagnavalkya’s teaching therefore rightly and justifiably repudiates this shallow intellectualism and tries to bring to the forefront of discussion the magnitude and the importance of the subconscious self which more than anything else determines the conduct of the individual and contributes to his worth. This subconsciousness of our personality is always felt by the conscious individual as something other than ourselves which makes for righteousness. It is this sublime mysticism that forms the solid contribution of Yagnavalkya’s teaching in Janaka’s court. No wonder that at every stage of discussion his speech is punctuated with a present of 1000 cows. This time Yagnavalkya leaves Janaka’s court with his well earned present of several thousands of cows, a good fee for a noble work.

Janaka is the examiner in another occasion and Yagnavalkya the examinee. Consistent with his antecedents here also Yagnavalkya surprises Janaka with his sublimity of thought and intensity of philosophical insight. It is here that Yagnavalkya describes in suggestive verses the true nature of Brahman. This is indeed in true form free from desires, free from evil, free from fear, knows not anything within or without. This indeed is his true state. There is no wish in him left unfulfilled and hence is he free from sorrow. In that state ordinary relations of social life have no meaning, a husband is not a husband, a mother is not a mother, the Chandala is not a Chandala, saint is not a saint, it is a state beyond Good and Evil. Then we have transvaluation of all values. From Him procedeth all that has value, Himself being beyond all valuation. Side by side with this uncompromising pantheism Yagnavalkya propounds the doctrine of Karma. A person is after all a bundle of desires. His desires determine his conduct and according as one acts so doth he become. The doer of good becomes good, the doer of evil, evil.
becomes righteous by righteous action and bad by bad action. He does not accept that desires have no connection with acts. Some say that man is judged by his desires and not by acts. Yagnavalkya rejected this erroneous notion. The springs of desires are in the action. What a man desires that he tries to achieve. Hence there is no discrepancy between desire and conduct and each person is the architect of his own. The true meaning of salvation consists in getting rid of desires which drag the soul along all points of the compass. Man free from desires has but one desire to realise his true nature or to become the released person. He verily becomes the Brahman. As the slough of a snake lies on an ant-hill, dead and cast away, even so is it with this body. But this incorporeal immortal life is Brahman indeed, is life indeed. The rest of the Upanishad is concerned with Yagnavalkya's attempts at justifying the rituals symbolically by giving them metaphorical interpretation. He tries to identify the vedic conception of diversity of Gods with the supreme concept of Brahman. This part of the Upanishad is characteristic of the attempt to reconcile the Atmavidya with the traditional Vedic culture. Yagnavalkya by embracing this new philosophical doctrine was not evidently prepared to snatch himself away from the traditional vedic rituals. We may also note here that Yagnavalkya probably did not belong to the orthodox Brahmins of Kurupanchala and hence was looked with an amount of suspicion by the latter. This is quite evident from Yagnavalkya's conversation with Ikalya who resents to Yagnavalkya's reference to the Brahmans of Kurupanchala and retorts "Yagnavalkya! because thou hast decried the Brahmans of the Kurupanchalas what Brahman dost thou know?" We see Yagnavalkya throughout this Upanishad mustering all his resources to prove that in the various rituals there are the same tendencies, the same doctrines embodied in the Upanishads.

The General Tendencies of the Upanishad Period—The study of these important Upanishads has revealed to us some main characteristics of this age. The most prominent idea is the Brahman, the ultimate principle in the universe as well as in the individual. This is represented in various discussions where the self is identified with Prana or Akasa, or sometimes with
Vedic gods such as Surya, Soma, and Indra. Many of the Vedic terms are used synonymously to denote this new Upanishadic concept of atman. But all these synonymous terms are brushed aside as inadequate. Brahman is identified as the principle of Chetana or the ground of consciousness which manifests in various forms of activities. That is the truth revealed by Aajatasatru. That is the truth learned by Narada from Sanatkumata. That again is the teaching of the celebrated Yagnavalkya. Brahman is consciousness or Chetana plus something more than that. Hence it cannot be identified with any particular aspect of experience. He being the knower cannot be one of the known. He is within the heart of man and yet has his abode in far off Heaven. He is neither the sun nor the moon of the vedic thought but he is the Purusha. He is quite near us and yet not seen by us. He is within us and yet illuminates things outside of us. This is the message of the Upanishadic thinkers. The identity between Brahman as the cosmic principle and atman as individual personality is generally acknowledged by all the Upanishads. Is the identity contemplated here of the nature of absolute identity? Is it one or many? Are the objects of the world real or illusory? Is there existence besides the Self? These are some of the questions for which we have no unanimous answer. Some passages in the Upanishads emphasize the identity of the Brahman and the individual whereas many of the important passages tend towards pantheism. Everything in the universe is maintained and sustained by the Brahman. This Upanishadic pantheism does not contemplate the unreality of the external world. The process of evolution, the birth and growth of the world from this spiritual principle according to this Pantheism is compared to the spinning of cobwebs by the spider. Besides this pantheistic tendency, there is also a clear idealistic note sounded by Yagnavalkya. His doctrine (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad) may be taken as the basis of Advaita. According to Brihadaranyaka the Brahman is shown to be the transcendental Identity beyond the knower and the known. Hence it is metempirical and beyond consciousness. He is to be described only by negatives because no category of our experience can truly explain this transcendental Idea. Besides
this advaitic attitude there are also symptoms of theistic tendency. Brahman is spoken as identical with Rudra and Vishnu. He is spoken of as the creator and sustainer of the Universe. The individuals are to look up to him for spiritual guidance and help and for final emancipation from Samsara. Besides these general tendencies there are other characteristics of the Upanishadic Age.

I. The Upanishads are mainly antiritualistic. Since they are antiritualistic they are in a sense anti-Vedic also. Internal evidence indicates that the new thought had its origin mainly among the Rajarishis.

II. Asceticism and the practice of Yoga seems to be the characteristic institution of the Upanishadic age. The practical course of realising the Brahman contemplated by the Upanishads involves an elaborate process of self discipline. As against the older forms of fire sacrifice the Upanishads contemplate a new kind of sacrifice. Sacrificing one’s own attractions towards the world. “These two are unending immortal oblations referring to the sacrifice of speech and other sense qualities. Whether waking or sleeping one is sacrificing continuously uninterruptedly. Now whatever other oblations there are they are limited, for they consist of works-Karma maya. Knowing this very thing verily indeed the ancients did not sacrifice the agnihotra sacrifice.” (Kaushitthak Upanishad II Adhyaya.) This passage indicates that Yoga or Tapas is considered as an ancient institution and has taken the place of the traditional agnihotra about the time of the Upanishads. This is further strengthened by circumstantial evidence that the Upanishadic age must be of very long duration comprehending within itself an earlier conflict between antiritualism and ritualism and a later attempted reconciliation of some sort. Asceticism of the type of spiritual agnihotra must necessarily imply what is elsewhere called the other worldliness. The concrete of our everyday life is associated with evil and suffering. The goal of life is emancipation from samsaric cycle. The means of attaining this goal consists in eradicating all desires by performing Tapas. All that is of the nature of evil in Life must be burned in the spiritual fire of the Atman. This is the path of self-realisation. Instead of the sacrifice of various animals to realise the aim of one’s
life one has to offer one's own desires as the sacrificial victim in his higher anānihotra. The Yagakunda of the Upanishadic age is in the very heart of one's own self. It is a sort of crucifying the old Adam in man for the glorification of the new one. Thus we have in this age of theosophic wisdom all the terms of a later systematic philosophy. Here we are able to trace the Vedantic idealism as well as the Sankhyān realism. Here we find the traces of all theistic tendencies in India. We have also in the same age the ground of the intellectual condition that ultimately developed into the religion of peace and harmony which preached the glory of renunciation. Max Muller says “The Upanishads are to my mind the germs of Buddhism while Buddhism is in many respects the doctrine of the Upanishads carried out to its last consequences. The doctrine of the highest goal of Vedanta the Knowledge of the true self is no more than the Buddhism the common property of the Sangha fraternity open alike to the young and old, to the Brahman and the Sudra, the rich and the poor, the literate and the illiterate.” In the Upanishads we have the germs of all the philosophical system not only to the Vedic and the orthodox but also those religiophilosophical systems which are non-vedic such as Jainism and Buddhism. We may repeat our statement that it was an age of general philosophical outbursts in which there were several tendencies with multifarious characteristics. Crystalisation of these tendencies and forces ultimately resulted in the rise of several systems of Philosophy which adorned the succeeding period.

THE RUDIMENTS OF UPAnishadic Thought in the Samhitās and the Brahmanas

Upanishadic literature practically forms a part of Vedic literature in general. Thus it is a part of Sruti as opposed to Smruti. When we spoke about the various Brahmanas we saw what these Brahmanas treated about. The Brahmanas are associated with different Vedic groups, i.e., we have the Brahmanas belonging to Rig, Yajur and so on. Thus we have the mantras or the sacrificial hymns constituting the Samhita portion of a particular Veda followed by the Brahmanas which explain the sacr-
ficial procedure. These Brahmanas contain what are known as aranyakas or forest—treatises and Upanishads, a sort of Philosophical discourse. These Upanishads constitute the last of the sruti or Vedic literature. Hence they are sometimes known as Vedanta, the last of the Vedas which name was specialised to represent a particular school of Philosophy later on. Now we have to consider this third stage of Vedic literature known as the Upanishadic literature. It is here we have the origin of genuine philosophy. There are two fundamental conceptions implicitly present throughout the early Vedic literature which finally become the central ideas in the Upanishads. These are atman and Brahman. Atman is derived from a Sanskrit root meaning Breath. It implies soul or spirit of the individual and indirectly of the universe as well. In a verse of the Rig Veda it is used in the sense of Life. “Increase or Bright Indra this our manifold food thou givest us like sap.” This life principle was early recognised to be inside of and different from body. The next step in the history of Vedic thought is to recognise the soul or life of the universe. Just as there is a non-material principle constituting the essence of man there is an essential principle at the centre of the universe. This spiritual principle at the core of the universe is also designated by the same term atman. Another verse of the Rig Samhita runs thus, where was the life the blood, the soul of the universe who went to ask this vocations, in their old age all take to Sanyasahood or to use his own words become Munis and finally give up their bodies through the performance of yoga or tapas. Thus taking to the life of a muni and performing tapas or yoga was considered the general career of the Kshatriyas of the Ikshavaku family. Further we have to notice this fact that the Ikshavaku line is traditionally traced to series of Manus who were a sort of mythic rulers and organisers of humanity. Reference to the same house is made by the Jaina writers relating to the origin. The founder of Jainism according to their own tradition was one Vrishabha, king of Ayodhya belonging to the Ikshavaku line and a descendant of the Manus. After ruling the country for some time he abdicated the throne in favour of his son, Bharata and
became a Muni engaged in tapas or yoga. This Vrishabha is supposed to be the founder of the doctrine of ahimsa that it is wrong to inflict pain on any living thing on any account even in the name of religion or God. From this Vrishabha the tradition speaks of a succession of Jaina prophets ending with the last and the twenty-fourth Mahavira Vardhamana an elder contemporary of Gautama Buddha. The date of His nirvana is fairly well determined to be 527 B.C. The Jaina tradition associated his immediate predecessor Parswanatha with Kasi. He was the son of the King of Kasi, whose name was Viswasena. The interval between Parswa and Mahavira is 250 years and this would place him about 777 B.C. This date is recognised to be fairly accurate and the personality of Parswa is accepted to be quite historical. The fact we have to notice in connection with this Jaina tradition is this. Of the 24 Jinas nearly 20 are associated with the Ikshavaku house and all of them are connected with the Royal houses of Kasi, Kosala, Videha and Magadha. Throughout the sacred Jaina writings the country of Videha is referred to as a sacred land, nityapuryabhumi, where the Dharma never dies—Dharma referring to the doctrine of Ahimsa. The importance of Videha, we shall know in another connection also. The Upanishadhic thought mainly centred round Janaka of Videha and Yagnavalkya also of Videha. Perhaps we have to make a slight distinction between Eastern Videha and Western Videha. The portion bordering on Magadha, what is known as Purya Videha, evidently retained the anti-sacrificial culture whereas the north-west part of Janaka’s country finally accepted a sort of compromise between these sacrificial ritualism and the anti-sacrificial protestantism. The same importance of the Ikshavaku house we find in Buddhistic literature. The very first chapter of Rockhill’s life of Buddha contains an account of the life of the Sakyas clan to which Gautama Buddha belongs. In this account we find the Sakya clan traced to the house of the Ikshavakus. This evidently implies the general belief in those days, that to trace their lineage to the Ikshavaku house was considered to be a proud distinction among the Kshatriya clans. Such a distinction could be claimed by this Ikshavaku house
only because of the solid contribution they made towards the culture and the civilisation of the early Aryans and yet these Ikshavakuśa are hardly known and rarely mentioned in the Rig Vedic period. Hence we have to think of the two different schools of culture even among the fold of the Aryans and we are constrained to accept Bloomfield's hypothesis that the Aryans of the Eastern countries in the Gangetic plain mainly dominated by the Kṣatriyaśa constitute an early group of Aryans who migrated into India much earlier than the Aryans of the Kurupanchala whose ritualistic culture was dominated by the priests. Rivalry between the two, not merely in culture but in political relations, there must have been; for we have constant references to expeditions of the Kurupanchalaś into the countries of Kosala and Videha which appear to be partly for the purpose of proselytisation and partly for the purpose of political aggrandisement, the spirit of the conquest being associated with the missionary spirit a frequently found phenomenon in modern history. One other thing we have to notice and that is about the sacred language of the respective clans. The Eastern Aryans mainly used a form of Prakrit as their language a corrupt and an easier form of Sanskrit, a fact very often referred to by the Kurupanchalaś. The Kurupanchalaś sneered at the Eastern Aryans because of their incapacity to pronounce accurately many of the Sanskrit names. But the language sneered at by the priests of the Kurupanchalaś, was not only the language of the masses among the Eastern Aryans but also the medium of this sacred literature. The Jaina and Buddhistic scriptures were all written in the form of Prakrit language, for Pali the language of the Buddhist scriptures was but a slight modification of Prakriti. We cannot have a clear history of the beginning of this protestant school among the Aryans till we are able to understand the several obscure references which are scattered in the later Samhitās as well as in the Brahmana literature. It is enough to mention only two. The institution of Yatis and Vratyas constitute extreme obscure topics of the Vedic literature. The term Yati occurs in the Samhitās literature where they are said to be destroyed by Indra by offering them to the wolves of the forest. These Yatis are described to be Sanyasins who did not accept Indra wor-
ship, who would not chant the Vedic mantras and who were opposed to the Brahmavadins. The description is quite clear and it implies that the yatis were a group of ascetics quite opposed to sacrificial ritualism for which they were evidently punished and persecuted by the more dominant branch of the ritualistic Aryans. The school of the yatis must have been at a certain period more influential and consequently more popular a fact indicated by the Brahmana literature, which speaks of the giving up of Indra worship and the Soma sacrifice for several years. It is very significant to note that the reason given for giving up the Indra worship and Soma sacrifice is the series of murders committed by Indra beginning with the slaughter of Vrithra ending with that of the yatis. Does it not suggest that at a certain period of the later Samhitas and at the early Brahmana period the anti-sacrificial school was more popular than the other which led to the discarding of Indra worship and of the consequent sacrificial ritualism? The same note of opposition is associated with the institution of the Vratyas. The Vratyas are sometimes extolled for their virtues and very often condemned for their anti-sacrificial unconventionality. In an important book of the Atharvana Veda the traditional deities of the Vedic pantheon are made subordinate to him and they go about as his attendants. He is the greatest and the highest among the Gods and yet he is described as a wandering mendicant, an ascetic who has to occasionally visit a householder for his food, a description quite in keeping with later Jaina and Buddhistic accounts. A Jaina yati or Buddhistic bhikshu of a later period had to live mainly in the outskirts of his city and had to go in the streets of the city only during the time of meals and that too occasionally. The description of Vrātya is almost identical with a wandering ascetic. He is one who has given up the traditional rituals of a Brahmin, the samskaras of a brahmacharin. In spite of this fact they are not considered as complete alien racially because the orthodox fold devised ceremonies as a sort of prayaschitta after the performance of which the Vrātya could be taken back into the Brahmanical fold. This fact completely rejects the hypothesis suggested by some scholars that the Vrātyas were some sort of abori-
original nomades living in the midst of the Aryans. The orthodox literature even while condemning the ways of the Vratyas never speaks of them as non-Aryans. They are only corrupt Aryans speaking a corrupt language found in Magadha and the surrounding districts—Magadha was the seat of Jaina and Buddhistic cultures. Taking all these into consideration it is not an implausible hypothesis to suggest that long before the rise of Buddhism there was a liberal school of thought existing side by side with the orthodox vedic school. To stop here with the suggestion that the protestant school was dominated by the Kshatryyas just as the other was by the Brahmins would rather be inaccurate. There must have been militant proselytising on either side and also dominant free thinking. So much so we find several schools led by Vedic ritualism and the Kshatryyas just as Janaka accepting a modified form of ritualism. Among this school of protestantism we are able to recognise through the hazy past two inner currents one indicating the origin of Vaishnavism and the other Jainsim. Vaishnavism to be accurate is a mixture of several currents of thought with a vedic nucleus is well brought out by Dr. Bhandarker in his monograph on the 'History of Vaishnavism'. The vedic nucleus is associated with Narada a disciple of Sanatkumara. Narada must have been one of the great opponents of the sacrificial cult involving Himsa as was Viswamitra of the Rāg vedic period. This Narada school of the Upanishadic period constitutes the Vedic nucleus for later Vaishnavism characterised by the full recognition of the doctrine of Ahimsa except in the case of sacrifice. This is borne out by the closing verse of the Chandogya where the qualifications of a person who reaches the Brahma world are given. After mentioning the condition of Vedic study the following is added. “He who has concentrated all his senses upon the atman, He who practises Ahimsa all things elsewhere than at Tīrtha who indeed who lives thus throughout the length of life reaches the Brahma world and does not return again.” This verse indicates a spirit of compromise. We see a split in the very body of the antrituahstic school the right one representing the Upanishadic thought. This thing must have gone on for some centuries
when there was the necessity and the occasion of a more radical school—Buddhism which threw open the gates of Dharma to all irrespective of the distinction between the Aryan and the non-Aryan. Many of the schools or dasanas must have been codified just after the time of Buddha.

Sankhya Philosophy—Kapila—The Sankhya system propounded by Kapila is perhaps the oldest of the traditional systems of philosophy. It is referred to both in the Jaina and Buddhistic sacred literature. Jaina work describing the origin of Jaina Dharma associates the origin of Sankhya school with one Marichi who was a grandson of Vrishabha the founder of Jainism according to Jaina tradition. This grandson of Vrishabha even during his grandfather’s life time is said to have started a rival school though based upon the fundamental doctrine of Ahimsa. The difference between Marichi and Vrishabha’s school is in the philosophical background of each and Kapila is referred to as one of the disciples of Marichi. This suggestion is borne out both from internal and other reference. From internal evidence Sankhya school clearly appears to be a revolt against the Vedic sacrificial ritualism in no unmistakable terms. Further Gunaratna in his commentary on Haribhadra’s Shad-darsana Samuchya refers to the Sankhya school thus: Sankhyas were opposed to the Vedic doctrines of Himsa and were interested in Adhyatmavada. Again this Kapila, the reputed author of Sankhya is referred to in the Buddhistic account as to the origin of the Sakya clan of Kshatriyas to which Gautama Buddha himself belonged. We referred to the fact that the Sakyas claimed to be descendants of the Ikshavaku family. One of the kings of the Ikshavaku’s Viruddaka declared his youngest son as his successor and exiled his four other sons by his first wife. The princes accompanied by their sister and a great many people travelled towards the Himalaya mountains and reached the hermitage of Kapila. The Rishi showed them where to build a town and they built it according to his directions. The Rishi Kapila having given the soil Vastu of the place they called the town the soil of Kapila—Kapilavastu, and this Kapilavastu is the birthplace of Gautama Sakya Muni, son of the ruling prince Suddhodana. According to this account,
Kapila is an ancient rishi much earlier than the rise of Buddhism. In the puranic literature he is sometimes referred to as the son and sometimes as the avatar of Vishnu. Kapila is referred to in the Mahabharata and Ramayana Bhagavat Gita which is a part of Mahabharata is mainly based upon Kapila’s Sankhya philosophy and distinctly mentions the name of the Philosopher as well as the philosophy. By the time Mahabharata was composed Kapila’s Sankhya system must have been prevalent and was probably very popular. Kapila again figures in the Ramayana. He is associated with King Sagara who wanted to perform an Aswamedha. The horse let loose by him to have its triumphant march was stolen by a Rakshasa. It was taken to the netherworld and tied to a tree close by which Kapila was performing tapas. The persons sent out to search the animal found it by the side of the rishi. Mistaking the rishi to be the culprit they began to molest him. Enraged at this he punished them by burning them all to ashes through his mystic powers. Again Kapila is referred to in the Upanishads. Here not only the name of the author but also several characteristic doctrines of the system are also mentioned. This reference in the Upanishads indicates that Sankhya school was one of the dominant schools of revolt against vedic ritualism. The literary references cast a good deal of mystery round the personality of Kapila the great thinker responsible for Sankhya philosophy. But he is always referred to with great awe and reverence and in Sanskrit Literature he has the unique distinction of owning the title Paramarishi. This unique title of Paramarishi is clear evidence to show his importance in the early philosophical literature of India. The followers of Sankhya school are called after the founder’s second name Paramarish. But at present this school is not represented by distinct followers. Most probably all the Sankhyas were absorbed into the fold of later Vaishnavism; for it is clear from the introductory remarks of Gunaratna that they were the worshippers of Narayana. This absence of a school claiming a number of devotees is sometimes explained by the fact of the antiritualistic and antitheistic tendencies of the system. Because of these tendencies Kapila’s teaching according to
some European scholars never secured a good following. This view of European scholars cannot be accepted. Though at present there are no representatives of the Sankhya school still we have evidence to show that in earlier period of Indian history about the time of Gunaratna there were a number of devotees professing the Sankhya faith. Therefore it is not quite accurate to state that Kapila “Left no traditions and found no school” (David’s Sankhya Karikas) In Gunaratna’s commentary we find the following introductory note to the chapters on Sankhya. “In order to distinguish who the Sankhyas are I mean to describe certain of their characteristic marks and habits of dress. They carry three sticks but some of them carry only one. They all had red-coloured clothes and carried with them deerskins, as their asanas. Whenever they met each other they saluted nomonarayana which would be returned navayanaya namaha. These were called Parivrajakas.” From this description we have to admit that at one time there were a large number of Sankhya ascetics, in the country which belied obit dicta of the Orientalists who believe that there were no school of the Sankhyas. Most probably these Parivrajakas were absorbed into the general Hindu fold as was suggested. From the characteristic salutation referred to by Gunaratna we can infer that Sankhya Parivrajakas had something to do with the growth of modern Vaishnavism which is a result of several tendencies of Thought.

1. The Upanishadic doctrine of Brahman which is closely allied to the Sankhya doctrine of Purusha or Atman. (2) The Vasudeva cult and the traditions which have grown around the Yadava prince Krishna. (3) The traditions associated with the Pre-Ramanuja period represented by the alwars of the South. From Tamil literature two things are quite evident (1) The great alwars—the religious devotees of the Dravidian country were worshippers of Narayana (2) The earliest Tamil reference Tolkapyam speaking about the religious faiths. It is impossible for us to say with any amount of exactitude when the Krishna cult came to the South. This much we can assert that it must be several centuries before the Christian era much earlier than the introduction of Buddhism. This suggestion is borne out by
the fact that some of the founders of Vedic schools Apasthambha and Kathyayana are spoken of as Dravidian and the Tamil work already referred to also speaks of the prevalent Indra worship in the South. Taking all these facts we have to assign the Aryan migration somewhere about the 7th Century B.C. The migration of Aryans with their characteristic Indra worship must certainly have been associated with the Sankhya school which was manily opposed to Indra worship and animal sacrifice, that is the two schools of thought must have come down to the south almost simultaneously. Another thing we may notice in this connection is this: The school of revolt against Brahminical ritualism must generally be more liberal in its social aspect. This is clearly borne out in the case of Jaina and Buddhistic schools. The Sankhya school was evidently at one with these two schools in removing the social barriers against religious devotees. Such an assumption well borne out by sister schools of thought would explain the fact that among the alwars of the south we find representatives from among all strata of society irrespective of the distinction of Arya and Dravida. The Vaishnava tradition is confirmed even by Ramanuja’s teachings though by a strange irony of fate his followers at present represent the most bigoted form of orthodoxy.

**Sankhya Philosophy**—The term Sankhya according to European scholars is derived from Sankhya or number, because Kapila enumerates a number of Tatwas as constituting elements of reality. The term is supposed to be related to number. But according to Indian thinker the term is synonymous with discrimination. This is the meaning in which the term is used in the Mahabharata. Vignanabikshu a famous writer of the Sankhya school also explains the term as discrimination or setting forth the distinction between spirit or atman on the one hand and matter or Prakriti on the other. Sankara also adopts the same interpretation. Hence the traditional meaning may be accepted as more correct and the other one suggested by European scholars has to be rejected as far fetched. Some of them even go to the length of connecting the Sankhya system with the Pythagorean school. Pythagoreanism is also connected with the mystic doctrine of numbers.
Reality is somehow constituted by numbers according to Pythagoras. It is scarcely necessary to point out how unfounded such a suggestion is. It is a sample of that method which very often builds up fantastic theories merely on the strength of verbal analogy.

Sankhya Method—The philosophical method adopted by the Sankhya school is just the method of discrimination or vivekagnana. This method of discrimination is expounded as a means of salvation from Samsara. By the way, we may point out that this is the motive of all the Indian systems of thought—how to obtain liberation from the Samsaric cycle of births and deaths. Such a freedom according to Sankhya philosophy is to be obtained by “discrimination” or knowledge of the distinction between the spiritual principle or Purusha and the environmental existence or Prakriti.

The Sources of Sankhya—The existing works through which we can have an idea of the Sankhya system are mainly the following. Some of these are in the Sutra form and the others in the form of commentaries. (1) Sankhya sutras or otherwise known as Sankhya pravachanasutras is traditionally ascribed to Kapila himself. But this belief is quite unfounded. There is clear evidence to show that this is quite a modern work. Sankara and Vachaspati Mishra the great philosophical commentators never refer to this work at all. Gunaratna, the commentator on Shaddarsanasamuchaya while mentioning several other works on Sankhya does not refer to this work even by name. Hence this is considered neither important nor an authoritative work on the Sankhya school of thought.

(2) Tatvasamasa: This work also is erroneously attributed to Kapila. Max Muller elaborately argues that this work is a genuine work of Kapila. His arguments are far from convincing and hence his view is not accepted by modern scholars. (3) Sankhyasara: This is by Vignanabikshu who wrote a commentary on the Sankhyapravachanasutra. Hence this work is a compendium of his commentary. (4) Sankhya-karika of Iswara Krishna: This work contains a clear exposition of the Sankhya system. It is a small work of 72 couplets and may be considered as an early
authoritative work on the Sankhya system. This work is referred to by several philosophical writers. Gunaratna bases his commentary on the chapter on Sankhya mainly on this work from which he freely quotes. This may be taken as an evidence of its antiquity as well as its authoritativeness. Besides this work Gunaratna speaks of a number of other Sankhya Treatises many of which are not available.

The Sankhya System—The chief purpose of philosophical study in ancient India was to get rid of the sorrows of life. This ideal is stated at the very beginning of the system. Life according to Kapila is subject to three kinds of sorrow. Moksha or liberation consists in the extinction of pain and misery originating from these three sources. The three sources of sorrow according to Sankhya are (1) adhyatmika, that which is dependent on self (2) adhibhautika, that which is dependent on the environment (3) adhidaivika, that which is dependent on supernatural and divine influences. Adhyatmika Dukkha, sorrow dependent on self may be due to two reasons (a) bodily conditions or Sariraka (b) mental conditions or Manasika. Sorrow due to bodily condition relates to suffering in pain due to diseases etc., which pertain to the body. Sorrows due to mental conditions are the unpleasant experience associated with certain emotions such as anger, fear etc. The second class of sorrows known as Adhibhautika is due to environmental conditions. The interference from environmental source may be from fellow-human beings or animals or birds or other natural conditions. The third kind, Adhidaivika, refers to sorrow originating from the influences of supernatural agencies. The wrath of the deities, adverse conjunction of planets the mischief of the Yakshas and Rakshasas would all come under this head. The sumnum bonum for life is to escape from these kinds of Dukkha or sorrow. This escape from suffering and pain is to be achieved by the knowledge of the several Tatvas and hence the desire to know the Tatvas. All souls long to escape from such misery and to seek liberation. The Sankhya method propounds the means of escape from sorrow and of the attainment of the consequential bliss. The Sankhya method of liberation is quite different from the traditional vedic method which was
by sacrifice Kapila condemns the sacrificial cult. The revealed Vedic method is quite useless according to Kapila because of its defects which are three.

*Impurity*—Destruction and excess or enormity. The Vedic method of sacrifice is impure because it is caused by bloodshed due to slaughter of animals. This method of sacrifice though supposed to expiate all sins even Brahmahatya is rejected by Kapila for all such rites according to him are impure. Further it leads to mere destruction. The method of sacrifice instead of leading to complete liberation from Samsara merely leads to another state of Samsaic existence. The end aimed at is happiness in Swarga and certainly this is not Moksha. Hence the path of sacrifice is the path of destruction and not of salvation. The traditional method is excessive or unequal. Sacrifice generally involves lots of expenditure, e.g., in an Aswamedha sacrifice sometimes hundreds of horses have to be sacrificed. Hence this method is not within the reach of all. Therefore as against such an impossible way of escape Kapila proposes a method which is quite adequate and feasible to all. The path to liberation according to Sankhya philosophy consists in the progress of acquiring discriminative knowledge of the nature of the self from its environmental existence. This discrimination that the spirit or Purusha is quite different from Prakriti or matter that leads to self realisation which is the true Moksha. The material environment which practically imprisons the spirit is called by Kapila Prakriti. The whole physical universe is but a manifestation of this Prakriti. Hence the discriminative knowledge also means the knowledge of the number and the nature of the several Tatvas—ultimate principles. The problem relating to the path to Moksha resolves therefore into the problem as to the nature of the Tatvas. The next question therefore is what are the Sankhyan Tatvas? Kapila starts with the assumption that the self or Purusha is quite distinct from Prakriti or the ultimate matter. The former is the spiritual principle in man where the latter, the primeval basic principle of the material universe. The cosmos is evolved out of this Prakriti. In the midst of this unfolding
and developing Prakriti the several Purushas are situated. According to Kapila the Purushas are infinite in number. Thus in the technical language of modern metaphysics the Sankhya system may be said to be the dualistic as well as pluralistic. Dualistic because it postulates two classes of reals Chetana and Achetana, spiritual and non-spiritual and pluralistic because it postulates an infinite number of Purushas or souls Each Purusha is encircled by Prakriti or Pradhana which is another name for describing matter. In the earlier form of the Sankhya system each Purusha was supposed to have his own peculiar and individual Prakriti. But later schools of Sankhya maintained that all the different Pradhana relating to different Purushas are really one in nature since they are all evolved from one and the same Prakriti.

The Purusha who is encircled by an alien and extraneous matter forgets its true nature and pristine purity, identifies itself with bodily activities and conditions. This ignorance of its true heritage is the real cause of human misery. Hence the realisation of the true nature of the Purusha as distinct from the material conditions is the ideal to be aimed at.

**Evolution of the cosmos from the Primeval Prakriti**—This Prakriti is uncreated and self-existing. It is from this Prakriti all other things emanate except the Purusha. This primeval matter or Prakriti is endowed with three gunas or qualities. Whenever the harmonious equilibrium of the quality in the Prakriti is disturbed it begins on the career of manifestation or differentiation. This process of differentiation really constitutes the process of the building up of the Cosmos. The first thing that emanates from this unmanifested Prakriti is Buddhi or Mahat—the Great. The term Buddhi is sometimes translated as intellect but we should remember this fact that it is mainly of the nature of matter since it evolves from achetana reality—Prakriti. Intellect in modern psychology suggests a relation to a mind or self but Prakriti in Kapila’s system corresponds to Descarte’s unthinking thing. Therefore Buddhi which is evolved from this Prakriti subtle though it be is still a material mode. This Buddhi or Mahat must therefore mean in the Sankhya system some sort of subtle material environment quite in the proximity of the Puru-
sha or self. It is only through the medium of this Buddhi that Purusha has knowledge of the external world. Sankhya writers compare Buddhi to a sort of mirror which reflects the knowledge of the external world for the benefit of Purusha. On the one hand, it reflects the outer world and on the other it reflects also the Purusha Buddhi is that peculiar medium in which the Purusha and his material environments are brought into relation which is the ultimate source of Samsara. It is because of this relation of Buddhi between the self and the non-self that there is a chance for the Purusha to mistake his true nature and to identify himself with Prakriti and thus to imagine that he is responsible for all the changes in the material environments. The next step is the birth of "ahankara" from Buddhi. It is the I or the Ego which is the ground of our personal identity. Here also we have to notice that ahankara, the Sankhya ego is not quite identical with the conception of the Ego or self of modern psychology. The ego of modern psychology corresponds to Purusha whereas the Sankhyan ahankara merely means some further modification of the subtle Buddhi which itself is a modification of achetana Prakriti. The Sankhya Ego probably refers to a process of individuation a process culminating in organic body. The self or Purusha becomes an organic individual through the means of ahankara. Next we have the origin of the five senses known as the Tanmatras. This term is a technical term of the Sankhya school meaning the sense qualities. These subtle sense qualities emanate from that principle of individuality known as ahankara. The Tanmatras are five in number, sound, touch, smell, taste and visibility. Even these tanmatras we have to remember are material categories. These sense elements or Tanmatras form the primary basis for the evolution of the grosser matter. This grosser matter which is derived from these Tanmatras is again of five kinds, the Panchabhutas. (Ether) Akasa, air, earth, water and fire. Ether arises from sound, air from touch, earth from smell, water from taste and fire from visibility or light. Thus the five bhutas are respectively derived from the five Tanmatras, the basic categories of the physical universe. This line of development from ahankara to the
world of physical things represents only one side of the process. There is another process of development from the same source—from ahankara or the principle of individuality. We have the principle of building up the organic. This process of building up the organic body consists in the evolution of the five buddhi-indriyas or organs of sense perception and five karmendriyas or the organs of activity and manomindriya—the organ of thought. The five organs of sense perception are the five familiar sense organs—Eye, ear, nose, tongue and the skin. These sense organs according to the Sankhya system are evolved out of the principle of individuality, ahankara. So also are the five Karmendriyas which are the vocal organs for speech, the hands, the feet, the organs of excretion and the generative organs. These five Buddhindriyas and the five Karmendriyas together with the manas are the eleven Indriyas derived from Ahankara. Thus the primeval cosmic principle Prakriti evolving upto ahankara branches off into two lines of development one leading upto the cosmos and the other to the building up of the body which serves as the temporal tabernacle for the purusha. Thus the Sankhya tatvas which are derived from Prakriti are 24 in number. These together with Purusha constitute the 25 Sankhya tatvas.

The Nature Of Prakriti—Prakriti is otherwise called Avyakta or the unmanifest or Pradhana or the primary basis of existence. When we look to the process of evolution of the different Tatvas enumerated above we find this Prakriti as the fountain source of not only the elements that go to build up the physical universe but also of those that lead to the origin of organised living bodies. This primeval subtle matter Prakriti may be some kind of Ether which early Sankhyas may be said to have imagined. This is the connecting link between the gross matter on the one hand and life activity on the other, the fountain source of both the inorganic and the organic. Even according to modern Science Ether is the primeval source of matter. According to what is known as the electron theory of matter, the physical atom is a complex system of electrons. Thus the physical basis of matter is traced to Ether which is the basis of forces like elec-
Electricity, magnetism, light, heat, etc. The process of development of physical science is interesting in this respect. Towards the close of the 19th century there was the wonderful analysis of the physical realm into a definite number of chemical elements out of which the whole cosmos was built. Science then recognised two fundamental concepts: mass and energy as constitutive of matter. The speculation of Maxwell and Thompson ultimately indicated that mass was but a derivative concept, energy being the primary one. The next step was reached when the electrical theory of matter was propounded. This leads to the complete identity of all forms of physical energy, heat, light, magnetism, and electricity. The next and most important step of advance is marked by the discovery of radioactivity. On the one hand it discovered the extremely complex nature of the atom which resembles the Solar system in miniature inasmuch as it contains a nucleus around which a number of negative electrons revolve with incredible velocity. The second result of this discovery is equally important. The chemical element which were considered to be completely isolated are now shown to be merely of quantitative differences brought about by the electronic changes in the intraatomic constitution. The dream of the alchemist that all the chemical elements had a common basis and hence transmutable is no more a matter of historic curiosity suggesting merely how men went wrong in their early scientific speculations. It becomes a matter of scientific possibility for unquestionably it is indicated that all the elements have a common source. If this theory as to the constitution of the cosmos is accepted and there is evidence enough supporting it then ether becomes the primeval fountain source of all energy constituting the physical realm. This again conversely implies that due to the intraatomic changes the physical universe may altogether get dissolved and then disappear into the very same primeval Ether. On the side of the organic world we have had a similar development pointing towards some such source as the Ether. We are all acquainted with the Darwinian conception of biological evolution which traces the diversity of animal life to a single source of organised
protoplasmic matter. No doubt modern science has not been able to bridge up the gulf between the inorganic and the organic. Nevertheless the life activity in protoplasmic matter which is the ultimate source for the wealth and richness of animal life may be this very intra atomic energy, probably controlled and guided by a higher category not yet fully known to modern science, and most probably indicating to the same source of Ether. Towards the side of psychology many an abnormal phenomenon such as telepathy and clairvoyance are supposed to be due to some kind of Ether which is capable of transmitting thought waves. Thus from every direction speculation leads to the same kind of origin. When different departments of modern science agree to postulating a common entity—Ether, for the purpose of explaining their respective phenomena we may very well imagine that Kapila contemplated some such ultimate basis which would account for the evolution of the cosmos as well as the organic world. Kapila’s system not only describes the building up of things living and unliving from a primeval Prakriti but also contemplates the possibility of their losing their concrete form and thus disappearing into the original Prakriti. Thus as a tortoise throws its limbs backwards so also will the universe retract all its emanations and evolving things back to its own bosom. This in short is the account of the evolution of the world according to Kapila.

This primeval Prakriti or Pradhana is considered to be the substratum of the three gunas, Satva, Rajasa and Tamasa. The Sankhya system emphasizes the importance of the three gunas of Prakriti. Satva means good, or Truth; Rajasa means activity or passion. Tamasa means darkness or inertia. This conception of gunas is really an obscure doctrine in the Sankhya system. These three gunas are supposed to inhere in the primeval matter Prakriti. These do not belong to Purusha. The uncreated and indestructible Pradhana which has the potency of life and consciousness has also this privilege of owning these three Gunas which somehow are interested in the evolution of the Cosmos. The interplay of the three gunas in the Prakriti forms the starting point in the evolutionary process. When the three gunas are harmo-
niously settled there is a sort of internal equilibrium and peace within the Prakriti. Somehow this primeval harmony is disturbed when one of the gunas gets predominance over the rest and this starts the process of evolution. On account of this original and unexplained disturbance, the Prakriti enters into a sort of creative evolution though itself is not created. Thus it carries in its bosom in a latent form the richness and multiplicity of the well ordered universe. The original disturbance of harmony which is the beginning of the process of evolution remains an ultimate metaphysical assumption on which Sankhya system rests. Why there should be a disturbance at all in the primeval peace, Kapila does not trouble to explain. But this is an assumption without which subsequent changes would remain inexplicable. By some mysterious internal disorder, Prakriti is set moving and then follows change after change and at each step the progressive making of the universe. In the fully evolved universe Kapila assigns each Guha its respective region. The satvaguna which is associated with light, fire or flame is the symbol of purity. The spotless shining quality of Satva is present in the ordinary fire and flame. The presence of this quality makes the flame turn skywards thereby indicating its divine origin from above. In air there is the predominance of Rajasaguna. Hence it is marked by its violence. It roams about horizontally in the middle region of the universe. Solids and liquids stand for Tamasa guna. Hence their opacity to light and hence their inert and impervious nature and hence their tendency to sink downwards. Thus the evolution of the denser and grosser matter is the result of the precipitating of the Tamasa guna. Thus the three gunas have their part in the evolution of the inorganic world. They also have their part to play in the origin and growth of the organic world. Organisms are but the modifications of the same Prakriti, and hence they are also subject to the influence of the three gunas. The living world is divided into the upper, the middle and the lower. The upper region of the cosmos traditional swarga is the abode of the devas. The lower one is associated with the animal and trees whereas the middle region is the natural
habitation of man. The swarga abode of happy divine being is also the place where Brahma and Indra reside. The elemental beings like Gandharvas and Yakshas also reside there. These beings of the higher regions have in them the satvaguna in abundance. Hence they are marked by mutual goodwill and general happiness. In man there is a predominance of Rajasaguna. Hence arises the feverish activity of man who is destined to eat the fruits of his karmas. His life is marked by the dominant note of struggle, the misery and the few cases of momentary happiness which he now and then manages to experience only go to accentuate his general unhappiness and misery.

The last is the region of the animals. This has the maximum of Tamasa guna of darkness. Hence all the inhabitants of this region are marked by general unconsciousness and stupor. All these three regions of the world constitute the one whole world of samsaric cycle according to Kapila. The same chain of births and deaths binds the three kinds of beings, animals, men, and Devas. Even the prominent residents of Swarga, Brahma and Indra who generally enjoy unalloyed happiness throughout their lives have to meet with death. Hence their life is equally subject to the vicissitudes of Samsara and suffers from the bondage of births and deaths. Theirs is not the life of pure and liberated Purusha. Thus not only in the building up of the inorganic world but also in the evolution of the organic including the super and subhuman regions, the part played by the three gunas of Prakriti is felt in no mean degree. These gunas are invoked by the Sankhya thinkers to explain the birth of world and the process of Samsara.

Moksha or liberation: According to Sankhyas, Moksha or liberation consists in getting rid of all the root causes of Samsara which are the three kinds of bondage, mentioned above. Kapila curiously expects the means of salvation from the very Prakriti which is the original source of the bondage. The intelligent Purusha is inactive by nature and hence is incapable of being the architect of his own destiny. Achetana—the unenlightened Prakriti has all activity and force in itself and is quite blind by nature. The Purusha is intelligent but enert and Prakriti is all activity but blind. The union of the two—the blind and
the cripple—leads to living things. It is that the soul may be able to contemplate on its own nature and entirely separate itself that the union is made as of the halt of the cripple and the blind and through that union the universe is formed. It is Prakriti that is privileged to carry the Purusha to its final goal. It is through the manifestation of Prakriti that the soul acquires discrimination and obtains moksha. Is there any conscious cooperation between Purusha and Prakriti? No, that cannot be for Prakriti is Achetana and the Purusha cannot live in peace with it and yet there is this union between the two. Kapila vehemently protests against postulating a higher intelligence than Prakriti, Iswara in order to explain the union between the two. He advances arguments to show that there can be co-operation even in the region of the unconscious Purposive adaptation according to Kapila need not necessarily imply the operation of an intelligent agent. Secretion of milk from the cow is no doubt necessary and useful for the calf. This secretion is no doubt a case of purposive adaptation, but all the same the cow is not consciously responsible for this. Similarly the relation between Prakriti and Purusha is a case of purposive adaptation without the necessity of an intelligent adjuster. Prakriti unconsciously itself operates for the benefit of Purusha and is a case of unconscious inner necessity to serve the purpose of the soul. The adaptation between the two is absolutely unconscious though suggestive of an intelligent designer. Again through the help of Prakriti Purusha is able to obtain discriminative knowledge about his true nature. The Purusha is able to realise himself to be absolutely independent of and uninfluenced by the Prakriti activities. He knows he is different from the senses, Buddhi and ahankara. This realisation of independence from the environment including his own psychophysical mechanism leads to perfect knowledge. Then the purusha is able to perceive that the activities are all due to Prakriti while he himself remains in unruffled peace. Prakriti ceases to affect him. Prakriti retires from the stage saying ‘I have been seen. I can no more please the Purusha’ and then the Purusha remains calm and peaceful saying ‘I have seen her, no more can she please me.” This discriminative knowledge and the consequent retirement of the
Purusha from the cosmic stage is an interesting philosophical metaphor. Prakriti or nature continues to spin round on account of its own original impulse even after Purusha’s liberation. But this activity can no more influence the liberated Purusha because through knowledge he obtained freedom or Moksha.

The main objection is that Kapila starts his system as a panacea for the evils in this world. He thereby recognises at least to some extent the importance of ethical value. But the system as finally wrought out by him is incapable of accommodating any such moral value. Human volition and consequent human conduct as such are said to be the effects of achetana Prakriti virtue and vice are alien to the Purusha. They are associated with the non-spiritual Prakriti and hence they do not affect the soul and yet with a strange inconsistency it is the fate of Purusha to enjoy the fruits pleasurable and painful of the karmas directly and immediately due to the activity of Prakriti. Why it is the fate of Purusha that he should vicariously suffer the consequences of an alien being is left entirely unexplained. To be consistent with his own presuppositions he ought to have made Purusha indifferent to the consequential pleasure or pains of conduct. But that would have made the Purusha an altogether unintelligible shadow of reality. It is this inherent paralysis of his system that strikes us as an important defect. In spite of the various defects we have to pay our homage to the great ancient thinker for the courageous application of the rational method for the problem of life and reality. In a remote age of Indian thought when customary dogmas played the dominant part in the explanation of philosophical problems it is really a matter for admiration to see such a rigorous and rational thinker as Kapila. In philosophical study the method is more important than the results. The results may be modified but the method leaves a permanent impression and contributes an endowing value in creating the right intellectual attitude. If the method of analysis and explanation is admitted to be of greater philosophic value than the actual doctrine obtained thereby Kapila judged by this standard must occupy a place on a par with the world’s greatest thinkers.

It was stated in a previous section that the doctrine of Ahimsa...
was prevalent even before the time of the Rigvedic period, probably due to the influence of the Lord Vrishabha of the Ikshavaku clan. This school of thought continued to have a parallel existence to the vedic culture of the sacrificial tenets. There must have been mutual influence between these two schools, one emphasising sacrifice and the other condemning it. That there were such counter currents of thought is obvious from the conflicting passages found in the Rigvedic literature. It sometimes emphasises sacrifice, in such passage as Ajena Eshavyaha, and sometimes condemns sacrifice—Ma-himsyat. In this struggle between the two schools of thought, we find the rival school to Vedic sacrifice becoming more dominant now and then, leading to giving up of sacrifice and Indra worship. But about the time of the rise of the Upanishadic literature the schools standing for Ahimsa championed by the succession of Kshatriya teachers became quite supreme. The sacrificial cult championed by the Priests evidently gave up the struggle as hopeless and entered into a compromise. They recognised the new thought characterised by Ahimsa and Atmavidya as distinctly superior to their own sacrificial cult which they accepted to be distinctly inferior. This compromising effect by welcoming the new thought as Paravidya and assigning an inferior place to the sacrificial cult as Aparavidya must have secured intellectual peace and harmony only for some time. Because the latter Upanishadic literature while accepting the new doctrine of Atmavidya they surreptitiously smuggled into the Upanishadic cult the doctrine of sacrifice as a specially exempted one. Thus we find in Upanishadic literature an open recognition of the doctrine of Ahimsa and at the same time introducing a clause except in the case of religious sacrifice. This ingenuity method of smuggling into the new thought, the old objected doctrine of sacrificial ceremony was evidently virulently protested by the rival schools. The struggle continued with increased strength, because by that time, the old Vrishabha thought of Ahimsa gained additional strength by the rise of Buddhism and also from the co-operation of the Sankhya and Yoga schools which crystallised out of the Upanishadic cult itself. Strange to say there was the unexpected co-operation from free thinking.
school of Charvakas, when they joined the struggle—a school of thought identical with school of modern materialistic philosophy. Though the Charvakas did not believe in the existence of Atma, or in the future world, they were opposed to the Vedic culture as an ineffectual waste. In this renewed struggle abounding in destructive criticisms against Vedic sacrifice there must have been a distinct damage caused to the traditional edifice. Hence the orthodox thinkers were bound to reconstruct the cultural edifices and re-habilitate the same from the destruction caused by the rival intellectual bombardment. They had to re-examine the notion of Dharma as well as the notion of Atma. As a result we have the two schools of thought, the Poorvamimamsa and Uttaramimamsa or Vedanta.

The Poorvamimamsa school concedes many of the points of the rival schools in order to safeguard its main doctrine of Vedic sacrifice. They openly reject the doctrine of creation and the existence of Ishvara or Sarvajna. They do not recognise anything higher than the human personality itself, the point emphasised by the Jainas, Sankhyas and the Buddhhas. In spite of this concession they try to maintain with elaborate arguments that Dharma means the Vedic Dharma in the sense of sacrificial ritual. Thus it is an enquiry into the nature of Dharma and hence the work begins with the sutra Athatho Dharma Jignasa.

Uttara Mimamsa or Vedanta: Who are qualified to Brahma Vidya
—Surprisingly in conflict with the Upanishadic tendencies the Brahma sutras take the attitude that only the Dwijas are eligible. As a matter of fact about the period of the Sutras, caste conservatism was rampant. That is the reason which explains the retrograde tendency herein implied. The critical examination and representation of Sankhya is again taken up. Pradhana as the basic principle of the Universe is rejected. The scriptural terms Aja—“non-generated”—cannot refer to Avyakta pradhana. It must imply Brahman who is the author of all. He is the only Aja. Brahman is not only the guiding intelligence of cosmic evolution but also is the constituting substance of the cosmos. Brahman is not only the Numittakarana but also the Upadanakarana, the material cause of the universe. Brahman is the stuff of which the world is made. All that exists partakes of the nature of
Brahman. It is the beginning as well as the end of things. It is the origin as well as the goal of individual souls. Here ends the first book.

The second book also begins with the same topic. Yoga is taken up for criticism. According to Yoga there is a controlling Iswara superintending the cosmic evolution proceeding from Pradhana. This Iswara of Yoga is said to be identical with Brahman. It is said to represent only an inappropriate and imperfect aspect of Truth. Consequently Yoga Iswara is taken to be an incomplete description of ultimate reality which is Brahman. Incidentally there is an attempt to answer several Sankhyan objections against Iswara. The author formulates his own doctrine of causation. Vedantic view of causation does not recognize any cause or effect. Karanakaryaabheda is their characteristic doctrine. The Sankhya concept of causation is therefore rejected as unreal. According to Vedanta cause and effect are identical. This is corroborated both by Vedic authority and concrete experience. The cause of cloth is thread. There could be no quarrel about this that yarn in a particular arrangement constitutes cloth.

Responsibility of the Creator—Sankhya emphasizes the fact that an Iswara being an intelligent cause of the universe must be responsible for the whole of the cosmos including the faults thereof. The defence put in the Brahma sutras is something obscure. Here the author takes his stand on the separateness of Brahman from Jivatma. According to the Sankhya view activity implies desire and motive. Creation as an act must therefore imply a desire and motive in the agent. The desire of Brahman to bring about the world, cannot be a desire to help various beings, for they are still uncreated and nonexistent. If there is a motive for the activity the motive must imply some sort of want in the creator. The answer is that there is no genuine motive for the creator. According to the Vedantic defence Brahman creates the universe merely out of sport or Leela. But the next is the more important objection. It relates to the responsibility of the creator for uneven distribution of pleasure and pains. The answer offered by Vedanta is a bit strange. The act of creation is not said to be quite arbitrary but takes into consi-
deration the merit and the demerit of the individual soul. This
defence naturally implies that the individual souls should have their
separate and independent existence and that they are not really
created though they are destined to undergo a periodic cosmic
slumber from which they get awakened at the beginning of
creation. How such a doctrine of individual selves could be
reconciled to Vedantic monism is not clearly shown. Neither
the sutras nor the great commentary of Sankara is helpful.
The latter part of the second book is devoted to the refutation of
the other theories such as Vaiseshika, Boudha, and Jaina. The
author again and again returns to the criticism of Sankhya. There
is an interesting point to be noticed before we take leave
of this Buddhism is condemned to be unreal. We shall
be surprised to see both the Sutakara and the commentator
Sankara reject the Bouddha conception for this reason that
according to Buddhistic view the world of external reality is
purely mental and unreal. This reason offered for rejecting the
Buddhistic view is certainly perplexing. The Bouddhas are found
fault with because they annihilate the fundamental distinction
between the concrete world of reality and the dream world of
unreality and they believe that the world is made of such stuff
as dreams are made of. And yet this is the very conclusion to
which Vedanta is striving. This surprising philosophical atti-
tude has a parallel in western thought. Kant establishing the
phenomenality of the external world to his satisfaction gives vent
to righteous indignation at Berkleyan idealism to refute which he
devotes one full chapter. Berkley would be much more akin to
the ordinary view and yet Kant in the west and Sankara in the
East claim the privilege of protesting against their own conclu-
sions, when they are heard from alien quarters. To us it is in-
teresting in this way. Idealism which is considered to be the
claim of philosophic thought even in its most triumphant exis-
tence has an unconscious desire to hide its true identity from the
ordinary world and attempts to appear as some thing different.

The latter part of II Adhyaya again takes up the discussion
of the doctrine of creation. According to Vedantism, there
is no process of creation at all. The evolution and involution
of the world during periodic kalpas is but an appearance. If creation is a real process of evolution then they cannot reasonably object to Sankhya evolution. The Avyakta unmanifest of Kapila is the primeval matter. But the Vedanta takes this Avyakta to be his intelligent Brahman. From Avyakta proceeds Akasa or ether. From this proceeds Vayu, then Agni, and then water and then the earth. This description of creation occurs both in the vedic texts of the Mantras and the Upanishads. The elements created out of the Brahman get reabsorbed by him in the reverse order. Thus describing the process of creation the scriptural texts demand an explanation from the Brahma Sutras. According to the Vaiseshika view Akasa or space is eternal or uncreated. It is the substratum of Sabda or sound. This Vaiseshika doctrine will conflict with the ultimate concept of Brahman. There would be two eternals Akasa and Brahman. Hence the Vendanta school is constrained to show that the Vaiseshika doctrine of infinite space is unique and they must show that space is created by Brahman. According to Sankhya the starting point of evolution is Achetana Prakriti. The Vedanta school emphasises the psychical nature of Buddhī and Ahankara. But these according to Sankhya are derived from achetana Prakriti. Brahma sutras therefore rightly criticise that Sankhya view of deriving Chetana entities from Achetana Prakriti. Buddhī and ahankara are therefore considered as the manifestation of Brahman or Sat. Similarly the Nyaya and Vaiseshika view of Self is rejected by Brahma Sutras. Nyaya sutras maintain that the individual souls are uncreated. In this respect the Vedantic doctrine conflicts with Nyaya and Vaiseshika view. Though the Vedantin accepts the uncreated and eternal nature of individual selves in a way still he does not recognise the substantiability thereof. Individuality is an illusion for him. Birth and death, creation and destruction of the individual souls are all due to the body. The Self in itself is beyond birth and death. Its essence is Chetana. Hence the view of the Brahma sutras is different from that of the Vaiseshika school according to which consciousness is an accidental quality of the Self brought about by its contact with manas or mind.

The doctrine of the size of the Atman is next criticised in the
Brahma sutras. The atomic size of atman is as old as the Upanishad. This doctrine is accepted by the Vaiseshikas. The Brahma sutras reject this view in spite of the Upanishadic authority. To speak of the size of soul or atman is to confound its nature with body. The categories of spatial magnitude are inadequate to describe the soul which is intrinsically of the nature of thought and the spiritual entity may be spoken of either as an atom or, as an infinite. It may be both infinitesimal as well as infinite. The individual self is also a karta or agent. He is able to act and thus he is able to produce karma. Being the author of karma he is obliged to enjoy the fruits thereof. Karta must be bhokta also. In this respect the Vedantic view is different from the Sankhya system where Purusha is merely the enjoyer and not an actor. But when we examine more closely the vedantic view the *prima facie* objection disappears. Activity is not the intrinsic quality of the soul. Activity is due to its accidental conjunction with the body. In the technical language of Vedanta Atma becomes a karta only because of the Physical conditions or Upadhi. On account of the same upadhi it becomes a bhokta. Thus action and enjoyment are both due to extraneous conditions. The so-called upadhis are constituted by the several indriyas or sense organs. In this respect many doctrines are common to Sankhya and the Vadanta. The activity of the individual self though appearing as a difference between the two schools does not constitute a real difference. The activity is explained away ultimately in the sutras. Activity in the individual is really due to Brahma himself or the *Antaryami*. Hence the individual soul is not a free agent. He acts because of the Iswara in him. But this control exercised by Iswara is assumed to be entirely consistent with the karmas of the Individual. The inference of an Iswara is not an instance of an arbitrary act. He is himself determined by the karmas of the individual self.

The third chapter of Brahma sutras contains the same topic about the soul. Transmigration is taken up. The soul retains its manas and sookshma sarira after death. Hence it is not Free from Upadhi. It is still subject to decay and death. It is still tied to the wheel of Samsara. After death it may have its sojourn
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in different lokas. But nevertheless the individual must come back to the world because it is from here that it has to obtain final liberation.

A Discussion of Dreams and Hallucinations—The doctrine of the four stages of the Self mentioned in the Upanishads finds a place here. The two kinds of knowledge; absolute and relative, Paravidya and Aparavidya. The lower knowledge or aparavidya refers to the sacrifice and it is supposed to be related to Saguna Brahman whereas the higher knowledge leads to Nirguna Brahman. The last and fourth chapter leads to Moksha. The two Vidyas lead to two different paths. The lower associated with worship of Iswara leads to Swarga whereas the higher resting upon the contemplation of Nirguna Brahman leads to Self Realisation and identification with Brahman. There is no distinction between the individual and the absolute. The upadhis being eliminated the conditions being destroyed the individual self finds the absolute. This is known as Mukti. It is direct of immediate realisation of the Self, whereas the former path through lower knowledge may ultimately lead to Mukti though not directly and immediately. The realisation of the self and the consequent liberation is brought about by Samyakdarsana, the true path. There is true knowledge of the self. It is the state of perfect Nirvana. All qualities have withered away from Brahman. It is nirguna nirvisesha. Thus qualityless and formless He is beyond description—nivvachaniya. Thus ends the Brahma sutras indicating the true nature of ultimate reality.—The un-conditioned Brahman.

Sankara and Vedantism—Sankara represents a stage in the development of Vedantism. He lived about the 8th century, a contemporary of Kumarila Bhatta—a student of Govinda, who was a disciple of Gaudapada. Sankara’s Vedantism is expressed in his great commentaries on the Upanishads as well as Brahma Sutras. His advaita is the logical outcome of Gaudapada’s advaitism. It is most influential among the current schools of Indian thought. In his introduction to the great Bhasya on Brahma Sutras he says ‘It is a matter not requiring any proof that the object and subject whose respective spheres are the
notions of Thou and Ego and which are opposed to each other as light and darkness. The two cannot be identified. Hence it follows that it is wrong to superimpose on the subject the attributes of object and vice versa.” Thus he starts with a sufficient warning that the subject and object are quite distinct and they should not be confounded with each other. He warns against the superimposition of attributes—Adhyasa. The subject should not be associated with the attributes of the object nor the object with those of subject. The two are distinct in kind. One is a chetana entity and the other an achetana thing. Sankara starts just where Sankhya started. There also Chetana Purusha is different from achetana Prakriti. Again the starting point of modern thought in Europe was the same. Descartes started with the distinction between the thinking thing and the extended thing. Yet by an inscrutable logic adopted by both Descartes and Sankara the goal reached by them is fundamentally different from the starting point. Cartesianism ends in Spinozistic monism where the ultimate substance engulfs all things Chetana and Achetana within itself. And similarly Sankhara ends with an all devouring absolute which could not brook by its side any other entity. Sankara in the same introductory passage suggests that this Adhyasa is a common vice of our experience and is due to our ignorance or avidya. The only way to get rid of it is by Vidya or knowledge. Thus Adhyasa or mutual confusion of self and nonself is the result of ignorance. It is on ignorance that all the duties enjoined in the scriptures are based. Hence the doctrine of Pramanas includes perception and inference. Several vedic tests enjoining various religious duties all have for their objects world which is the resultant of the avidya or ignorance. The world of objective reality is thus due to ignorance and even the vedic rites and injunctions are not excepted. These have no value for one who possesses real knowledge. Distinctions of caste, status in society etc., are all due to adhyasa. The conception of Vedic Dharma has meaning only with reference to Adhyasa, accidental conjunction of the true self with the extraneous conditions of caste, birth etc. But for this false conception Vedic Dharma could have no mean-
ing and no validity for Dharma pertains to Varna, which in turn depends upon the body and not upon the soul. Because of the false identity between soul and body we speak of one as a Brahmin or a Kshatriya These attributes are true only of the body and yet are falsely associated with the self. Thus Sankara not only indicates the truth that the self and the environment are distinct but also suggests that the confusion and false identity is due to avidya. From a thinker who emphasised the danger of this philosophical error we should naturally expect consistently a system of philosophy strictly maintaining the opposites. On the other hand, Sankara offers just the reverse. He dismisses the distinction between self and non-self as unreal and unphilosophical. What is the nature of the external world according to Sankara? Gaudapada already compared it to a dream. Sankhara accepts the same without question. The diversity and objectivity of the world of things and persons are all illusory. The objective world around is but the maya of the juggler, the juggler in this case being Atman himself. Since the juggler himself is not a victim to his own illusion so the highest self is not affected by the world-Illusion. The whole of the external world is but the manifestation of Brahman or Atman. The substance of which this world is constituted being Chetana is genuinely akin to dreams. That it is a dream will not be evident to us so long as we are dreaming, so long as there is avidya. When we wake from this dream to another world then the dream-world will vanish. When the individual wakes up into highest selfhood then he will understand the dreamlike illusory nature of his former experience. When he rids himself of overpowering avidya the multiplicity and objectivity will automatically disappear.

Is the individual atman real according to Sankara? The individual self shares the same fate as the objective world. All the other Indian systems of thought recognised individual atman to be eternal and uncreated. But in the hands of Sankara the individual soul dwindles into a shadow of a higher reality. In the passages emphasising his own advaita view he rejects the 'pantheistic view according to which the objective world and the
individual self can be real and yet subsisting in the same universal. Several passages in the Upanishads compares the Brahman to a tree and the individuals to various branches thereof. Unity and multiplicity are both real in organic life. So is the ocean one though the waves are many. So the clay is the same though the pots are many. These Upanishadic passages do not and need not necessarily imply the doctrine of the illusoriness of the world and individual selves. But such an interpretation Sankara does not want. He sternly rejects that as erroneous. He emphasises the unity as absolute. If the phenomenal world and individual souls are unreal then it would be against the practical notions of ordinary life. Such consequences are not disconcerting to Sankara. Such objections do not damage his position, because the entire complex of phenomenal existence is still true to a person who has not reached the true knowledge and realised his true self. As long as one is in ignorance the reality of the world and self is vouchsafed for him. He may behave as if these were true and his life not affected by the higher philosophical doctrine. Sankara’s self is thus an absolute—a sort of Parmenidean absolute—eternal and unchanging.

What has Sankara to say about the several passages in the Vedic scriptures which speak of the creation and evolution of the world? If the world of concrete reality is illusory the Vedic doctrines of creation would have no meaning. This objection he wards off with the remark that the creating qualities of Brahman depends on the evolution of the germinal principles Nama and Rupa. The fundamental truth that we maintain is that the creation, destruction and sustenance of the world all proceed from an omniscient and omnipotent principle and not from an unintelligent Pradhana. While maintaining absolute unity or Advaita of self how can the above be maintained? The longing of the self—the name and form are the figments of Nescience. These are not to be either as being the same or different from it. The germs of the entire phenomenal world is called in the Sruti, Maya or illusion, Sakti or Power, Prakriti or Nature. Different from these is the omniscient world. Hence the Lord depends upon the limiting adjuncts of Maya and Rupa the products of the avidya out of which Is
wara creates the world. His being a creator, his omniscience and omnipotence all depend on the limitations due to those very adjuncts whose nature is avidya. From these passages extracted from Sankara Bhasya we have an idea of Sankara’s philosophy. Ultimate reality is undivided and indivisible unity same as Upanishadic Brahman. The several vedic gods are but fractional aspects of this. Sankara wants the reader not to confound his system with the Vedic theology. He clears away adhyasa or error. His system is a strenuous attempt at an accurate definition of atman. Through a very skilful dialectic all the qualities of the external. world are shown to be alien to Brahman. Spatiality, objectivity, colour sound etc. all are with a psychological insight shown to be non-spiritual. By this process of elimination the essential nature of atman is clearly defined as Atman. It is the only thinking thing Chetanadravya. Thinking is not merely an attribute of the Self. Self is thought. Atman is Chit. Having gone thus far Sankara is tied down to a philosophical doctrine which appears to be inconsistent with his own standpoint and also with thought and general tradition. Such a result is probably due to the following reasons. The Upanishadic writers spoke of the Brahman as the spiritual essence the leaven which leavens all things. In these passages the doctrine of atman exactly corresponds to Cartesian thinking substance. The Upanishadic passages did not negate the reality of the phenomenal world. When Sankara took up the doctrine he was confronted with a difficulty. Sankara could not accept the naive Upanishadic pantheism. He wants a clear definition of Atman. This naturally widened the gulf between subject and object. While these according to Upanishadic writers had vague common substratum. Not satisfied with this philosophic vagueness Sankara wanted to shift reality to the side of the subject or Chit. Hence Sankara not only finds atman identical with Chit but it is also identical with existence or Sat. If the Brahman is the soul and if the soul is the Brahman then the Sat must be Chit-existence and thought must be identical. If existence and thought are absolutely identical then anything other than thought will be unreal or Asat. The objective world is not Chit or thought. Hence it cannot be real or Sat. Sankara is compelled to pro-
pound the doctrine of the unreality of the objective world. What is the justification for such a conclusion. There is no doubt he is supported by certain Upanishadic passages as well as by some of his predecessors like Gaudapada. But we have to remember that many Upanishadic passages that declare the external world as unreal do so only metaphorically and comparatively. The Upanishadic doctrine compares with the Cartesian doctrine of gradation. The ultimate substance has the maximum of reality whereas man has less of that. But with Sankara it is otherwise. For him a thing must be Sat or an Asat. To be real, a thing must be Chit and what is not Chit must necessarily be Asat. Thus after establishing the reality of atman and the illusoriness of the rest, Sankara is confronted with an extraordinary difficulty to reconcile his philosophy with the common sense view on the one hand and the traditional Vedic religion on the other. He manages this by his distinction between Vyavaharika and Paramarthika points of view. For all practical purposes and for the ordinary affairs of religion the world may be taken as real though philosophically it is no more than the phantom of a deluded personality. Many Vedantins bring in the parallel of Kant who also has a duality. The world is empirically real but transcendentally ideal. But we should protest against such a comparison. For Kant recognises the so-called thing-in-itself which is the ultimate source. The phenomenal world is the resultant of the interaction between thing-in-itself and Ego in itself the one supplies the stuff and the other the form. That is one of the reasons why Kant protests against Berkeley and wanted to keep his philosophy entirely different from that. Sankara's advaitism is fundamentally different from Kant's phenomenalism. He is more akin to Fichte's. Even this resemblance is superficial for the monistic idealism of Fichte is only a metaphysical explanation of moral value. According to Fichte the world of objective reality is a stage or an arena created by the Ego for its own moral exercise. Moral value is the pivot on which Fichte's monism revolves. But for Sankara all these values have reference to human life and human personality and therefore must be relegated to the realm of illusions from the higher point of View.
In his own words "The external world as well as individual personality are maya, asat, nothing else."

Sankara and the Doctrine of Maya—Speaking of the External world Sankara says it is all maya or illusion and yet he with other vedantins repudiates the doctrine of Buddhism that the external world is purely psychical and as such has no substantiality of its own. What is the significance of this paradoxical attitude. According to the Sankhyan doctrine as to the origin and nature of the world the External world is evolved out of Prakriti which being opposed to Pursha is Achetana. It is more or less similar to the modern scientific "Matter". Besides this Prakriti Sankhya postulate the existence of the Purushas. Now for the Vedantin everything existing is the manifestation of Brahman. The Brahman being Chetana entity it is not difficult to derive individual souls therefrom. But the Vedantin derives the external world also from the same. But the external world is achetana entity and is therefore opposed to thought. Hence it cannot be easily derived from Brahman. Sankara certainly has recognised the fundamental difference between the two Chetana and Achetana and warns the reader against confusion. Yet he wants to logically maintain that everything living and nonliving is derived from the same Brahman. He tries to reconcile the two irreconcilable doctrines. First he maintains that the subject is quite independent of the object and the two have nothing in common and that all ills of life are due to confusion between the two. Secondly he wants to show that there is only one existence ultimate and real and that all else is purely derivative. If he is successful in establishing the former doctrine (the distinction between the subject and object) he cannot at the same time maintain the latter. The actual result is he introduces a sort of make-believe reconciliation. The objective world is something derived from maya. Maya is the substantial and constitutive of the external world. The stuff of which objective world is made is variously described as Maya Prakriti and Pradhana. He thus introduces Sankhyian terminology in order to emphasise its distinction from Purusha. Pursuing this line of thought he ought to have got the conclusion that the external world is constituted by a substance fundamentally
distinct from and incompatible with Self or Brahman. This would
have landed him in a dualism which he strenuously tries to avoid.
Thus the problem with him was to retain the Sankhyan dualism
just to emphasise the distinction between the subject and object
and at the same time to maintain Vedantic monism. In this attempt
at a compromise his language becomes ambiguous and his own
attitudewavers between Dualism and monism. He satisfied himself
by introducing two kinds of existence or sat corresponding to
Purusha and Prakriti and yet these two kinds of Sat he wants to derive
from the Chetana Brahman. Beyond the Brahman there could be
no existence, he being the only sat as well as the only Chit. Hence
the Prakriti which Sankara requisitions to explain the external
world is not only achit, non-thought, but also asat—non-real.
Being asat in as much as it is distinct from Brahman it must be
identical with mere nothing and yet it must be substantial enough
to be the basis of the objective world. It is such an impossible
function assigned to Maya by Sankara. He cannot condemn it
altogether to be nothing for he expects real work out of it and
so far it must have some causal potency. But on this account
he dare not recognise its reality lest it should set up an imperium
in imperio a rival claimant to the throne of Brahman. Therefore
Sankara relegates Maya to the metaphysical purgatory where
it is expected to live the life of something midway between abso-
lute being and absolute nothing. What he further means by this
curious amalgam of something-nothing we do not clearly appre-
ciate. It is because of this precarious reality of Maya that he is
able to make his readers believe that in his monism the objective
reality maintains a greater dignity than assigned to it by the
Buddhists. In short to avoid the sunyavada Sankara invents the
impossible doctrine of maya which lends plausibility to his system
which would otherwise be untenable and also indistinguishable
from Buddhistic nihilism. It was because of this indistinguish-
ability between Buddhism and advaitism that Indian critics con-
demned advaita as Buddhistic nihilism in camouflage and called
Sankara a Prachanna Bouddha, a buddha in disguise.

Brahman: Sat as well as Chit, Existence and Intelligence,
but for Vedantin it is something more. It is not merely the subs-
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tratum of the concrete world, it also stands for the transcendental goal of life. It stands for the other world to which every Indian thinker looks forward. It is that higher reality which the Indian aspires to as a haven from the ocean of Samsara, a place of rest from the toils of transmigration. It corresponds to Buddhistic Nirvana, the Samadhi of the Yogi, the Liberated Purusha of the Sankhyas and the God Iswara of Nyaya Vaisesikas. If it is to be the negation of the ennui of Samsara to be the end of the misery of concrete life, to be the place from where there is no return, it must embody in itself something unique and that is absent in the world of Samsara, an unalloyed and unchanging Bliss which knows not its opposite. The Brahman therefore besides Sat and Chit is Ananda as well. It represents that transcendental bliss which no man has tasted here and which everyone is entitled to have if he walketh the path of liberation. Such a transcendental bliss is entirely different from the ephemeral pleasure of the world. Else it would not be sought after by the wise. Hence the Brahman must also be Ananda Bliss or Joy. This absolute reality Sat Chit Ananda is the ultimate concept of Vedantism. It not only serves as the metaphysical cause of things existing, but also stands for the light shining in individual souls. It also represents the goal to which the whole creation moves. It is not only the beginning but also the end of things. Climbing the pinnacle of Metaphysical monism Sankara finds it hard to recognise the claims of ordinary mortals in his system. He cuts the Gordian Knot by invoking the aid once again of the doctrine of the distinction between the relative and the absolute points of view. There is no justification for the demands of either religion or morality in an absolute monism. In the rarified atmosphere of monism neither morality nor religion can breathe and live. The inevitable conclusion of his logic may not be realised by the ordinary man or accepted by the orthodox scholar. The Vedic scholars have faith in the injunctions of the Vedas and may still believe in the beneficial effect of sacrifice. The unsophisticated man of the religion associates with absolute reality, the object of his religious adoration and worship and maintains that to be the fountain head of all good and valuable.
The metaphorical conception of Brahman therefore must live side by side with the popular religion and must live in accordance with Vedic ritualism. Sankara manages to satisfy all these demands by postulating the fictitious deity of a lower Brahman who may be considered real from the practical and relative point of view though he cannot hide his real imaginary from the vision of the enlightened. The ordinary man may continue his traditional worship, the orthodox vaidika may perform his usual sacrifices quite unperturbed on the assumption that there is an object of devotion and worship in his Iswara. In this matter, Sankara seems to take a lesson from the Mimamsakas who repudiate the conception of a God at the same time insisting upon the efficacy of worship and sacrifices which they hold are intrinsically efficacious not depending upon Iswara. Sankara agrees with Kumarila the great Mimamsaka teacher and lets alone the traditional ritualism unhindered by metaphysical speculation. It is a peculiar mentality the like of which we have in Hume. After proving the unsubstantiality of human personality and the external world Hume exclaims that the world will go on, nevertheless, as if these things were quite real. This kind of estrangement between life and metaphysics life getting on in spite of metaphysics would only establish the undeniable truth that life is more than logic. To allow concrete life to exist by sufference, to recognise its reality from the vyavaharic point of view, may instead of proving the reality of the concrete world, really establish the bankruptcy of the underlying Metaphysics.

JAINISM, ITS AGE AND ITS TENETS

The term Jainism which means faith of a Jaina is derived from the word Jina which means the conqueror or the victorious. Jina means one who conquers the five senses, destroys all the karmas, and attains Omniscience or Sarvagnahood. The person who performs tapas or yoga attains such a self-realisation and omniscient knowledge or kevala jnana. After attaining self-realisation and after acquiring Omniscience, the Jina spends the rest of his time in Dharmaprabhavana or preaching the Dharma to the mass of human beings. Not satisfied with his own self-
realisation, he engages himself in the noble task of helping his fellow-beings with his message of Dharma which would enable the ordinary mortals to reach the *sumnum bonum* of life and attain the same spiritual status of perfection which he himself has acquired. Because of this noble task of showing the path of spiritual realisation or Mokshamarga, Jina is also called Thirthankara. This term Thirthankara means one who helps human beings to cross the ocean of Samsara by providing them with a vessel to sail with in the form of Dharma. Jinadharma is the boat which is provided for the human beings for the purpose of crossing the ocean of Samsara and because of this noble task of helping the mankind Jina is also called Thirthankara. The divine personality Jina, who by his act of benevolence is called Thirthankara is therefore called Arhanta which means one worthy of adoration and worship. Arhat Parameshti is therefore the Lord worshipped by all the Jains. He is represented by a pratibimba or image which is installed in a Chaityalaya or a Jain temple built for the purpose. The pratibimba is always of the form of a human being because it represents the Jina or the Thirthankara who spent the last portion of his life on earth in the noble task of proclaiming to the world Mokshamarga or path to salvation. The idol will be either in a standing posture or Kayotsarga or in the posture of Padmasana-sitting-technically called Palyankasana. Whether standing or sitting it represents the Divine Lord absorbed in the self-realisation as a result of Tapas or Yoga. Therefore the facial expression would reveal the intrinsic spiritual bliss as a result of self-realisation. People who worship the Jina in this form installed in Jinalaya or the Jain temple and who follow the religious tenets proclaimed by the Jina are called the Jainas and their religion is Jainism.

The same faith is also designated by the term Arhatamata, which means religion followed by Arhatas or Jainas, since the term Arhata means one who follows the religion of the Arhat Parameshti. The terms Jina, Thirthankara and Arhat Parameshti all refer to the divine person or Sarvagna who lived in the world with his body, and it refers to the period after attaining Sarvagnahood or Omniscience and the last period of the parinivana, when the
body is cast away and the self resumes its own intrinsic pure spiritual nature, and it becomes Paramatma or Siddha. This is the last stage of spiritual development and is identical with the Self completely liberated or MuktaJiva or the Self which attained Moksha. This Siddhaparameshhti is identical with the Vedantic conception of Parabrahman or Paramatma which terms are also used by the Jaina Thinkers. This Siddhaswarupa or Paramatma Swarupa is without body Asarira, and without form, A1upa. Hence its nature can be understood only by yogic contemplation for which the individual must be fit and highly qualified. Ordinary people who are not endowed with the capacity of realising the nature of the pure self Paramatma or Siddha Parameshti whose pratibimba is installed in Jaina temples for the worship by the ordinary householder. This practice prescribed a mode of worship for the ordinary people who were expected to concentrate their attention on the image of Jina or Arhat Parameshti corresponds to the Vedantic attitude, which while recognising that the highest state of spiritual development is represented by the Parabrahma, provides for the ordinary man something lower than this as the object of worship, or what is called the popular or vyavaharic point of view. As a matter of fact, it may be said without contradiction that this distinction between vyavaharic and paramarthika points of view was adopted by the great commentator Sankara who took the suggestion from the earlier Jaina thinkers, especially Sri Kunda Kunda. This term Siddha, since it implies the complete destruction of all the karmas which enshrouds the intrinsic purity of the self is also called Nirgrantha, who is devoid of all attachment. The term Kandazhi which occurs in the Tamil work Tholkapya means the same thing as Siddha or the self which is completely liberated from all the shackles of karmas. Though the temple worship is associated with Arhat Parameshti or Thirthankars, Jainas have not forgotten the fact that the Siddha represents the highest spiritual development. Hence the practice of silent salutation, Nama Siddhebhyaha or Siddhan Namaha is a common practice among Jains whenever they begin any good work either literary or of ordinary kind. Probably this practice of beginning with
adoration of Siddhan Namaha or Nama Siddhebhyaha was prevalent among the non-Jainas also especially in South India where the people when they begin their daily work in school are taught to start with this salutation Siddhan Namaha.

The Age of Jainism.—There is a good deal of incorrect views prevalent among even educated people as to the age of Jainism. It is an unfortunate fact that Indians had to learn their history from foreign scholars. Foreign writers with incorrect and insufficient knowledge of the Indian historical background wrote textbooks on Indian history which provided the historic information to Indian student in Schools. These history text-books were mainly responsible for a good deal of erroneous views prevalent among the educated Indians as to the past history of their land. One of these deplorable errors is the view that Jainism is an off-shoot of Buddhism and Hinduism. This error we are glad to say is no more prevalent among the oriental scholars both in the West and East though the error persists among the educated Indians whose knowledge of history is not up to date. The origin of this error is to be found in the fact that the founder of Buddhism Goutama Sakyamuni and Mahavira Vardhana the last of the Jaina Thirthankaras were contemporaries. Buddhist literature contains references to Mahavira and his followers, and similarly Jaina literature composed at the time of Mahavira contains cross references to Buddha and his religion. Persons who studied first the Buddhist literature and who had no knowledge of Jaina scripture come to the hasty conclusion that Jainism must have been the branch of Buddhism. Later on when oriental scholars came to study the subject they corrected their erroneous views and were constrained to call that Jainism must have been earlier than Buddhism. As a matter of fact, Buddha was a younger contemporary of Lord Mahavira. Buddha himself in his conversation with his friend and disciple Sariputta, narrates the fact that he himself in his earlier days was adopting Jaina practice of austerity which he had to give up because of the rigorous discipline which he did not like. The date of Mahavira’s parinirvana, 527 B.C. is accepted as a land mark in the history of India. According to Cambridge history of India, the 23rd
Thirthankara, Lord Parswa who lived 220 years prior to Lord Mahavira is also considered a historical personage. According to this view Jainism must have been prevalent in India nearly three centuries prior to Gautama Buddha, the founder of Buddhism. Though writers of Cambridge history of India did not go beyond Lord Parswa, we may point out the fact that Jainism was in existence even prior to this period. The Thirthankara prior to Lord Parswa, the 22nd Thirthankara, according to the Jaina tradition is Lord Arishtanemi, who is said to have attained his Nirvana on the Mount Girnar in Junagadh State, which is a place for pilgrimage for the present day Jains. This Arishtanemi was a cousin of Sri Krishana of Mahabharatha fame and the name Arishtanemi occurs in Vedic literature as one of the great Rishis. This Jaina tradition circumstantially supported by non-Jaina Vedic literature may also be accepted as having some historical basis. If Sri Krishana of Mahabharata war is accepted as having some historical basis then we have to accept the history of Arishanemi also. According to the Jaina tradition, there were twenty-four Thirthankaras beginning with Lord Vrishabha and ending with Mahavira Vardhamana. Of these the last three may be taken to be personalities of the historic period. The rest are persons of prehistoric age and we need not trouble ourselves about their history till we know something more than merely tradition. The first of these Thirthankara Lord Vrishabha who is considered by the Jains to be responsible for revealing Ahimsa Dharma for the first time to the world seems to be a very interesting personality. According to the Jaina tradition, he was a hero of the Iksavaku family. His father was Nabi Maharaja the last of the Manu’s and his mother Manudevi. Vrishabha’s period represents a complete change of World conditions. Prior to this the country was called Boga Bhumī where the people were satisfied with all their wants by the mere wish through the help of the traditional kalpakavriksha. During the time of Lord Rishabha these happy conditions completely disappeared and the people were in a perplexity as to the way of life which they were expected to carry. Then they all went to Lord Rishabha praying for help. He is said to have consoled
them by showing the way of life. He taught them how they could obtain food by tilling the soil, that they should take up to agriculture for the production of food, which they could obtain in plenty by their own toil in spite of the fact that the Kalpakavr1kshas disappeared. He taught some other people to carry his agriculture produce to different peoples and supply to those that were in need. He again set apart a number of able-bodied men for the purpose of defence. Thus the first social organisation owes its existence to Lord Vrishabha who divided the society according to its functions into three groups, agriculturists, traders, and soldiers. After ruling over his kingdom for several years, he abdicated his throne in favour of his son, Lord Bharata and went into the forests to perform tapas. After the practice of tapas for several years he attained Kavala-jnana or Omniscience. Then he went about from place to place preaching his Ahimsa dharma to the people of the land, so that they may also have spiritual relief. Thus Lord Rishabha is known among the Jainas as Adi Jina, Adi Bhagavan and so on. This first Thirthankara’s life is repeated verbatim also in non-Jaina puranas for example Bhagavatapurana (V. skanda). The same story is repeated in Vishnupuran and Vayupurana also. All these Hindu puranas maintain that Lord Rishabha preached the doctrine of Ahimsa after performing yoga for several years. He went about from place to place completely discarding all ornaments and clothes, and hence he was misunderstood by the people to have gone mad. The repetition of this life history of Lord Rishabha in non-Jaina puranas can only be explained by the fact that at one time when the story was a common property to both Jainas and non-Jainas the hero must have been considered as worthy of worship by all.

According to Jaina tradition when Lord Rishbha attained his Nirvana in Mount Kailas, his son and the ruling emperor of the land, Lord Bharata built a temple in the place of Nirvana and installed an image of Lord Rishabha for the purpose of worship for himself as well as for the general public. This worship of Lord Rishabha’s idol must have been prevalent throughout India from far-off ancient period of the Indian history. That it was so pre-
valent in ancient India we may infer from certain facts available in the Vedic literature. Vedas constitute the earliest record available. They form three distinct groups: the Samhitas, Brahmanas, and the Upanishads. The Samhitas are four in number. The Rig Veda, Yajur Veda, Sama Veda, and Atharvana Veda. The Rig Veda mantras are uttered for the purpose of invoking the aid of the Vedic Gods. India is the most important of the Vedic deities. The religious life of the Aryans in the Rig Vedic period centered around the personality of India, the Vedic God. His aid is invoked by the Aryans of the Rig Vedic period to obtain prosperity in their agriculture and also in their cattle wealth. His aid is also invoked for the purpose of destroying the enemies, the people of the land, who resisted their advance. Thus the Aryans had to encounter opposition from among the people of the land whom they considered their enemies, who strongly resisted the invading Aryans. The Rig Vedic hymns composed with such a background of racial conflict furnish us with certain interesting facts as to the life and characteristics of the people of the land who violently opposed to the incoming Aryans. These hymns referred to a section of the Ikshavakus or Purusha who were in existence in the land long long before the Aryans of the Rigvedic period came into the scene. These Ikshavakus are recognized to be of the Aryan race and they are referred to in terms of respect and adoration. This Ikshavaku-vamsa otherwise called the Raghuvamsa, evidently was an important and a famous ruling dynasty of ancient India, which must have been in existence even prior to the Aryans of the Rigvedic period. That this Ikshavaku-vamsa was famous is borne out by the fact that most of the ancient Kshatriya families traced their origin to these Ikshavakus and even the Sakya clan to which Gautama Buddha belonged claimed its origin from the Ikshavakus. The heroes of this family are celebrated in Kalidasa’s Raghuvamsa. According to Kalidasa, these heroes began their life in early childhood as students, then they lived their household lives, after which they completely renounced their worldly attachment and roamed about in the forests performing Tapas or Yoga and then finally discarded their bodies after-realisation. This
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description in full corresponds with the life history of Lord Rishabha, the greatest hero of Ikshavaku and the first revealer of Ahimsa to the world and the importance of tapas or yoga for the purpose of self-realisation. We suggest that this Rishabha cult must have been prevalent even before the advent of the Aryans and the Rig-vedic tradition. In support of this thesis we note the following facts revealed by the Vedic literature. The Aryans of the Rig Vedic period it is stated, were resisted by the people the land who are called Dasyas. The term Dasya is interpreted sometimes as enemy and sometimes as a slave. These two interpretations represent two different stages. First when the people of the land resisted they were called the enemies, and when the enemies were subjected after a military conquest and taken as prisoners and made to work as slaves, the same Dasyas became slaves. Facts that deserve emphasis in this connection are the descriptive terms used by the Aryans to describe these enemies, the people of the land. These Dasyas are described as Ayagna, Anindra, Avrata, Anyavrata and so on. These terms respectively mean those that are opposed to Yagna, Indra-worship, those that observe a different religious practice, and those that do not practise the religion of the Aryans. From these descriptive terms it is quite clear that the people of the land were dead against the Vedic institution of Yagna or animal sacrifice. Their opposition to the invading Aryans must therefore be due to two factors. The people of the land politically resisted the invading foreigner, and secondly because the people of the land were afraid of the fact that their culture would be destroyed by the invaders whose culture and religion were entirely different from their own. These Dasyus, the people of the land, are also described to have been of dark skin and to have been speaking a different tongue. Therefore they must have been the early Dravidians who were present all over India at the time of the Aryan invasion. After describing the practice of these Dasyus in negative terms, the Vedic literature uses a very significant term to describe their religion. The early Dasyus, the enemies of the Aryans, who were opposed to Yagnas and Indra worship were worshippers of Sisnadeva. This is a very interesting revelation. European oriental
scholars translate this term Sisna Deva as worshippers of Linga. The Sanskrit term Sisna is not identical with the Linga which is now worshipped by the Saivites. Sisna represents the male sex organ whereas the Linga designates both Sisna and Yoni. Hence the term Sisna cannot be interpreted in any way to mean the Linga which is a combination of Sisna and Yoni of phallic worshippers. Therefore the only interpretation that we could have is our theory that the ancient Dasyus who were the people of the land and who resisted the invading Aryans were in the habit of worshipping a nude idol as their God, which can be called consistently as Sisnadeva. If the pre-Aryan people of the land had for their worship a nude male image called Sisnadeva by the Aryans all the other descriptive terms may fit in with this theory if you take that this Sisnadeva worship must have been the characteristic of the Rishabha cult introduced by Lord Rishabha, the first Thirthankara, and encouraged by his son Bharata in the form of a temple worship. The excavations of Harappa and Mohenjadoro circumstantially corroborate our theory, because among the discoveries resulting from the excavations we have nude images of a yogi considered to be idols used for worship by the people of the Indus Valley civilisation and the symbol of the bull is found in abundance in coins and seals belonging to that period. Hence it will be consistent to maintain that the religious life of the people of the Indus Valley civilisation must have been associated with the Rishabha cult which must have been prevalent throughout the land from Himalayas down to Cape Comirin and further south in Lanka. After some time when the invading Aryans completely conquered the whole of Northern India, the people of the land who are called Dasyus must have withdrawn to the south, viz, to this side of the Vindya hills. That there must have been such a withdrawal by the people of the land to the south is corroborated by the traditional account both in Jaina puranas, and Hindu puranas. According to the Jaina tradition the Northern India was completely occupied by five Kshatriya dynasties, namely, the Ikshavakuvamsa, Hariyamsa, Kuruvamsa, Ugravamsa and the Nathavamsa. These five Kshatriya groups com-
pletely occupied the whole of the Northern India and the people of the land who are called Vidyadharas by the Jaina tradition had to be satisfied with the peninsula to the South of the Vindyas. These Vidyadharas are represented by two important dynasties of ruling families, one of which was more powerful to which Ravana the emperor of Lanka belonged. The other group was represented by Vali, Sugriva and Hanuman. According to Jaina tradition, these Vidyadharas were highly cultured people, in fact more cultured than the rest and they were specially skillful in applied science, or Vidyas, on account of which they were called Vidyadharas. They had the privilege of travelling in their air by some sort of aerial vehicles or vimanas which they were skillful enough to build for themselves. Since they were skillful people of very high culture, the ruling chiefs of the Ikshavaku family very often entered into matrimonial alliances with these Vidyadhara families, in fact, the Jaina tradition mentions that Lord Rishabha himself married a Vidyadhara princess by whom he had his son Bharata, the first ruler of the land and who gave his name to the land, Bharatavarsha. These Vidyadhara rulers who were designated as Rakshasas by their political enemies, Aryans, are recognised to be highly cultured by the Aryans themselves. The Jaina tradition makes these Vidyadhara followers of Rishabha cult, strictly practising Ahimsa Dharma and sternly opposed to Vedic Yagna. There is an interesting chapter in Jaina Ramayan, Padmapurana of the Jains, which narrates the life story of Sri Rama. The chapter refers to the elaborate preparations made by one Kshatriya prince called Marutha for the purpose of Vedic sacrifice. The chapter is called Maruthayagnaduamsa sarga. These preparations for the performance of yagna are made in the borders of Ravan’s territory. Narada who happens to pass by that way observes these elaborate preparations. According to the Jainas, Narada is considered to be a champion of Ahimsa. He advised the Kshatriya prince Marutha not to perform the sacrifice. Narada’s advice was rejected. He then goes to Ravana straight and informs him of the vast preparations made by a Kshatriya prince quite in violation of Ahimsa. Ravana sends a few officers to stop these preparations. These officers
were sent away unceremoniously by the prince Marutha. But Ravana himself appears in person officially with his soldiers. Then Marutha confessed that he was instructed by the Vedic priests to perform this yaga though he was not very well informed about this. Then Ravana rebukes him, stops the preparations, releases all the animals intended for sacrifice and threatens the priests. Then Marutha was initiated to the practice of Ahimsa Dharma and he was made to give a solemn promise that he would be no more a party to animal sacrifice or yaga. This story found in Jaina Ramayana clearly indicates that the Vidyaadhaivas since they were followers of Ahimsa cult were sternly opposed to any performance of yaga within their borders. Perhaps that explains why according to Valmiki Ramayana, the Rakshasas were always bent upon preventing the performance of yagas and whenever an attempt is made to perform yaga the parties had to seek the aid of military protection before they could carry on the ceremony. This is illustrated in Ramayana where Viswamitra takes the military aid of the royal princes, Rama and Lakshmana before he starts the rituals. Thus the circumstantial evidence goes to support the theory that the people of the land were all followers of Rishabha cult and they were staunchly defending their cult of Ahimsa whenever there was an interference from outside. This theory implies that even before the advent of the Rigvedic Aryans, the people of the land had a higher form of religion. The Rishabha cult of Ahimsa is further borne out by an evidence supplied by the later Brahmanas and the Upanishads. When the Aryans of the Rigvedic period prominently settled in Northern India, their vedic culture of Yagas, must have been prevalent side by side with the religious practice associated with the earlier Rishabha cult. The royal families representing the Ikshavakus clan and other clans must have been driven towards the East by the conquering hoards of the rigvedic Aryans who came and settled in the Punjab. The earlier Aryan families who adopted the Ahimsa cult of Lord Rishabha must have been opposed to this new cult of the Aryans. Therefore we have a reference to the Prachyadesa, the Eastern countries in the Brahmanas. The most important of these the Satapadabrahmanas refers to the people of
these Prachyadesas which include, Kasi, Kosala, Videha and Magadha as Aryabrashtas. The orthodox Brahmins of Kurupanchaladesa are advised not to travel in the Eastern countries. Because the corrupt Aryans completely gave up the performance of yaga they adopted an opposite Dharma altogether. They hold that not performing yaga is their Dharma and performing yaga is a contradiction to Dharma, or Adharma. Further these people of the Eastern countries do not recognise social eminence of the priests. Socially the Kshatriyas claim to be superior to the Brahmin priests. Hence the orthodox priests, if they travel in the Eastern countries will not be respected according to their social status. These reasons given in the Satapadabrahmanas clearly indicate that the people of the Eastern countries of Gangetic valley were all opposed to the Vedic culture of the yaga, and were followers of Ahimsa Dharma. Here we have to note the fact that the followers of Ahimsa Dharma the intellectual leaders of the Eastern countries of the Gangetic valley were all Kshatriyas. All the twenty-four Thirthankaras of the Jainas and the founder of Buddhism Gautama Buddha all claimed to be Kshatriyas, that the Kshatriyas were champions of Ahimsa Dharma that they were opposed to vedic sacrifice, yaga championed by the priests of the Kurupanchala country is further corroborated by the Upanishadic literature which forms the Vedanta or last form of vedic literature. When we turn to Upanishadic literature we observe a complete change in the intellectual attitude towards life and problems. Prior to that the whole of Vedic culture is Swargakama Yajethavyaha—if you want happiness in Swarga you must perform sacrifice. But when we turn to the Upanishadic period the idea is entirely different. We notice that the intellectual leaders of the Upanishadic period do not attach any importance to the utilitarian idea. Prosperity here and Swarga happiness hereafter are considered both as worthless acquisitions. One is advised to look to something far more valuable than this. That Nachiketas rejects the blessings of prosperity offered by Yama, that Mityreyi, the wife of Yagnvalkya refused the offer by her husband of all his riches show clearly that the ideal of the Upanishadic principle is far higher than
that presented by the previous age of the vedic culture. Spiritual yaga is considered to be inferior. Upanishads emphasise a metaphorical yaga of kindling the spiritual fire by yoga in which all the impurities associated with the self are to be burnt for the purpose of self purification and spiritual realisation. The priests of Kurupanchala countries throng to the royal courts of the Prachyadesa with a request to be initiated into this new culture of Atma-vidya which is championed by the Kshatriya scholars of the land. What is the origin of the new change of the attitude in the Upanishadic culture. The only answer that we can think of is the Kshatriya intellectuals of the Eastern countries of the Gangetic valley staunchly defended their Ahimsa cult given to them by Lord Rishabha till they were able to convince the priest of Kurupanchala that their sacrifice was distinctly inferior to this cult of Ahimsa or Atmavidya. Thus we have the Jaina tradition fully corroborated by non-Jaina Vedic literature in these three distinct historic groups of the Samhitas, Brahmanas, and the Upanishads. These facts supplied by the Vedic literature taken in conjunction with the evidence supplied by the excavations of the Indus valley civilisation will constrain us to believe that the Rishabha cult of Ahimsa and the practice of tapas or yoga must have been the ancient cult of the Indians throughout the land prevalent even before the advent of the Aryans who sang the hymns of Rigveda. Thus the Ahimsa cult revealed by Lord Rishabha was the most ancient of religious cults which must have been prevalent in the Northern India and which must have been the practice in religion of the people of the land at the time of Aryan invasion.

Moksha Marga:—What is the Mokshamarga which is peculiar to Jainism? What are its special features? How is it different from the religious principle associated with the other Indian Dharisanas, Mokshamarga is defined by Umaswami thus: Samyak Dharsana Jnana Charitram Mokshamargah: Right faith, Right knowledge and Right conduct, these three constitute the path to salvation. This is the first Sutra of Umaswami's monumental work called Tatvartha Sutra. The emphasis is laid on all the three only when all the three characteristics are combined they can constitute to Mokshamarga. Each
by itself is imperfect and therefore insufficient. To depend entirely on faith as is maintained by some Hindu Dharasana will not lead one to happiness or Moksha. Similarly Jnana or knowledge alone cannot lead one to happiness. Nor can Charitra by itself however admirable the conduct be, is sufficient to lead to the desired goal. Hence faith, knowledge, and conduct must be presented together by an individual if he is to walk the path of righteousness. Further it is emphasised that these three—faith, knowledge and conduct must be of the right type. Hence it is called right faith, right knowledge and right conduct alone when combined together would constitute the Mokshamarga. Mere faith which is not of the right type will not be founded upon the ultimate nature of reality. Similarly right knowledge and not any other knowledge will constitute the Mokshamarga. Right knowledge will therefore exclude all incorrect attitude and disruption of the nature of reality. Hence the prefix Samyak is used in each of the terms. The Commentator of the Sutras gives an interesting metaphor to bring out the force of the sutra. A person suffering from a disease, say fever, if he desires to cure himself of the disease must have faith in the capacity of the doctor and must know the exact nature of the medicine prescribed by him for his disease and must drink the medicine according to the instructions of the doctor. Mere faith in the doctor will be of no use. Faith in the capacity of the doctor and the knowledge of the nature of the medicine would equally be useless unless the patient takes the medicine. The person who expects to be cured of his disease must not only have faith in the doctor’s capacity, and full knowledge of the nature of the medicine but also take the medicine according to the prescription. In this case beings in the world of Samsara are assumed to be patients suffering from a spiritual disqualification or disease who desire to get rid of this disease and to attain perfect spiritual health. Thus for the purpose of helping such persons this Mokshamarga is prescribed as a spiritual remedy and the spiritual remedy therefore must be associated with all three characteristics of right faith, right knowledge and right conduct in order to be effective. These three constituent elements of the path to salvation are called Ratnatraya or the
three jewels. These Ratnatraya or the three jewels of the Jaina Dharma should not be confounded with the three jewels or the Ratnatraya of the Buddhas, where they mean three different things—The Buddha, founder of Buddhism and Dharma, the message revealed by Buddha, and the Sanga, the social federation organised by him. Therefore the three jewels of the Buddhas are Buddha, Dharma and Sanga which are quite different from the Ratnatraya of the Jainas, which constitute the Mokshamaarga.

What is Samyak Dharsana or Right faith? Samyak Dharsana is defined in the following sutra:—

Thatvartha Sraddhanam, Samyak Dharsanam. Faith or belief in the nature of the reality is right faith or Samyak Dharsana. Belief in the Tatvas or the reals as they exist forms the foundation of Jaina faith. What are these Tatvas? Belief in it is emphasised as the important foundation of Jainism. These tatvas or the reals are said to be seven in number. Jiva, the living entity Ajiva—non-living entity, Asrava, Bhanda, Samvara, Nirjara, and Moksha. Asrava means flow of karmic matter into the nature of self or soul. Bhanda implies the mixture of the karmic matter with nature of the soul on account of which the soul loses its intrinsic purity and brilliance. Samvara represents the act of preventing the inflow of the karmic matter and hence it is the blocking of Asrava. Nirjara represents the act of destroying the karmic matter which may adhere to the soul. As a result of blocking up the flow of fresh karmic matter and destruction of the old karmic matter clinging to the soul you have the emergence of the soul in its pure form, free from karmic upadhis, whose state is represented by the term Moksha. These are the several fundamental realities proclaimed by the Jaina Dharsana, which every Jaina is expected to believe. Of these the first two Jiva and Ajiva the living and the non-living, form the primary categories and the others are only secondary. The third and fourth represent the association of the first and the second. The fifth and the sixth represent partial dissociation of the first (Jiva) from the second Ajiva or matter. The seventh represents the complete dissociation of the first.

Before examining these categories in detail let us explain
some of the fundamental philosophical doctrines associated with Jaina Darsana. Let us take first the doctrine of Sat or Reality. The definition of Sat given in Jaina Metaphysics is that it is a permanent reality in the midst of change of appearance and disappearance. Utpada vaya Dhrowya yuktam Sat. This conception of reality is peculiar to Jainism. The only parallel that we can think of is the Hegelian conception of reality in Western thought. The real existence is not merely the state of static and permanent existence. An existing reality in order to maintain its permanent and continued existence must necessarily undergo change in the form of appearance and disappearance. This may appear to be apparently a paradox. But when we appreciate the significance of this description of reality, it may be found that it is the most accurate description of reality of the actual state of things. Everywhere we find growth and development and this is manifest in the organic world. Whether we look to the world of plants or of animals, the field of botany or biology, this description of reality is clearly borne out. Let us confine ourselves to the life history of a plant. It begins itself in the form of a seed. The seed which is planted in the soil must necessarily break the shell and sprout out. That is the first step in its attempt to grow. If the seed remains as a seed without this change there will be no growth and no plant, the seed will be condemned as a lifeless one. Hence it is necessary that it should change its own form and assume a new form which is the necessary stepping stone for the growth of the plant. This sprouting seed must further undergo change and some portion of it must come out seeking the sunlight and another portion of it must go down into the earth in order to obtain nourishment from the soil. That portion of the sprouting which goes down into the soil will undergo enormous changes into the root system, all engaged in acquiring nourishment for the mother plant. Similarly the portion that shoots up into the air and sunlight will undergo enormous change, of sprouting out in tendrills and leaves finally resulting in branches and stem of the plant all engaged in the task of procuring nourishment with the help of sunlight, from among the chemicals available in the atmosphere, such as carbondioxide. At every
stage thus we find change, the old leaves being shed off and the new sprouts coming in. This seems to be the general law of Nature by which life maintains its identity and permanence because without this change life will cease to be life and organism will die. What is true of a plant is equally true with the life history of an animal. The life history of a mammal or a man may be of the same principle with similar process of growth starting with a single cell organism with fecundated ovum in passing through the multiplicity of cells constituting a mass undergoing elaborate anatomical change within the uterus of the mother till the time of the birth when it comes out as fully constituted baby waiting to grow further in the outer environment. Here also the same principle is maintained i.e., identity in the midst of change appearance and disappearance the old disappearing and the new appearing in the organism. Every part of the physiological system of the body of the child will thus undergo change till the child grows into an adult and full-grown individual. It is this Law of nature that is observed to be prevalent in the world of reality. That is implied in the definition of reality given above. The apparent paradox thus reveals the intrinsic nature of reality and we find it illustrated everywhere in the world of nature. It is this very same principle that is associated with the great-German Philosopher Hegel, who spoke of the dialectical nature of reality, dialectic implying thesis passing to its opposite, the antithesis, and the both opposites being comprehended under the general principle synthesis. What are apparent contradictions are but two essential aspects of the same higher reality which comprehends within itself two conflicting principles. The general biological conception of life in the form of metabolism may be taken to be a fit illustration of this Hegilian dialectic, as well as the Jain conception of Reality,—Sat. Life activity or what is called Metabolism implies conflicting process of anabolism and catabolism which are the two necessary aspects of life activity and the healthy balance between these two conflicting activities is the general characteristic of metabolism. In this respect Jaina conception of reality is different from the other Indian Darsanas, because the other
Darsanas some of them would emphasise permanency alone as the nature of reality while some others would emphasise change alone as the characteristic of reality. Vedantism may be taken to be an example of a philosophical system which emphasises permanency as the characteristic of reality and dismisses change as sheer illusion. Similarly, Buddhistic Ksharikavada—momentary change over emphasises change to the utter neglect of the underlying permanency. The one-sided emphasis either of permanency or change is rejected by Jaina thinkers who condemn such systems as Ekantavada, a system which clings to a partial aspect of the reality. It neglects to note the other aspects which are also necessarily present in the system of reality.

After rejecting the non-Jaina systems as a group of Ekantavadins, the Jaina thinkers call their own system as Anekantavada, a system of philosophy which maintains that Reality has multifarious aspects and that a complete comprehension of such a nature must necessarily take into consideration all the different aspects through which reality manifests. Emphasis on one particular aspect of reality and building up the system of philosophy on that alone would be similar to a fable of blind men attempting to describe the nature of an elephant. A clear and correct description of the animal, elephant, would be accurate only when you take into consideration all the descriptions which the blind men make by their partial contact with the real animal. Hence the Jaina Darasana is technically called Anekantavada as it attempts to apprehend fully the whole of reality by taking into consideration the different aspects through which this reality manifests.

*The Concept of Dravya*—This conception of Sat or the existing reality that is a permanency in the midst of change leads us to another philosophical concept associated with the Jaina Darsana, the Concept of Dravya. The term Dravya is generally applied to different classes of objects that constitute the whole of reality. The term Dravya itself is derived from a root which means the flow. Any object of reality which persists to exist in the midst of continuous disappearance and appearance may be described to be a flow of reality just like a stream of water.
This autonomic fluidity of an object of reality is what is implied by the technical term Dravya which is applied to any class of objects constituting the Realty. This Dravya is defined thus: Guna Paryayat Daravyaha—that which has characteristic qualities and that which is undergoing constant modifications is what is called Dravya. The general illustration of a dravya given in textbooks is the substance, gold. This dravya—gold—has got its characteristic quality of yellowness, brilliance, malleability, etc., and it may be made into several ornaments. One ornament of gold may be changed into another ornament if the owner so desires. The changing form into which this substance, Gold, shall be constituted is its mode. The substance, gold, out of which these ornaments are made is the Dravya and the characteristic attributes of yellowness etc., constitute its Guna. Here also the conception of Dravya is peculiar to the Jaina Darsana, and to a very large extent differs from the conception of Dravya found in the other Non-Jaina Darsanas. The substance and qualities cannot be separated. Dravya and Guna are inseparable and yet the substance is not the same as its attributes nor the attributes same as the substance, though it is a fact it is the substance that manifests this nature through its attributes. Substance without attributes and attributes dissociated from the underlying substance would all be meaningless abstractions. Guna cannot exist apart from the Dravya nor the Dravya apart from the gunas. A real dravya is that which manifests through its Gunas and real gunas are those that have their roots in the underlying dravya. Gunas which are not based upon the underlying Dravya, whose manifestations they are, would be merely sensory illusions having no claim to the status of reality. Hence in the world of reality there can be no separate existence either of Dravya or Guna from each other. It may be clearly seen that according to Jaina Darsana, the systems which speak of a real existence without Gunas, Nirguna or of Gunas existing separately from the substance till they are brought together by a third entity called Samavaya, are erroneous philosophical views not corroborated by facts of reality. As we shall see later on, according to this conception even Chetana or Soul or Atma cannot separate its quality of Chetana or consciousness.
but some other philosophical systems do maintain that the Chetana quality and Atamadravya are two different entities occasionally brought together by extraneous circumstances. These two doctrines as to the nature pertaining to reality—Sat, and Dravya lead us to the consideration of fundamental and logical doctrine which is also peculiar to Jainism.

_Astī-Nastī Vada_—According to this logical doctrine every fact of reality is capable of being described in two logical propositions one affirmative and the other negative. This paradoxical logical doctrine of Astī-Nastī Vada has perplexed many non-Jaina thinkers including even the great philosopher Sankara. Apparently this conception will be meaningless. How could the same fact be described by two contradictory logical propositions? How can we say that it is and at the same time it is not? Because Astī-Nastī literally means the thing is and is not. If we remember the two previous philosophical doctrines of Sat and Dravya and if we remember that the ultimate reality is a permanent and changing entity manifesting through constant change of appearance and disappearance, then we can understand that a fact of reality when looked at from the underlying permanent substance may be described to be unchanging and permanent, where from the point of view of the modes which appear and disappear, the thing may be described to be non-permanent and changing. This difference of aspect is called Naya technically by the Jainā thinkers. Describing a thing from the aspect of the underlying substance or Dravya is called Dravyarthikanaya whereas the description based upon the modifications or changes is called Paryayarthika Naya. Thus the same fact of reality may be apprehended and described from the Paryayarthikanaya or from Dravyarthikanaya. From the point of view of the former it may be called an ever changing fact whereas from the latter point of view it may be said to be an unchanging permanent entity. Hence these two apparently contradictory logical propositions though applicable to the same fact of reality are predicated from two distinct aspects, one emphasising the underlying substance, the other emphasising the changing modes. If we recognise that the conflicting predications are logically pos-
sible and fully significant since they refer to two different aspects of view, the logical doctrine of Asti-Nasti vada loose much of its mystery and apparent contradictory nature. This Asti-Nasti Vada doctrine is further elaborated by Jaina Logicians. Take the case of a piece of furniture, the chair or the table before us. If we enquire into the nature of the material, the timber, the same piece of furniture admits of two different logical propositions, one affirmative and the other negative.

If the chair is made of Rosewood then it is capable of being described as furniture made of roeswood. Can we describe the same chair as made of teakwood? Certainly Not. We have to say emphatically that it is not made of teakwood. The same piece of furniture therefore admits an affirmative proposition that it is made of Rosewood, when you take into consideration the actual timber out of which it is made and a negative proposition that it not made of teakwood when you take into consideration some other timber alien to its own nature. Similarly when we want to know whether a piece of furniture is in the drawing room or in the verandah of your house, and if it actually exists in the drawing room we have to say that is in the drawing room and it is not in the verandah. It is according to this doctrine of Asti-Nasti vada as elaborated by the Jaina Logicians every fact of reality may be described according to four different conditions.—Dravya, Kshetra, Kala and Bhava.—Nature of the substance, the place where it is, the time when it exists, and the characteristics intrinsically presented in it. Every object from its own Dravya or substance admits of an affirmative predication and looked at from the paradravya, alien substance, admits of a negative predication. The example of a chair given above from swavdravya rosewood admits of affirmative predication, it is made of rosewood; and from the point of view of paradravya, alien substance, negative predication. Similarly from swakshetra it is said to be in the drawing room and from parakshetra it is said it is not found in the Verandah. This principle of predications may be extended to any object of reality. When we say an animal Cow, and one question arises what kind of animal it is, we have to say affirmatively it is a cow and negatively it is not a horse.
If the question is where is the cow and if it is actually grazing in the compound we have to answer the cow is in the compound and it is not in the cattleshed. Affirmative predication from the swaksheatra and negative predication from parakshetra where it is not.

Similarly historical proposition may be said to be true in its own period, and not true in another historical period. Alexander's invasion of India is an event which took place before the beginning of the Christian era and therefore cannot be associated with the historical period of the Christian era. Hence we have to say that the invasion took place in B.C. and not A.D from the point of view of kala. So this doctrine becomes an obvious statement according to common sense point of view and need not be considered to be an extremely intricate philosophical doctrine. Yes in spite of its obvious nature based upon commonsense point of view it has been misunderstood by many non-Jaina thinkers and even the great Sankara dismisses the doctrine as a prattlings of a mad man. With this short account of philosophical background of Jaina darasna, we may go to examine some of the important categories in detail.

**Jiva or Soul:**—The term Jiva represents a living being. It denotes a spiritual entity. Its essential nature is Chetana or thought. Jiva is defined by the Jaina thinkers as an entity which lived in the past, which continues to live in the present and which will certainly live in the future also. From this definition it is clear that the term Jiva or soul is an entity which had no beginning and which will have no end. It is beginningless and unending continuous existence of a spiritual nature. This Jiva or soul is mainly of two kinds—Samsara Jiva and Moksha Jiva: The soul that is embodied, life in the concrete world of biological kingdom associated with the karmic bondage is the Samsara Jiva; the soul that is free from such karmic bondage and which transcended the cycle of Samsara and which had attained its nature of intrinsic purity as a result of liberation from karmic bondage is Moksha Jiva. This conception of Jiva may be said to be the central doctrine of Jaina philosophy, all the other categories being merely secondary and subsidiary to the central entity. The Samsara Jiva itself is divided into four main classes, or Gathis...
as they are technically called Chathur Gathis. These gathis are Devagathi, Manushyagathi, Thiryakgathi, and Naraka gathi. The first represents the class of devas living in what are called Devalokas. The second term Manushyagathi refers to the human being living in this world. The third term refers to the sub-human creatures or lower animals of the zoological and botanical kingdoms which are found with mankind in this world. The fourth term refers to the beings in the hell or the Naraka-Netherworld. The Devaloka or the upper world and Narakaloka the world of hell are recognised in Jaina cosmology, according to which the concrete world of living beings men and lower animals is called the Madhyama loka, the middle world. All beings of these four different groups are called Samsara Jivas, that is a Jiva which is subject to the cycle of birth and death, which cycle is denoted by the term Samasara. All Samsarajivas are embodied according to their individual spiritual status. Each samsaric soul is born with a body and continues to live as embodied soul subject to growth, old age, decay and death, when it has to quit its body in search of another body it acquires another body consistent with and determined by its own karmic conditions. Throughout the series of births and deaths thus associated with the appearance and disappearance of the corresponding body the underlying Jiva or the soul is a perpetual entity serving as a connecting thread of unifying the various births and deaths associated with that particular Jiva. This Samsara Jiva associated with its own karmic bondage and its own corporeal existence is considered to be uncreated and therefore beginningless. For the Jaina metaphysician the question when did the soul get associated with material body is a meaningless question, because they say Samsara is anadhi. The cycle of births and deaths has no beginning. Whatever may be the difference of opinion between Jaina metaphysics and the other schools of Indian thought, in this particular point all agree. All maintain that the Samsara is Anadhi. Hence no school of Indian thought would allow the question when did Samsara begin to be a sensible question. While all the systems maintain that Samsara is beginningless-
Anadhi, all of them do maintain that this series of Samsara will come to an end. At the time of liberation of the soul from material and karmic bondage it is said to attain Moksha or liberation. In this respect also they are at one with the Jaina thinkers that the Samsara Jiva is capable of liberating itself ultimately from the samsaric cycle of births and deaths and of obtaining its form of intrinsic purity when the soul is called Muktha Jiva or Paramatma. Fundamentally therefore there is no distinction between the soul that lives in Samsara and the soul that attains liberation or Moksha. The Jivatma of the embodied soul in Samsara is identical with the would be Paramatma. The two are one and the same. The doctrine that maintains that the Jivatma and Paramatma are intrinsically identical is the fundamental Jaina doctrine of Advaitism, which is also the fundamental doctrine of Advaitism of Sankara of latter days. In fact Sankara dismissed all the other systems which do not accept this doctrine as erroneous ones to be discarded and emphasises this doctrine of identity between the Jivatama and Paramatma as his own Siddhanta. The nature of Jiva is Chetana or thought and is therefore quite different from all the other categories which are not so characterised by Chetana or thought. The other Achetana categories are called Ajiva in Jaina metaphysics. This term Ajiva includes Pudgala of matter, Akasa or space and two other principles called Dharma and Adharma. Principles of equilbrium and motion which are peculiar to Jaina Physics.

The four categories which are grouped in the Ajiva class are distinctly non-spiritual and hence incapable of consciousness or thought. They are grouped under Achetana. All Ajiva categories are called Achetana. It is only the Chetana entity, Jiva, that is associated with the consciousness. This consciousness or thought which is the characteristic of Jiva may manifest in three distinct psychological activities of cognition. The process of knowing, emotion—the process of feeling pleasure or pains, and co-nation—the process of activity culminating in voluntary activity. All Jivas therefore are associated with these
three different forms of psychic activity of consciousness and are technically called Chetana Paryayas-awareness of the environment, hedonic reaction to the objects so cognised and the characteristic activity manifesting as a result of this feeling of pleasure or pain. This Jiva is intrinsically the Knower, the Enjoier and the Actor. Every soul according to its own status in the course of evolution is thus capable of being in its own way the knower, the enjoier and the actor—Jnana, Bhokta and Karta. This process of knowing may be limited according to the biological conditions of the individual being. Knowledge may be wider or narrower according to the scale of evolution. The environment and knowledge expected of a lower animal will be much narrower than that of a human being and the environment and knowledge of a cultured individual will be very insignificant when compared to the knowledge of a person who by yoga or tapas acquired supersensual knowledge whose extensity would be very great. Thus the growth of knowledge is conditioned by the spiritual growth of the individual soul or Jiva. In the case of Moksha Jiva the knowledge becomes infinite comprising within itself all the three worlds, when he becomes the knower par-excellence who acquires the nomenclature of Sarvagna, the Omniscient and whose extensity is limitless in space and powers. This Paramatma is Jnani, par-excellence. This Jaina conception of Jiva though fundamentally identical with the concept of Jiva in other Indian systems of thought, still differs from the other view in certain respects. For example, Sankhya Purusha which corresponds with the Jiva of the Jaina metaphysics is slightly different from the Jaina concept of Jiva. The Sankhyas thought that Purusha is a Chetana entity, but Purusha is the knower, and the enjoier, Jnatha and Bhokta but he is not active. He is not a karta. All activities in the concrete world according to Sankhya school is associated with body, the material entity which is called Prakriti in the Sankhya school and which is called Pudgala in the Jaina school of thought. Since all activities associated with non-thinking Prakritis in Sankhya system, the Chetana entity Purusha is not connected with any kind of activity. Then why should he be responsible for the
activity carried out by some other entity? He is really non-active Akarta. The Jaina thinkers object to this Sankhya view. They say that if the Purusha is Akarta or non-active and merely a spectator of an activity carried out by another agency there is no moral justification in maintaining that he is the Bhokta or the enjoyer of the fruits of such an activity. The fruits of activity are either pleasurable or painful, and why should an entity which is not responsible for the activity be destined to enjoy the result of pain or pleasure? Similarly the other schools of thought such as the Mimamsakas and the Vaiseshikas maintain that Jnana or the knowing capacity gets associated with the soul which is by nature intrinsically devoid of this guna or quality. The knowing capacity or Jnana which is a distinct entity from the soul is brought in association with the soul or Jivatma by combination; then the soul becomes the knower. This doctrine also is rejected by the Jaina thinkers as most contradictory, because it would reduce the Atma or the soul to a non-thinking entity before it has the good fortune to be combined with Guna or quality of knowledge or Jnana. The knowing capacity or Jnana is intrinsic manifestation of the spiritual entity Chetana dravya or Jiva. To imagine that the quality of guna can exist separately from the Jiva or the Atma is according to Jaina metaphysics quite impossible and meaningless, because according to this central doctrine of Jainism Guna and Dravya cannot be separated and when so separated each becomes meaningless abstractions incapable of existence in reality. Hence the triple psychic characteristics of knowing, feeling and action are considered inalienable qualities of the Chetana entity, Atma or Jiva, and they should not be considered to be of independent existence brought together by combination or association. Each quality may vary in intensity or in extensity. But all the three characteristics must be present in any Jiva however high or low it be in the scale of development. The process of Jnana being an intrinsic quality of the Chetana entity or Atma introduces a peculiar attitude in the matter of epistemology according to Jaina thinkers. The basic principle of knowing process of the Jiva or the Atman; and the variations in the knowing process of a particular Jiva are due
to associated conditions. An ordinary living being has access to the environmental objects through sense perception. Sense perception is through the medium of sense organs of the body. Since they are parts of the body, physical and physiological the sensory organs are distinctly material in nature and thus distinct from the nature of Jiva or the Atma. Sense perception therefore according to Jaina epistemology is the knowledge which the Atman acquires of the environment through the intermediary of material sense organs. Since it is though the intermediary of physiological organs of sense, perceptual knowledge cannot be considered to be immediate access of the soul to the environment objects. Hence sense perception becomes mediate and not immediate. Direct contact of Jiva with the object is what is called pratyaksha by the Jaina thinkers. Since the sense perception is conditioned by physical sense organs, it is not immediate. Sense perception becomes Paroksha, mediate knowledge, according to Jaina epistemology. In this respect the terms Pratyaksha and Paroksha are completely reversed in Jaina epistemology. What is directly in contact with the soul is pratyaksha and what the soul acquires through intermediary agent is paroksha. Hence the sense perception is a paroksha knowledge and not pratyaksha as described by the other Indian systems. But Jaina epistemology recognises two kinds of supersensory knowledge, (1) awareness of objects in distant places and times and (2) contact with thought present in other individual beings. The former is called Avadhignana which may be translated as clairvoyant knowledge and the latter is called Manaparyaya Jnana which means telepathy in the language of modern psychology. These two features of supersensory knowledge, Avadhi and Mana paryaya-jnana, clairvoyance and telepathy are recognised to be knowledge of immediate type or pratyaksha since they do not depend upon any intermediary of sensory organs. Of course, the real pratyaksha knowledge is the supreme knowledge of Paramatma when he gets rid of karmic bondage and when he attains Kevalagnana the knowledge par excellence. This knowledge is infinite in nature and unlimited by spatial and temporal conditions. In this belief that the Jivatma is capable of becoming
Paramatma or the Sarvagna, we find similarities and divulgence between the various other Indian systems. The Mimamsakas whose fundamental doctrine is that the Vedas are eternal and apourusheya not revealed by any individual person, do not believe in any Sarvagna or Omniscient being. In this respect the Mimamsaka system is wholly opposed to Jaina system of metaphysics and also the Vedantic school of thought. The Mimamsakas who deny the reality of the Sarvagna also go to reject the doctrine of a creator and the doctrine of creation—Iswara as the Shristikarta. In this respect the Mimamsakas entirely agree with the Jaina and Sankhya systems in rejecting the creation theory. The Sarvagna or Parmanatma in Jaina system is not a Shristikarta or the creator. As a matter of fact, the doctrine of creation may be said to have been completely rejected by all the Indian systems and not merely by the Jaina school of thought. No Indian system, not even the Viseshikas and Nayayikas who speak of an Iswara as the Shristikarta accept the doctrine of creation as bringing into existence of non-existing entity. That form of creation is entirely foreign to Indian thought. This doctrine is vehemently opposed and rejected by the Mimamsakas as most ridiculous contradiction. All systems begin with the uncreated Atmas or soul and the uncreated world of physical objects. Transformation in these objects, conjunction and separation between the living and the non-living in various forms are accepted and described by the Indian thinkers as the primary entities so combined or so undergoing transformations are all postulated to be uncreated and indestructible having a permanent existence of their own. In this respect also the Jaina philosophy agrees with the other Indian systems in maintaining that the Jiva and Ajiva categories are permanent and uncreated and indestructible.

**Self in Modern Science**

Even the biological developments of lower organism may be said to be a preparation for building up a vehicle for the self to express itself. From the lowest mono-cellular organism and ameaba right to man, the process of evolution is a process of
building up the body enabling the self to express its nature and characteristics fuller and fuller. Psychological development of man illustrates the same point of view.

Further cultural development involving socio-political organisations and metaphysical evolution all point to the same end. It is now a recognised fact that the character and behaviour of living organisms are entirely distinct from that of the inorganic things. Life's activity is characterised by an underlying purpose. Purposive behaviour of organism marks the distinguishing characteristic of the biological kingdom. No biologist nowadays has faith in famous Belfast declaration by Professor Tyndall that matter contains the promise and potency of life and consciousness. The mechanical aspect of the physical realm is recognised to be different from the teleological aspect of the kingdom of life. Even the case of ameoba which consists of protoplasmic matter covered by the cellular wall containing inside it a nucleus behaves characteristically in a purposive manner. This mono-cellular organism is able to recognise in a mysterious way the difference between friend and foe. It is able to run away from a powerful enemy. It is able to attack and defeat an enemy of modest intensity and power. It is able to stretch out pseudo podia from the cell-wall to capture food-stuff and assimilate it. Thus it has in its own way the glimpse of sensitive awareness to help its behaviour. It exhibits the main functions of life such as motion and locomotion, digestion and assimilation and even reproduction by a process of gemmation. This aquatic mono-cellular organism does not carry on with this mode of life and character for long. Nature seems to be dissatisfied with this process of evolution. Then begins the process of building up a colony of cells clinging together with a sort of co-operative purpose of common life. Thus arises the beginning of multi-cellular organism. The mother cell separates into two cells which is brought about by a process of gemmation. These clinging together resulting in the constitution of the colony of cells, form the multi-cellular organism. This change naturally brings about a change in the characteristics of the behaviour of the organism. The cells in the outer periphery of the organism have the chance of coming...
in contact with the environment whereas the cells inside the mass have no such chance. This necessarily brings about a division of labour in order to promote the common life of the colony of cells. The outer cells are practically specialised to perform the function of awareness of the environment and also the function of motion and locomotion whereas the cells inside the mass specialise in the function of digestion and assimilation. In order to facilitate this functional differentiation the colony of cells provides a central channel through which food is shoved in which is assimilated by the inner cells and circulated to the cells in periphery also. This central channel is a representative of the future digestive system of the major organisms and also the circulatory systems. The cells in the periphery get on specialised further into sensory motor systems of the higher organism. The front opening of this colony of cells represents the primitive mouth of the organism. It is this side of the colony that approaches and catches foodstuff which are shoved into the central channel for purpose of digestion and assimilation. Hence the multicellular organism develops tentacles at the frontal orifice for the purpose of capturing foodstuff and shoving them in. Some cells at the frontal orifice further specialise into different types of sensory awareness while the ameaba had the privilege of contact awareness only, the multicellular organism develops in addition the sense of taste and the sense of smell, the former to distinguish food from the non-edible object and the latter to recognise the approach of an object whether it is friend or foe through scent. Thus the cells of the periphery near the central orifice must further specialise another functional structure some devoted to the awareness of taste and others to smell. Thus form the beginnings of the sensory systems in the organism. Even an organism of this type which is merely a mass of cells with the central orifice with the tentacles near the orifice is able to express its characteristics in a significantly purposive manner.

Professor Loeb conducted certain experiments to determine the behaviour of such primitive organisms. He introduced pieces of bread near the mouth, the tentacles caught these pieces and examined these and shoved them in. When the experiment was
repeated the tentacles were eagerly awaiting for small bits of bread and the moment these pieces were introduced without further examination they were pushed in. When this behaviour was fully developed, he introduced pieces of card-board, the first piece of card-board was eagerly caught and shoved in. After a little while this was brought out without being digested and kicked away by the tentacles. Afterwards this primitive organism was able to recognise the difference between the piece of bread and piece of card-board. The latter when introduced would be kicked away without ceremony a characteristic behaviour fully illustrative of the purposive nature of life activity.

The next stage in the sensory development consists in the appearance of the beginnings of eye which will be sensitive to light. Certain other cells about the frontal orifice develop a sensitiveness to light which is the primitive representative of future-Eye—of the higher organism. The differentiation of cells thus responding to different sensory stimuli constitutes the origin of the different sense organs, which naturally must get coordinated by interconnections if they are to subserve the general purpose. Such interconnections of these sensory regions from the primitive nervous system form the brain of the higher organism.

Let us pursue the development of the sensory organism and the other systems in the higher organisms. All this development in the multicellular organism is associated with aquatic organisms. When these animals become amphibians partly living on earth and water, then there is the scope of further sensory development of hearing. The latter evolution branches off in two directions one towards the fowls of the air and the other towards the beasts of the earth.

Confining ourselves to the career of the quadrupeds we find a wonderful development of the nervous system and specially the brain. Examination of the brain of the lowest types of quadruped, say the rabbit, we find that the whole mass of the brain consists of the sensory centres connecting with the peripheral sensory organs, such as taste, smell, touch, sight and sound. Besides these central sensory organs and the
brain, there are what are called motor regions of the body, some controlling the movements of the hind legs, some controlling the movements of the front legs and so on. When we follow the development of this brain in the mammals, we find the appearance of some brain regions which are not characterised either by sensory functions or motor functions. These areas of the brains were called silent areas, because the physiologists were not able to determine their function accurately by experiment. Later on it was discovered that these silent areas perform a very important function of co-ordinating the different elements of sensory awareness with appropriate muscular reactions controlling the general behaviour of the animal and these serve as the fundamental basis of the origin and development of consciousness. Thus hypothesis is fully corroborated when we watch the development of these silent areas in the brain surface of the mammals.

When we come to the simian type of quadrupeds, we find a critical and interesting turn in the brain development. Probably frightened by the pre-historic giants, certain quadrupeds had to take up to arboreal life by climbing up the trees and living there the major part of the time in order to preserve themselves, from the danger of the enemies below. This necessarily resulted in the liberation of the front legs which were converted into hands capable of grasping at things with the flexible fingers and so on. This liberation of the front leg led to immense possibilities of future developments found in man. Beginnings of the human culture and civilisation may be traced to this critical turn in the evolution of life where the front legs changed into hands and which again led to an erect posture of the animal standing on the hind legs alone, thus assuring in the advent of man in the world. We now perceive the subordination of the sensory areas of the brain and the major portion of the surface of the brain assigned to motor functions to the functions of the association of different centres. Thereafter we find that the so-called silent centres otherwise called association centres of the brain becoming the dominant area of the brain, and they are at the maximum in the human brain, thus indicating that they form the functional basis of consciousness which is the fundamental characteristic
of man. Thus the process of building up the body for the purpose of serving as a vehicle for the expression of consciousness, which seems to be the guiding principle in the whole process of evolution. This principle is generally recognised by modern biologists who refute the inadequacy of Darwinian theory of natural selection based upon mere mechanical environment.

Let us confine ourselves to human brain. Here you have the centres representing the various sense organs of the periphery, the motor centres controlling the various systems of the body and besides these large tracks of association centres which cover the major portion of the brain area. Modern physiologists recognise the importance of their association areas and they believe that the same form the physiological basis of conscious activity. But the psychological development and especially the study of abnormal psychology brought to the forefront certain important facts, which necessitate the modification of the theory postulating that conscious activity is generally based upon physiological functions of the different centres of the brain, sensory and motor. Since these facts indicate that sometimes consciousness functioning in a mysterious way completely transcends the activity of the brain this result is obtained from two independent sources. Mental disorders brought about by violent shock or accident are observed in cases where the medical men were not able to detect any injury to the brain. A person falling from his dogcart, was found to be completely devoid of his past memory. He was not even able to speak. His condition was just like that of a baby incapable of uttering coherent words and incapable of recognising familiar objects. In this case, the medical men were not able to find any damage to the brain and they were in a fix to account for this tragic wiping out of past memories. The case was finally taken up by a psychologist. He began to teach this patient a few words and made him understand few objects in the environment. Thus he was equipped with a few words to carry on conversation. Then he was subjected to hypnotic treatment and to the great surprise of the psychologist the patient when in hypnotic sleep remembered all his past experience vaguely as if in a dream. Feeling glad that the past memory
is not altogether wiped off, the treatment was continued for some time, the patient was given the post-hypnotic suggestion that he would remember all the past experiences which he vaguely recognised as dreams in the hypnotic trance. When the patient woke up to normal consciousness from the hypnotic sleep, to his great joy, he remembered the whole of his past experience which was temporarily wiped out and became his former self once again. Such cases were numerous during the last war, when men in the front through shellshock suffered such mental abation. All such cases were treated by the psychologist and restored to normal life to the joy of the patient.

It is clear that verdict of modern psychology is that the human personality is distinct from the material body with it is associated and that it survives even after death.

SANKARA AND KUNDA KUNDA

Sankara's introduction to his Bashya is a philosophical masterpiece by itself. There he gives his own personal opinion without being constrained to follow the text of the sutras. Hence he freely expresses his views on life and things. First he maintains that the Self and the non-Self are two entirely distinct entities. He begins his introduction with the following words:

"It is a matter not requiring any proof that the object and the subject whose respective spheres are the notion of the 'Thou' (the Non-Ego) and the 'Ego' and which are opposed to each other as much as darkness and light are, cannot be identified. All the less can their respective attributes be identified. Hence it follows that it is wrong to superimpose upon the subject—whose Self is intelligence, and which has for its sphere the notion of the Ego—the object whose sphere is the notion of the Non-Ego and the attributes of the object and vice versa to superimpose the subject and the attributes of the subject on the object."

From this it is clear that these two distinct entities the Self and the Non-Self, have no common nature and no common attributes. One is Chetana and the other Achetana. The attributes of the one cannot be superimposed upon the other. Such a confusion is a distinct philosophical error and correct knowledge
necessarily demands complete escape from such an error. Otherwise it is not possible to realise the true nature of the Self which is the ultimate object of all philosophical and religious discipline. "In spite of this it is on the part of man a natural procedure which has its cause in wrong knowledge—not to distinguish the two entities (object and subject) and their respective attributes, although they are absolutely distinct, but to superimpose upon each the characteristic nature and the attributes of the other, and thus coupling the Real and Unreal, to make use of the expressions such as ‘That I am’, ‘That is mine’.”

The second point which he brings out in the introduction is the distinction between the two points of view, Vyavahara and Paramarthic, practical point of view and the absolute point of view. The confusion of attributes referred to above is brought about by Nescience or Avidya. The discriminating knowledge of the true nature of the Self is therefore to be obtained by the opposite Vidya or knowledge. He maintains that the concrete life in this world is vitiated by Nescience and is real only from the practical point of view. “The mutual superimposition of the Self and the Non-Self, which is termed Nescience, is the presupposition on which there base all practical distinction—those made in ordinary life as well as those laid down by the Veda—between means of knowledge, objects of knowledge and all scriptural texts, whether they are concerned with injunctions and prohibition (of meritorious and non-meritorious actions) or with final release.” Thus he points out that in ordinary life, every individual has to operate only through his body and sense without which life itself would be impossible in the concrete world. Even the cognitive process of knowledge depends upon sense perception and intellectual activity which naturally presupposes the organic body. Even when the individual is looked upon as an agent carrying out the injunctions religious and ethical an organic body must be presupposed for carrying out all those injunctions. His conduct as the social being in the world is therefore inextricably mixed up with bodily behaviour, without which he can neither discharge his duties as a social being nor as a religious devotee. In this respect he is of common nature with other
animals, who also behave in an identical manner in reacting to the environment. In the presence of an enemy, the animal tries to run away and escape and in the presence of a friendly environment it feels happy. Thus this concrete world of natural experience which is common to both men and animals though philosophically supposed to be the result of Nescience, is to be considered real and important from the practical point of view. In this concrete world which is real in its own way, the social distinctions based upon rank and birth hold good. That one is a Brahmin and another is a Kshatriya, one is a master and another is a servant, are all distinctions based upon the body and hold good only in the empirical world.

The third point which he emphasises is that this empirical world resulting from the non-distinction between the Self and the Non-Self exists without beginning and without end. This natural world which is without beginning and without end is produced by the Nescience or wrong conception which is the cause of individual souls appearing as agents and enjoyers in the empirical world which is eternal and uncreated. The individual self in the empirical world or Samsara is influenced by this wrong knowledge and identifies himself with external objects.

“Extra-personal attributes are superimposed on the Self, if a man considers himself sound and entire, or the contrary, as long as his wife, children and so on are sound and entire or not. Attributes of the body are superimposed on the Self, if a man thinks of himself (his Self) as a stout, lean, fair as standing walking or jumping. Attributes of the sens-organs, if he thinks, I am mute or deaf or one-eyed or blind. Attributes of the internal organs when he considers himself subject to desire, intention, doubt, determination, and so on.”

Lastly he indicates the true nature of the Self which should be discriminated from the non-Chetana bodily attributes as free from all wants and raised above all social distinction as Brahmin and Kshatriya and so on, and entirely transcended the empirical samsaric existence to whom even Vedic injunctions will cease to be operative, because he is placed in a region from where he
SAMAYASARA

does not want to achieve anything more, because he is completely self-sufficient.

This introduction of Sankara may be taken to be an introduction to Sri Kunda Kunda’s Samayasara also. The philosophical work of Samayasara deals with all these points and practically adopts indentically the same attitude. Sri Kunda Kunda begins his work with the distinction between the two points of view Vyavaharic and Nischaya. Practical and real. He describes the empirical world where the individual identifies himself with the characteristics of the external objects as a result of the absence of true knowledge. The course of conduct prescribed by practical ethics is said to have only a secondary value as a probation for the higher class Bodily characteristics, instincts, and emotions and the various psychic states of the individual Self are all dismissed to be the result of the operation of the erroneous identification of the Self or Paramatma. Thus without changing the words, Sankara’s introduction may be considered to be a fitting introduction to Sri Kunda Kunda’s Samayasara.

We shall later on point out the various points of similarity between the two, Sankara and Sri Kunda Kunda, which would constrain the reader to accept the suggestion that Sankara was well acquainted with Kunda Kunda’s philosophy either in the original or in the Sanskrit commentary by Amritachandra.

SANKARA AND HIS POINTS OF VIEW

The distinction between Vyavaharic and Paramarthic points of view which Sankara makes throughout his commentary is said to have been copied from the Buddhistic philosophy. A writer in the Journal called “Achuta” referring to this says, that Sankara must have copied this from the Buddhistic metaphysics because the distinction is not found anywhere else. This writer evidently is not acquainted with Jaina philosophy. If he were acquainted with the Jaina philosophy, he would not have made such a sweeping statement that the distinction is not found anywhere else. In fact the doctrine of Naya or the points of view is peculiar to Jaina metaphysics, which maintains that knowledge is to be obtained from pramanas and nayas, Pramana-Nayai Adhigamahā—
is the fundamental Jaina doctrine of knowledge. Following this Jaina tradition Kunda Kunda starts his work Samayasara by mentioning this distinction between Vyavaharic and Paramarthic points of view in his study of the nature of the real Self or Samayasara. He justifies the adoption of the vyavaharic point of view even in the approach of a student towards the ultimate reality of the Self, as a preparatory method of his adopting the Nischaya or the Paramarthic point of view. According to him all persons are not capable of understanding the real nature of the ultimate Self. Therefore the information must be conveyed according to the capacity of the student; just as it is necessary to adopt as a means of communication the language with which the student is acquainted so also it is necessary to adopt a method of instruction which will be within the reach of the individual student. When a guru teaches an individual not acquainted with Sanskrit language through the medium of Sanskrit it would not be intelligible to the person concerned and the instructor would defeat his purpose. Hence it is absolutely necessary to speak to him in the language which is his mother tongue and which may be some vernacular other than Sanskrit. Similarly it is necessary to adopt vyavaharic point of view in communicating metaphysical truths to ordinary people. With this justification Sri Kunda Kunda examines every problem from these two points of view, practical and real, the practical point of view in dealing with problems of an empirical life and the real point of view in dealing with supreme reality transcending limitations of the empirical life. In this respect as was pointed above, Sankara closely follows Kunda Kunda's methods, with which obviously he was familiar when he began his Bashya.

The Individual and the Samsara

Both Sankara and Kunda Kunda adopt identically the same attitude as to the nature of the individual self. Both maintain that the individual soul is identical with the ultimate reality, the Supreme Self. Sankara following the traditional language of Jaina metaphysics calls this ultimate reality Paramataman, or the Supreme Self. Even according to Sankara the Brahman
and Paramatma are synonymous and interchangeable. Both the thinkers maintain that the individual self in the concrete world is ultimately identical with this absolute reality or Paramatma. The nature of the individual self in concrete experience is the result of limitations imposed upon the ultimate reality, Paramatma. The limiting conditions are very often spoken of as Upadhi, which is responsible for clouding the true nature of the ultimate reality. Kunda Kunda compares the ultimate reality with the shining sun in all his brilliance and the individual self is compared to the sun hidden by a dense layer of clouds which hides the sunshine. According to the variation in the density of the cloud, the rays of the sun will permeate through the clouds and make the sun visible in varying intensity. These variations in the appearance of the sun correspond to the various stages of spiritual developments of the individual soul. When the clouds completely get dispersed the sun begins to shine in all his glory without any intervening interruption. Exactly in a similar manner, Karmic upadhis of different density obstruct the self-shining Supreme Atman where the Self will shine in his pristine purity and glory when all the karmic upadhis are destroyed and got rid of. The doctrine of identifying Jivatma and Paramatma is common to both Sankara and Kunda Kunda. In this connection it is worth pointing out that both Kunda Kunda and Sankara in their commentaries used the word “Advaita” the indication of the oneness of Jivatma and Paramatma, a term which becomes the central doctrine of Sankra’s philosophy. It only means that the doctrine is common to both the Upanishadic thought and the Jaina thought. This individual self which is merely the Paramatma limited by Upadic conditions is subject to transmigration, the cycle of births and deaths. This career of births and deaths which is the peculiar property of the individual self is a result of the ultimate self forgetting its own nature and identify in itself with the external objects of the non-Self. This confusion between the nature of the Self and the non-Self is pointed out as the ultimate cause of transmigratory existence of the individual soul both in the Jaina system as well as in the Vedantic systems. The initial error of Adhyasa or Mithya is
recognised to be the cause of Samsaric existence by both the thinkers. Both maintain that this samsaric existence is without beginning—Anadi Moksha or Liberation consists in getting rid of this transmigratory existence through the discriminating knowledge of the self as distinct from the external objects. The individual self in this transmigratory existence or Samsara is determined by its own karmic activity at every stage. If his conduct is good he is destined to have happiness as the fruit of karma, if otherwise misery. The variation in the individual hedonic experience is thus attributed to the individual's own action good or bad. Even here both the thinkers are at one. Sankara in spite of his enthusiastic advocacy of unqualified monism concedes this point that the individual souls are determined by their respective karmas, good or bad, and that the ultimate Brahman is not responsible for such individual conduct.

Answering to the objection that the creative Brahman must be responsible for the inequalities among the individual souls, Sankara writes:

"The Lord, we reply, cannot be reproached with inequality of dispensation and cruelty 'because he is bound by regards.' If the Lord on his own account, without any extraneous regards, produced this unequal creation, he would expose himself to blame, but the fact is, that in creating he is bound by certain regards, i.e., he has to look to merit and demerit. Hence the circumstances of the creation being unequal is due to the merit and demerit of the living creatures created, and is not a fault for which the Lord is to blame. The position of the Lord is to be looked as analogous to that of Parjanya, the Giver of rain. For as Parjanya is the common cause of the production of rice, barley and other plants, while the difference between the various species is due to the various potentialities lying hidden in the respective seeds, so the Lord is the common cause of the creation of gods, men, etc., while the difference between these classes of being are due to the different merit belonging to the individual souls." In this passage Sankara appears to drop out the Advaitic doctrine that the Brahman is the material cause or the Upadana Karana of the individual souls. The individual souls are assumed to subsist with all
their individual merits and demerits irrespective of the occurrence of Pralaya and fresh creation. By bringing in the analogy of Parjanya, he converts the first cause of Brahman to Nimitta Karta like the potter making a pot out of clay. This attitude is in conflict with the general advaitic attitude. In order to save the Brahman from the responsibility of being the author of inequality existing in the world, he has to assume the independent reality of the individual souls. So far Sankara entirely agrees with the Jaina attitude represented by Kunda Kunda.

While maintaining that the confusion of the Self with the Non-Self constitutes the initial mithya or the error, both the thinkers part company in further elaborations of their systems. It is certainly an error to identify the Self with the sense characteristics which are peculiar to the physical body because the sense qualities of colour, taste and smell have nothing to do with the nature of the Self. Birth, old age, decay and death are all characteristics alien to the conscious Self. Social and economic distinction in the individual also pertain to the body and cannot be transferred to the Self. In short the Self is a Chetana entity and the non-Self is an Achetana entity, which is the object of sense perception. Both Sankara and Kunda Kunda therefore maintain, one following the tradition of Vedantism and the other following the tradition of Jainism, that it is mithya to speak of the body as Self. Kunda Kunda stops with this statement and Sankara goes beyond this. For the latter it is not only an error to confuse Self with the body, the body itself becomes mithya or illusion. Therefore Kunda Kunda has to call, Halt! It is only the false identification that is error. The non-Self is not mithya or illusion. This is the fundamental difference between the two systems of metaphysics, Sankara’s Advaitism and Sri Kunda Kunda’s Jaina metaphysics. Sankara seems to forget his own statement in the introduction of the fundamental distinction between the Self and the Non-Self when he comes to propound his theory of unqualified monism, by denying the reality of external world itself.
INTRODUCTION

NATURE AND THE EXTERNAL WORLD.

The reality of the external world is admitted by the Jaina metaphysics as in the case of Sankhya philosophy. The Upanishadic thought also maintains the reality of the external world in spite of its pantheistic monism. The other commentators of Vedanta Sutras, besides Sankara also maintain the reality of the external world. Sankara himself while contradicting the Buddhistic school of Vignana Vada accepts the doctrine of the reality of the external world in refuting the Buddhistic school. The Vignana Vada school of the Buddhistic philosophy which maintains that the external reality is merely a manifestation of consciousness is condemned by Sankara by pointing out the difference between the purely imaginary world of dream and the concrete world of sense perception. There he maintains that the difference in the psychic ideas are intelligible only on the supposition that the psychic images are direct effects of a permanent object in reality. This faith in the reality of the external world which he employs in refuting the Buddhistic metaphysics, he drops out completely when he tries to propound his own theory of Maya according to which the whole of the external reality is converted into a dream world of unreality. This particular doctrine of Sankara is incompatible with the Jaina metaphysics.

The origin of the concrete world—The popular view as to the origin of the Concrete World that it is due to the creative activity of an Ishwara is rejected by Jaina philosophy. It is also rejected by Sankhya, Yoga and Mimamsa systems of thought. Sankara also rejects this theory when he criticises the Vaiseshika system and the Pasuptha system. The concrete world from the creator or an Ishwara as a result of his creative Will is thus completely discarded by Sankara also. He maintains that it is a result of the manifestation of the ultimate reality, Brahman. In order to establish this doctrine that the world is the result of the manifestation of the Brahman he elaborately discusses the Sankhya view of deriving cosmos from Prakriti, the Achetana root cause of the concrete world according to the Sankhya school. Sankhyas and the Jains staunchly
maintain the difference between the Chetana Self and the Achetana Non-self. Prakriti of the Sankhyas exactly corresponds to Pudgala or matter of the Jains. Since this is contradictory to the nature and attributes of the Self both the systems maintain that it is impossible to obtain one from the other. Therefore they regard both the Chetana and Achetana entities as not only distinct and independent of each other, but both are ultimate realities existing permanently uncreated and indestructible. But Sankara in order to defend the Vedantic doctrine of the Brahman has somehow to derive the Achetana entity also from the same first cause, Brahman. Kunda Kunda clearly points out that this is impossible. If the doctrine of the identity of the cause and effect is accepted—Sankara also does accept this doctrine—these two contradictory effects, the Achetana Non-Self and the Chetana Self, cannot be produced by the same cause, the Brahman, which is taken to be a Chetana entity according to the Upanishadic thought. How can the Chetana Brahman produce Achetana effect-matter, as the objection raised by the Sankhyas as well as the Jains Sankara himself concedes to the fundamental difference between the two in his introduction when he speaks about the Adhyasa which is the root cause of Samsara and yet since he has to defend the Vedantic pantheism he seems to forget his own doctrine and uses his ingenuity to prove that it is possible to derive Achetana non-Self from the Chetana Brahman. How far he succeeds in his attempt is certainly an open question to be decided by the readers of his commentary.

**THE DOCTRINE OF CAUSATION**

Kunda Kunda following the tradition of Jaina metaphysics speaks of two different causes, Upadana karana and Nimita karana, material cause and instrumental cause. For example, clay is the material out of which the jar is made. In this case the material out of which the thing is made is the Upadana Karana. For transforming the clay into the Jar you require the operating agent, the potter, the potters, wheel on which the clay is moulded, and the stick with which he turns the wheel and so on. All these come under the Nimita karana or the instrumental cause.
This distinction is considered very important in Jaina metaphysics. The Upadana karana or the material cause must be identical with its effect. There can be no difference in nature and attributes between the material cause and its effect. From clay we can only obtain a mud-pot. Out of gold you can only obtain a golden ornament. Out of gold you cannot obtain a mud-pot nor out of clay can you obtain a golden ornament. The relation between the material cause and its effect is exactly corresponding to the modern conception of Causation, that wherever the cause is present the effect would be present and wherever the effect would be present the cause must have been present. Again negatively, if the cause is absent the effect must also be absent and conversely if the effect is absent the cause must also be absent. Following this doctrine of identity between the cause and effect, Kunda Kunda maintains consistent with the Jaina metaphysics, that the Chetana cause can only produce Chetana effects, and that non-Chetana cause can only produce non-Chetana effects. Accordingly he has to reject the Vedantic doctrine of deriving both Chetana and non-Chetana effect from the real cause of Brahman which cannot contain in himself, the contradictory causal potencies to produce two contradictory effects. Strangely the Vedantic doctrine which maintains the Brahman to be the ultimate cause of all reality also maintains the non-difference in cause and effect.

Commenting on these sutras, Sankara writes, "For the following reason also the effect is non-different from the cause, because only when the cause exists the effect is observed to exist and not when it does not exist. For instance, only when the clay exists, the jar is observed to exist. That it is not a general rule when one thing exists, another also is observed to exist," appears for instance, from the fact that a horse which is other or different from a cow is not observed to exist only when a cow exists. Nor is the jar observed to exist only when the potter exists. For in that case the non-difference does not exist although the relation between the two is that of an operating cause and its effect."

Again he writes "Ordinary experience teaches us that those who wish to produce certain effect such as curds, or earthen
Jars, or golden ornaments employ such as milk, clay and gold. Those who wish to produce sour-milk do not employ clay, nor do those who intend to make jars employ milk and so on. But according to that doctrine which teaches that the effect is non-existent (before its actual production) all this should be possible. For if before their actual origination all effects are equally non-existent in any causal substance, why then should curds be produced from milk only and not from clay also and jar from clay only and not from milk as well.

Again he writes, "As the ideas of cause and effect on the one hand and of the qualities on the other are not separate ones, as for instance the ideas of a horse and a buffalo, it follows that the identity of the cause and the effect as well as of the substance and its qualities has to be admitted.

From these quotations it is quite clear that Sankara's conception of cause and effect is the same as Kunda Kunda's. The former following the traditions of Vedantism and the latter the tradition of Jaina metaphysics. Both maintain that the cause and effect are identical and that particular cause can produce an effect entirely identical in nature with the cause. They both maintain that the cause and effect are identical in nature. Hence they both reject the view that the effect is non-existent in the cause and occurs as a new thing just after the cause. And therefore they both maintain that the effect is present in the cause though only in the latent form. Clay is shaped into a jar and gold is transformed into an ornament. The jar as such is not present in clay already, nor is the ornament as such present in gold. Therefore the effect is the result of causal manifestation. Thus according to Jaina Metaphysics, the effect is identical with the cause and yet the effect is slightly different from the cause. From the point of view of the underlying substance the effect and cause are identical. From the point of view of manifested form and change, the effect is different from the cause. Thus cause and effect may be said to be identical in one sense and different from another point of view. In the last quoted paragraph Sankara applies the same doctrine of identity and difference also to the relation between substance and its qualities. The substance and its qualities are
inherently identical though they are different in another aspect
This attitude of Sankara is identical with the Jaina attitude
as to the relation between Dravya and Guna, substance and attributes. Both Sankara's Vedantism and Kunda Kunda's
metaphysics are at one in rejecting the Vaiseshika doctrine that
substance and qualities are two different distinct categories brought
together by a third category Samavaya which conjoins the two
Rejecting this Vaiseshika view of the difference between sub­
stance and qualities it is maintained by both Sankara and Kunda
Kunda that they are identical in nature

ONE AND THE MANY

To speak of a thing as one or many is entirely dependent
upon the point of view you adopt. The same material clay may
be transformed into various clay vessels and the same material
substance gold may be transformed into various kinds of orna­
ments. If you emphasise the underlying substance the mud-pots
and jars will be identical in the same nature. They all belong to
one class and similarly ornaments may be said to be golden since
they belong to one class. But if you emphasise the ornaments
or the pots, they are many in number. Or take the case of a tree.
It may be spoken of as one or many. It is one when taken in its
complex as a whole and it will be many when you emphasise the
of number branches in it

"We point out that one and the same thing may be the sub­
ject of several names and ideas if it is considered in its relations
to what lies without it. Devadatta although being one only
form the object of many different names and notions according
as he is considered in himself or in his relations to other, thus
he is thought and spoken of as man, Brahmin, learned in the
Veda, generous, boy, young man, old man, father, son, grandson,
brother—son-in-law etc., etc."

This last passage from Sankara completely coincides with the
Jaina point of view that any assertion about a thing would take
different forms according to the relations of the thing to other
things. A person is said to be father when he is taken in relation
to his son, as the son when the same is taken in relation
to his father. Therefore the question how can the same man be father and son would entirely be meaningless and it will only exhibit the ignorance of the logical theory of predication. The same principle is extended by the Jaina metaphysics to other relations, such as space, time, substance and modes. This obvious truth forms the basis of the Jaina logical doctrine of predication—Astinasti Vada. That you can have two assertions about a thing positive and negative according to the relation of the thing to other things. Strangely this principle thus accepted by Sankara is forgotten by him when he goes to criticise the Sutra relating to Jainism, that two contradictory things cannot exist in the same. This inconsistency is probably due to the fact that he was only a commentator of an already existing work.

Sankara commenting on the first Sutra ‘Adhattho Brahmat Jignasa’- Let us then enquire into the nature of the Brahman or the Self. “Where is the reason why such an enquiry should be taken up? says, Since there are various erroneous things as to the nature of the self held by different schools of thought it is necessary to clear up the errors and to establish the correct notion of the self.” He enumerates various schools he considers to be erroneous as Bouddha, Sankhya, Yoga, Vaiseshika and Pasupatha etc., etc. It is strange that he does not mention the Jaina account of Self as one of the erroneous views. Probably the reason why he omits this is his own siddhanta is identical with the Jaina concept of self that the Jivatma and Paramatma are identical. This exactly is Sankara’s considered view. Hence he cannot condemn this as one of the erroneous views for this forms the foundation of Advaita, which forms the central doctrine of his commentary.

Sankara and Amritachandra : We mentioned above that Sankara was acquainted with Sri Kunda Kunda and Amritachandra. We refer to this fact in connection with Sankara’s distinction between the Vyavaharic and Paramarthik point of view. We have here to mention the fact the doctrine of Adhyasa is also peculiar to Sankara. Adhyasa is the technical term he used to denote the confusion between self and non-self, a confusion due to Avidya or Ajnana. This term
Adhyasa is not found in any of the philosophical writings prior to Sankara. Probably Sankara took a hint from Amritachandra who freely uses this concept in his commentary called Atmakhyati on Sri Kunda Kunda's Samayasara. Probably Amritachandra and Shankara must have lived in the same century, Amritachandra being slightly older than Sankara. The language of Atmakhyati is very similar to Sankara's Sareeraka Bashya. This suggestion is made because Sankara himself speaks on one occasion that he is influenced by one Dravida Acharya. Probably this refers to Amritachandra—the great Commentator on Samayasara. The following quotations from Atmakhyati will clearly bear out our suggestion that Sankara and Amritachandra were of the same age and that the former was acquainted with the writings of Amritachandra especially in his commentary Atmakhyati.

"Ajnana or ignorance causes Adhyasa or confusion of the intellect. On account of this, thirsty animals run towards the mirage to quench their thirst thinking it is a lake full of water.

Again the same Adhyasa or confusion caused by ignorance frighten men is dusk at the sight of a rope and make them run away from it thinking it is a snake.

Similarly on account of this confusion caused by ignorance men falsely identify their pure and unruffled nature of the Soul with the body and imagine that they are the author of the various psychophysical activities caused by impure karmas, just as the numerous waves in the ocean are caused by atmospheric pressure while the ocean itself remains calm and unruffled. But Jnana or knowledge produces discrimination between the self and the non-self just like the hamsa bird is able to separate water from milk. Unruffled self firm in its pure nature is able to understand that it is not the author of the various impure psycho-physical changes caused by an alien agency."

Atmakhyati
SAMAYSARA
Prakrit Gathas
CHAPTER I.

Bānditū samvāsiddhe dhuvam'chālmanovam gāndi patte ।
Vercačāmi samapāhuḥdhaiṇamā sudhukēvalībhāṣayān ॥ ॥
Vandittu savvasiddhe dhuvamachalamano vam gāndi patte
Vochchhāmī samayapāhuḥdaiṇāmā suyakēvalī bhāniyam. (1)

Bānditvā sarvāsiddhānām dhuvamchalmanupamā gānti prāptantaḥ ।
Vakṣyāmī samapāhuḥdaiṇamā adhā śrutakēvalībhāṣayān ॥ ॥

1. Bowing to all the Siddhas who have attained a state of existence, permanent, immutable, and incomparable, I will speak of this Samaya Pâhuda which has been uttered by the all-knowing Masters of Scripture Oh, Bhavyas, listen to this

COMMENTARY

The author begins the work with the worship of the Siddhas. The term Siddha implies the Supreme Self which has realised its true nature. He uses the word Savva Siddha all the Siddhas, probably to distinguish the Jaina conception of Moksha from the non-Jaina conception. Jainism recognises plurality of selves not merely in the world of Samsâra but also in the liberated state or Siddhahood which is a sort of divine republic of Perfect Souls, where each Self retains its individual personality and does not empty its contents into the cauldron of the Absolute as is maintained by some other systems of philosophy. It is but proper that the work should begin with the worship of the Siddhas, since the author is going to discuss the true nature of the Self in this treatise. In the first line of the Gâthâ, he mentions the various attributes of the Siddha, the Perfect Self. The attribute dhuvam implies an unchanging permanency because, the Self, after

'Other Reading समयसरा' ।
http://www.holybooks.com/samayasara-or-nature-of-self/
achieving its true nature on the destruction of all karmic shackles, is not subject to any further manifestation and hence is characterised by unchanging permanency. The term *achalam* implies the complete cessation of transmigratory existence. The Self in the world of Samsâra, determined by its own karmic conditions, roams about in the empirical world, being born in any one of the four *gatis*, or major organic classes as determined by one’s own karma. When karmas are completely destroyed, when the Self achieves his true nature and becomes a Siddhâ, this roaming about in the transmigratory world comes to a full stop. This is what is implied by the attribute *achala*. If the other reading, *amala*, is accepted then the attribute would refer to complete absence of karmic impurity which is the *sine qua non* for achieving Siddhahood. The next attribute is *anupama*, having no parallel or comparison. This characteristic naturally follows as a corollary because the excellence of the Siddhahood far transcends the excellent things of the concrete world. Hence Siddhahood cannot be indicated by comparison with any concrete object of the empirical world, however great and good it may be. After offering his obeisance to Siddhâ of such characteristics, the author addresses the faithful ones, for whose sake he composes the work called Samayapâhuda.

The first part of the word Samaya means the Self, the knower, the latter part of the word Pâhuda is interpreted to mean the essence or Sâra. Further, he declares that the treatise which he is going to compose is in conformity with what is taught by the Sruta Kevalis, the omniscient masters of the scriptures. The author mentions this fact not merely to defend his own work as is consistent with the revealed Word of the Lord, but also to imply that what is not so based upon such divine revelation is neither worthy of speaking about nor worthy of listening to.

In the next gâthâ, the author takes up for discussion the two kinds of Self, the Pure One which is termed as *Sva-samaya*, and the Impure One which is designated as *Para-samaya*. The latter refers to the empirical ego and the former to the pure ego which transcends the empirical conditions.
CHAPTER I

2. Know ye that the Jiva which (in its intrinsic purity) rests on Right Conduct, Faith and Knowledge is the real Self. But that which is conditioned by karmic materials is other than the real.

This gāthā states the fundamental problem of philosophy which is discussed by all the systems of thought, both in the East and in the West. The term Svasamaya, the Ego-in-itself is the pure and ultimate reality which is considered to be the ideal aimed at by all the Indian Darsanas and also by some of the western schools of thought. This Ego-in-itself is characterised by the three qualities of Darsana, Jñāna, and Chāritra—Belief, Knowledge and Conduct. These three attributes are also associated with the ordinary human personality in the empirical world. In the latter case the terms have quite intelligible significance in as much as the activity of the ordinary human personality manifests through his own body. The threefold characteristics of Darsana-Jñāna-Chāritra are to be understood in relation to the body. But in the case of the Ego-in-itself, which is entirely free from upādha conditions, the ordinary significance associated with the terms will not hold good. Here we have only to consider the nature of the Pure Self and hence these terms must be interpreted consistent with the state of the Self which is free and pure from upādha conditions. Chāritra cannot therefore mean the same thing as conduct associated with an ordinary man. It must imply the pure and intrinsic activity of the spiritual entity which goes by the name of Paramātma or the Ego-in-itself. Similarly the other two characteristics must imply the intrinsic vision and knowledge which are associated with the Pure Self which has destroyed all the upādha conditions constituted by karmic matter. After stating the characteristics of
Sva-samaya the author indicates the nature of the empirical ego by stating that it is in association with the very upādīc conditions of karmic matter which are absent in the case of the Pure Self. The Self in association with the upādīc conditions is not an entirely different entity from the Pure Self which is designated as Sva-samaya. If the two are identical in nature, the question naturally arises, how does the Ego-in-itself which is pure in nature and which is free from extraneous contamination of karmic material, become degraded to an empirical ego entirely enmeshed in karmic upādīs Here is a distinct deterioration in the nature of the Self which may be termed as the Fall of Man. This Fall of Man, as is already stated, is the central theme of religious philosophy all over the world. The self in its pure nature is recognised to be entirely free from karmic shackles and yet in the concrete world he is found always in chains. He is by nature free and yet he is everywhere found in chains. What is the explanation of this great spiritual degradation? The Semetic religions, Judaism and Christianity, conveniently answer the question of the Fall of Man by the hypothesis of the original sin. But the Indian systems of thought do not adopt such a cheap and convenient hypothesis. The explanation offered by the Jaina system of metaphysics, places the association of the Self with extraneous matter in the beginningless past. The empirical Self in Samsāra is assumed to be in association with upādīc conditions and it is said to struggle to extricate itself from the shackles of karmic conditions in its attempt to realise the ideal and goal—the Liberated Self. The problem therefore for the Jaina metaphysician is not the problem of the Fall of Man and the Lost Paradise. On the other hand, it is the reverse of this. It is a grand pilgrimage to the spiritual goal, a noble excelsior towards the hilltop of the Region of Peace and Purity towards which the whole creation moves. This conception in some form or other is accepted by the other Indian systems also. Sankara in the very beginning of his Bhāṣya enumerates the various hypotheses as to the nature of the Self which he rejects as incorrect and finally states his own position which is the identification of Brahman or Atman, the Ultimate Reality, with the empirical ego in the concrete world.
In describing the nature of the latter, empirical ego in Samsâra, he also speaks of Samsâra being anâdî without a beginning and that the career of the empirical Self is also anâdî without a beginning. Why is the Self found in association with upâdis in its empirical form? Sankara distinctly mentions that the Self builds a tabernacle of upâdis by its own karmas. The building up of the karmic upâdis takes the form of its corporeal existence where the Self, through its own body as its vehicle, is able to enjoy the fruits of its own karma, good or bad, in the form of happiness and misery.

This association of the Self with the extraneous material upâdis is thus explained to be the result of avidyâ or ignorance which is present in the empirical self from time immemorial. The attempt to get itself liberated from the bondage of upâdis or karmic shackles must begin with getting rid of the avidyâ. When once this avidyâ is got rid of, the karmas, good or bad, are got rid of and the individual soul realises its own pure nature in the form of Paramâtma or Brahman, as it is generally designated by the Vedantic writers. This career of the individual Self sketched by Sankara is exactly parallel to the sketch given by Jaina metaphysics and the theory is quite unaffected by the other Vedânta theory, that the Brahman is the ultimate cause of things and persons. The similarity is much more marked when we turn to the Mimâmsa conception of the Self. This is not encumbered with the Vedantic hypothesis of Brahman as the original cause. It freely assumes the Self to be eternal and uncreated. It postulates a plurality of Selves each having its own individual career. This individual Self is present in the beginningless Samsâra in association with karmic upâdis which are material in nature. This association with material upâdis is determined by the Self's own conduct according to Dharma or Adharma. Hence, liberation from the upâdis, must be obtained through discarding both Dharma and Adharma. Thus the association of the Self with karmic upâdis, its liberation from the same, are both explained without bringing in the aid of any extraneous causal agency. In fact both the Mimâsakas and the Vedântins stoutly repudiate the hypothesis of a creator or an Iswara put forward by the Nyâya-Vaiseshika systems in order to
explain the association of the Self with material karmic upādis resulting in the corporeal existence of the empirical self.

Our author therefore starts with the central theme of the association of Self with karmic material, and his work is an elaborate explanation of the problems of why the individual Self is found in karmic chains and how it can break the shackles and assume its own true nature, pure and free. This is the aim of Samayasāra.

The Self which has realised its oneness (uncontaminated by alien conditions) is the beautiful ideal in the whole Universe. To associate bondage with this unity is therefore self-contradictory.

**Commentary**

The author further emphasises the greatness and sublimity of the Ego-in-itself or sva-samayā. This is said to be the sublime and the beautiful in the whole world. The whole of the organic world from the one-sensed organism right up to man is viewed from this angle of vision. It is this sublime and beautiful Ego-in-itself that constitutes the inner reality of every organism. That being the ultimate goal, recognition of this Ego-in-itself as the object to be aimed at is therefore the most desirable thing. This ultimate ideal is so far removed from the concrete world of the empirical reality that it would be erroneous to associate upādis shackles with the sublime and beautiful entity of the Ultimate Self. It is difficult to understand what the author has exactly in his mind, when he says that it is erroneous to predicate bondage of this reality. Neither of the commentators is of any help to us. When he says that it is erroneous to associate bondage with Paramātma, the author must be thinking
about some rival theory which in his opinion makes that mistake. To predicate a further career for the Paramâtma leading to a further manifestation would certainly be considered by our author as an erroneous hypothesis. Probably he is thinking of the Upanishadic system which not only presupposes that Atman or Brahman is the original cause of the world but also postulates the periodic evolution and involution in the life career of the ultimate Brahman which our author evidently thinks reduces the Brahman to a Samsâric entity and therefore amounts to predicating bondage to the Paramâtma Swarûpa. It would probably be more plausible to suggest that he was thinking of the popular deities of the Puranic Hinduism. But such a suggestion would be an anachronism, because Puranic Hinduism and Puranic deities were not fully developed about the 1st century B.C., which is the date of our author. Internal evidence clearly shows that he was fully acquainted with Upanishadic literature, hence our suggestion that the author was having in his mind the Brahman’s periodic career of manifestation and dissolution, an idea prominently present in the Upanishadic thought. This Upanishadic Brahman, which is also designated as Paramâtma, is the same as our author’s Sva-Samaya-the Ego-in-itself; but the Vedic Brahman or Paramâtma is credited with periodic manifestation and dissolution, a characteristic entirely foreign to our author’s concept of Sva-Samaya. This is only offered as a suggestion of a probable implication of the author’s intention and we cannot assert anything dogmatically about that.

Next, the author goes to show that of these two Egos, the empirical Ego and the metempirical Ego, the former is easily apprehended whereas the latter is very difficult to realise.
by desire for worldly things, enjoyment of the same and consequen-
tial bondage has been heard, observed and personally ex-
perienced by all. But the realisation of the unity of the Higher
Self which is free from all such empirical conditions, by our own
personal experience, is not easy of achievement.

**Commentary**

Here the author frankly states in the beginning that it is ex-
tremely difficult to apprehend the nature of the metempirical
Self or the Ego-in-itself. He contrasts it with our knowledge
of the empirical Ego. The nature of the empirical Self can be
easily apprehended from the concrete world of living beings.
The behaviour of a living organism is a clear indication of its
nature. The instinct of self-preservation in an organism is
the main motive force of its behaviour. Every animal has to
seek its food from the environment to appease its hunger, to search
for water to quench its thirst, and to roam about in search of a
mate to satisfy its sex desire. This tendency to seek objects
from the environment, to acquire them and to enjoy them is a
common characteristic of the behaviour of all living beings from
the lowest to the highest. This knowledge we obtain from our
observation of other animals and by the study of books on natural
history describing the behaviour of animals in general. The
information so gathered by observation and study is further
corroborated by our own personal experience since our own
behaviour as an organic being is no exception to the general law
of animal behaviour. The information thus obtained from different
sources gives us a fairly accurate knowledge of the nature of the
empirical Ego. But when we begin to talk about the metempi-
rical Ego we feel extremely helpless. None of the above sources
of information is available to us. The reality which we try to
apprehend has nothing in common with our empirical reality.
That is why the Upanishadic thinker frankly states that it can
be described only by negative attributes. We can only speak of
it as *Neti Neti*, not this, not this. That is exactly why Gautama
Buddha kept silent whenever he was asked by his disciples to give
some information about the Self or Atma. Again, that is exactly
the reason why the founder of Christianity always emphasised that the Path leading to the Kingdom of God is extremely narrow and steep. It is this very same truth that is communicated to us by our author in this gāthā. Instead of taking refuge in a cheap agnosticism that the Ultimate Reality is unknowable, he merely states that it is extremely difficult to apprehend. Then he promises that one who has the courage and conviction to plod along the steep and narrow path can, however, reach the Summit, the spiritual hilltop, and thus have a complete view of the sublime reality, a privilege not available to the ordinary mortals roaming about in the valley below.

That Higher Unity differentiated from alien conditions, I will try to reveal as far as I can. Accept it if it satisfies the conditions of Truth or Pramanas. But if I fail in my description, you may reject it.

Commentary

It is a general belief among Indian thinkers that the metempirical Self or the Ego-in-itself is to be approached only through undergoing a special kind of spiritual discipline called yoga or tapas. This discipline opens up a new door-way to approach the Ultimate Reality which cannot be apprehended through ordinary sense perception. Such a super-sensuous faculty of apprehending the Inner Self is the privilege of those few who by the practice of yoga successfully obtain it. Such a supersensuous experience of metempirical Reality must have been obtained by our author through the practice of the spiritual discipline or yoga which is the necessary condition for such an acquisition. Otherwise he would not make bold to promise that he would reveal the nature of that Ultimate Reality—the Metempirical Self.
But when he begins to translate this spiritual intention in terms of ordinary vocabulary for the benefit of his readers, he is not sure about the adequacy of language to express the complete implication of his inner vision. Therefore he cautions the reader to test the message offered to him according to the canons of pramâna or correct knowledge before accepting it. If it does not stand the test, then it need not be accepted. That would only prove the inadequacy of language to express accurately the knowledge obtained by supersensuous experience. The term pramâna is to be interpreted in this context not in the ordinary sense of sense-perception, inference, etc. As a matter of fact, the Jaina thinkers, when they speak of pratyaksâ, do not mean sense-perception, which is the meaning given to the term by the other Indian systems. Sense-perception or pratyaksâ according to the ordinary meaning is called paroksha by the Jaina thinker because such knowledge is obtained through an intermediate instrument of sense-organ and not directly by the Self. It is the latter that is called pratyaksâ, what is directly present before the Self without the mediation of any external instrumentality. It is such a pramâna, the supersensuous perception of the Self, that the author must be thinking of when he enjoins the reader to test his message before accepting it.

One other point we have to notice is this. Though he says that he is going to follow the footsteps of the Masters of the scripture who went before him, and who themselves had the information directly from the Omniscient Lord, the Sarvajña, still he does not want to impose this on the reader on the authority of the Revealed Word of the Lord. His frank advice to the reader to submit this message to the touch-stone of pramâna clearly implies two things. He does not want to adopt the method adopted by those thinkers whose systems of thought are based upon the authority of the Vedas. These philosophers, whenever they are confronted with intellectual difficulties incompatible with the Vedic traditions, reject these, even though they are ordinarily in conformity with the usual pramânas. To them, the pramâna of the Veda is the most important and, before that, the other pramânas become inadequate and hence lose their
value of authority. The attitude adopted by our author is entirely different from the Vedic tradition. The other point to be noticed here is the implication that such an inconvenient situation will not arise here, that is the conflict between what is revealed by the Divine Word and the value of the pramāṇas. The bold suggestion that his information should be tested before acceptance expresses his complete confidence that what is revealed by the Sarvajña and what is also experienced by his own supersensuous method will stand the severest test when critically examined by the canons of Truth. He is sure that his message will certainly pass through the ordeal of critical examination and he will not need to take refuge in some kind of authority, superhuman and unchallengeable. Thus in short the author expresses the nature of Truth as he understands it, and how it is different from Truth resting upon the authority of the Vedas which is alleged to be superhuman and therefore above criticism.

Next the author describes the nature of the Pure Self which is free from the impure psychic states such as desire, etc.

\[ \text{The terms apramatta and pramatta, (vigilant of duties and non-vigilant of duties) are used as representative terms to denote the various shapes of spiritual development which are implied by the technical term, gunasthānas, which are gradations based upon ethico-spiritual development. Human beings are classified according to the principle of such a development and arranged} \]
according to various classes of ascending gradation beginning with mithyadrīṣṭi up to ayoṣikesval, from the one in whom right faith is absent up to one who has attained spiritual perfection through liberation from karmic upādhis. Apramatta, which is the seventh stage in the gradation, stands for the eight upper stages, whereas pramatta, which is the sixth in the gradation, represents the six lower stages. Thus the author emphasises the fact that the characteristics brought about by the association of the Self with upādhi conditions—the gunaṣṭhāna being based upon such qualities—must be understood to be entirely alien to the nature of the Pure Self.

The author, who proposes to investigate the nature of the True Self, thus starts with the thesis that his nature is distinct from modes and characteristics resulting from its combination with the upādhi material condition whose nature is entirely distinct from that of the Ego-in-itself. The intellectual atmosphere about the time of our author was pregnant with certain fundamental truths accepted by the various systems of thought then prevalent. There were thinkers paying allegiance to the Upanishadic movement, there were the Bauddhas and the Sāṅkhyaś, besides the Jainas. There were also the materialistic free thinkers about that time. All these different systems accepted certain principles in common. All started with the concrete world of experience as the point of departure for their investigations. In this concrete world they recognised the proud distinction between the organic and the inorganic, the living and the non-living, jiva and ajiva. They also noticed the fundamental difference between the behaviour of the living thing and that of the non-living thing. The behaviour of a living organism however rudimentary in development always indicates a purposive activity capable of spontaneous manifestation, whereas such a purposive spontaneous activity is entirely absent in the inorganic world. The physical object inert and incapable of spontaneous movement will only move when hit by a moving object—the speed and direction of motion being determined by the original impact. Besides the purposive behaviour of the living organism they possess also certain other characteristics which
are altogether absent in the inorganic world. The characteristics are birth and growth, decay and death. Every living being must be born from living parentage, must have development up to a certain stage and then decay and end in death. These characteristics were carefully noticed by the Indian thinkers who postulated a life principle which was supposed to be present in all organic bodies capable of purposive activity. The behaviour of organic bodies as contrasted with other non-living physical bodies was thus explained by the presence of this life principle which operated through the living body which is also constituted by various inorganic elements. Thus as far as the organic body is concerned, they recognised two distinct entities. The constitution of the organic body is explained by the combination of various inorganic elements, and its purposive intelligent behaviour being credited to the operative life-principle called *atman* or Soul. After recognising the duality of the nature of organic beings, the various systems of thought attempted to probe into the secrets of the nature of this life-principle called *atman* or Soul. The materialist saved himself from the trouble of metaphysical investigation by a summary disposal of the problem. For him there was no entity called *Atman* which is postulated by others in order to explain this purposive intelligent nature of animal behaviour. The organic body is constituted by the inorganic elements and there is nothing more in it. Its behaviour is due to the peculiar mode of combination of the inorganic elements, and the presence of consciousness in man and some other higher animals is merely a by-product resulting from the combination of the inorganic elements constituting the organic body. The other systems rightly rejected this view as erroneous because of its inadequacy to explain satisfactorily the purposive and intelligent behaviour of animals. Hence the other systems are at one in postulating a separate entity besides the body which is constituted by inorganic elements, in order to explain the purposive behaviour of the organism. This entity which is so postulated is assumed to be a *chetana*, being of the nature of intelligence as contrasted with inorganic bodies which are said to be *achetana* and non-
Thus all the systems reduced the organic beings, including man, to a combination of two distinct entities _chetana_ and _achetana_, intelligent and non-intelligent. Their whole philosophical attempt is directed to a clear determination of the nature of this intelligent principle which is supposed to be present in all living beings. Again, all these systems, minus the materialistic, agree in maintaining that this life-principle or _atman_ should not be identified with the body or any organ of the body though it is the operative principle responsible for the activity of the organic body as a whole or of the various organs, sensorial and motor. Thus the philosophical investigation as to the nature of the life principle of _atman_ or Self, by a careful elimination of all that pertains to the body as alien to its nature. So far the systems agree in their ultimate aim as well as their method of investigation though the conclusion reached is different in each case thus resulting in different philosophical systems. Thus we see our author stating the nature of the Pure Self by a process of elimination of all those characteristics which result from its association with material elements which are designated technically _upādhis_.

The author goes to point out next, that even in the case of the Self free from _upādic_ conditions, certain diverse qualities ordinarily associated with it such as Daśanā, etc., when viewed from the absolute point, can be differentiated only verbally and not really.

7 From the _vyavahara_ point of view, conduct, belief and knowledge are attributed (as different characteristics) of the Knower, the Self. But from the real point of view there is no (differentiation of) knowledge, conduct and belief, in Pure Self.

---

Vavaharenuvadassadi nānissā chaṛitatdamsanam nānām
Nāvī nānam na chaṛittam na damsanam jānago suddho (7)

7 From the _vyavahara_ point of view, conduct, belief and knowledge are attributed (as different characteristics) of the Knower, the Self. But from the real point of view there is no (differentiation of) knowledge, conduct and belief, in Pure Self.
Jaina metaphysics always emphasises the nature of reality to be identity in difference and unity in the midst of multiplicity. This characteristic which is assumed to be present in reality in general is associated in a marked degree with the Self. The Self in association with material upādīc conditions is said to be born in the world of samsāra with various organic bodies in various places and various times. The various births associated with a particular Self will be practically infinite in number when the beginningless samsāra career is taken into consideration. All these various forms are considered to be paryāyās or modifications of the self-same unitary ego. The Self is one and its modifications determined by upādīc conditions are infinite in number. It is in this sense that the saying that the atman is one and the rishis call it many is interpreted by the Jaina metaphysician. Another point which is generally noticed by Jaina metaphysics is the relation between the substance and its qualities. The complex nature of the substance with its qualities also interpreted to be identity in difference. The qualities cannot be considered as entirely distinct from the substance. It is the same identical substance that expresses its nature through qualities. No doubt the qualities may be spoken of as different from one another and all from the underlying substance. Such consideration of the quality in abstract is only verbal differentiation. But really the qualities cannot exist independent of the substance nor the substance independent of its qualities as is maintained by the Vaiseshika school of thought. It is this latter point that is emphasised in this gāthā: The self in its pure nature, which is entirely free from upādīc conditions, must be considered as an indivisible unity in spite of the different attributes associated with it ordinarily. The characteristics, Darsana, Jnana, and Charitra are only verbal differentiations employed to explain the complex nature of the unitary self. This point that the qualities can only be differentiated verbally from the substance is illustrated by Jayasena in the following manner. We may speak of fire that it burns, that it cooks or that it shines, when we consider the various purposes for which it is employed.
Burning, cooking and shining are spoken of as the various properties of fire, because of its relation to other things, based upon different purposes. In spite of the various descriptions of its properties, fire is one and the same. Similarly, the Self is one indivisible identity and unity in spite of the various descriptions of its nature in terms of Darsana, Jñāna, and Čaritā. The same point is illustrated by Amṛtachardā in the following manner. When an able teacher wants to inform his student about the nature of an extremely complex reality possessing innumerable properties, he will proceed cautiously in choosing one property after another in order to instruct the student accurately. Confronting him with the whole complex reality at the same time will only confound the student and the teacher’s aim will be defeated. This process of selecting one characteristic after another in order to produce a clear understanding in the mind of the student of the extremely complex nature of the reality which is the object of study will not in any way really tamper with the identical unity of that object. In the same way the Self which is a complex reality may for the purpose of instruction be described in different terms, but in spite of the variety of these descriptions it does not lose its ultimate identity and unity. These two gāthās (6 and 7) may be taken to be an implied refutation of the Upanishadic pantheism, Buddhist Kshani-kavāda or momentariness of the Self, and the Vaiśeshika theory of the distinction between dravya and guṇa, as distinct categories.

1. Though the Jaina view recognises the identical unity of the Self throughout its career of transmigratory existence, still it does not reduce all the concrete personalities and organisms as the modifications of one and the same atman as is maintained by Upanishadic pantheism and later Vedantism.

2. The Kshani-kavāda of the Bauddhas is also rejected by the Jaina metaphysics. The Bauddhas, like the western philosopher Hume, rejected a permanent objective reality as well as the permanent identity of the Self. This goes by the name of Kshani-kavāda or momentariness which is also designated by the term Anātma-kavāda. While the Bauddhas do not accept any individual identity of the Self besides and beyond the series
of psychic states, Jaina metaphysics emphasises that these series of psychic states cannot be adequately explained without the postulate of a permanent atman.

3 We have indicated before, the Jaina conception of the relation between dravya and its gunas and how this account is different from the Vaisheshika one. Hence there is implicit refutation of the Vaisheshika theory. Also, if the real nature of the Self is obtained only by adopting the paramarthika point of view, what is the use of adopting the inferior vyavahara point which is able to give only a partial and incomplete account of the ultimate reality. The answer is given in the next gatha:

\[\text{Jaha na vitya sakkamanajjo anajjabhasam vinâ yu gâhêyum}\
\text{Taha vyavahâtêna vinâ paramatthuvedesana masakkam} (8)\]

8 Just as a non-Aryan (foreigner) cannot be made to understand anything except through the medium of his non-Aryan language, so the knowledge of the Absolute cannot be communicated to the ordinary people except through the vyavahāra point of view.

**Commentary**

Here the author enunciates an important principle of education which must be adopted by every teacher in instructing his pupils. The teacher must take into consideration the understanding capacity of the pupil and he must adopt a method of instruction suitable to the situation and present the matter of instruction so as to be easily understood by the pupil. He illustrates this by pointing out how it is absolutely necessary when talking to a foreigner to converse with him only through his own foreign language, in order to make him understand what he wishes to communicate to him. This is given as a justification for adopting the vyavahāra point of view which is recognised to be diffe-
rent from and inferior to the *paramārthika* point of view. This distinction between the Paramārthika Naya and the Vyavahāra Naya, the two intellectual methods of approach towards the comprehension of reality, is adopted by the Jaina metaphysicians as a very important one. Our author adopts these two methods throughout the work as the occasion demands. Since Jaina metaphysics assumes the reality to be a complex entity it is bound to adopt both these points of view. The ultimate reality must be subjected to an intellectual analysis and the constituent elements so obtained must be selected and emphasised according to the interest of the student and also consistent with the purpose of the discussion. The variations in the context and the intellectual aim will naturally determine the nature of the descriptions adopted with reference to the reality studied. The method of selective description to suit the purpose of the context is the method adopted by the ordinary man who is engaged in his pursuit in life. Since the method is determined by a purpose of practical interest, the investigation will be relevant only to that purpose and the conclusion obtained must be therefore partial since it is not concerned with other aspects of the reality which are left out as of no concern, being irrelevant to the purpose on hand. This process of investigation goes by the name of the Vyavahāra Naya or the practical point of view as contrasted with the other method, Paramārthika Naya. The term Paramārtha refers to the ultimate and implies a philosophical attempt to probe into the inner core of reality with the object of comprehending the intrinsic nature of reality, whole and complete. It is also called Nischaya Naya, real point of view, since it is not concerned with the various aspects, partial and purposive, relevant only to the practical man and not to the philosopher. This distinction between the *paramārthika* view and the *vyavahara* view is also adopted by Sankara in his *Bhāṣya* on the Vedānta Sutrās. Since Sankara came several centuries after Kunda Kunda, since he was also of South India, probably he was acquainted with Kunda Kunda's writings and adopted the method of distinction between the practical and the real point of view as suitable to his own purpose. Since our author has used the word *anārya* in the sense
of the foreigner it must be noted that there is no race-superiority implied by the term as is ordinarily assumed. In Vedic literature the term ārya is used exclusively to denote the immigrant clan of Āryans as contrasted with the people of the land who are described with the sinister name of Dāsās. This racial distinction ultimately led to the Hindu social organisation of four varnas in which the Dāsās were assigned the fourth name or the Sudra caste. The Jaina conception of social organisation is different from this Hindu conception. Here the distinction is based more upon profession and qualification than upon birth, as is clearly evident from the Jaina tradition that such a social organisation was originally established by Lord Rishabha. Commenting upon the Sūtra Āryā Mlecchāscha 36 II of Tattvartha Sūtra, the commentators both Puṣyapada and Akalanka speak of five different classes of Āryas, Koshetra Āryas, Jati-Āryas, Karma Āryas, Charitra Āryas, and Darsana Āryas. The first class includes all those who live in the countries Kasi, Kosala, etc., the second class includes those who belong to the Ikshvāku clan, the third class includes all those who are engaged in the six kinds of professions such as defence, agriculture, trade, art, etc., the fourth class refers to all those persons who ennoble themselves by moral conduct and spiritual discipline, and the fifth class to all those who adopt the right faith as the basis of their religious discipline. In speaking about the anāryās or mlecchās they refer to two classes of mlecchās, antaradvipaya, and karma-bhumiya, those that are born in foreign continents and those that are born in Bharatakhanda, called Karmabhumi. The Sākas, Yavanas, Sabaras, and Pulingas, etc., are anāryas living in the land. This description of Āryas and Anāryas is quite clear. All the people of the land irrespective of their birth and profession are included under the class ārya. The Sudras engaged in agriculture, the blacksmith, the goldsmith and the sculptor are all designated by the honorific term of āryas. The illustration given of non-Āryans, such as Sākas, and Yavanas clearly indicate that the term is used to designate foreigners. It is in this sense that our author uses the term in the above gāthā, when he says that when you talk to an anārya you must talk to him in his language, that is in his anārya language, the foreigner’s tongue.
Whoever realises the absolute and pure nature of this Self through the knowledge of the scripture, him, the Rishis, the light of the world, call an all-knowing Master of Scripture.

**Commentary**

This gatha refers to Nischaya srutakevali as contrasted with Vyavahara srutakevali referred to in the next gatha. This real all-knowing Master of the Scripture, by the complete acquisition of the scriptural knowledge, is able to realise the Self as that which illuminates itself and the other and, hence, is of the nature of knowledge or Jnana, an experience independently obtained by the Kevala-jnani, or the Sarvajna, through the instrument of sukla-Dhyana, as the result of tapas. Since almost the same result is obtained in these two cases, one through tapas and the other through the knowledge of the scripture, the Srutakevali is designated as nischaya Srutakevali. The author describes the Vyavahara Srutakevali in the next gatha.

**10** The Jinas call him a (Vyavahara) Srutakevali who has full knowledge of the scripture, as all scriptural knowledge ultimately leads to the knowledge of the Self, therefore the (knower of the Self) is called Srutakevali.
The person who masters completely the scripture comprising the twelve āṅgas, is referred to as Vyavahārasrutsa Kevalī, since he distinguishes himself by his study of the scripture, the dravya sruta or the different works constituting the āṅgas or the agamas. Even with the complete study of the scripture he has not reached that stage of realising the Atman as the Pure Self, though he may reach that stage ultimately. Hence he is designated as Vyavahārasrutsa Kevalī, as contrasted with the other who, through the acquisition of bhāva sruta, is able to realise the real Self for which reason he is designated as Nischayāsrutsa Kevalī. The former has knowledge of all the reals, for which he is called Kevalī and, since his knowledge of all the reals is through the scriptures, he is called Sruta Kevalī. And since his knowledge is obtained through the description of the reals given in the scripture, he is called Vyavahārasrutsa Kevalī. The latter, through his knowledge obtained through the scripture, is able to immediately realise the true nature of the Self and the whole reality is called the Nischayāsrutsa Kevalī. These two are contrasted with the Omniscient, par excellence, one who obtains kevala-jñāna, through tapas.

The practical standpoint does not reveal the reals, the pure point of view is said (to relate to) the real, verily, the soul that takes refuge in the real is one of right vision.

The vyavahāra point of view, since it is based upon practical interest, need not and does not take into consideration the reality as it is. Only that aspect of reality which is considered useful by the practical view in the context is taken into consi-
deration by the *vyavahāra* point of view. Both the commentators explain this first through an illustration. An ordinary illiterate person when he feels thirsty, he may freely drink muddy water if it is immediately available to him. He wants water to quench his thirst and does not wait to enquire whether it is pure or impure. But in the case of an enlightened person the behaviour will be slightly different. If he is thirsty and if he can’t get pure water, he would try to purify the muddy water by the application of the cleaning nut, thus separating the pure water from the muddy deposit before using it.

Exactly similar is the attitude of man towards the nature of reality. The ordinary unenlightened person goaded on by practical interest may behave with the assumption that what is called *Self* is that which is in association with karmic impurities and thus get on in life trying to obtain as much satisfaction as possible, but an enlightened individual will not thus be satisfied. He will try to distinguish between the Self as a pure entity and the various impurities ordinarily associated with it. With this discriminative knowledge, he will try to guide his life as far as possible, thus basing his whole conduct on the true knowledge of reality as it is. It is the latter class of person that deserves to be called *Samyagadrshi* or right believer.

The pure standpoint which reveals the pure substance should be adopted by (those whose object is to be) the seers of the supreme state of the soul, but the practical one by those who are satisfied with a lower status.

**Commentary**

Thus it is emphasised that the point of view adopted depends upon the object of the investigator. The commentators again elucidates this point with an illustration. A person whose aim
is to obtain pure gold without any impurities will go on melting it a number of times till all the impurities completely disappear, but in the case of a person who does not want gold of such purity for making certain ornaments will not bother himself with such repeated processes of purifying it in the fire. He may be satisfied with two or three times of fire-purification since his aim is not to obtain gold of the sixteen-touch purity. Thus the object of the person determines the process of purification in the matter of gold. The analogy is applied in the context to the purification of the Self. Whether he adopts the pure point of view or the practical point of view depends upon the purpose in life adopted by the individual.

Here ends the pithikā or Introduction.

The author then proceeds to describe the nine padārthas or categories according to Jaina metaphysics.

Bhūdatthenaṅguva jīvaṅguva ya punnapāvam cha
Asavasamvaranījāra bandho mokkho ya sammattam

Bhūdatthenaṅguva jīvaṅguva ya punnapāvam cha
Asavasamvaranījāra bandho mokkho ya sammattam

(13)

Commentary

The nine padārthas or categories are important because of their relevancy for understanding the life history of the soul. Of these, the first two, jīva and ajīva, the soul and the non-soul, are fundamental categories and associated with each other from beginningless time. The other seven categories, though they are enumerated on a par with the first two, according to the doctrine of nava-padārthas, must be recognised as resultant categories.
due to the interaction of the first two. In spite of the subsidiary nature of these seven categories, they are equally important as the first two inasmuch as their knowledge is quite essential to the process of self-development leading to the self-liberation which is the last of these nine categories and which is also the goal aimed at by spiritual development. Every one of these categories has a dual aspect. Externally it implies the material operative condition constituting the karmic upādi. Internally it also implies the psychic modification in the self caused by the corresponding karmic upādi. Thus each one of these seven categories has a two-fold nature, material and psychical, which are designated respectively by the terms dravya and bhāva. Thus we have in each case, dravya punya, and bhāva punya, dravya āsrava and bhāva āsrava, etc. These various categories in the life history of the soul are objects apprehended by right belief. These various categories which are objects of right belief are identified by our author with right belief itself because there is really no fundamental distinction between belief and objects of belief. As has been pointed out above, these categories though considered as real entities because of their importance in the life career of the soul, it must not be forgotten, are but the various aspects resulting from the interaction of the fundamental reals, jīva and ajīva. Recognition of this fact would naturally imply that it is the same unitary Self that is present through these categories which are but the modifications of the same Self caused by the operation of the non-self upādis. Thus it is possible to eliminate the modifications caused by external conditions since they do not form part of the real nature of the Self. Thus after eliminating all those modifications alien to the nature of the Self caused by external conditions, it is possible to contemplate upon the nature of the pure Self. Such a realisation of the Self brought about by the discriminative knowledge of the true nature of the Self, as distinct from the operating external conditions, would ultimately reduce the categories which are considered real and important to a status of unreality and unimportance. Such a knowledge of the true Self present throughout these categories and yet transcending all these modifications is called
ätmakhyāti, knowledge of the Self *par excellence*, a name introduced by Amrtachandra in his commentary on this gāthā. This term, ätmakhyāti or Self-knowledge, is also used by him to designate the whole of his commentary on Samayasāra

Jo pāsādi āppāṇa abuddhaputtra abhajanaśīyad 1
\[ \text{अविक्षेपसमस्यज्ञत न सुद्दनय विज्ञानीहि} \]
Jo passādi appāṇam abddhaputtham anannayam niyadam Avisesamasamjuttam tam suddhanayam viyānāhi \[ (14) \]

14 He who perceives the Ātman as not bound, not touched, not other than itself, steady, without any difference and not-combined, know ye him, as Sudha-naya or the pure point of view

**Commentary**

The person who has the pure point of view is himself called the pure point of view according to this gāthā, as it is not altogether incorrect to equate the person with his intellectual attitude

Not bound, not touched though the Ātman is associated with matter, karmic and non-karmic, it is neither bound by that matter nor contaminated by it Really it retains its pristine purity just as a lotus leaf in water remains untouched by it

Karmic matter means the subtle particles of matter suitable to constitute the subtle karmic body which continues to be in association with the soul throughout its transmigratory existence of births and deaths till the Self obtains liberation by the destruction of *karma* when the karmic body vanishes Non-karmic matter refers to the material molecules constituting the organic body of each individual being, the body which appears at birth and disintegrates after death

Not other than itself though the soul is subject to different modifications in its roaming about in different *gatis* as a man or a deva, etc., the soul throughout retains its identity just as clay remains clay while it is shaped into different forms over the potter's wheel
Steady the soul in spite of its several psychic modifications remains steady in itself unperturbed just as the sea which remains steady in spite of the disturbance caused on its surface by the waves.

Without any difference the different qualities such as weight, colour, and malleability do not in any way interfere with the nature of gold. Similarly the possession of the psychic qualities like knowledge, perception, etc., does not in any way differentiate the Atman. It remains undifferentiated in spite of the qualities.

Not combined this quality refers to the impossibility of the accidental emotional characteristics such as desire and aversion, combining with the true nature of the soul. This implies that the Self cannot be identified with the various emotions which are accidental characteristics.

jo passadī appānam abaddhaputtham anannamavisēsam
Apadēsasuttamajjham passadī jinasāsanam savvam (15)
y paryātā ātmaṇa abuddhappūjitam avalūpaparivāraṃ
Apadēsasūtraśāmya paryāta jinasāsanam sarvam (15.1)

15 He who perceives the Self as not bound, not touched, not other than self, steady and without any difference, understands the whole Jaina doctrine which is the kernal of the Scripture.

**Commentary**

The author emphasises the fact that complete realisation of the full Self is identical with the perception of the whole reality, which is the topic discussed in the Jaina Scripture. Knowledge of the Knower is also the Knowledge of the Known.

Damsanānacharitāni sēvidavvāṇi sāhunā nīchham
Tāni puna jānatinniśvām cheva nīchchhyado (16)

Damsananānacharitāni kṣeyitvāya niṣṭhā sāhunā niṣṭham
Tāni puna jānātinihi kṣīpiyā ātmaṇa cheva niṣṭhaya (16.1)
16 Faith, knowledge, and conduct should always be cherished by saints from the *vyavahāra* point of view. Know that, in reality, these three are the Self.

**Commentary**

Just as knowledge, belief, and conduct of a person called Devadatta, cannot have separate and independent existence apart from that person, so also knowledge, belief, and conduct relating to the Pure Self cannot have any independent existence apart from it and hence may be identified with its true nature. The three jewels above referred to, when cherished as the ideal to be aimed at, constitute *vyavahāra ratna-traya*. But when they are realised as identical with the Self, they constitute the *nischaya-ratna-traya*. Thus the *nischaya* and *vyavahāra* points of view in the case stand in the relation of *sādhya* and *sādhana*, the ideal achieved and the method of achievement.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Jaha nāma kovi puriso rāyānam jāniṇa saddahadi} \\
\text{To tam anucharadi puno stthathīvo payattena} \\
\text{Evam hi jīvarāyā nādavvo taha ya saddahedavvo}
\end{align*}\]

17 and 18 As a man knowing the king believes in him and with the object of gain serves him with resourcefulness even so should the king, the soul, be known, believed in and attended to with the object of emancipation.

**Commentary**

The nature of *ratna-traya* is explained by a simile. An
person who is desirous of obtaining presents from the king must first of all find out who the king is through the royal paraphernalia of the royal umbrella, chāmara, etc. Then he must have faith in the benevolent nature of the king, then he must approach him and serve him whole-heartedly in order to attain his end. Similarly, one who desires moksha or liberation should obtain the knowledge of the true Self, should have faith in the possibility of realisation and finally make an effort to reach the goal. The approach towards the spiritual sovereign is compared to the approach towards a temporal king.

Thus it is emphasised that right knowledge is the indispensable condition of the attempt to successfully achieve liberation or moksha.

Next, the author points out that the view which identifies the Self with the body, etc. is the mark of aṣṇāna or wrong knowledge.

कम्मे नोकाम्ममिद्ध य अह्मिदि अह्य च कम्मणोकम्म।
ja esa khala buddhi appadibuddho havadi tava ||१७॥

Kamme nokammamhi ya ahamidi ahayam cha kamma-nokammam
Ja esa khalu buddhi appadibuddho havadi tava

कर्मणि नोकर्मणि च अह्मिति अहुक्च कर्म नोकर्म।
यावदेशा खलु बुद्धिस्प्रस्तिबुधो भवति तावत् ॥१८॥

19 Karmic matter and non-karmic body-matter constitute the I and (conversely) I am identical with karmic matter and non-karmic matter. So long as this belief persists in the Self, it is said to be aprati-buddha, one lacking in discriminative knowledge.

**Commentary**

This gāthā emphasises the fact that it is sheer aṣṇāna or ignorance to identify the Self with the various types of non-self. Karma, here, refers to the subtle matter constituting the various kinds of karma, such as jñānāvaraniya, etc., and therefore implies the various psychic states such as delusion, desire, etc. Non-karma refers to the physical molecules constituting the organic body. One who recognises that the Self is by nature entirely distinct from the internal impure psychic states such as delusion, desire,
and the external body, is said to be prati-buddha or one with discriminative knowledge. Therefore, one who believes that the Atman is identical with the various impure psychic states caused by the subtle karmic matter or with the gross organic body is called aprati-buddha, one devoid of discriminative knowledge. Such an aprati-buddha, is called bahir-atman, or one who identifies himself with external objects.

\[\text{अहमेद एदमह अहमे दस्सहि अति मम एद।}
\text{अण ज परदन्व सचित्ताचित्तमिस्स वा।} \]

\[\text{Ahamedam edamaham ahamedassahii attii mama edam Annam jam paradavvam sachittachittamissam vā।} \]

\[\text{अहमेतदेवहमहमेतस्यसि ममेतत्।}
\text{अन्यद्वपरम्य सचित्ताचित्तमिष्व वा।} \]

\[\text{आसि मम पुज्वमेद एदस्स अह पि आसि पुज्व हि।}
\text{हाहि पुजो वि ममएद अहमेद चापि होस्सामिष।} \]

\[\text{Asi mama puvvamedam ēdassa ahampi āsipuvvamhi}
\text{Hosai puno mam edam edassa aham pi hassāmi।} \]

\[\text{आसीन्मम पूव्वमेतदहमेतत् चापि पूव्व}
\text{भविष्यति पुज्व रपि मम अहमेतत् चापि भविष्यामि।} \]

\[\text{एद तु अस्तमूद आववियप्प करेदि सम्मूहो।}
\text{भूदत्त जाणतो ण करेदि दु त अस्मूहो।} \]

\[\text{Edam ta asambhūdām ēdaviyappam karedi sammudho Bhudat-tham jānanto na karedi du tam asammudho।} \]

\[\text{एतत्वसद्भूतमात्मविकल्य करोति समूह।}
\text{भूतार्थे जानू न करोति तु तमसमूह।} \]

20 to 22 “I am other substance, animate, inanimate, or mixed, it is myself, I am its and it is mine, it was mine in past time and I was its, even again it shall be mine and I shall be its.” Such erroneous notions about the Self (as identifying it with alien objects such as body, etc) only the deluded one bahir-atman entertains. But one who knows the real nature of the Self, non-deluded (antar-atman) never entertains such erroneous notions about the Self.
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These gāthās refer to the erroneous belief of identifying oneself with one’s own body as well as the environmental objects. These alien objects such as wife and children, cattle and gold and land constitute one’s home and property. Wife and children and cattle are designated as saccitta-paradravya, living objects in the environment. Gold ornaments, house and landed property constitute a-chitta-paradravya, inanimate objects in the environment. Wife and children wearing ornaments and costly dress would be mīra-paradravya, combined animate and inanimate objects of the environment. There is a tendency in the householder to identify himself with his wife and children and other properties. The identification may be as intimate as his relation to his own body. Just as he is interested in maintaining his own body free from injury or disease, so also he is interested in maintaining his property and possession free from damage by promoting the integrity and welfare of his relatives and property. Such an identification of one’s self with the environmental objects is considered as an impediment to the realisation of the true Self. Such an illusory feeling of one-ness with the environmental objects, feeling elated when they increase and grow, feeling dejected when they decrease and decay, are all characteristics of self-delusion which must be got rid of by one who pursues the path of self-realisation.

Such a self-delusion may also be present in an ascetic. Though he renounces his house and property, still he retains a few things such as puchcha and kamandalu which constitute the insignia of an ascetic. For him these constitute the environmental objects and he shall not entertain the feeling that they are his personal property. lest he should be troubled by the characteristic emotions of joy in possessing them and sorrow in getting them damaged or lost. When the householder or the ascetic is enjoined not to identify himself even with his own body it is much more important that he should be entirely uninfluenced by environmental objects—by the dear and near ones and by wealth and property.
Annānamohidamādi majjhāminām bhanādi poggalam davvam
Baddhamabaddham cha tāhā āvā bahubhāvasanantatto

23 In the case of the soul that is characterised by various emotions (such as desire, etc.), there are physical objects some (of which are) intimately bound to it (like the body) and some not so intimately bound (such as wealth). “These material objects are mine” so declares one (the bahūr-ātman) whose intellect is deluded by wrong knowledge

Savvanhunānadītho jīvo uvaogalakkhano nichcham
Kiha so poggaladavvihudo kim bhanasi majjhāminam

24 The nature of the soul as seen by the Omniscient, is permanently associated with its quality called upayoga (which comprises knowledge and perception, par excellence). How can such a spiritual entity become a physical object? Then how can you say, “this physical object is mine?”

Jadi so puggaladavvihudo jīvaṁ tamagad ēdēr āvā
To sakka vuttam jē mabhāminā puggalān ṛvā

25 If the soul becomes matter and if the matter becomes the soul then it is possible for you, Oh! bahūr-ātman, to say “this physical object is mine”

Commentary

(23 to 25) These gāthās also deal with the illusion of identifying the Self with the physical objects. The physical object may be
intimately related to the soul as its own body or indirectly related to
the soul as one’s own wealth and property. In any case, identifying one’s Self with these material objects is but a mark of the
lack of knowledge as to the real nature of things. But if you say
that the soul and the physical objects are not so very different in
nature as to exclude all possible relations between the two, then
you have to remember that your view would be in conflict with the
Divine Word of the Sarvajña, or the Omniscient. According to
the pravachana, the soul is fundamentally different in nature from
Pudgala (matter). Its nature is characterised by perfect knowledge and perfect perception, whereas matter is non-living, ascepta
na, a characteristic which is contradictory to that of the soul.
With such an incompatibility of nature, how can they be reason­
ably identified with each other? If your predication, “This is mine”
is maintainable, it must be only on this condition, which is impos­
sible, viz., that the soul can be transmuted into matter and matter
into the soul. It is clear that the author addresses a deluded person,
(bahur-ātman) who is incapable of discriminating between soul
and matter, and points out to him the fundamental differences
between the two. It is the clear perception of this difference,
viveka jñāna that forms the foundation of Right Faith.

Next the author states the possible defects which may be pointed out against the view that the Self and the body are abso­
lutely distinct from each other.

जदि जीवो न सरीर तित्थयायायिर्यसब्जुदी चेव।
सव्वाचि हृविदि मिच्छा तेन दु आदा हृविदि देहो ॥ २६॥
Jadi jīvo na sariram titthayarāyerya-santhudi cheva
Savva vi havadi michchā tena du ādā havadi deho ॥ २६॥

26 If the soul is not the body then the hymns praising (the bodily excellence, rūpastava, of) the Tīrthankara or the Āchārya
will all be false. Therefore the soul must indeed be the body.

COMMENTARY

The Tīrthankara as distinguished from Siddha has a body
Siddha is described as *asarīra*, without a body, *arūpa*, not perceivable, and so on, whereas the Tīrthankara or Arhat Parameshti has still a body even after attaining Omniscience or Kevala Jñāna. It is with the help of this body that He is able to preach the *dharma* (Truth) to the people, because His main function is *dharma-prabhavana* or proclaiming the Dharma. His worshippers both human and divine praise His body in their adoration. The adoration of an Arhat consists in the enunciation of the marvellous characteristics of His body—such as its beauty and excellence, its freedom from natural impurities and defects, and that it is the cynosure of attraction and grace, that it is the fountain source of peace and harmony, that it is the physical embodiment of the eternal values of Truth, Goodness and Beauty. The term Āchārya implies the master of a Sangha who in his turn transmits the divine message to his disciples and through them to the whole world. It is not necessary to emphasise the fact that in his case also adoration very often implies praising the beauty of his body as the embodiment of a great soul.

The bewildered and the doubting disciple naturally asks his master “If the soul is of supreme importance and if the body being *achetana* is without any spiritual grace and hence to be discarded as worthless, how can we justify the various songs of devotion of Arhanta and Āchārya, songs which are but the praise of their physical beauty and grace? If the songs in adoration are valid, would it not be proper to infer that after all, the soul and the body are not so fundamentally different?”

The author clears the doubt expressed above by explaining the doctrine of *naya* or points of view.

ववहारणाओ भासि जीवो देहो य हवि खलु एक्को ।
णदु शिच्छ्यस्म जीवो देहो य कदाचि एक्कट्ठो ॥२७॥
Vavahāraṇāyo bhāsadi jīvo deho ya havudi khalu ekko
Na du nichchhayassa jīvo deho ya kadāvi ekkatho

व्यवहारनयो भासिः जीवो देहश्च भवति खल्वेक ।
न तु निश्च्यययो जीवो देहश्च कदायकार्य ॥२७॥

27 The *Vyavahāra* point of view indeed declares that body
and soul are one, but according to the *mitāhaya* point of view, the soul and body are never identical.

**Commentary**

Thus the devotional songs in praise of the bodily beauty of the Lord are justified from the *vyavahāra* point of view, because the beauty of the body is but the expression of the inner beauty of the soul with which it is found in union. Though considered as one from the *vyavahāra* point, because of their association, still soul and body do not lose their intrinsic characteristics. They are really distinct in nature; the soul has its intrinsic characteristic of *upayoga* (*darsana* and *jñāna*) which characteristic is not present in matter. This fact clearly brings out their intrinsic difference. The commentators explain this combination of different things to constitute a unitary whole by a practical illustration. Gold and silver, both being precious metals, may be used in combination for certain purposes such as ornament making, etc. Though they go together to constitute the whole so manufactured, still they do not lose their respective qualities—gold is gold and silver is silver. One is yellow and the other is white. Hence the two can never become one in nature really. In the same way, soul and body, though found together in an embodied individual, the unity must be taken to be true from the practical point of view and not from the absolute point of view.

Inamannam jīvādē dēham poggalamayam thunittu muni
Mannadi hu santhudo vandido maye kevali bhayavam (28)

*Indamānya* jīvaṁ dēhā pūrgamaṁ jñānaṁ stutva muni
Mānyate khalu sastuntō vāntitō maya kevali bhagavān (28)

28 By adoring the body which is different from the soul and which is constituted of matter, the saint believes, “The Omniscient Lord is thus adored and worshipped by me.”

**Commentary**

His assumption is justified from the *vyavahāra* point of view,
because the praise of the body is but the praise of the personality. But in reality, the bodily characteristics, however beautiful and adorable, cannot be the genuine characteristics of the *paramātman*.

29 That (body adoration is adoration of the *paramātman*) is not right from the *nischaya* point of view for the properties of the body are not the properties of the Omniscent Lord. One who worships the *kevalin*, the Omniscent Lord, must do so by adoring His genuine characteristics.

30 As the description of a city does not constitute the description of its ruler, in the same way, the adoration of His body is not the adoration of the attributes of the Omniscent Lord.
31 He who, subjugating the senses, realises that the self is of the nature of real knowledge is verily called a conqueror of the senses by the saints who know reality

COMMENTARY

This is given as an illustration of the true worship of the Jina through praising His qualities. Control of the senses implies three things: Control of the sense organs or dravya-indriyas, control of sense-perception which is bhava-indriya and, finally, the control of the perceived environmental objects or indriya-unshaya. The sense-organs and sense perception, though serving as instruments of knowledge to the soul, do only present the world of environmental objects and thus divert the attention of the soul to a world other than itself. Conquest of these senses therefore implies the acquisition of freedom from the influence of environmental objects. When such an intellectual attitude is secured through yoga or tapas, the attention thus liberated is directed inwards leading to the contemplation of the Pure Self. Contemplation of the Pure Self leads to becoming one with it. One who reaches this goal of self-realisation is known as Jina. This is the *summum bonum* of life to be achieved according to the Jaina faith.

Jo moham tu jñanitā purushaḥ śāh parmanārthaviyāṇaya vīti ||3.21||

Ja moham tu jñitā nānasahāvādhīyam munati ādām
Taṁ damōham sāhum paramarthavāyānāyā vīnti (32)

32 The saints who know the nature of absolute reality, call him *Jīta-moha* or conqueror of delusion who, by subjugating the delusion, realises that the self is intrinsically of the nature of knowledge.

COMMENTARY

This is given as an illustration of the second type of adoration.
through the praise of quality. Conquest of delusion is the quality praised in this gāthā. The term moha implies the various gross emotions such as anger, pride, deceitfulness, avarice, etc. These emotions naturally create undesirable excitement in the consciousness. These various emotional disturbances and the consciousness which is so disturbed are all unwarrantedly identified with the real Self. This identification of the higher Self with the empirical consciousness characterised by baser emotions is certainly an evil to be got rid of. One who is able to realise this higher Self as distinct from the empirical Self and to concentrate upon one's higher Self by the conquest of the baser emotions constituting what is called moha or delusion, is called Jita-moha, the Conqueror of Delusion.

The Rishi who, after conquering moha or delusion, further completely eradicates moha (the root cause of baser emotions), is called by the Seers of Reality, the Destroyer of Delusion.

**Commentary**

This is the third example of worshipping the Lord by praising His qualities. Conquest of moha implies merely the suppression of the baser emotions and pushing aside the empirical consciousness from the focus of attention in order to obtain the undisturbed contemplation of the higher self. But in the case of kshinamoha, the destruction of delusion, the baser emotions, and the association of the empirical Self, are completely eliminated leaving the higher Self as the unchallenged and undisturbed sovereign of the spiritual realm.
Nānam savve bhave pachchakkhaṛi ya paretti nāduṇa
Tamhā pachchakkhānam nānum niyamā munedavvam

The discriminative knowledge of the Self leads to discarding all alien dispositions, knowing them to be entirely foreign to the nature of the Self, therefore in reality, this discriminative knowledge of the Self shall be known as pratyākhyāna or repulsion

**Commentary**

The alien characteristics of the empirical Self, since they are foreign to the nature of the Self, get rejected by one who knows the true nature of the Self. This knowledge of the true nature of the Self in its isolation from all alien characteristics forms the indispensable condition of self-purification by the process of discarding all the foreign elements present in the Self. This process known as pratyākhyāna is the great renunciation or rejection of foreign encumbrances. Since the discriminative knowledge of the Self is the real and indispensable condition for pratyākhyāna, which is the process of self-purification, such knowledge of Self is called the pratyākhyāna, renunciation itself, according to the principle of justifiable identification of cause and effect.

Jaha nāma kovi puriso paradavvam ni manī tānīdum chayadi
Taha savve parabhāve navūna vīmuchchade pāṇi

As a person rejects a thing brought to him as his own, when he realises through certain marks that it belongs to somebody else, so also, does the sage discard all alien dispositions, as they are foreign to him.
is well brought out by the commentators For example, a person may accept as his own a cloth brought by his washerman which might really belong to somebody else Due to the ignorance of the real fact, he may put on the cloth But when the real owner claims it as his own pointing to his proper washerman’s mark, the mistake may be recognised and the cloth may be given up as not his own Similarly a person due to ignorance may call as his own the various emotional features of the empirical Self But when his attention is drawn to the error of such false identification by his spiritual master, he certainly realises his mistake and is bound to discard the alien features as not his own
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is well brought out by the commentators For example, a person may accept as his own a cloth brought by his washerman which might really belong to somebody else Due to the ignorance of the real fact, he may put on the cloth. But when the real owner claims it as his own pointing to his proper washerman’s mark, the mistake may be recognised and the cloth may be given up as not his own. Similarly, a person due to ignorance may call as his own the various emotional features of the empirical Self. But when his attention is drawn to the error of such false identification by his spiritual master, he certainly realises his mistake and is bound to discard the alien features as not his own.

Commentary

Nirmamatva without any personal interest, emphasises the former characteristic of nirmohatva, freedom from delusion. This gāthā reiterates the necessity for discarding all alien features of the empirical consciousness. “These are not mine I am but the light that illuminates the inner Self as well as the outer cosmos, being all-illuminating pure consciousness. I certainly have no personal interest in things resulting from self-delusion.” One who thinks like that is said to be free from delusion.

Nirmamatva without any personal interest, emphasises the former characteristic of nirmohatva, freedom from delusion. This gāthā reiterates the necessity for discarding all alien features of the empirical consciousness. “These are not mine I am but the light that illuminates the inner Self as well as the outer cosmos, being all-illuminating pure consciousness. I certainly have no personal interest in things resulting from self-delusion.” One who thinks like that is said to be free from delusion.

NATHTHI MAMA KOVI MOHO BUJHADI UVAVOGA YEVA AHAHEKKO
Tam mohanimmamattam samayassa viyānayā vinti (36)

Naththi mama kovi moho bujhidā uvaoga yeva abhamekko
Tam mohanimmamattam samayassa viyānayā vinti (36)

36 I am unique inasmuch as I am of the nature of upa-yoga, hence no delusion whatsoever is related to me. He who thinks like this, the knowers of the true Self call “one free from delusion.”

Commentary

Nirmamatva without any personal interest, emphasises the former characteristic of nirmohatva, freedom from delusion. This gāthā reiterates the necessity for discarding all alien features of the empirical consciousness. “These are not mine I am but the light that illuminates the inner Self as well as the outer cosmos, being all-illuminating pure consciousness. I certainly have no personal interest in things resulting from self-delusion.” One who thinks like that is said to be free from delusion.

NATHTHI MAMA DHAMMADI BUJHADI UVAVOGA YEVA ABHAMEKKO
Tam dhammanimmamattam samayassa viyānayā vinti (37)

Naththi mama dharmadi bujhidā uvaoga yeva abhamekko
Tam dhammanimmamattam samayassa viyānayā vinti (37)
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I am unique inasmuch as I am of the nature of upayoga. Hence dharmā, etc., are not related to me. Hence, he who thinks like this, the knowers of the true Self call, “one unrelated to dharmā, etc.”

**Commentary**

Previously the author has emphasised the fact that it is erroneous to identify the true Self with the empirical Self characterised by various emotions. Here he turns his attention to the outer cosmos consisting of dharmā, adharmā, pudgala, ākāśa, Kāla, and other jīvas—the principle of motion, the principle of rest, matter, space, time, and other souls—respectively. Hence he wants to emphasise the fact that it is equally erroneous to identify oneself with these objects of the external world. The constituent objects of the cosmos have their own intrinsic inalienable nature and can by no means be derived from the nature of the Self. No doubt the upayoga nature of the Self in its twin aspect of knowledge and perception can completely comprehend the cosmos so that the various objects of the external world, living and non-living, may get immersed in the ocean of light that proceeds from the Perfect Knowledge of the Self. But this fact of being comprehended by knowledge does not in any way interfere with the intrinsic individual reality of the objects themselves which are related to knowledge. As was already explained in a previous gāthā, the physical body and the Self have each an immutable and independent nature of their own, non-transmutable one into the other. This assertion relating to matter and soul is applied to the whole of the cosmos consisting of the various objective reals such as dharmā, adharmā, etc. Here we have to note one important point that one’s Self is not only distinct from the various non-living objects of the environment but also from the various personalities which are present in the outside world in the human society and the various living organisms of the biological kingdom. To talk of a mass consciousness or world-cons-
ciousness, offering only a subsidiary existence to the personalities which are but chips of the particular adjectives of the Whole would be incompatible with Jaina metaphysics

अहमेक्को खलु सुद्धो दर्शणाणामहिं सदास्वी ।
पविः अत्यं मोक्षकामिर्विव अण्ण परमाणुमिति पिः ॥ ३८॥

Ahamekko khalu suddho damsananānamayō sadārūvi
Navī atthi mājha kumchivi annam paramānumittam pi । (38)
अहमेक खलु सुद्धो दर्शनज्ञानमय सदास्वी ।
नामयतिः सम किथिवद्यन्यतु परमाणुमात्रमिति ॥ ३८॥

38 Absolutely pure, having the nature of perception and knowledge, always non-corporeal, I am indeed unique Hence not even an atom of alien things whatsoever (whether living or non-living) is related to me as mine

COMMENTARY

_Aham_ the Self implies this The soul from beginningless eternity associated with ignorance and delusion forgets its true nature, gets identified with alien features and characteristics till he is roused from slumber by a benevolent spiritual master who repeatedly strives to wake him up to his true nature Just as a person who has lost his jewel feels a joy and surprise when it is brought and placed in his hands, so also the _jīva_ wakes up as a result of the master's effort to realise that his Self is the _parameswara_, that his nature is pure and unsullied by alien features, shedding the pure light of pure consciousness all around

_Ekaha_ the undivided unity implies that in spite of the several psychic states, emotional, cognitive, and conative, experienced by the Self, it is an indivisible unity

_Sudha_ pure The Self, in spite of its _gati_, modification, such as human and divine and in spite of the nine types of psycho-physical modifications called _nava-padārthas_, never loses its intrinsic pure nature and hence he is _sudhdha_

_Arūpi_ non-corporeal Since the pure soul has no other nature except _upayoga_, the pure knowledge and perception, and since it transcends the sense-perception of vision, taste, touch, etc., it is always non-corporeal The Self having this nature
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and illuminating all things around through its light of knowledge remains absolutely uninfluenced by alien psychic states and physical objects so that not even an iota of the alien things it can call its own

Thus ends the jīva-pādārtha or category of Soul. The author takes up next the ajīva-pādārtha for discussion.

The Sanskrit commentators use the term ranga. Here ends the first Scene, pūrva-rangāsamāptaḥ, thereby suggesting that the whole work is a Cosmic Drama in which the chief hero is the Self who appears on the stage in different characters and in association with different actors—certainly a beautiful metaphor in depicting the career of the Ātman.

CHAPTER II

* AJIVA OR NON-SOUL

Thus after describing the category of jīva, the author takes up now the category of ajīva or non-soul for discussion. First he states the pūrvapakṣa or the prima facie argument of those (bahirat-mavadins) who believe that there is no soul besides and beyond the various psychic activities characteristic of the empirical Self.

अप्पाणमयाणनता मूढ़ा हु पर्पपवादिणो केहै ।
जीव अज्ञवसान कम्प च तहा परुविति ॥३६॥
Appanamayānanntā mudhā du parappavādinō kei
Jivam ajjhavasānan kammane cha tahā paruventi

आत्मानन्तजान्ततो मूढास्तु परसामास्वादिन केवित्व ।
जीवावध्यवसा कर्म च तथा प्रस्स्प्यतिः ॥३६॥

39 Some of those ignorant people who maintain that the Self is but the non-Self, not knowing the true nature of the Self, assert that the Self is identical with such psychic states as desire, etc. In the same way some others state that the Self is identical with karmic matter.

अवरे अज्ञवसापेशु तित्वमदातुभावय जीव ।
मणिति तहा अवरे शोकम्म चाबि जीवो चि ॥४०॥
Avare aṣṭhaśāne sūtvamandānubhāvayam jīvam
Mannanti tahā avare nokammam chāvi jivotti

अपरेद्ध्वसनेषु तीत्रमन्दानुभागक जीव।
मन्यते तथापरे नोकर्म चापि जीव इति। 40

40 Others believe the psychic potency which determines
the intensity or mildness of conscious states to be the soul. Still
others identify the soul with non-karma matter which forms
the constituent elements of the various kinds of organic bodies.

कम्मसुदय जीव अवरे कम्माणुभायमिच्छति।
तित्वत्तमदल्लघुणेष्ठी जो सो हवदि जीवो। 41

Kammāsvadāya jīvam avare kannānuḥbhāyamichchhanti
Tīvṛvathanamandatata gunehim jo so havadi jīvo va

41 Some consider the manifestation of karma (resulting
in pleasure or pain) to be the Self, some others believe that what
determines the intensity or mildness of the edonic state (which
is the fruit of karma) is the Self.

जीवो कम्म उदय दोषिविखलु केवि जीवमिच्छति।
अवरे सजोगेन दु कम्माण जीवमिच्छति। 42

Jīvo kammam uhayam donnivī khalu keyi jīvamichchhanti
Avare samjogena du kammanam jīvamichchhanti

42 Some others state the Self to be jīva and karma taken
variously or together, still others consider the self to be the product
of the combination of the various karmas.

एवविहा बहुविहा परमप्राण वदति दुम्मेहा।
तेन दु परमप्राणी गित्त्वयवाहीमि गित्त्वदा। 43

Evamviha bahuvihā paramapāṇam vadanti dummeha
Te na du parappavadi nichchhayavadīdhi nuddithā

43 Some others state the Self to be jīva and karma taken
variously or together, still others consider the self to be the product
of the combination of the various karmas.

एवविहा बहुविहा परमप्राण वदति दुम्मेहा।
तेन दु परमप्राणी गित्त्वयवाहीमि गित्त्वदा। 43
43 Thus in many ways perverse-minded people identify the Self with the non-Self, therefore, by believers in reality, they are declared to be not paratmavādins (those who do not believe in the identity of jīva and paramatman).

**COMMENTARY**

Discussing the nature of ājīva-pādārtha or the non-living substance the author introduces first that type of ājīva-pādārtha or non-living substance which is intimately associated with jīva or soul. This type of non-living substance which is associated with life is of two kinds, karmic matter and matter called non-karma which constitutes the various types of body associated with jīva other than the karmic body. Karmic matter constitutes the karmic body and is inseparable from the soul throughout its sāṁsāric pilgrimage from one birth to another, till the soul liberates itself in the pure state by breaking all shackles of karma. Besides this karmic body which is extremely minute and imperceptible, there are other types of organic bodies in association with the jīva or Soul. Birth, growth, decay, and death characteristic of organic beings, man and animals, are all characteristics of grosser bodies which form the physical associates of the Self. The Self in association with these material vehicles, to which it is bound has to undergo corresponding changes in its conscious nature. These changes may manifest in three different forms of experience cognitive, pertaining to perception and knowledge, conative, pertaining to voluntary activity, and affective, pertaining to the various affective states of emotions, pleasant and unpleasant. All these conscious characteristics of the empirical Self are in reality unconnected with the real nature of the Self. These characteristics of the empirical Self in the embodied form, are the result of the association of the Self with the various material tabernacles in which it resides. Hence there is the possibility of mistaking these characteristics to be the real nature of the Self. These gāthās refer to the various errors of identifying the Self with the various types of material bodies and with the consequential changes in his consciousness due to his association with such bodies.
It is said by Jina, the All-knowing, that the various characteristics referred to above are all the result of the manifestation of karmic matter. How can they be then attributed to the Pure Self?

**Commentary**

This gāthā refutes the various erroneous positions stated in the previous gāthās as believed by the various Ekāntavādins. No doubt it is true that the embodied Self is associated with attributes such as desire, and aversion, so also gold, as found in nature in the form of mineral ore, is found in association with various mineral impurities. Similarly fire is usually found in association with smoke. Nevertheless fire in itself is not smoke, nor gold is the same as the impure mineral ore. In the same way the Self cannot be identified with the various psychic manifestations to which it is subject because of its association with impurities. In spite of the forms in which they are found in nature, gold in its pure condition is distinct from the impure ore and the pure self is distinct and different from the embodied jīva. No doubt the Self is found always in association with its body throughout the cycle of births and deaths, but on that score it cannot be identified with the body since the Self as distinct and different from the body is realised in its pure form. No doubt the karmic body may be an inevitable condition of the transmigration of the Self in this sāṃsāric cycle, nevertheless this non-chetana material condition because of its invariable association with the Self cannot be identified with it, as they are different in nature and hence distinct from each other. In short, what is found in association with a thing need not necessarily be identical with its true nature. The realisation of the true Self will obviously
expose the alien nature of the various attributes, physical and psychical, with which it is associated in its impure state, an association which leads the uninstructed to erroneous conclusions

अटहितं पि य कङ्ग सब्ब पुगालामय जिना विति।
जस्स फल त वुज्जह दुःख ति विपच्छमाणस्स। (45)

Atthaviham pi ya kammam savvam poggalamayam jīnā vinti Jassa phalam tam buchchayi dukkham ti vipachchhamānasass (45)

अष्टविषयमय चक्रम सर्व पुद्गलमय जिना बुवनि।
यस्य फल तदुच्छते दुःखमिति विपच्छमाणस्स। (45)

45 The Jinas declare that all the eight kinds of karmas are material in nature, and also suffering which is the effect of karmic fruition (is said) to be material

**Commentary**

According to Jaina metaphysics the various karmas are intrinsically material though of subtle form. Since they are material in nature they are quite distinct from jīva whose characteristic is chetana. The karmic matter which is achetana in nature while operating, interferes with the pure consciousness of the jīva. On account of this interference the various psychic states present in the empirical Self are really the effect of the operative cause of the karmic matter. These psychic states constitute the suffering associated with samsāra jīva. These unpleasant psychic states, as they are the effects of karmic matter, are considered to be material, since the cause and the effect are ultimately identical. If these psychic states, since they are produced by karmic matter, are also to be considered material in nature, what is the justification for referring these states of consciousness as the attributes of the jīva? The answer is given in the next gāthā.

ववहारस्स दरिस्मुच्छेशो वणिण्मो जिणवरेहि।
जीवा एदे सव्वे अज्ञवसाणादो भावा। (46)

Vavahārassa darisana muvadeso vannido jivanvarehim vā ede savve ajjhavasānādavo bhāvā (46)

The Jinas declare that all the eight kinds of karmas are material in nature, and also suffering which is the effect of karmic fruition (is said) to be material.
46 It is only from the vyavahāra point of view that these various psychic states are declared by the Jinas to be of the nature of the Self

**Commentary**

Though these mental states have nothing to do with the real Self, the attention of the ordinary man must be drawn to the fact that from the practical point of view, they are characteristic of the empirical ego. The practical point of view is an important method of instructing the unenlightened ordinary man. Otherwise there will be an extremely disastrous effect on his conduct. Waiving the practical point of view and presenting only the absolute and real nature of the Self, may result in the perverse conduct of the ordinary man. Directing his attention to the ultimate nature of the jīva, he may forget altogether the difference between the vegetable kingdom and the animal kingdom, the difference between the sthāvāra jīva and trasa jīva. Man has to live on cereals and fruits, products of the vegetable kingdom. Since the product of the vegetable kingdom is indispensable for his life, the ordinary man may unwillingly adopt a similar attitude to the animal kingdom and hence he may not care to appreciate the importance of Ahimsa Dharma. If you can eat with uprightness the products of the vegetable kingdom, you may also eat meat, the product of the animal kingdom. This undesirable result in the conduct of the ordinary man is the result of not emphasising the vyavahāra point of view and the intrinsic difference between the vegetable and the animal kingdoms, though the ultimate nature of jīva in both is the same. Similarly if the ultimate and real nature of the Self is emphasised without describing the nature of the empirical ego, the Self as a samsāra jīva, it will create an undesirable attitude in the ordinary man's life. If the ultimate nature of the Self is pure and unsullied, if it is identical with the liberated Self or Moksha Jīva, then the ordinary man may argue, why should I unnecessarily worry myself about moksha-mārga, or the path to Salvation, when my soul is already pure and liberated in nature. Both ethics and religion would appear to him superfluous and unnecessary. Presenting an ultimate ideal
and prescribing a course of conduct for realising the same would all be vain and useless, because the ideal is already there. This perverse moral attitude is also to be avoided and this could be achieved only by emphasising the vyavahāra point. The ordinary man must be made to realise that though he has the element of divinity in him, still it is found in association with impurity while he is in the concrete world of experience. It is not enough to realise that his ultimate nature is pure. He must also realise that this pure nature is clouded and contaminated by karmas. This latter knowledge is possible only when his attention is directed to the vyavahāra point of view. Only when he realises that he has fallen from a high stage, he will make a genuine effort to regain his lost glory and eminence. Hence is the need for and the importance of the vyavahāra point of view. Therefore it would be unwise to come to the hasty conclusion that vyavahāra naya and mscaya naya, the practical point of view and the real point of view, are mutually contradictory and hence incompatible with each other.

राया हु निग्गदो तिय एसो बलसमुदयस्स आदेसो।
ववहारेण हु उच्चदित तत्त्वेक्को निग्गदो राया।।४७॥

Rāyāhu niggado tī ya eso valasamudayassā ādeso
Vavahāreṇa du uchchayi tattthekko niggado rāyā।।४७॥

राजा खलु निर्गत इत्येष बलसमुदयस्यादेश।
व्यवहारेण तूम्यते तत्तैको निर्गत राजा।।४७॥

47 At the sight of the military procession, one may exclaim “The king has started.” This statement is made from the vyavahāra point of view, because only one person is the king in the whole procession.

एमेव य बवहारो अजभवसासादिअण्माधाराण।
जीवो तित कदो सूते तत्त्वेक्को गिनिछ्दो जीवो।।४८॥

Emeva ya vavahāro ajjhavasānādi annabhāvānam
Jivotti kado sutte tattthekko nīchchhido jīvo।।४८॥

48 In the same way, from the vyavahāra point of view,
the various psychic states such as desire, aversion, etc., may be said to be the ego. But the real Self is none of these states but remains as the unitary sub-stratum of which these are empirical modifications.

**Commentary**

Ordinary people, when they see the military procession marching along, speak of the king going out. The military procession may be really very long, but really the whole of it is not the king however important, he is only one person in the whole procession. Similarly the series of psychic states and modifications may be spoken of as the Self. The whole series is not the Self. Really the Self is the underlying unitary existence whose manifestation appears in the various conscious states from which the Self is distinct and independent. The author employs a popular example to illustrate the relation between the ever-changing series of conscious states and the permanent unitary real self.

अरसमहवमगध अन्वज्ज चेदणागुणमसद्।
जाण अविलागगह्स जीवमणिहिदस्तानां।१४९।१

Arasamariiva magandham avvattam chedanaguna masaddam
Jāna alingaggahanam jivama niddithsamthānam

अरसमहपमगन्धमव्यक्त चेदनागणमशब्दस्।
जानीवि अविलागगह्स जीवमणिर्दिष्टस्थानाम्।१४९।१

49 Know ye that the pure Self is without taste, colour, without smell, imperceptible to touch, without sound, not an object of anumāna or inferential knowledge, without any definite bodily shape, and is characterised by chetanā (consciousness).

**Commentary**

Taste is a distinct quality of matter or pudgala. This attribute is not found anywhere else. Since the nature of the Pure Self or suddha jiva is entirely distinct from that of matter, it is described tasteless, in order to distinguish Self from matter. Similarly colour is an intrinsic attribute of matter. It is not found as an attribute of anything else. So the Pure Self which is distinct...
from *achetana* matter, is described as colourless. Again smell is an attribute of physical objects and it cannot be associated with anything else. The Self, being distinct from matter, is therefore said to be smell-less. Similarly, being perceptible to touch is a characteristic of material objects and cannot be attributed to anything else. Since the nature of the Self is transcending sense-perception, it cannot be an object of contact-sensation. Hence it is described as beyond touch. In the same way, sound, since it is the effect of concussion between material particles, is associated with matter alone and with nothing else. That which sounds must be a material object as a non-material entity cannot produce sound. Hence the Self also is soundless because it is non-material in nature. Thus the Self is entirely beyond the scope of sense perception. Can it be approached by inference or *anumāṇa*? No, because *anumāṇa* or inference entirely depends upon what must necessarily be obtained by sense-perception. Perception of smoke may lead to the inference that there is fire. But smoke must be obtained by sense-perception and then only it is possible to infer that there is fire. An entity which is quite beyond the scope of sense-perception cannot be approached by inferential knowledge either. Hence *suddha-jwa* is said to be *alinga-grahana*, not approached by inference. In the organic world, *jiva* is always found in association with its characteristic body. These characteristic bodies are classified according to their various shapes which are called *samsthānas*. Since these shapes of the organic body are entirely determined by the physical structure, they are purely bodily qualities and cannot be transferred to the Self associated with body. Hence the Self is without definite shape or structure. In short, the pure Self whose intrinsic nature is *chetanā* is entirely different from the whole external world and hence the characteristics of the external world cannot be predicated of the Self. It is entirely devoid of the physical qualities of colour, taste, etc., it is also devoid of the characteristics of the other external entities such as space, time, etc. Resting on its own intrinsic nature, infinite knowledge, infinite vision, and infinite bliss, the pure Self is not to be associated with the various *varnasrama*.
distinctions such as Brāhmaṇa, Kashatṛiya, etc, since these distinctions rest on the birth of the body. It is not only distinct from the characteristics of the external world, it also remains distinct from the various inner psychic qualities which are produced by its association with āchētana material environment. Neither the characteristics of the material world nor the indirect effect of the same can rightly be associated with the Pure Self.

In the (pure) soul there is no colour, no smell, no taste, no touch, no visible form, no body, no bodily shape, and no skeletal structure.

In the (pure) soul there is neither desire nor aversion. No delusion is found therein. There is no karmic condition, nor karmic matter, nor non-karmic matter in it.
types and no *(karmic)* manifestations (resulting in pleasure-pain experience)

\[\text{Jīvassā natthi kei jogatthānā na bandhathānā vā} \]
\[\text{Neva ya udayatthānā no magganā tthānayā kei} \] (53)

\[\text{Jīvassā natthi kei jogatthānā na bandhathānā vā} \]
\[\text{Neva ya udayatthānā no magganā tthānayā kei} \] (53)

53 In the (pure) soul there is no activity of *yoga* (through *manas, vachana, kaya*), no *(karmic)* bondage, no effective manifestation of *karma*, and no variations according to method of inquiry into the nature of the soul (based upon the principle of classification)

\[\text{Neva thidibadhānā jīvassā na samkilesathānā vā} \]
54 In the (pure) soul there is no stage of the duration of bondage, or of emotional excitement or of self purification or of the acquisition of self-control

\[\text{Neva thidibadhānā jīvassā na samkilesathānā vā} \]
\[\text{Neva visohitthānā no sanjamaladdhithānā vā} \] (54)

54 In the (pure) soul there is no stage of the duration of bondage, or of emotional excitement or of self purification or of the acquisition of self-control

\[\text{Neva thidibadhānā jīvassā na samkilesathānā vā} \]
\[\text{Neva visohitthānā no sanjamaladdhithānā vā} \] (54)

54 In the (pure) soul there is no stage of the duration of bondage, or of emotional excitement or of self purification or of the acquisition of self-control

\[\text{Neva thidibadhānā jīvassā na samkilesathānā vā} \]
\[\text{Neva visohitthānā no sanjamaladdhithānā vā} \] (54)

54 In the (pure) soul there is no stage of the duration of bondage, or of emotional excitement or of self purification or of the acquisition of self-control

\[\text{Neva jiva samkilesathānā ya atthi jīvassā} \]
\[\text{Jena du ede sabve poggaladavvassa parināmā} \] (55)

55 The classification of the organic beings (according to the principle of biological development) and the classification of man (according to the principle of ethico-spiritual development) are not applicable to the pure soul, since all the above-mentioned differences are the result of the manifestation of the material
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Varna or colour, such as black, green, yellow, red and white, are qualities of physical objects and physical objects alone, and hence they cannot be predicated of jiva which is entirely non-physical and spiritual in nature.

Gandha or smell is of two kinds: Pleasant odour and unpleasant odour. These are also characteristics of physical objects and hence cannot be predicated of the soul.

Rasa or Taste, is as follows — Sweet, bitter, acid, pungent, and astringent. These tastes are also associated with material things and hence cannot be transferred to the soul because of the intrinsic difference between the two.

Sparsa or contact sensation consists of smooth or rough, cold hot, heavy or light, and hard or soft sensations. These different contact sensations are all again associated with physical objects. Hence these physical qualities cannot be predicated of jiva or soul.

Sarira or body: The body associated with jiva is of five different kinds: audarika sarīra, body given birth to by the mother, varkriyakā sarīra, various bodily forms magical and hallucinatory in nature assumed by a yogi because of his yogic powers, abāraka sarīra is the body drawn out of the physical body in the form of plasma by the magic powers of the yogi with the object of carrying out something which is beyond the reach of the physical body. Tājasa sarīra refers to the brilliant form of halo which shines forth from the physical body under certain spiritual conditions. Lastly, kārmana sarīra is the body constituted by karmic matter, which is extremely subtle and which is inseparable from the soul throughout its samsāric career. Since all these different bodies are constituted by matter either gross or subtle, these cannot be identified with jiva or soul.

Samsthāna refers to the different shapes of the organic bodies. These are samachātura samsthāna, body that is symmetrically developed, nyagrodha paramandala samsthāna, body that is top-heavy like the banyan-tree, swāttī samsthāna, body that is long and thin like a sword, kūhyasamsthāna, hunch-backed body, vāmana samsthāna, dwarf-fish body, and hunda samsthāna, an ugly mass of flesh. All these
shapes of organic bodies are nothing but the different manifestations of matter in the organic world. Hence these physical forms which are of material origin cannot be attributed to the soul.

**Samhanana,** the assemblage of bones of the skeletal structure. This refers to six types of bony joints which pertain to vertebrate animals. It is obvious that these varieties of bone-joints cannot be applicable to jīva which is asarira by nature, a bodiless spiritual entity.

Rāga, the pleasant feeling of desire, and dvesha the unpleasant experience of aversion, all these being products of karmic matter cannot be attributed to the soul.

Moha or delusion, which clouds the knowing faculty and prevents its apprehension of reality, is also an effect of karmic matter and hence cannot be attributed to the soul.

The different kinds of prayyaya or karmic condition such as mithyāva false faith, avrati, absence of moral discipline, kashāya soul-soiling gross emotions, and yuga, activity of thought, speech and body, all being effects of matter either direct or indirect have no relation to the soul.

*Karmas* are of eight different kinds, such as jñāna-varaniya, darsana-varanya, etc. These are also mainly material in nature. Hence these karmas cannot be spoken of as belonging to the soul. Non-karma refers to the various physical molecules that build up the three types of grosser bodies of fully developed biological species. Since these body-building molecules are material they have nothing to do with jīva or Soul.

Varga refers to the bundle of potencies incorporated in a single indivisible atom which forms the basis of karmic matter.

Vargana refers to the type of karmic molecules constituted by a number of vargas or karmic atoms.

Spardhabaka refers to aggregates of varganas or karmic molecules.

All these three refer to the development of karmic matter from the subtle type to the grosser type. These types of karmic matter cannot be predicated of jīva.

**Adyātmasthāna** On account of the ignorance of its true nature, the ego may identify itself with the various objects and persons of
the external world. This false feeling of one-ness with external things has nothing to do with the Pure Self since the confusion is due to the interference of the physical objects. Similarly anubhāgasthanas, the various types of pleasure-pain consciousness resulting from the manifestation of corresponding karmas, cannot be spoken of as belonging to the soul.

Yogasthānas, the different grades of activity relating to thought, speech, and body which form the condition for attracting karmic molecules towards the soul are also mainly physical in nature and hence cannot be spoken of as of the soul. Similarly bandhasthāna, various kinds of karmic bondage and udayasthāna, fruit-yielding manifestation of karmas are also not of the soul.

Marganasthāna, an inquiry into the nature of jīva, is based upon the method of classification according to various principles which are fourteen in number, such as gati, indriya, etc. These different principles of classification are distinctly material, since they pertain to the nature of the organic bodies, and hence they are not of the soul.

Similarly the different classifications of jīvas or jīvasthāna, and the classification of man according to spiritual development or gunasthāna, are all ultimately traceable to the different manifestations of matter. The nature of the Pure Self must therefore be understood to be entirely different from the above mentioned various physical modes.

If the material characteristics, physical and psycho-physical, are thus summarily disposed of either as qualities and modes of matter or as psychical effects produced thereby, then how can it be justified that the jīva is described in the scripture in terms of the very same attributes which are dismissed as being alien to its nature? The answer to this apparent self-contradiction is given in the next gāthā.

ववाहारेण दु एदेजुवस्स हर्वति वणमादीया ।
गुणानातास भावाण दु के मिम्नभण्येष्य ॥१५६॥
Vavaharena du ede jīvassa havanti vannamādiyā
gunathananta bhavā na du kei nīchchayanayassa

(56)
These characteristics beginning from (Varna, colour) and ending with Gunasthāna or stages of spiritual development are (predicated) of the soul from the Vyavahāra point of view, but from the point of view of reality, not one of these can be predicated of the soul.

**Commentary**

Vyavahāra or the practical point of view is taken for emphasising the jīva-parāyaya or modifications of the soul. Emphasis of parāyaya or modification naturally implies diversion of attention from dravya, the real substance. These jīva-parāyayas or modifications of the soul are the results of immemorial association of the soul with matter. Just as cotton cloth puts on the colour of the dyeing substance, so also the jīva puts on the characteristics of the associated matter. Since the empirical Self is so coloured in ordinary life, it is described in those terms though in reality it is alien to those characteristics.

The next gāthā explains why from the real point of view the characteristics of colour, etc., cannot be predicated of the jīva:

एदेहिः य सबधो जहेव खीरोद्व मुणेदवो   
पय हुति तस्स ताणि दु उववोगुणाधिगो जम्मा ।

edehya sambandho jaheva khirō-dayam munedavoō  
Naya hunii tassa täni du uvavogaganādhigo jamhā (57)

एतैच सबधो यधेव खीरोद्व मन्त्य ।
न च भवति तत्स्य ताणि तूप्योगुणाधिको यस्मात् ।

57 The association of these characteristics with soul must be understood to be like the mixture of milk and water. They are not certainly present in the soul since it is mainly characterised by upayoga (cognitive activity of knowledge and perception).

**Commentary**

The relation of one thing to another may be in the form either of a mixture or in the form of substance and its qualities.
Milk cum water is given as an example of mixture. Fire cum heat is given as an example of substance and its quality. The different things constituting the mixture can be separated from each other. But the substance and its quality cannot be separated at any time. Quality without substance and substance without quality will be empty abstractions incapable of independent existence. But a mixture is not so, because the inter-mixing substances can be separated when necessary. The predominating substance in the mixture will give its colour to the mixture. Thus in the case of milk and water which is compared to the inter-mixture of soul and its material ātma, the dominant substance being milk it is still called milk, when diluted with water. Exactly similar is the relation between jīva and its ātma. Though their inter-mixture is from time immemorial, they can be separated from each other, as when the jīva attains moksha or liberation. Since the dominant factor in this mixture is jīva, the characteristics of the mixture from colour onwards to stages of spiritual development are considered as the attributes of the soul from the vyavahāra point of view. From the real point of view, the soul must be described in terms of upayoga (cognitive activity of knowledge and perception) which quality is inseparable from jīva. Even when the jīva becomes perfect through self-realisation this quality of upayoga will be inseparably present in it, in its complete form as kevala jñāna and kevala darsana.

The reconciliation between the vyavahāra point of view and the real point of view is effected by bringing in a popular illustration.

Pānthe mussantam jassiduna lōga bhanantī vavahārī
Pussānī eso pānha n y pānha mussade koī 115811

58 Seeing some one robbed on a road, ordinary people adopting the vyavahāra point of view, say “this road is robbed.” But really what is robbed is not the road.
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Similarly perceiving the colour which belongs to the material entities of *karma* and non-*karma*, which are found in association with *jīva*, the all-knowing *jīna* describes it from the *vyāvahāra* point of view, as the quality of the soul.

Thus are smell, taste, touch, figure, etc., predicated (of the soul) from the *vyāvahāra* point of view by the All-knowing

Why there is no intrinsic identity between *jīva* and *varṇa*, soul and colour, is explained next.

So long as *jīvas* have embodied existence in the world of *samsāra*, attributes of colour etc., are present in them The moment they liberate themselves from the *samsaric* bondage, these characteristics such as colour, etc., have absolutely no relation to them.
and colour is one of mere association and not of identity. If in spite of this, it is obstinately maintained that there is an intrinsic identity between jīva and varṇa it will lead to an erroneous attitude as is indicated next.

62 If you maintain that all these modes pertain to the soul itself then according to you there would be no difference whatsoever between soul and non-soul.

**Commentary**

Dravya and guna, substance and quality, have been described to be inseparable from each other and intrinsically identical. What differentiates one substance from another is the difference of qualities. Colour, taste, smell, etc., are the intrinsic qualities of matter, just as cognitive qualities are the intrinsic qualities of jīva or soul. If it is perversely maintained that the qualities of colour, taste, etc., are also the qualities of jīva, then there will be no fundamental difference between jīva and pudgala, a soul and matter. Since the qualities are identical in both, the underlying substance will become the same in nature, that is jīva having identical physical qualities and hence becoming identical with matter will cease to be an independent category as a jīva or soul. The whole scheme of things will then become all-devouring materialistic monism.

But if it is maintained that the identity between colour, taste, etc., and jīva or soul is true only in the case of the samsāra jīva or empirical Self, even then it will lead to an erroneous position which is pointed out next.

63 Aha samsāratthānām jīvānām tujjha honti vannādī
Tamā samsāratthā jīva rūvittamāvannā
If, as you maintain, the *samsāra-jīvas*, the empirical egos, are identical with the characteristics of colour, etc, then these empirical souls will be endowed with physical forms.

Evam poggaladavvam jīvo tāha lakkanena mūdhamadi
Nīvānamuvaga do vi ya jīvattam poggalo patto

64 If, according to thy philosophy, O Thou deluded one, (soul gets physical form) then it is matter that assumes the form of *jīva* in *samsāra* and it is again the very same matter that figures in *nirvāṇa*, the state of liberation of the soul.

**COMMENTARY**

Thus it is maintained that even in the *samsāric* state, there is no identity between the soul and the physical qualities of colour, etc.

If there is no identity between *jīva* and the qualities of colour etc, then how is it possible to describe *jīva* according to the different stages of sense-development as *ekendriya-jīva* or one-sensed organism, etc? The point is cleared up in the next two *gāthās*.

Ekkam cha donnu tinниya chattāri ya pamcha indiyā jīvā
Bādara-pajjattidāra paydio nāmakammassa

65 Living beings with one, two, three, four, and five senses, gross and fully developed and their opposites (minute and undeveloped) are all determined by the nature of *nāma karma* or body-building *karma*. 
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CHAPTER II

66 These classes of living beings are the result of karmic matter which constitute their operative cause. How can these physical products be identified with soul?

COMMENTARY

In reality there is no fundamental difference between cause and effect, for example, gold-leaf which is made of gold is of the nature of gold and nothing else. Similarly the various jiva-sthāna or classes of living beings are the result of nāma karmas, the physical conditions which determine the building up of the body. Since the causal conditions are physical in nature, their products must also be physical. Hence they cannot be really identified with the nature of the soul.

67 Completely developed, incompletely developed, minute and gross, all these modifications pertaining only to the body are given the appellation of jīva in the scripture from the vyavahāra point of view.

COMMENTARY

Paryāpta and aparyāpta are terms applied to organisms, fully developed or incompletely developed. These attributes apply to all organisms in general. Sukshma and bādara, minute and gross, are attributes applicable only to ekendriya jīvas or one-sensed
organisms Sūkṣhma ekendriya jīvas are the microscopic organisms present in earth, water, air, etc. Bādara ekendriya jīvas are the plants and trees of the whole botanical world. These two types of ekendriya jīvas are also called sthāvara jīvas, living organisms incapable of locomotion or stationary beings. The types of organisms beginning with the two-sensed organisms are called trasa jīvas, organisms capable of locomotion. All these are various terms describing the bodily differences and yet they are used as names of jīvas. The commentators explain this practical point of view with a popular illustration. Ordinarily, a vessel containing ghee is called a ghee-pot. The pot is made of clay and it is called a ghee-pot because it is used to keep ghee in it. The name of the contained article is transferred to the container, the pot of clay from the practical point of view in order to distinguish it from a water jug or a milk jug. In the same practical way, the various organic bodies get the name of the jīvas, which are associated with them. This transfer of nomenclature of the jīva to the body is only from the vyāvahāra point of view.

Mohanakammassudaya du vannidā je ime gunatthānā
tē kahā havanti jīvā je nichchamache dana vuttā (68)
Mohanakarmāṇa udvātā bhūṣṇitāti yatīmamāti gūnanṭānaṇāti
tañi kath bhūvanatī jīvā yatī nītyamāchetānaṇỨyantānāti (68)

The stages of spiritual growth are stated to be due to the (mohaniya) deluding karmas which are permanently (achetana) non-intelligent. How can they be identified with soul?

**Commentary**

The various stages of spiritual development called gunasthānas are based upon the varying influence of mohaniya karma which manifests in two different ways. One method of its influence is to interfere with the correct perception of reality on account of which it is called dāsana mohaniya, deluding the right perception. The other way of its influence is perverse conduct on account of which it is called chañtra mohaniya. The various gunasthānas...
which are the results of the varying operations of this *mohatyā
dharma*, must maintain the relation of cause and effect. As already
mentioned, cause and effect must be identical in nature. Wheat
when sown will produce wheat alone and not paddy. In the same
manner, the operative cause being material, the effect it produces
must also be material. Hence the *gunasthānas* must be recognised
to be distinctly material in nature. Hence these cannot be taken
as attributes of the soul. Neither the characteristics of the body
nor the emotions and feelings of inner consciousness of the
empirical Self can really be attributes of *suddha jīva* or Pure Self.

**THUS ENDS THE CHAPTER ON AJĪVA PADĀRTHA**

The two previous chapters constitute the two different scenes
of the First Act of the great Cosmic Drama, in which the two
actors Jīva and Ajīva appear on the stage. The Ego, the living
and intelligent, and the non-Ego, non-living and non-intelligent,
first appear on the stage forgetting their self-identity, clasp each
other as infatuated lovers and behave as if they were identical
with each other. But after recognising their distinctness and
difference in nature, they become chastened from their delusion of
false identity and depart from the stage.

Thus ends the First Act of the Drama.

**CHAPTER III**

**KARTA AND KARMA — THE DOER, AND THE DEED**

Dealing with the remaining seven *padārthas* such as (*puṇya,
papa, etc.*) virtue, vice, etc., the author wants to emphasise once
again that these seven *padārthas* are but the resultant secondary
*padārthas* of the interaction of the two primary *padārthas*, *jīva
and *ajīva*, which are dealt with already. These two reappear
again on the stage in different forms as agent and his action,
*karta* and *karma*.
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Jāva na vēdi visēsam param tu ādāsavāna dohunampī
Annānī tāva du so kohādisu vattade mivō (69)

69 As long as the jīva or soul does not recognise that the entities, ātma and āsrava—Self and karmic inflow—are absolutely different from each other, so long will he remain devoid of knowledge and will identify himself with baser emotions of anger, etc.

Kohadisu vattantassa tassa kammasa sanchavo hōdi
Jīvassevam bandho bhāṇido kalu savvadarashīhī (70)

70 That jīva which thus indulges in anger, etc., will only have an increased inflow of karmas and finally end with karmic bondage. Thus was it truly declared by the All-knowing.

Commentary

Ignorance of the distinction of the true nature of the Self and of the other alien entities is the root cause of the trouble. The Self forgetting its pure nature imagines himself to be other than what he really is. He identifies himself with baser emotional experiences such as, “I am angry.” This vitiated state of experience leads to the attraction and deposit of karmic molecules in the Self. The Self behaves like a person bismeared with oil all over the body walking through a cloud of dust. Dust particles get easily deposited all over the oily surface of his body. So the Self, ignorant of his own nature, provides the necessary condition for attracting the karmic particles which, when accumulated, permeate the whole nature of the soul thus clouding the intrinsic spiritual luminosity of the Self. This means karmic bondage. This karmic bondage in its turn produces the samsāric cycle of births and deaths, which is the inevitable career of the un-
enlightened Ego. Thus the unenlightened Ego imagines himself to be the agent of all disturbances which take place in the inner series of consciousness and outer scheme of things. Thus appears the drama of the deluded Self in the form of karta and his karma, agent and his action.

As soon as the absolute difference between ātma and āsrava is appreciated by jīva, bondage ceases to be

COMMENTARY

Just as the absence of discriminative knowledge is the root-cause of bondage in samsara, the appearance of true knowledge has the opposite result of dissolution of bondage and disappearance of samsara.

Just as water gets muddy through association with clay, the āsravas, because of association with impurities, are impure. But the Bhagavān Ātma, because of his eternal association with the absolutely clear nature of chit or intelligence, is perfectly pure. Asravas being physical modes are non-intelligent and hence of contrary nature. But the Lord Ātma is eternally of
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the nature of knowledge and hence uncontaminated by an alien characteristic Āsravas, because they always are productive of unpleasant experience, cause misery. But Bhagavan Ātma, in his state of eternal bliss, cannot be the causal agent of any thing else and much less be the cause of misery. Hence āsrava is impure, achetana and the cause of misery, whereas the ātma, is always, pure, chetana and the cause of eternal bliss. Their natures thus being fundamentally different, the jīva that possesses the discriminative knowledge naturally abstains from the āsravas, such as anger, etc. The discriminative knowledge thus leading to abstention from the impure āsravas is emphasised here, for otherwise, the Jaina point of view would be indistinguishable from that of the Sāṅkhya. According to the Sāṅkhya, viveka-jnāna, the discriminative knowledge, constitutes the summum bonum of life. But according to the Jaina thought right knowledge must necessarily lead to right conduct and only then it will lead to moksha or Liberation.

Ahamēkko kalu suddho ya nimmamo nānadamsana samaggō
tāhā tūdō tāṃchītō saṅve ēde ēkhy jñēmi ॥७३॥

Ahamēkko kalu suddho ya nimmamo nānadamsana samaggō
tāhā tūdō tāṃchītō saṅve ēde ēkhy jñēmi ॥७३॥

73 I am really one, pure, without the sense of ownership or "mine-ness" and full of complete knowledge and perception. Firmly resting in the true consciousness of such a Self, I shall lead all these āsravas such as anger, etc, to destruction.

Commentary

The Pure Self provided with discriminative knowledge resting on its own innate perfection of consciousness is able to destroy all those āsravas, alien psycho-physical characteristics with which he identified himself in the empirical state. Next it is stated that the āsravas which are intrinsically undesirable and are the products of evil should be abstained from.
Knowing them, bound as they are to the soul, to be impermanent, evanescent, unprotected and misery in their nature and also to be misery as their fruit in future (the Self) abstains from them.

**Commentary**

The realisation of the Self and the disappearance of the āsravas are interdependent and simultaneous. The moment the Self realises its true nature, the cloud of āsarvas gets dispersed. The moment this cloud of āsravas gets dispersed, the Self shines in all its glory. Thus both are causally inter-dependent and the events occur simultaneously.

*Adruva* means impermanent and extremely momentary like a flash of lightening. The āsravas may appear at one moment and disappear at the next. This characteristic is indicated by the word ādruva, non-persisting.

The term *anitya* implies the quality of vanishing like temperature in a fever patient which may vary and finally disappear altogether. As against these attributes of āsravas, the *suddha jīva* or the Pure Self is *druva* constant and permanent, and *nitya*, unchanging and eternal. Similarly the āsravas, since they are produced in the soul by alien conditions, are really *asarana* or unprotected, since they are dependent upon something other than themselves. Not so is the *suddha jīva* or Pure Self, since it is self-conditioned and hence undisturbed by anything else. The āsravas such as desire and hatred, constitute the misery in life. They are not only misery by nature, they carry with them the misery-producing potency through their association with *samsāric jīva* which has to experience the same misery even in its future births. But the *suddha jīva*, the Pure Self, not only
shines with its intrinsic brilliance of knowledge but also rests in its own inalienable state of eternal bliss. Certainly the Self who knows his greatness and glory will never think of identifying himself with the impure and misery-producing āsravas.

Kammassa ya parināmam nokammassaya taheva parināmam
Na karedi yeda mādā jo jānayi so havadi nāni

75 The Self does not produce any modifications in karmic matter nor is the non-karmic matter. He who realises this is the real knower.

**Commentary**

Cause or kārana is mainly of two kinds upādāna kārana, substantive cause, and māttta kārana, external causal agency. Thus in the making of a pot, clay is the upādāna kārana and the potter is the māttta kārana. In the same manner modification in karma and modifications in non-karma have both, as their upādāna kārana, causal substance, the material particles. These modifications are built by material particles like the pot which is made of clay. This gātha therefore emphasises the fact that the various modifications of the karmic and non-karmic matter, cannot be explained as the result of the causal agency, of ātma, which by its chetana nature cannot be the upādāna kārana of the achetana material modifications.

Next the author points out that though the ātma perceives matter, it does not become identical with the object.
CHAPTER III

76 Material karmas are of various kinds. While in the process of knowing these, the knower neither manifests in, nor identifies with, nor causes the appearance of modifications of alien substance.

COMMENTARY

The karmic modifications which are of various kinds are really the result of the manifestations of karmic matter. Atma or Self because of its chetana nature cannot in any way be responsible for the karmic modifications. These cannot be described as the result of manifestations of the Self. Nor can they be identified with Self, nor their appearances be taken to be the result of this causal agency of the atma. In short the self cannot be the causal agent or karta of the various karmas. Thus the author emphasises that the relation between the knower and the object known is quite analogous to the relation between the light and the object illuminated. That is, the knower in the process of knowing the object does not transform himself into the nature of the object known. This refutes the idealistic theory of knowledge which maintains that the process of knowing creates the object known.

77 Modifications in the Self (as the result of karmic influence) are of various kinds. While in the process of knowing these the knower neither manifests in, nor identifies with, nor causes the appearance of modifications of alien substance.

COMMENTARY

The changes appearing in the consciousness of the empirical Self though different from the karmic materials, are really produced by the karmic influences, though indirectly. Hence the Pure
Self cannot consider these psychical modes to be the direct manifestations of his own nature. They must be traced to alien influence and hence cannot be identified with the nature of the Pure Self, though he is aware of them as objects of knowledge.

Nāvi parinamadī na gihādī vuppajjādī na paradavva pājāye
Nāni jānanto vi hū poggala kammaphalamantam ॥७॥

78 The (pleasant and the unpleasant) fruits of karmic materials are really infinite. While in the process of knowing these, the knower neither manifests in, nor is identified with, nor causes the appearance of these modifications of alien substance.

COMMENTARY

Pleasant and unpleasant experiences of the empirical Self are really the fruits of karmic influence which is material in nature. Thus realising the true origin of the fruits of karma, the Pure Self cannot call these his own. Nor can he identify himself with these. Here also it is emphasised that the knower is in no way causally related to the objects known.

Thus after rejecting the doctrine from the real standpoint that the atma or the Self is the causal agent in relation to modification of alien things as well as of the various impure psychic states, the author goes to establish a similar relation with reference to the matter that it also cannot stand as causal agent in relation to modification in the chetana entity, Self.

Nāvi parinamadī na gihādī vuppajjādī na paradavva pājāye
Poggaladavvam āhā parinamadī sayehim bhāvehime ॥७॥

79 Thus after rejecting the doctrine from the real standpoint that the atma or the Self is the causal agent in relation to modification of alien things as well as of the various impure psychic states, the author goes to establish a similar relation with reference to the matter that it also cannot stand as causal agent in relation to modification in the chetana entity, Self.

Nāpi parinamatī n gihāmaputhpātate n pravrajयeyē
Puddgalādavvam tatha parinamatī svakāmāvē ॥७॥
79 In the same way, matter also manifests characteristic material modifications. In reality it neither manifests in, nor is identical with, nor causes the appearance of modifications in (jīva) which substance is of alien nature.

**Commentary**

Just as the Self cannot be related to physical modifications as the upādāna kārana or substantial cause, so also matter cannot be related to psychical changes as their upādāna kārana. Neither jīva is the karta of karmas, nor matter is the karta of changes in the jīva. Thus there can be no identity between Self and matter, chetana dravya and achetana dravya.

Next it is pointed out that though Self and matter cannot be related to each other as material cause, still both may be related to each other as instrumental cause.

79 Jīvaparīṇāmaḥ hēdu kāmam poggala pariṇāmate
   poggalkarmāṇiśīta taheva jīvo vi paryānāmi.  ||80||

Jīvaparīṇāmaḥ hēdu kāmam poggala pariṇāmate
   poggalkarmāṇiśīta taheva jīvo vi paryānāmi.  ||80||

80 As conditioned by the modifications of jīva, the material particles get modified into karmas. Similarly, conditioned by the karmic materials, jīva also undergoes modifications.

80 Navī kūvvaḍi kammagune jīvo kammam taheva jīvagune
   Annonnanimittena du parnāmām jāna douhampi  ||81||

81 Jīva does not produce changes in the qualities of karma nor does karma similarly in the qualities of jīva. The modifications of those two, know ye, are the result of one conditioning the other as nīmattā kārana or instrumental cause.
For this very reason the Self is the substantial cause of his own modifications (both pure and impure), but is not the substantial cause of any of the modifications of karmic matter.

**Commentary**

As the modifications of jīva operate as the instrumental cause, material particles get modified as karmic molecules. Similarly when the material particles operate as instrumental cause, jīva undergoes modifications. Thus the modifications of jīva and the modifications of matter indirectly condition each other. The relation between the two groups cannot be interpreted as a sort of causal identity that holds good between an immanent cause and its corresponding effect. Hence the relation between the two groups of modifications is not one of karta and karma, agent and action, for instrumental cause is quite different from substantive cause. Just as clay is the cause of a pot and cannot be the cause of a cloth, so jīva is the causal agent of all his modifications and matter is the causal agent of all its modifications.

Next it is pointed out that from the real point of view the Self is the karta (agent) producing its own modifications and bhokta (enjoyer) of its own states.

\[\text{Nischchayanayassa evam āda appanameva hi karedi} \]
\[\text{Vedayādi puno tam cheva jāna atta du attaṇam} \]

83 For this very reason the Self is the substantial cause of his own modifications (both pure and impure), but is not the substantial cause of any of the modifications of karmic matter.

\[\text{Nischchayanayasse evam āda appanameva hi karedi} \]
\[\text{Vedayādi puno tam cheva jāna atta du attaṇam} \]

83 For this very reason the Self is the substantial cause of his own modifications (both pure and impure), but is not the substantial cause of any of the modifications of karmic matter.
83 Thus from the real point of view the Self produces only his own Self. Again, know ye, that the Self enjoys his own Self.

**Commentary**

When wind blows over the surface of water in a sea, it will produce waves on its surface, waves constituted by the rise and fall of water on the surface. These waves on the surface of water, though caused by the blow of wind are really modifications of the water surface and certainly are not of the air which produces it. Air is only the *mūrtta kārana* of the waves, while water is the *upādāna kārana*. Hence it is the ocean surface that undergoes modifications in the form of waves though indirectly determined by the blow of wind. Similarly *karmic* matter may operate as the instrumental cause and produce modifications in the Self. These modifications, though indirectly conditioned by *karmic* materials, are really the result of the manifestation of the Self either pure or empirical. The empirical Self as an embodied entity in the world of *samsāra* may undergo modifications of experience, pleasant or unpleasant, accordingly as the *karmic* conditions are good or bad. Since experience-changes are confined to the nature of consciousness, though indirectly determined by *karmic* materials, they are really the result of the manifestations of the Self. In other words, the Self is the agent who produces all these changes in his own nature. Even when the determining *karmic* materials completely disappear leaving the Self free to realise his true glory and brilliance, it is the Self alone again that is the causal antecedent of the liberated Self. The consequential experience of pleasure-pain in the empirical state and his eternal bliss in the liberated state are also the manifestations of the Self. Thus it is the Self that makes his own nature whether empirical or pure, as an agent or *karta* and it is again his own self either empirical or pure that is enjoyed by the Self as *bhoktā* or enjoyer.

Next from the *vyavahāra* point of view the Self is described as *karta* and *bhoktā*. 
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84 But from the vyavahāra point of view, the Self produces various types of karmic modifications in matter. Similarly the various fruits of karmic materials, the Self enjoys.

**Commentary**

Though the pot is really made of clay, in ordinary parlance it is made by the potter and is used for the purpose of bringing water. Thus the potter figures as the agent in making the pot and enjoyer by making use of it for different purposes. Similarly from the vyavahāra point of view, the Self is the agent who produces the various modifications of karmas out of the available material atoms. Having produced the karmic modification in the matter, the hedonic consequences of these karmic materials are enjoyed by the Self as bhōktā. Thus the relationship to karmic materials of Karta and Bhōktā, the Agent and the Enjoyer, which was denied of the Self from the real point of view, is reasserted from the vyavahāra point of view.

Next the author refutes dūnkriyāvāda, the doctrine that the same cause can produce two distinct effects.

85 If the ātma or Self produces these karmic materials (operating as upādāna karta or substantive cause) and enjoys the consequences thereof in the same manner, it will lead to the doctrine...
of a single cause producing two different effects, which will be in conflict with the Jaina faith

**COMMENTARY**

If what is taken to be true from the *vyavahāra* point of view, that the ātma is the agent and enjoyer of his own *karmas*, is also taken to be true from the absolute point of view, it will lead to a metaphysical error ātma is a *chetana* dravya or thinking substance, *karma*-pudgala, *karmic* materials, are as *chetana* dravya,—non-thinking substance The Jaina faith is distinctly a dualistic one *nīva* and *pudgala*, thinking thing and non-thinking thing, are entirely distinct from each other, intransmutable one to the other and completely self-subsistent If the Self, as an agent, is capable of producing modification not only in himself but also in *karmic* materials, operating identically in the same manner as *upadana* karta, then this causal agent must be credited with a potency to produce entirely two different effects and this doctrine of causation is what is called *dvākriya-vādā*—the doctrine which is rejected by the Jaina philosophy According to Jaina metaphysics, two distinct and conflicting effects cannot be produced by identically the same cause nor, conversely, can the identically same effect be produced by two entirely distinct causes The attempts to derive both *chetana* and *achetana* entities from the same cause would result in making the original cause in itself to be either *chetana* or *achetana* If it is identified with the *achetana* effect, the *chetana* Self will cease to be If it is identified with the *chetana* entity, then matter *achetana* will cease to be In either case it would be a metaphysical error The Vedānta doctrine which tries to derive both the Self and the external objects from the same source of *chetana* dravya, Ātman or Brahman, must end in *māyavāda*, which condemns objective reality as unreal and illusory

Conversely the attempt to derive the Self from the operation of the *achetana* matter as the Chārvākas do, must enthrone the physical world in the sovereignty of reality and dismiss the ātma, *chetana* dravya, as fictitious and unreal Neither of the conclusions is acceptable to the Jains
The same doctrine of *dukṣṛyāvāda* is again condemned with reasons.

Jahna Ṛu abhāva pogaḷābhāva ṛ dovi kūvati. _TOUCHED_HERE_ Tena Ṛ u michchāḍitī ṛ doκīryāvādīṇo hōti (86)

Jahadu attabhavam poggalabhavam eha dovi kuvvantī Tena du michchaditthī dokīryavādino hoti

86 Because they make the modifications of Self as well as modifications of matter to be effects of the same identical ātma of the Self (operating as upādana cause) the believers in that doctrine of causation (which derives the conflicting effects from the same source), are said to be of erroneous faith.

Next the author describes the two-fold nature of *karma*:

1. *Dravya-karma* of which material *karmic* particles form the upādana cause
2. *Bhāva karma* of which Self is the *upadana* cause.

Michchattam puna duvih ājīvam jīvāvijvam taheva annanam Avirati gogo mohō kohādiyā ime bhava (87)

87 Erroneous faith is of two kinds One pertaining to *jīva* or Soul and the other pertaining to *ajīva* or non-soul Similarly the following modes are also of two kinds Nescience, non-discipline, yoga (of thought, word and deed) delusion, anger, etc.

**Commentary**

The doctrine of *karma* according to Jaina philosophy implies two different aspects The various modifications of *karmic* materials cloud the nature of the soul by getting entangled with it Consequently upon this *karmic* entanglement, the soul gets vitiated and thus manifests itself in various impure psychic
modes corresponding to the *karma* materials. The *karma* materials are called *dravya karmas* and the consequent psychic changes, *bhāva karmas*. Since the *karmas* are constituted by material particles, they are *ajīva* and *achetana*, non-living and non-thinking. Since the *bhāva karmas* are modifications in the consciousness of the Self, they pertain to *jīva* and *chetana*, and hence living and thinking. This distinction between *dravya* and *bhāva* is considered very important and it is applied to the various forms of experiences narrated in this *gāthā*. Thus *mithyāva*, which means erroneous belief, not merely implies the psychic activity which results in erroneous thought but also the physical *karma* conditions of a particular type capable of producing erroneous belief in consciousness. This two-fold nature is present in other modes also. Thus we have *dravya ajñāna* and *bhāva ajñāna*, the former referring to the *karma* materials of a particular kind capable of interfering with the process of right cognition, and the latter the consequential effect produced in the consciousness. This distinction of *dravya karma* and *bhāva karma* is to be applied similarly in the other cases also.

This two-fold nature of *karma* should not be confounded with the doctrine of *dvākryāvāda* which has been rejected though there is an apparent similarity between the two *karma* in the forms of *dravya karma* and *bhāva karma*, the material and psychical respectively, may be erroneously assumed to be two different effects of the same causal substance, *karma*. But in reality there is no such common substance called *karma* capable of producing the two kinds of *karma* effect. As a matter of fact *dravya karma* has matter as its *upādāna* cause, and *bhāva karma* has the Self as the *upādāna* cause. Hence the two *karmas* have two different causes. Hence this doctrine of *karma* is distinct from the *dvākryāvāda*.

In relation to the duality of *karma* the author explains next what is related to *jīva* and what is related to *ajīva*.

*Poggalakammam* micchā jōgo abiradī aprāṇasamaṇjīvā
ubōjōgo aprāṇa abiradī micchā ca jīvo du II 88 II

Poggalakammam muchcham jogo aviradi annamamajjīvām
Uvavōgo annam am aviradi muchcha mcha jīvo du (88)
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88 Being of the nature of karmic matter, erroneous faith, yoga (of thought, word and deed), non-discipline, and nescience, pertain to ajīva—non-soul Being of the nature of Self (upayoga) nescience, non-discipline, erroneous faith, pertain to soul

**Commentary**

Because of this two-fold aspect of the karmas, each must be called by different names, jīva-mithyātva when the bhāva aspect is emphasised, and the ajīva-mithyātva when the dravya aspect is emphasised. Similarly such different names are to be applied to the rest of the modes from the different aspects.

उवावोगस्स अणां परिणामातिनिणिमोहज्जुत्तस्स ।

मित्यात्व अणानं अविरद्धिभावो य गणाद्वो ॥८९॥

Uvavogassa anāi parinama tinnimohā juttassa
Michchattam annanam aviradī bhavo ya nadavoo (89)

उपयोगस्यानाद्य परिणामास्त्रयो मोहन्युक्त्यः

मित्यात्वमज्ञानमविरिभवश्च जनात्वः ॥८९॥

89 The Self of the nature of upayoga (pure thought and perception) associated with delusion from beginningless eternity undergoes three different kinds of (corrupt) modifications. Let it be understood that these three are wrong faith, wrong knowledge, and wrong conduct.

**Commentary**

The Self by itself is perfectly pure and flawless like a clear crystal. But this clear crystal will put on the colour of the object which is attached to its surface. Its surface will appear blue or green or yellow accordingly as a betal leaf, a plantain leaf, or a golden leaf is tacked on to it. The clear crystal appears coloured in different ways because of the associated objects. Similarly the Self in itself pure and clear puts on the characteristic of the associated objects in this cause, mohanīya karma. The karmic association is throughout the beginningless infinity of time.
On account of this association, the nature of the Self is corrupted and this corrupt nature appears in three forms, wrong faith, wrong knowledge, and wrong conduct. This must go on so long as the association of the alien matter persists, when the tie to the alien characteristics is broken, when the corrupt modifications disappear, the Self will regain its flawless nature and shine in its pristine purity and glory.

एदेसु य उव्रोगो तिबिहो सुद्रो गिरजणो भावो।
ज सो करेदि भाव उव्रोगो तस्स सो कता।॥९०॥
Edesu ya vuvavogo tiviho suddho nuranjano bhavo
Jam so karedi bhavam vuvogo tassa so katta

एतेपु चोपयोगित्विवध शुद्धो निरज्जनो भाव।
य स करोति भावमुपयोगस्तस्व स कर्त्त।॥९०॥

90 The Self of the nature of upayoga, in himself, pure and flawless, when influenced by these three different forms of karmic materials, operating as nimmata cause, undergoes correspondingly three different impure modifications for which the Self in impure form figures as upadana (or substantive cause).

COMMENTARY

The Self as influenced by foreign karmic materials has corresponding psychic modifications, for which he maintains the relationship of agent or karta. The relationship of karta and karma, thus holds good between the empirical Self and the impure experience associated with it. Thus once again the author emphasises that the three-fold corrupt modifications, though started by the operation of karmic materials as nimmata kārana, are still due to the empirical Self as upādāna kārana.

ज कुणदिभावमादा कता सो होदि तस्स भावस।
कर्ममत्व परिणमदे तस्मह सयऽपोगल द्वस्॥९१॥
Jam kunadi bhavamāda katta so hodi tass bhavassa
Kammattam parinarme tamhari sayam poggalam dawvam (91)

य करोति भावमात्मा कर्त्ता संभवति तस्य भावस।
कर्मरत्न परिणमते तस्मिन्न स्वयं पुद्गल द्वम्म्॥९१॥

91 Whatever impure modifications the Self engenders.
(by relinquishing his own pure nature) to those modifications he becomes the *karta* or the agent. These impure psychic modifications operating as instrumental cause, matter assumes of its own accord the corresponding *karmic* modifications.

**COMMENTARY**

Thus it is emphasised that *ātma* or Self is only an instrumental cause, *nmedita kārana* and not substantive cause, *upādāna kārana*, of the various material *karmas*.

**Paraṣāparaṇaṇa kūrṇaṇī apāraṇa piya pār karanto so.**

*Paraṣāparaṇaṇa kūrṇaṇī apāraṇa piya param kāranto so.*

**Annannamavo jīvo param karanto so.**

That ignorant Self which makes non-self, Self, and the Self non-self, becomes *karta* or causal agent of those various *karmas*.

**COMMENTARY**

The Self ignorant of his true nature is incapable of differentiating himself from the external objects He readily assumes the qualities of the external objects and equally transfers his own attributes to the external objects On account of this transposition of attributes or *adhyāsa*, the Self puts on the qualities which really belong to matter For example the temperature variation of the environment of being hot and cold is transferred to himself by an ordinary man who will say I am hot or I am cold Similarly the feelings of affection and hatred are attributes relating to *karmic* matter and yet the ignorant ego will feel identical with these attributes and say, "I desire," "I hate," "I am angry, etc." Thus vitiated by ignorance the Self figures as the *karta* or the agent in relation to the various alien characteristics.
Paramappanama kuvvi appanam piya param akuvvanto
So nanamavo jivo kammānamakaragā hodi । (93)

परमात्मानमकुव्वंतवात्मानमि च परस्कुर्वन् ।
स ज्ञानमयो जीव कर्मणामकारको भवति ॥९३॥

93 That knowing Self which does not make non-self, Self and the Self, non-self, does not become the karta or causal agent of those various karmas.

COMMENTARY

This gāthā emphasises the importance of discriminative knowledge. Realisation of the true characteristics of the Self as different from those of non-self, results from the disappearance of ajñāna. That is identical with samyak jñāna or Right knowledge, and this samyak jñāna or Right knowledge leads to moksha or liberation of the Self. In short ajñāna, is said to be the cause of bondage, and samyak jñāna, the cause of moksha.

तिविधो एसुवाहोगो अपविषयय करेदि कोधोह ।
कत्ता तत्सुवाहोगस्स होदि सो अत्तमावस्स ॥९४॥

Tiviho yesovavogo appaviyappam karedi kodhoham
Katta tassuvavogassa hodi so attabhavassa । (94)

तिविष एष उपयोग आत्मविकल्प करोति कोधोह ।
कत्ता तस्योपोष्यस्य भवति स आत्मभावस्स ॥९४॥

94 Thus the Self whose nature is upayoga, manifests (as conditioned by corresponding karmic pratyayas) in three different impure forms (of wrong faith, wrong knowledge, and wrong conduct) produces false identity (of Self with impure emotions) such as 'I am angry.' He becomes the upādāna karta or the causal agency for those impure experiences of that empirical ego.

COMMENTARY

This statement is equally applicable to the other grosser emotions, as pride, delusion, etc.

तिविधो एसुवाहोगो अपविषयय करेदि धस्मादी ।
कत्ता तत्सुवाहोगस्स होदि सो अत्तमावस्स ॥९५॥
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Thus the Self whose nature is upayoga, manifests (as conditioned by corresponding karmic pratyayás) in three different impure froms (of wrong faith, wrong knowledge, and wrong conduct) produces false identity (of Self with external objects) such as ‘I am dharmaśākya (principle of motion).’ He becomes the upādāṇa karta or the causal agency for those impure experiences of that empirical ego.

**Commentary**

The Self, on account of ignorance, imagines himself to be identical with alien characteristics which may be of two kinds, 1 internal relating to empirical consciousness, 2 external relating to the objective world The Self, forgetting his pure nature may identify himself with either of these groups The previous gāthā describes the false identity of the Self with the inner impure and other psychic states relating to the empirical consciousness This gāthā refers to the relation of the Self to the external world of things and persons The external world according to Jaina metaphysics consists of other jīvas, pudgala, dharma, adharma, ākāsa, and kāla jīva and pudgala, Soul and Matter, being the chief actors in the drama, their various alliances have been already dealt with in their different aspects Hence the author uses the word dharma’s, dharma, etc., merely to indicate the objective world as distinguished from the subject or the ego A glance at the Upanishadic literature will provide a sufficiently large number of illustrations of identifying the Self erroneously with the external objects and persons There the Ātman and the Brahman are used synonymously and this Ātman or Brahman is identified with ākāsa or space, kāla or time Sometimes it may be identified with the Sun and the Moon and the rest of the bhūtas such as Earth, Air, Fire and Water Such false identifications of Ātman with non-Ātman was prevalent
and in abundance in the Upanishadic period. Evidently the author is thinking of such metaphysical doctrines when he speaks of the Self identifying with abhārmādi Sankara who appears in the field several centuries later adopts exactly a similar attitude and condemns such identification as examples of adhyāsa* or erroneous transposition of attributes.

One other point we have to note here which is of epistemological interest is the relation of the Knower to the object of knowledge. According to Jaina theory, though the object known is related to the Knower, still it is entirely independent and self-substantive. Its nature can by no means be interfered with. The idealistic systems both in India and Europe maintain that the object of knowledge is not only known by the agent, but is also constructed by the knowing agent in the act of knowing. Thus the object of knowledge is practically derived from the creative activity of the knowing agent. The knowing Self or ego is thus credited with the capacity of producing the external world out of itself in the process of knowing. Such an idealistic monism is incompatible with Jaina metaphysics. Probably the author was thinking of this erroneous metaphysical doctrine when he condemned the false identity of the Self with the external objects.

एव पराणि द्विवाणि अप्पय कुणदि मदबुधीजो।
अप्पाण अवि य पर करेदि अणाणमवें।।९६१।।
Evan paraṇi davvanī appayam kunadi mandabuddhivno
Appanam kaviyaparam karedi annanabhavena (96)

एव पराणि द्विवाणि आत्मान करोति मदबुधिस्तु।१२
आत्मानमपि च पर करोति अज्ञानभवेन ।।९६१।।

96 Thus a person of dull intellect (bahārātman) takes alien things to be Self and through sheer ignorance takes the Self also to be alien things.

*The term Adhyasa is first used by Amritachandra the Comentator of Samayasara. This term is not found in the upanished but is adopted by Sankara in his Bashya.
The Self out of ignorance, not realising its own pure nature, may identify itself either with the impure emotions and ideas of inner consciousness or with the external objects of knowledge. In both these cases the ignorant Self figures as the agent. It may either imagine that anger, love, fear, etc., are its own attributes or that the external things such as dharma, etc. are of its own nature. The commentators explain both these erroneous beliefs through illustrations. A possessed person identifies himself with the spirit possessing him and behaves exactly as if that spirit is acting. He is able to carry out certain extraordinary deeds such as carrying a heavy stone or a heavy log of timber through the influence of the spirit and yet he thinks that he performs all these deeds. Anger, fear, affection, etc. are all emotions due to alien influence and yet an ignorant person takes these to be his own just as a possessed individual imagines himself to be the agent of the extraordinary feats of strength exhibited by him. Secondly a person concentrating his attention upon an object of thought very intensely may end in identifying himself with that object. On account of the intensity of concentration on the object, he may forget to notice the difference between the Self attending to and the object attended to. He may cry in illusory joy, ‘I am that object’ ‘I am Mahāmahisha, the great and powerful animal (Buffalo) I am Garuda, the king of Birds, I am Kāmadēva, the god of Love, I am Agni, the fire (evidently taken from Vedic mantras)’. This false identification of the Knower and the object known as the result of intense concentration is given as an illustration for the ignorant identification of the Self with the external categories such as space, time, dharma, adharma, etc. Both these notions of identity are condemned as erroneous, since they are alien to the pure nature of the Self.
97 The Self on account of ignorance, figures as the agent of the various *karmas*. Thus it is declared by the knowers of reality. Whoever realises this truth gives up all causal agency (relating to alien things).

**Commentary**

This *gāthā* emphasises that it is ignorance which is the cause of making the Self *karta*, an agent causing all alien characteristics and, conversely, it is knowledge that leads to complete sevence of the Self from alien activities and attributes.

Thus, from the real point of view after denying that the Self is the *karta* of alien states, the author next asserts that it can be so from the *vyavahāra* point of view.

98 From the *vyavahāra* point of view, the Self constructs external objects such as a pot, a cloth, and a chariot. In the same manner he builds within himself the various types of sense-organs, *karmic* materials and (body-building) non-*karmic* materials.

**Commentary**

The Self in reality neither constructs any external objects nor produces internal modifications. The belief that he does so is associated with the ordinary man who thinks so from the *vyavahāra* point of view.
99 If the Self were in reality the producer (as \textit{upādāna karta} or substantive cause) of those alien substances, then he must be of the same nature, as it is not so, he cannot be their author.

\textbf{Commentary}

\textit{Jīva} and \textit{pudgala}, Self and matter are two distinct substances, so different in nature that one cannot be derived from the other as a result of manifestations. If the \textit{karma} matter could be obtained as a result of the manifestations of \textit{jīva}, then there must be complete identity between the evolving entity and the evolved product. Since it is not so in this case, the relation of causal manifestations cannot be predicated between \textit{jīva} and \textit{pudgala}. Thus it is denied that the Self can be the \textit{upādāna karta} or substantive cause of material things.

In the next \textit{gāthā} it is pointed out that he cannot be even the immediate instrumental cause of material things.

\begin{quote}
\textit{Jīvo na karedi ghadam neva sesage davve}
\textit{Joguvavoga uppadaga ya so tesim havadi katta} (100)
\textit{Jīvo na karoṭi ṣaṇṭ nāva pat nāva kṣendkaṭi ṭrvayāṇa}
\textit{Yoṇopayogāvutpādakā rī tvaṃbhāvita kṛtā} (100)
\end{quote}

100 The Self (even as an instrumental cause or \textit{nimitta karta}) does not directly make a pot, nor cloth, nor other things, they are produced by \textit{yoga} and \textit{upayoga} (operating as \textit{nimitta karta} or instrumental cause) of which he is the cause.

\textbf{Commentary}

The term \textit{yoga} is used to denote bodily activity and \textit{upayoga} mental activity. In a former \textit{gāthā} the Self was described as the maker of a pot, cloth, etc from the \textit{vyavahāra} point of view. Even this position is rejected here. The Self has no direct
relation to the pot or the cloth. The potter or the weaver or the carpenter must use his hands for making a pot, a cloth, or a chariot and must make use of his mind for constructing designs before executing them. Thus the external objects are the direct result of the bodily and mental activity of the maker. Hence what makes the pot or the cloth is not the spiritual entity, the Self. The Self is directly related to the bodily and mental activities, yoga and upayoga, which in their turn are able to make external objects operating as nmitta karta, instrumental cause. Thus it is pointed out that the Self cannot even be the nmitta karta of external objects except through the instrumentality of his own body and mind.

Jñānavarana, the knowledge-obscuring karma, is here taken as a type of karma. What is true of this karma, must be taken as true in the case of the remaining karmas also. What is asserted here is that the knowledge-obscuring karma, jñānavarana karma, is but the modification of the material particles which are suitable to build up the structure of karma. Such particles of matter are called karna-prayoga-pudgala-paramanus—the primary atoms fit to make the karmic particles. Thus the various karmas are but the modifications of matter of which the Self, the Knower, cannot in any way be the substantive cause. For example milk may get transformed into curd, butters etc. The person who supervises the dairy operations is only the spectator of the various modifications of milk. Similarly the Self is only a spectator.
of the various processes by which the material particles get transformed into karmic particles One who knows these material changes and the nature of the pure Self, who is only a spectator of these changes is the real Jñāni, the Knower par excellence

ज भाव सुहमसुह करेदि आदा स तत्त्व खलु करता ।
त तस्म होदि कम्म सो तत्त्व दु वेदको अप्पा ॥१०२॥
Jām bhavam suhamasuham karedi āda sa tassa kalu katta
Tam tassa hodi kammam so tassa du vedago appa ॥१०२॥

102 Of whatever psychic disposition, good or bad, the Self is produced he is certainly the (substantive) cause That disposition becomes his karma or action and the Self enjoys the fruits thereof

COMMENTARY

Psychic disposition or bhāva is of three kinds, subha bhāva, asubha bhāva, and suddha bhāva, good disposition, bad disposition, and pure disposition beyond good and evil. The first two are the characteristics of the empirical Self which is subject to karmic bondage, and the third refers to the Self in his pristine purity Subha bhāva is associated with virtuous conduct or punya, and asubha bhāva is associated with evil or pāpa. The former may lead to happiness and the latter to misery. The third being beyond good and evil, transcends the worldly pleasure or pain and implies eternal bliss, characteristic of the transcendental Self. The psychic disposition both good and evil are modifications in the empirical Self, according to its ethical nature. Whether the Self be good or bad, it can only manifest in corresponding psychic dispositions and have nothing to do with karmic material modifications.

The author next explains the reasons why the Self cannot be the causal agent producing modifications in alien things

जी जहाँ गुणो द्वेषे सो अण्णस्त्वि दु ण सक्षमदि दबे ।
सो अण्णमस्कतो कह त परिणामद्र द्वय ॥१०३॥
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Jo jamhi guño davve so annamhi du na sankamadi davve
So annamasankatto kaha tam parinamaye davvam (103)
Yo yaśminū guṇo dṛḍhe sūraṇyasyaṁśtum nī sankamati dṛḍhe ।
Sūraṇyasyaṁśat kath tattparānāmāyati dṛḍhāmu ॥१०३॥
103 Whatever be the essential quality of a particular substance it cannot be transported to another substance of a different nature. Thus being non-transportable, how can the quality of one substance manifest as the quality of another substance?

Commentary

Jaina metaphysics recognises various dravyas or substances each with its own proper gunas or qualities. Thus jīva, the Self has its peculiar quality of chetana, and pudgala or matter its own quality achetana. The former is conscious and the latter is non-conscious. Similarly with the other dravyas. Since the quality of a substance is the result of the manifestations of the intrinsic nature of that substance neither the quality nor the substance can be separated from each other. Since the dravya and its guna are so inseparably united the guna of one dravya cannot be transferred to another dravya. Thus the gunas are non-transferrable, and the dravyas are non-transmutable. Thus the chetana dravya, the Self, cannot manifest as achetana dravya or matter. Conversely matter cannot manifest as Self.

द्वैगुणस्य य आदाण कुणादिपोवालमयस्वत्तो कम्ममस्थित ।
त समयस्य कह्स तस्तस सो कर्त्ता ॥१०४॥
Davva guṇassa ya āda na kunadi poggalamamahī kammamahi
Tam ubhayamakuvvanto tamhi kaham tassa so katta (104)
Dravyagunasya cha atma na karorati pudgalamay karanay ।
Tubhyamakur̥ṣṭaṁśatam kathā s karti ॥१०४॥
104 The Self does not influence the substance or the attributes of karma which are of material nature. Thus being incapable of influencing these two (aspects) of karmas, how can he be their upādāna karta (substantive causal agent)

Commentary

The clay out of which a pot is made has its distinct quality
The potter in making the pot, makes use of this substance with its own quality. In making the pot, he cannot be said to manifest in the form of pot. He is not the karta in that sense, though he makes the pot. He being a conscious spiritual entity, can in no way become achetana material pot. Similarly the Self, being a chetana entity cannot manifest into karmic forms of material nature. He is not the karta nor the causal agent producing those karmas. This indirectly refutes the metaphysical doctrine which derives the whole of the physical universe, as a manifestation of Paramātma or Brahman, who is by nature a pure chetana dravya.

jeevané kad karm bhance dharma jeevané katu karm bhance upacharamatrén 110511

105 When it is perceived that while the Self remains as the ground, the modification of karmic bondage appears (as consequence), it is figuratively said that the karmas are produced by the Self.

Commentary

The presence of the Self is merely a nimitta condition which produces in the karmic materials the various modifications of karma such as jñānavaraniya, darsanavaraniya, etc. Noticing this relation, the popular mind describes by a figure of speech that the Self is the karta or the agent of those karmic modifications. The commentators give an illustration. The presence of the sun in a particular position with reference to clouds may result in the formation of rainbow. This rainbow is associated with the clouds, though its appearance is consequent upon the sun remaining in a particular position. Similarly the presence of the Self results in modification of several karmas out of karmic materials present therein. In both the cases the causal agency is only figuratively true.
The author emphasises the same point by citing a popular illustration:

जोरोंहि कदे जुड़े राण ढँड ति जप्पे खोगो।
तह ववहारण ढँड गाणावरणादि जीवेन ॥१०६॥

Jodehım kade juddhe rayena kadantı jampade logo
Taha vavaharena kadam nanavaranadi jivena

(106)

योधि कुते युधे राजा कृतमिति जल्पते लोक।
तथा व्यवहारण कृत जानावरणादि जीवेन ॥१०६॥

106 When a war is waged by warriors, ordinary people say that the king is engaged in war, from the practical point of view. Similarly jñanavaraniya, etc., is said to be produced by the jīva or Self.

**Commentary**

*Karmas* like jñanavaraniya are the result of the operations of karmic materials. The Self or ātma is not directly responsible for these operations and yet he is spoken of as the causal agent producing these karmas. This statement is purely from the practical standpoint, and hence it should not be taken to be true from the absolute point of view. The practical point of view is explained by a simile which is obvious:

उपादेदि करर्दि य बधि परिषामादि गिस्त्रदि य।
आदा पोग्गल द्वे ववहारणयस्स वक्तव्व ॥१०७॥

Uppadehi karedya bandhadi partinamayadi ginhadi ya
Adā poggaladavwam vavaharanayasya vattawam

(107)

उत्पादयति करोति च बध्नारि परिषामयति गृहणारि च।
आत्मा पुद्गलाद्व्य व्यवहारयस्स वक्तव्वम् ॥१०७॥

107 It is stated from the practical point of view that the Self produces, shapes, binds, causes to modify, and assimilates (karmic) matter.

**Commentary**

*Utpadayati* implies the different formations of the different types of karmic matter out of the material particles suitable to such formations.
Kareti implies the shaping of these types in different intensity
Bandhnatis implies determining the duration of bondage and
their capacity to produce pleasure-pain experience
Parmāmayetis implies modifications in their nature on account
of which they may appear and produce effects or get withered
after having produced the results
Grihhnatis implies the process of attraction through which the
karmic materials are assimilated so as to fill the whole of the Self
The Self himself being pure is not responsible for any of these
operations and yet he is credited with these activities only from
the practical point of view

Jaha raya vavahara dosagunuppādāno tti āalaviḍo
Tahā jīvō vavahara dāvṣagunuppādāno bhāṇivā∥∥₁₀₈∥∥₁
Jaha raya vavahara desagnunuppadagotti alavido
Taha jīvo vavahara dāvṣagunuppada ago bhanido ₁₀₈∥∥₁
Vṛṣa raṣa vṛṣvaharađāvṣagunottpaṇāk etālaśāṇit
Tahā jīvō vṛṣvaharađā vṛṣvagunottpaṇāko bhāṇivā∥∥₁₀₈∥∥₁
₁₀₈ As a king is said to be, from the practical point of view,
the producer of vice or virtue (in his subjects), so also from the
practical point of view, the Self is said to be the producer of kar-
mic materials and their properties

COMMENTARY

Punya or pāpa, virtue or vice, are considered to be different
material modifications of karmic matter. Though they correspond
to the normal characteristics of the individual still they cannot
be considered to be produced by the Self, since the Self being a
chetana entity cannot produce achetana karmic material forms
If he is spoken of as a causal agent it is only metaphorically true

Samannapachya khalu chavuro bhāṇivātī bandhaktāro
Michchattam aviramanam kasayajoga ya bodhīvā∥∥₁₀₉∥∥₁
Samannapachya khalu chavuro bhānnanta bandhakattaro
Michchattam aviramanam kasayajoga ya bodhīvā ₁₀₉∥∥₁
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The general *karmic* conditions, *pratyayas*, are primarily four in number. They are said to be the immediate agents bringing about *karmic* bondage. These must be understood to be wrong belief, non-discipline, gross emotions, and *yoga* or psycho-physical structure, conditioning the activity of thought, word, and deed.

These stages (brought about by *uttara pratyayas* or subsidiary conditions) are really *achatana*, non-conscious, because they are brought about by the manifestation of material *karmas*, if really they are the immediate causal conditions producing the *karmas*, then the Self cannot enjoy their fruits.

---

109. The general *karmic* conditions, *pratyayas*, are primarily four in number. They are said to be the immediate agents bringing about *karmic* bondage. These must be understood to be wrong belief, non-discipline, gross emotions, and *yoga* or psycho-physical structure, conditioning the activity of thought, word, and deed.

110. Of these *pratyayas*, thirteen further subdivisions of secondary conditions (based upon *āsravās*) are mentioned, which are the various *gunasthānas* (stages of spiritual development) beginning from *mithyadrishī* or wrong believer, and ending with *sayoga kevals* (the perfect being still with *yoga* or psychophysical structure) conditioning the activity of thought, word, and deed.

---

[Notes and references provided at www.holybooks.com]
112 Because these conditions called gunasthānas produce karmas, therefore the Self is not their author. Only the conditions called gunasthānas produce the karmas.

COMMENTARY

The conditions which bring about bondage are of two kinds mūlapratyaya or primary conditions, and uttarapratyaya or secondary conditions. The former is of four sorts and the latter of thirteen as enumerated above. The pratyayas or conditions are material in nature, and hence achetana, non-conscious. They are mainly responsible for the various karmic modifications. Hence they constitute the karta of the various karmas, and not the Self. Thus the Self, being in no way the causal agent of the karmas, cannot be spoken of as the bhōkta or the enjoyer of the fruits thereof. Thus these pratyayas are said to be the immediate cause of the karmic modifications. Though the pure Self is not in any way responsible for these karmic modifications, the impure Self in samsāra may be said to be the remote causal agent of these karmas. Thus from the absolute point of view, the pure Self is neither karta nor bhōkta, neither the actor nor the enjoyer, whereas the impure empirical Self is both karta and bhōkta, doer and the enjoyer. Thus the Sāṅkhya conception of purusha, that he is only the enjoyer and not the doer of karmas, is rejected here. He who enjoys the karmas must also be its agent. If he is not the one, he cannot be the other. In his pure nature, the Self has neither aspects but in his impure form he has both the aspects.

Next the author states that jīva and pratyayas, the Self and karmic conditions are not absolutely identical.

Next the author states that jīva and pratyayas, the Self and karmic conditions are not absolutely identical.

Jaha jivassa anannuvavogo kohina vi tathā jadī anannī.  
Jīvassato jīvassā y ēvaṃ maṇḍaśāvatā 11.112.

Jiva jivassā apanāvavo kohi vi taha jadī anno.

Jivassajivassā ya yevamanannatta bhāvannam (I13)

Yādā jīvavavatā yāpi yantam yadā yadaṇak yādā jīvavavatā chāvavatā nāmam 911.113.

113 If anger is non-different from the Self, just as upayoga, then it must result in the identity of the Self with the non-self.
CHAPTER III

III.4 If the pratyayas or the karmic conditions, karmas (karmic modifications) and non-karmas (body building material particles) are identified with the Self (in an unqualified form) it will lead to the erroneous conclusion that whatever is Self is in reality non-self.

If the pratyayas or the karmic conditions, karmas (karmic modifications) and non-karmas (body building material particles) are identified with the Self (in an unqualified form) it will lead to the erroneous conclusion that whatever is Self is in reality non-self.

COMMENTARY

The intrinsic attribute of the Self is upayoga, cognitive activity. This intrinsic quality is therefore inseparable from the atma or the Self. But this Self loses its nature when it is in association with the achetana matter in samsāra. As a result of this combination, several psycho-physical modifications appear. Anger is one such modification. Since it is the result of association with matter, it is said to retain the attributes of its origin of being non-conscious. This non-conscious experience of the emotion of anger must be entirely distinct from the pure Self characterised by upayoga. Without noticing this fundamental difference, if anger or krodha is elevated to the privileged
position of *upayoga* and is considered as an intrinsic attribute of the Self, then the Self will be endowed with an *ashtetana* attribute and fundamental distinction between *jīva* and *ajīva* will vanish and with that *jīva* itself will disappear. In order to avoid such an inconvenient conclusion of denying the existence of the Self altogether if you hold that *krodha* or anger is entirely distinct from *jīva*, then you must consistently maintain a similar attitude with regard to the other material modifications such as *pratyayās, karmas* and *non-karmas*, since there is no difference in nature between these and *krodha* if *krodha* and *pratyaya* are absolutely different from the Self then there could be no possibility of association of the Self with *upādhis*. Therefore the author emphasises here that the *karmic upādhis* and the impure psychic states generated thereby are only partially different from the Self (and not absolutely)

Next the author points out what absurdity would result from maintaining that *pratyayās*, etc are absolutely different from *jīva*

> जीवेण ण सय बड्ढ ण सय परिणमदि कम्भावेण।
> जदि पोग्गलव्यमिण अपरिणामी तदा होदि॥१९६॥
> Jīve na sayam badham na sayam parinamadī kammabhāvena
> Jādi poggaladavvamānām apparināmā tadā hodi (116)
> जीवेण न स्वयं बड्ढ न स्वयं परिणमते कम्भावेण।
> यदि पुद्गलव्यमिणमपरिणामी तदा भवति॥१९६॥

116 If matter, in the form of *karmas*, is not of its own accord bound with the Self, nor of itself evolves into modes of *karma*, then it becomes immutable

> कम्मयवर्णाणासु य अपरिणमतीसु कम्भावेण।
> ससारस्स अभावो पसज्जेदे सखसमजे वा॥१९७॥
> Kamma yiya vagganasu ya aparinama ntisu kammabhāvena
> Samsarasse abhavo pasajjade sankhasamavo va (117)
> कार्मणंवर्णासु चापरिणममानासु कम्भावेण।
> ससारस्स्याभाव प्रसज्जति साखसमाजे वा॥१९७॥

117 If the primary *karmic* molecules do not transform themselves into various *karma* modes (associated with *jīva*)
then it will lead to the non-existence of *samsāra* as in the case of the Sānkhya system

> Jīvo pariṇāmayade poggaladāvavāni kammabhāvena.  
> Tam saya mapariṇāmantam kahamnu pariṇāmayadi cheda(118)

Jīvo pariṇāmayade pariṇāmam kammabhāvena.

> Ṭānaṁ svayamapi pariṇāmanāṇāṁ kathu pariṇāmaṁ vṛttaṁ.| 118.1|

118 If you maintain that it is the Self that transforms the primary *karmic* molecules into various *karmic* modes, then how is it possible for the Self who is a *chetana* entity to cause transformation in a thing which is by nature non-transformable

> Aha sayameva hi pariṇāmadi kammabhāvena poggalam dāvavam.

Aha sayameva hi pariṇāmadi kammabhāvena poggalam dāvavam.

> Jīve pariṇāmayade kammam kammattā midī michcha (119)  

Jīve pariṇāmayade kammam kammattā midī michcha (119).

> oṣṭ svayamew ṭī pariṇamate karmbhavem pūḍḍagaluḍdvyāni.  

> Jīve pariṇāmaṁvētai karm karmāṭvāni māñca. | 119.1|

119 Then it follows that matter of its own accord transforms itself into various modes of *karmas*. Hence it is false to maintain that *jīva* causes this transformation into *karmic* modes

> Niṣyasmā kammapi pariṇād karm ca hi hodi poggal Arte.  

Niṣyasmā kammapi pariṇād karm ca hi hodi poggal Arte.

> Taḥ tā pāṇāvarānāpi pariṇād muṇātu tachchev. | 120.1|

120 The primary *karmic* molecules which undergo transformation as various *karmic* modes are in reality material in nature. Know ye, then that the *karmic* modifications such as *jñānavaranīya*, knowledge-obscuring *karmas*, etc are also of similar nature.
COMMENTARY

Samsāra or concrete life implies embodied nature of the Self. This embodied existence of the empirical Self is primarily due to the association with karmic matter. This association with karmic matter is present through the career of the empirical Self. This karmic material which is associated with the Self throughout its samsāric life is made up of minute material particles. These minute material particles must constitute various types of material aggregates or types of karma. These various types or modes of karma get inextricably bound with the nature of the Self and this intimate association of Self with matter is called karmic bondage. These two processes of forming karmic aggregates from primary karmic molecules, and these aggregates binding themselves with the Self, are entirely the result of the manifestation of karmic molecules. If this tendency of matter to manifest itself into karmic modes is denied then there will be no karmas. When there are no karmas there is no karmic bondage and when there is no karmic bondage, the Self must remain pure and unsullied as in the case of the purusha in the Sāṅkhya philosophy. If the Self remains perfectly pure in himself, there is no chance for his embodied existence and no scope for samsāra. This is absurd as it is contrary to our experience. If in order to avoid this inconvenient conclusion, it is maintained that the Self by his own intrinsic potency, produces the transformation of karma types from primary material molecules and ties himself to these types of his own accord, then this leads to an equally impossible position. Matter itself being incapable of transformation cannot be forcibly made to undergo transformation by any alien influence. Hence it must be maintained that matter by nature is capable of transformation and it is this process of transformation which matter undergoes that results in the formation of various types of karmas such as jñānāvaraniya.

Thus in order to refute the Sāṅkhya point of view, the tendency to manifest is predicated of matter. Similarly the same attribute is said to be true of the Self in the following gāthās.
If according to your view the Self by himself is not bound by karmas and does not have emotional modifications such as anger, etc., then he must by nature remain non-manifesting.

The next gāthā says what is wrong if the Self remains incapable of manifestation.

If the Self does not of his own accord undergo emotional modifications such as anger, then empirical life or samsāra will cease to be. This would result in the Sānkhya view.

If you maintain that it is karmic matter, by its own potency, that causes in the Self emotional modifications such as anger, then how is it possible for matter to produce any modification in the Self which is by nature incapable of manifestation?

Aha sayamappa parinamadi koha bhavene esa de buddhi. Kohe parinamayade jivam kohe tama mida mishcha.
124 If it is your belief that the Self, without any extraneous influence, undergoes emotional modifications such as anger, then Oh disciple! your statement, “karmic matter of anger produces in the Self the emotion of anger,” becomes false

125 The Self in association with karmic material conditions of anger, has the emotion of anger, of pride, has the emotion of pride, of deceit, has the emotion of deceit, of greed, has the emotion of greed

**COMMENTARY**

The argument employed in the case of matter that it is capable of modification is repeated in the case of jiva. If the Self is by himself incapable of karmic bondage and is incapable of emotional modification of anger, he must remain pure and unchanging like the Sāṇkhya purusha. Hence there is no scope for samsāra. In order to avoid this conclusion, if matter is credited with potency to cause emotional modifications in the Self, then this problem will remain unanswered. How can matter in any way produce changes in an alien entity, the Self, which is taken to be unchangeable in nature? Hence it must be accepted that the Self is capable of undergoing emotional modifications when influenced by karmic materials operating as sāmīttaka condition.

126 Jam kunadi bhavamāda katta so hodi tassā bhavassā
Panissas dū panissasō apanissasō apanissas
Nanissa du nanamavo annanamaya ananissa
CHAPTER III

126° Into whatever mode the Self manifests himself, he is the upadāna karta substantial agent of that mode. If the manifesting agent is the Self with the right knowledge, then the corresponding mode will also be of the same nature, i.e., right knowledge. If the manifesting Self is of wrong knowledge, the corresponding mode in this case will be wrong knowledge.

COMMENTARY

If the Self is incapable of manifestation, then it is not possible to speak of psychic modifications either pure or impure.

अण्णाणमो भावो अणाणिणो कुणदि तेन कम्माणि।

Annamavo bhavo ananino kunadi tena kammani

Nanamavo nanissa du na kunadi tamha du kammani (127)

अज्ञानमयो भावोज्ञानिन करोति तेनकर्माणि।

Karma

The Self ignorant of his true nature, manifests in the form of wrong knowledge and through this wrong knowledge, he makes karmas. But the Self aware of his true nature has the manifestation of right knowledge and because of this right knowledge he does not make any karmas.

COMMENTARY

Thus it is made evident that the Self, who is ignorant of his true nature, identifies himself with alien objects and characteristics. Because of this erroneous identification or adhyāsa, he develops various impure dispositions which finally end in karmic bondage. But the Self with right knowledge realises his nature to be entirely distinct from alien things and attributes and hence never has any impure psychic experience. Thus remaining pure in himself, karmas do not approach him and hence no karmic bondage for him. He remains pure and perfect untouched by karmas. In short, wrong knowledge makes the Self wander in samsāra whereas right knowledge leads to moksha.
If right knowledge alone can produce the mode or disposition of right knowledge, then it follows that every manifestation of the Self knowing his true nature must be of the nature of right knowledge.

If wrong knowledge alone can produce the mode or disposition of wrong knowledge, then it follows that every manifestation of the Self ignorant of his true nature, must be of the nature of wrong knowledge.

The same point is emphasised through an illustration.
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From gold only golden ornaments like ear-rings, can be produced and from iron only iron chains etc., can be produced. In the same manner, all modifications of the knowing Self, must be of the nature of right knowledge, whereas the various modifications of the Self ignorant of his true nature would be of the nature of wrong knowledge.

The various modifications of the impure Self are described next.

Ananassa sa udayo jam jivanam atachchauvaladdhi
Michchattassa du udayo jam jivassa asaddahanattam (132)
Jo du kabusouvavogo jivanam so kasavudavo
Udavo Asanjamassa du jam jivanam haveyi aviramanam (133)

Tam jana jogavudayam jo jivanam tu chittauuchchaho
Sohanamasohanam va kayavvo viradibhavo va (134)

Edesu hedubhudesu kamma1ya vagganagayam Jantu
Parinamade attaviham Nanavaranadi bhavehím (135)
132 to 136 Know ye, that if there is in the Self knowledge of things that are not real, it is due to the operation of nescience (karmic materials interfering with right knowledge), absence of belief in the reals is due to the operation of mithyātva karma, impure cognitive activity in the Self is due to the rise of kāshāya (soul-soiling karmas), non-discipline in the Self is due to the rise of conduct perverting karma, the tendency to act through thought, word, and deed is due to the rise of yoga (or the psycho-physical structure) Know ye, that everything that ought to be done is good and everything that ought to be discarded is bad Thus conditioned by the primary karmic materials, are produced the eight types of karmic psychic dispositions such as ānāvaraniya (knowledge-obscuring) And thus when the eight types of karmic materials bound to the Self begin to operate, there arise in the Self corresponding psychic dispositions of which the Self is the causal agent

Commentary

Thus it is emphasised once again that the various psychic modifications in the Self are caused by nescience and that these impure modifications can be got rid of only by true knowledge

Next it is said from the real point of view that the various manifestations of the Self are entirely different from those of material karmas

jīvasa du kammēṇa yasah pāriṇāma hū hōati rāgadī Evam jīvo Kammam cha dovi rāgadīmavanna (137)
137 and 138 If attachment and other emotions are really produced by the Self and the karmas co-operating together as upādāna causal conditions, then both the Self and the karmic matter will be able to appear in the form of the psychic mode of attachment. If the Self manifesting by himself is capable of producing attachment and other psychic modifications, then it must follow that even the pure Self without the influence of karmic materials must be able to manifest into impure forms of psychic modes such as attachment.

**Commentary**

In the first case when both jīva and karma co-operate to produce the psychic mode of attachment, both operating as upādāna kārana, then according to the principle of the identity of cause and effect, even karmic matter which cooperates with jīva must be assumed to be psychical in nature, because the result produced, attachment, is psychical. Thus matter will become a chetana entity which is untrue. If in order to get over this difficulty, the Self is assumed to produce the psychic modifications of an impure nature without any alien influence, then this tendency must be present even in the pure Self. That is, since the nature of the Self contains in a latent form the tendency to produce impure psychic modifications, there can be no such thing called pure Self. This means complete denial of the possibility of moksha.
Jayi jivena sahachchiya poggaladavassa kammaparinamamo
Evam poggala jiva hu do vi kammattamavanna (139)

Ekkassa du parinamamo poggaladavvassa kammabhavena
Ta jivabhava heduhim vina kammassa parinamo (140)

139 and 140 If dravya karmic modes are really produced by matter in co-operation with jiva, as upādāna condition, then matter and Self will both become dravya karmas (matter) If matter manifesting by itself is capable of producing karmic modes without the influence of the self, then all matter as such must be able to manifest as karmic modes

COMMENTARY

Here in the first case jiva (one of the co-operating causes) will become achetana dravya, because the effect (dravya karma) is achetana In the second case all matter as such must be capable of manifesting as karmic modes Both the conclusions are impossible

141 From the vyavahāra point of view, it is said that karmas bind and are in contact with the Self, but from the pure (absolute) point of view, karmas neither bind nor are in contact with the Self Thus from the different points of view the Self is said to be either bound or free according as it is associated with upādhis or free from them
CHAPTER III

After stating that bondage and freedom are predicated of the Self according to different points of view the author next points out that samayasāra, or Ego-in-itself, is beyond the view points

कसम बद्धमबद्ध जीवे एद तु जाण गणपक्तः।
पञ्चवातिक्कलो पुण भण्डिद जो सो समयसारेः॥१४२॥
Kammam baddhamabaddham jive edam tu jana nayapakkham
Pakkhatikkanto puna bhannadi jo so samayasaro (142)
कसम बद्धमबद्ध जीवे एव तु जाणीहि नयपक्तम्।
पञ्चवातिक्कान्त पुनार्भण्यते य स समयसारे॥१४२॥

142 That the Self is bound with karmas and that it is not bound with karmas are statements made from different points of view

But the essence of the Self transcends these aspects. So it is said

Next the author describes the nature of the transcendental Self

dोषविवणण भण्डिद जाणह जाविर तु समयविन्दो।
ण दु गणपक्तिगिण्डि किचिचिव गणपक्तपरितिहेण।॥१४३॥
Donhavi nayana bhanidam jana navarim tu samayapadivaddho
Na du naya pakkham ghinhad kimchivi nayapakkhaparihino (143)
हृयोरपि नयोभेणिन्त जानाति केवल तु समयविन्दव।
न तु नयपक्त गुलहति किचिचदपित नयपक्तपरिही।॥१४३॥

143 It is the Self whose attention is inwardly directed on himself that really knows the two natures, pure and impure, which are described by the two points of view (real and practical). But the transcendental Self who is beyond these points of view does not apprehend them.

COMMENTARY

Jaina metaphysics recognises three kinds of Self—bahurātma, antarātma, and paramātma—the outer Self, the inner Self, and the transcendental Self respectively. The first kind of Self on account of ignorance identifies himself with the body and other external objects, certainly an attitude which ought to be discarded, the second kind certainly recognises that his nature is
quite different from material objects, including the body. This
discriminative knowledge leads to the further investigation of
the nature of the Self. Research into the nature of any reality,
according to Jaina philosophy, is undertaken from different nayás
or points of view. Thus the study of the true nature of the Self
is undertaken by the antarātman, the inner Self whose attention
is concentrated upon his own nature. The nature of the Self
so investigated appears either in bondage or free from bondage.
Both these descriptions are from the relative points of view of
antarātman whose sole aim is to discover the nature of the Self
through srutajña or scriptural knowledge. In the third case
these two relational aspects have no relevancy paramātma swarupa
refers to the Perfect Self, which state is the result of self-realisation
through tapas or yoga. Naturally therefore this absolute transcen-
dental Self is quite beyond the relational aspects and represents
the highest nature of reality which ought to be the goal of all

144 That the Self is really characterised by Right Percep-
tion and Right knowledge is an assertion (made by those who
adopt the different points of view) and what transcends all points
of view is said to be samayasāra

COMMENTARY

The term samayasāra means the essential nature of the Self.
This Absolute Ultimate Unity is transcendental in nature. Hence
the various appellation based upon different points of view really
have no relevancy in that state.

The two characters, jīva and ajīva, which appeared on the
stage as Karta and Karma, each realising its true nature exit from
the stage.

Thus ends the Second Act.
CHAPTER IV

PUNYA AND PAPA—VIRTUE AND VICE

The single actor Karma enters the stage putting on the garb of two different characters, Punya and Papa, Virtue and Vice.

काम्ममसुहु कुशील सुहकस्म चाबि जाणहसुीिल ।
किह त होवि सुवीिल ज ससार पवेचेदि इ।४५।।

Kammamasuham kusilam Suhakammam chavi janay§usilam
Kaha tam hodi susilam jam samsaram pavesedi (145)

Kammamasuh kushiel shukkarm cha pillars jaatih suvihel ।
Kad tads bhavati suvihel yatnasar pravesayati इ।४५।।

145 Know ye, that the karma leading to wrong conduct is bad and that leading to right conduct is good. How can that be right conduct which pushes Jiva into samsæra (cycle of births and deaths).

COMMENTARY

The distinction of karma into good and bad is based upon practical morality. What is good may lead one to the pleasures of swarga and what is evil may lead one to the miseries of Hell. Even the life of a deva in Swarga is only a life in samsæra Swarga or naraka is merely a branch of samsæra, the cycle of births and deaths. The ultimate ideal set up transcends both good and evil and is beyond samsæra. Hence whatever leads to samsæra is undesirable from this ultimate point of view. Hence the interrogation, “How can that be right conduct which pushes Jiva into samsæra?”

Next the same point is elucidated by an example.

सोवणियापि णियल बधदि कालायसः च जह पुरिः ।
बधदि एव जीव सूहसुहु वा कद कस्म इ।४६।।
Sovanniampi niyalam vandhadi kalayasam cha jaha purisam
Vandadi evam jivam suhmasubham va kadam kammam (146)

Sovanniikarmapi nigral bhavatiti kalayasam cha yacho purusarm ।
Bdhnatahevy jeev suhmasubh vaa krttv karml इ।४६।।

146 A shackle made of gold is as good as one made of iron.
for the purpose of chaining a man. Similarly \emph{karma} whether good or bad equally binds the \emph{jiva}.

\textbf{Commentary}

The distinction between good \emph{karma} and bad \emph{karma} is meaningless since the effect in both is identically the same.

\begin{quote}
Tahmadu kusilahiya rayam makahti mava samsaggam
Sahinohi vinaso kusila samsaggarayena (147)

tasmatu kushire y ray y shi ma ya sa signa.
swadino hi vinaso kushire sasanga rayena II 147 II
\end{quote}

147 Therefore do not have attachment for or association with undesirable \emph{karmas} whether good or bad, by such attachment for or association with undesirable \emph{karmas} the destruction will be inevitable.

\textbf{Commentary}

Both the \emph{karmas} are to be avoided as they lead to the same undesirable result.

The author emphasises the same point through an analogy.

\begin{quote}
Jahanama kovi puriso kuchchiya silam janam viyanitta
Vajjedi tena samayam samsaggam rayakaranam cha (148)
yatha nam kashthtyugsha kusintishile jana vijnay.
vajjyati tene samay sasanga rayakaran cha II 148 II

Emev karmapadyi sithisahav cha kushirad pada.
vajjyati parihrritya ya t sasanga sahawrada II 149 II
\end{quote}

148 and 149 As a person knowing certain people to be of
bad character gives up association with and attachment for them, even so, those desiring to realise the Pure Self and knowing the nature and character of karmic prakritis to be evil, prevent the approach of karmic particles (sanvarga) and root out the already existing ones (nirjara)

**Commentary**

The Commentator, Amritachandra, gives an additional illustration. A clever wild male elephant, sees a decoy-female elephant—with pleasant looks or otherwise approaching him with flattering gestures with the object of chaining him. Learning her evil purpose, he does not evince any affection towards her nor does he associate with her. In the same manner an enlightened Self, knowing that the approach of karmas, whether pleasant or unpleasant, is for the purpose of binding him, avoids them and gives up any association with them.

That the two karmas should be rejected is further emphasised on the authority of āgama or Scripture.

रत्तो बधदिक कर्मं मुच्यते जीवो विरागसपन्ने ।
एसो जिनोवदेसो तत्स्मा कम्मेसु मारज्जा॥१५०॥
Ratto bandhadi kammam munchadi jivo viragasampanno
eso jinovadeso tasma kammesu marajja (150)

रत्तो बधनाति कर्मं मुच्यते जीवो विरागसम्पन्न ।
एष जिनोपदशं तत्स्मात् कर्मसु सा रज्यस्व॥१५०॥
150 The self with attachment gets bound by karmas but the one with detachment remains free from karmas. So has the Jina declared. Therefore do not evince attraction towards karmas.

**Commentary**

Thus attachment and detachment are shown to be the causes of bondage and liberation respectively.

परमत्थें खलु समार्थो सुध्रो जो केवली मुणिणी गणी ।
तस्मिन्द्वा सहाये मुणिणो पावति निवासम्॥१५१॥
Paramattho kalu samavo suddho jo kevali munin gani
Tahmutida sahaye munino pavanitii nivannam (151)
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Verily, the supreme real, the Self, the Pure, the Omniscient, the Seer, and the Knower (all mean the paramātma) Thus with the contemplation fixed on the Pure Self, the Rishis attain Nirvāṇa

Commentary

Paramātma is described in the following terms for the corresponding reasons. He is said to be paramartha because he is the highest reality, he is samaya as he is the Self manifesting in pure qualities and modes, he is suddha the pure, as he is free from karmas both material and psychical, he is kevali because his nature of omniscience is unaided by any extraneous means such as sense-perception, he is mum because of the intuitive perception of reality, and he is jñāmi because he is of the nature of jñāna or knowledge. Though these are different names, they all refer to the same reality

Commentary

jñāna is the ultimate cause of moksha or Liberation. Whatever is done without the background of right knowledge will not achieve its ends. Imitation is a characteristic of the child. Whatever is done through imitation is certainly lacking in the inner background of knowledge. Hence imitative behaviour
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in the child cannot have the same effect as in the case of an adult individual. Such an imitative behaviour may be an amusing play and cannot have any real significance. Similarly, the performance of tapas and observance of vrata without the necessary background of correct knowledge will be merely imitative behaviour on the part of an ignorant person, hence would not produce the desired goal or ideal. In order to expose the futility of imitative behaviour without the background of correct knowledge, the author calls them balatapas and balavratas.

**Commentary**

True knowledge is the condition for moksha or Liberation. When that is absent, mere external activities such as strict observance of rules of conduct and performance of severe austerities will be of no avail. They by themselves cannot lead to Nirvāna. Absence of true knowledge will certainly lead to karma bondage.

153 Those who are outside the presence of paramārtha or Supreme Self even though they observe vows, restraints, and rules of conduct and practice austerities are devoid of right knowledge.

154 Those who are outside the presence of paramārtha or Supreme Self, through their ignorance—not knowing that...
—virtue leads to *samsāra*, desire the same with the belief that it will lead to *moksha*

**Commentary**

Those who observe all the rules of conduct imagining that they are walking the path which leads to *moksha* are entirely mistaken. Even good conduct leads to *karmic* bondage. An ignorant person who is not aware of this truth and who boastingly exclaims, “I have kept up all the commandments, what more shall I do to enter into kingdom of God”, will soon be disillusioned.

Thus ends the Chapter on Punya.

Next the author takes up the discussion of *papa* or Vice. He indirectly implies that Vice is the cause of *samsāra* by stating the opposite—*moksha* and its cause.

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{Jīvādīsīdhāṇaṃ सम्मत तेषामधिगमो यान } \text{ at 155}\text{.} \\
& \text{Rāgādīpārāhṛṇ  चरण एसो हु मोक्षपहो } \text{ at 155}\text{. }
\end{align*}
\]

Jīvādī sīdhānanaṃ sammattams teṣaṁdhi gamo nānam
Rāgādī pāriharanam charanam eso du mokkhamahā (155)

Jīvādīśrīdhaṅganā śrīpātaṃ tēṣaṁdhi gamo śānaṃ
tārādīpārāhṛṇ चरण एष हु मोक्षपय 11 155।

155 Belief in the *padārthas* such as soul, etc, is right faith, and knowing their true nature is right knowledge, then rooting out attachment, etc, is right conduct. These together constitute the path to *moksha*.

**Commentary**

These are the well-known three jewels or the *ratnatraya* which constitute the *moksha marga*, according to Jainism. *Ratnatraya* or the three jewels are considered from two points of view, *vyavahāra* and *mischaya*. *Vyavahāra ratnatraya* gradually leads to *moksha*, and *mischaya ratnatraya* directly leads to *moksha*.

Of these two the Rishi must choose the direct and the immediate path to *moksha*, that is real or higher *ratnatraya*. But the other one which operates gradually in producing the fruit ought to be accepted by the ordinary mortals.
Mottuna nichchayattam vavahāre na vidusa pavatthanti Paramattamassī dānam du jadīna kammakhavo vihīvo (156)

Since it is declared that destruction of karmas is possible only to those yatis who adopt the absolute point of view, the wise ones will not walk through (vyavaharamarga) the practical path leaving aside the (nischya marga) absolute one.

**Commentary**

When there are two courses of action open to a person, the superior and the inferior, the wise will always choose the superior one.

Next it is pointed out how this path to salvation is obstructed by the operation of evil karma conditions such as mithyāva or wrong belief, etc.

Vatthassa sedabhavo jaha nāsedī malavimarāchchanno
Michchattalochchannam taha sammattam khu nādavvam (157)
Vatthassa sedabhavo jaha nāsedī malavimarāchchanno
Annanamalochchannam taha nānam hodi nādavvam (158)
Vatthassa sedabhāvo jaha nāsedā malavimelānāchchanno
Taha du kasayachchannam charittam hodī nādavvam (159)

As the whiteness of cloth is destroyed by its being covered with dirt, so let it be known that right faith is blurred by wrong belief. As the whiteness of cloth is destroyed by its being covered with dirt, so let it be known that right knowledge is destroyed, when clouded by nescience. As the whiteness of cloth is destroyed by its being covered with dirt, so let it be known that right conduct becomes perverted when vitiated by soul-soiling passions.

**Commentary**

Faith, knowledge and conduct, so long as they are true constitute the path to moksha. But when they are perverted by the influence of corresponding karmic materials, they get deflected from the right path dragging the Self to samsāra. Thus the pure manifestations of the Self get destroyed by the influence of karmas just as a white cloth gets soiled by impurities.

So savvanānadarisi kammarāyena niyena ochchanno
Samsārasamāvanno navi jānadi sāvado savvam (160)

The Self who is by nature all-knowing and all-perceiving when soiled by his own karmas is dragged on towards samsāra the cycle of births and deaths, and becomes incapable of knowing all things completely.

Sammattapadinibaddham michchattam unavarehi parikkahi

Tassodayena jīvo michchādīthittī, nādavvo (161)
Nānassapadānubaddham annānam jñānavahini parikāhiyam
Tassodayena jīvo annāṇi hodi nādavvo
(162)

Nānassapadānubaddham annānam jñānavahini parikāhiyam
Tassodayena jīvo annāṇi hodi nādavvo
(162)

Charitrapadānubaddham kasyam jñānavahini parikāhiyam
Tassodayena jīvo acharitto hodi nādavvo
(163)

161, 162, and 163 It is declared by Jina that mihyātvā karma is adverse to Right Belief, when that begins to operate, the Self becomes a wrong believer, so let it be known. It is declared by Jina that nescience is adverse to Right Knowledge, when that begins to operate, the Self becomes ajñāna (one devoid of knowledge), so let it be known. It is declared by Jina that kashaya (soul-soiling gross emotions) is adverse to Right Conduct, when this begins to operate, the Self becomes acharitra (devoid of Right Conduct), so let it be known.

Commentary

Just as a colourless crystal puts on the colour of the associated object, so the pure Self undergoes various impure modifications as determined by the various karmas. Thus from all points of view, all karmas are to be destroyed.

Thus ends the chapter on pāpa pādārtha, the category of Vice.

Thus karma which acted the rôle of two characters, Punya and pāpa, Virtue and Vice, exits from the stage.
CHAPTER V

ĀSRAVA OR INFLOW OF KARMA
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Then Āsrava enters the stage

Then Āsrava enter...
srava To these psychic modifications of bhāvāsrava, the Self is the upādāna kārana, substantial cause

Next it is pointed out that in the case of the Right Believer, there is neither āsrava, the inflow of karma, nor the consequential karmic bondage (bandha).

Next it is pointed out that in the case of the Right Believer, there is neither āsrava, the inflow of karma, nor the consequential karmic bondage (bandha).

166 To the Right Believer, since he blocks the inflow of karmas, there is neither the incoming of karmas nor the consequential bondage thereby. Thus remaining free from new karmic bondage, he understands the previously bound karmas (to be different from the Self).

Commentary

Thus it is pointed out that the right believer is capable of preventing the inflow of karmas.

Next it is pointed out that desire, aversion, and delusion constitute the main cause of āsrava, the inflow of karmas.

167 The psychic states associated with desire, etc., which are the modifications of jīva constitute the cause of bondage, but when completely free from desire, etc., the psychic state is of the
nature of pure knowledge which indeed is the cause of the destruction of karmas

Commentary

The emotional states such as attachment, aversions and delusion completely disfigure the nature of the Self and thus he becomes associated with nescience. In this impure state, the Self attracts karmic particles which get bound with the Self just as a magnet attracts iron needles to itself. When those emotional states are absent, the Self undisturbed in his nature does not attract karmic particles. Hence there is no chance of bondage in his cause. Thus knowledge secures freedom from bondage and the absence of it inevitably brings about bondage.

पक्के फलम्मि पडिदे जह ण फल बजर्थे पुणो विटे ।
जीवस्य कर्मभावे पडिदे ण पुणोदयमुवेड़ ॥१६८॥
Pakke phalammi padide jaha na phalam banjjhade puno vinte Jivassa kammabhāye padide na punodayamuveyi (168)
पक्के फले पतिते यथा न फल बध्यते पुनर्वृत्ते ।
जीवस्य कर्मभावे पतिते न पुनरहदयमुपैति ॥१६८॥

168 As a ripe fruit fallen (from a tree) cannot be attached again to the stalk, so when the psychic karmic modifications in the Self drop off, they can no more bind the Self again nor operate.

Commentary

Thus it is emphasised that to the Self, with right knowledge, there is no bhāvāsrava (inflow of psychic karmas).

Next it is stated that to the knowing Self there is no dravyāvā or material karmic inflow either.

पुढवीपिण्डसमाना पुव्वणिवद्वा तु पन्न्या तस्स ।
कर्मस्वरीरेण तु ते ब्रह्म सत्वेवि शानिः शानिः ॥१६९॥
Pudavipinda samānā puvvanibaddhā du pachchaya tassa Kammasarirena du te baddha savvevi nanissa (169)
पुढवीपिण्डसमाना पुव्वणिवद्वुत्तृ प्रत्यायास्तस्त्य ।
कर्मश्वरीरेण तु ते ब्रह्म सत्वेवि शानिन ॥१६९॥

169 In the Self with right knowledge, the old karmas
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remain incorporated only with the *karmic* body, like a clod of earth without any effect on the Self

**COMMENTARY**

The previous *karmic* bondage was caused by nescience, absence of correct knowledge in the Self. Presence of nescience produces impure psychic states which facilitate the inflow of *karmic* materials. Thus in this case there are both the *bhāvāsrava* and *dravyāsrava*. But when nescience disappears the Self regains his true nature of pure knowledge, and the impure psychic states have no chance to occur, when these do not occur there is no chance for fresh *karmic* materials to flow in. Thus the Self is left with only the previous *karmic* materials which got in when favourable psychic states were present. Hence they remain only part and parcel of the *kārmana sartra*, absolutely incapable of producing any corresponding impure psychic state. Thus in the case of the knowing Self, the Self with pure knowledge, both the āsravas, psychic and material, are absent.

चर्चितोऽणेयभेयं बहुते शाणेदस्यागुणे ।
समये समये जम्हा ते यो अब्दुल्लति शाणी दु ॥ १७० ॥

*Chauviha anyabheya vandhante nānudamsanagune him*

Samaye samaye jahma tena avandhutti nānī du ॥ १७० ॥

The four primary *karmic* conditions, with their multifarious subdivisions bind the soul every moment as determined by suitable impure qualities of knowledge and perception. Hence the Self with right knowledge is not bound by them.

जम्हा दु जहं जागारे शाणागुणादो पुणोवि परिणमदि ।
अण्णता शाणागुणो तेन दु सो भवनो भणिदो ॥ १७१ ॥

*Jamhā du jagannādo nānagunādō punovi parinamadi*

Annattam nānaguno tena du so bandago banido ॥ १७१ ॥

When the Self's cognitive quality is at its lowest stage
it is liable to alternative alien modifications whether good or bad. Therefore in either case the Self is called the binder of karmas.

**COMMENTARY**

Knowledge is the essential quality of the Self. So long as this quality is strong and intense, the Self is unassailable by external influences, but when this quality is at its weakest point, the Self becomes easily influenced by alien conditions. In that case the Self will get modified from its own intrinsic nature according to the nature of the influence, good or bad. In either case the result will be bondage, though it is emphasised that both subhabhāva and asubha-bhāva respectively lead to punya and pāpa which both lead to āsrava and bandha. But suddha-bhāva alone avoids āsrava and bandha.

172 When the manifestation of Right Belief, Right Knowledge, and Right Conduct is, at its lowest, the Self, the Knower, is bound by various types of (good) karmic materials.

**COMMENTARY**

The Self here is in possession of ratnātraya, the three jewels. Since the three jewels are in a very low degree of efficiency, bondage is predicated of the Self and yet the karmas that will bind him are only the punya karmas, karmic materials of the good type capable of producing happiness.
CHAPTER V

Santidu niruva bhojjja bāla itthi jaheva purusassa
Bandhadi te uvabhojje tarunī itthi jaha Narassa (174)

Sattāthaviha bhudā nānāvara nādībhāvehi (175)

Hoduna niruva bhojjja taha vandhadi jaha havanti uvabhojja
Sattatthavīha bhudā nānāvara nādībhāvehi (175)

173 and 174 Just as to a person, his child-wife is unfit for
enjoyment, but when having become mature, she is fit for enjoy­­ment and attracts his attention, so also in the case of a right believer
all the previously bound karmic conditions, though present,
begín to operate only when they become mature and then they
produce corresponding psychic states through which they bind
the Self

175 In the case of the right believer, the previously bound
karmas such as jhānāvaraninya, remain ineffective so long as they
are latent, but when they become efficient and operative, through
the instrumentality of psychic states such as attachment, they bind
the Self in seven ways, (exclusive of age-karma) or in eight ways

Edena karanena du sammāditthi abhandago bhājito.

176 In the case of the right believer the karmic inflow of
the opposite psychic state is absent (When this is absent) the
remaining karmic conditions, (since they are incapable of produc­ing bondage leading to samsāra) are declared to be non-binders
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On account of these reasons, the right believer is said to be non-binder.

**Commentary**

As a general principle it is maintained that the material karmic conditions, even though present about the Self, are incapable of binding him, unless there is facilitating opportunity, which opportunity is provided by the appearance of psychic states such as attachment. Thus it is the psychic state that is the *sine qua non* of karmic bondage. In the case of the right believer this necessary condition is absent, when this is absent even the previously bound karmas, become ineffective. When these karmic conditions become ineffective and when there is no chance of fresh inflow of karmic particles, the Self may very well be declared to be without bondage (In the case of *vītaraga samyakdrishti* since he is absolutely free from karmic states of attachment, etc, he is necessarily called unbound but in the case of *saraga-samyakdrishti*, since the impure psychic conditions have not been completely rooted out, the name is still applicable in a figurative sense.

In the case of the right believer of the higher or (*vītaraga*) type there is no inflow of psychic states relating to desire, aversion, and delusion. Hence apart from the psychic karmic inflow, the material karmic conditions cannot produce bondage.

In the case of the right believer is said to be non-binder.
The four primary karmic conditions are said to be the cause of eight karmas such as tānavarāniya. To these karmic conditions the psychic states such as desire, etc, form the cause. When these psychic states are absent, the karmic material conditions cannot bind the Self.

179 and 180 Just as food eaten by a person in association with gastric heat (digestive and assimilative function) is transformed into various kinds such as flesh, fat, blood, etc., so also in the case of the Self, the previously bound karmic conditions (though of uniform material type in the beginning) get transformed into various karmic modifications at the time of bondage. This is true in the case of Self devoid of the pure point of view.
CHAPTER VI
SAMVARA-BLOCKING THE INFLOW

Now Samvara enters the stage

While describing the nature of *samvara padārth*, the author first praises its ultimate condition, discriminative knowledge.

उवावोगे उवावोगे कोहादिसु पण्ठिः कोवि उवावोगे।
कोहो कोहें चेव हि उवावोगे पण्ठिः खलु कोहो।

Uvavoge uvavogo kohādisu natthi kovi uvayōgō
Kohe khochevahi uvavoge natthi kalu kohō (181)

उपयोगे उपयोग कोवादिसु नासित कोस्त्युपयोग।
कोध कोधे चेव हि उपयोगे नासि खलु कोध।

181 The pure cognitive attributes of perception and knowledge rest upon upayoga or the intrinsic nature of the pure Self. The impure emotions such as anger have no relation whatsoever with upayoga. Anger subsists on anger itself. Certainly there is no anger in the pure cognitive attributes of perception and knowledge.

COMMENTARY

What is predicated of anger must be taken to be equally true in the case of other emotions such as pride, etc.

Next the author deals with other facts which are also distinct from upayoga or the nature of the pure Self.

अठावियप्पे कम्मेणोकम्मेचाविण्यतिः उवावोगे।
उवावोगिण्य य कम्मेणोकम्मेचाविण्यतिः अण्तिः।

Attaviyappe kammē nokamme chāvi natthi uvavogo
Uvavogahamiya kammam nokammam chāvi no aththi (182)

अष्टविकल्पे कर्मणि नोकर्मणि चापि नास्त्युपयोग।
उपयोगे च कर्म नोकर्म चापि नो अस्ति।

182 There is no upayoga either in the eight types of karmas or in the nokarma material particles (which go to build up the various kinds of bodies). Conversely there are neither karmas nor nokarmas in upayoga.
When this discriminative knowledge, free from error, arises in the Self, then the nature of the Self manifests in the form of pure upayoga and he does not cause any kind of impure psychic states.

**Commentary**

Two things which are spatially distinct and which have no relation to a common cause cannot maintain the relation of substance and substratum. Substance and substratum will be applicable to a particular manifestation and the intrinsic nature which so manifests. Thus knowing activity is related to knowledge in the form of substance and substratum, an entity and its manifestation. An entity and its manifestation are inseparably united with each other and there is intrinsic identity between the two. So viewed, the pure cognitive activity or upayoga, since it is based on the intrinsic nature of the Self, is inalienably identical with it. Various impure emotional states have no such intrinsic relation to the nature of the Self, because they are accidental states of the Self and as such can disappear without in any way affecting the nature of the Self. Essential attributes are based upon the real nature of a thing whereas the accidental attributes are not so based. It is this truth that is emphasised in the above gāthās. Cognitive attributes of perception and knowledge technically called upayoga are the essential attributes of the Self, whereas anger, pride, etc., are only accidental attributes. That is why it is said that upayoga is in the Self and conversely Self is in upayoga and, negatively, anger, etc., are not in the Self nor is the Self in anger, etc. So also karmas and nokarmas being accidental adjuncts to the Self have no basis in the nature of the Self. This recognition of the Self to be distinct from the various acci-
mental attributes, psychical and physical, enables it to shut out the impure psychical states of desire, aversion, and delusion. When these are shut out there is no inflow of karmas and that is just samvara.

Next it is explained how the Self, even though associated with impure karmas, is through discriminative knowledge, able to recognise his pure nature.

Next it is explained how the Self, even though associated with impure karmas, is through discriminative knowledge, able to recognise his pure nature.

Next it is explained how the Self, even though associated with impure karmas, is through discriminative knowledge, able to recognise his pure nature.

Next it is explained how the Self, even though associated with impure karmas, is through discriminative knowledge, able to recognise his pure nature.

Thus the Self with discriminative knowledge knows his true nature. But one lacking in this knowledge, blinded by his own nescience unable to perceive his true nature, thinks that the nature of the Self is identical with the impure psychic states such as attachment.

Next it is pointed out how this apprehension of the pure nature is itself samvara.

188 Just as gold, however much it is heated, never loses its intrinsic nature, so also the right knowing Self, however much it is burnt by the associated karmas, does not lose his intrinsic nature of pure knowledge.

185 Thus the Self with discriminative knowledge knows his true nature. But one lacking in this knowledge, blinded by his own nescience unable to perceive his true nature, thinks that the nature of the Self is identical with the impure psychic states such as attachment.

Next it is pointed out how this apprehension of the pure nature is itself samvara.

186 Thus the Self with discriminative knowledge knows his true nature. But one lacking in this knowledge, blinded by his own nescience unable to perceive his true nature, thinks that the nature of the Self is identical with the impure psychic states such as attachment.

Next it is pointed out how this apprehension of the pure nature is itself samvara.

187 Thus the Self with discriminative knowledge knows his true nature. But one lacking in this knowledge, blinded by his own nescience unable to perceive his true nature, thinks that the nature of the Self is identical with the impure psychic states such as attachment.

Next it is pointed out how this apprehension of the pure nature is itself samvara.
186 The Self with the discriminative knowledge, by contemplating upon the pure Self, becomes himself pure. But the Self which contemplates upon the impure nature of the Self becomes himself impure.

COMMENTARY

Thus it is pointed out that the nature of the contemplating Self is determined by the nature of the contemplated ideal. Hence apprehension of the pure nature of the Self means samvara. Next the method of apprehending in the pure Self is described.

Appānam appano rumbhiduna dosu punnapāvajodesu
Damsanānahmitudo ichchāvirodoya annahmi (187)
Jo savvasangamukko jhayadi appānamappano appā
Navi kammam nokammam cheda chintedi yeyattam (188)

Who so restrains, through his own effort, the Self that is immersed in the activity, whether good or bad, of yoga (thought, word, and deed), rests on pure perception and
knowledge, has no desire whatsoever for alien objects and is free from all attachments, that Self contemplates on his own unity. Such a Self never thinks that karmas are of the nature of the Self, nor the nokarmas. Such a right knowing Self, of the nature of perception and knowledge entirely different from alien nature, contemplates upon his pure Self and very soon becomes identical with that Pure Self who is free from all karmas.

**Commentary**

Thus it is pointed out that discriminative knowledge will ultimately lead to the attainment of the pure Self by destroying all the impure karmic shackles.

190. Hedu bhāvābhāvāya jogyā
tēṣā hṛtāśe bhūtoyā 
ādhutānam aviradibāyoyā jogoya
tēṣā hṛtāśe bhūtoyā
tēṣā hṛtāśe bhūtoyā
Hedu bhāvābhāvāya jayādāvā

191. Āsava bhāvāna vinā jayādāvā
kammassā vā niroho
tēṣā hṛtāśe bhūtoyā
kammassā vā niroho
Kammassā bhāvāṇena yā

192. Nokammāṇam pi jayādāvā
karmāṇo vā tōkammāṇa
tēṣā hṛtāśe bhūtoyā
karmāṇo vā tōkammāṇa

190, 191 and 192. It is declared by the Omniscient that the psychic states corresponding to wrong belief, wrong knowledge, non-discipline, and psycho-physical activity are the causes of karma.
such as jñānāvaranīya. On account of the psychic states relating to pure perception, etc., the karmic conditions are absent. This absence of conditions in one who has discriminative knowledge causes the blocking up of psychic inflow (bhāvāsrava). If the psychic inflow is blocked up, the blocking of the karmic inflow (dravyāsrava) necessarily follows. When there is no inflow of material karmas, the inflow of nokarmic materials is also stopped. When there is no inflow of nokarmic body-building materials, the process of body-building will completely disappear, which means the cessation of samsāra.

**Commentary**

So long as the root cause, identification of the Self with karmas persists, psychic activity to wrong belief, wrong knowledge, wrong conduct, and yoga persists. These form the cause of the bhāvāsrava relating to desire, aversion, and delusion. bhāvāsrava forms the cause of dravyāsrava or material karmas. Material karmas in their turn form the cause of body-building nokarmas. Nokarma is the cause of samsāra. This is the causal sequence. But when discriminative knowledge appears, the Self recognises its own pure chetana nature. This knowledge leads to the absence of psychic activity relating to wrong belief, wrong knowledge, etc. Absence of such psychic activities leads to the disappearance of bhāvāsrava. When that is absent, karma naturally disappears. Disappearance of karmas means cessation of samsāra. This is the order of samvara.

Thus ends the Chapter on samvara. Thus Samvara quits the stage.

**CHAPTER VII**

(Nirjara—Shedding of Karmas)

Then Nirjara appears on the stage.
Uvabhogamdiyeha davvanamachedananamidara11am
Jam kunadi sammaditthi tam savvam nijaranimittam (193)
उपषोगमित्रियः इव्याणामचेतनानामितरेषां।
यत्रकरोति सम्यवृष्टि तत्सर्वेन निर्जरानिमित्तम्॥१९३॥

193 Whatever affective experiences the right believer (with a neutral attitude) has in relation to sense-perceived objects, conscious and nonconscious, they only lead to the shedding of karmas or nīvara

COMMENTARY

Ordinarily the enjoyment of sense-perceived objects whether animate or inanimate is said to be the cause of karmic bondage. But in the case of a right believer, this is supposed to lead to the very opposite result of nīvara or wearing down of karmas. What is the meaning of this paradox? Enjoyment of sense-perceived objects in the case of the right believer is quite different from the experience present in the wrong believer. The latter, because of the lack of discriminative knowledge, identifies himself with the external objects and indulges in the enjoyment of those objects carried away by the full force of desire, aversion and delusion. In this case the enjoyment brings about āsrava which leads to fresh bondage of karmas. But in the case of the right believer who is equipped with discriminative knowledge and who is thus able to adopt a detached view of things external, these conditions of karmic bondage are altogether absent. No doubt he has relations with useful and enjoyable objects of the external world such as his wife, children, wealth and property. Towards these he adopts a neutral attitude. Because of this neutral attitude, he is unaffected either by their increase or decrease. Hence there is no chance for the incoming of new karmas. The experiences he has therefore all relate to the previous karmas which are present in him already. When they begin to operate they produce corresponding psychic experiences in the right believer who, in spite of his neutral attitude, must necessarily experience the fruits of his previous karmas. Thus the previously acquired karmas after producing their inevitable result exhaust themselves and cease to be. This is nīvara or wearing down of karmas.
After describing the wearing down of material karmas the author next describes the consequential bhāva nirjara, the corresponding psychic result

Next the power of knowledge is extolled

194 Useful and enjoyable objects of the perceptual world when they are enjoyed by the right believer, inevitably produce pleasure or pain as determined by good or bad karma. Since these pleasant or painful feelings are indifferently experienced by the right believer, they wear themselves down and this is nirjara.

Commentary

The very conditions which lead the unenlightened towards bondage are counteracted by the power of knowledge become defunct and disappear, in the case of the enlightened one.

195 Just as a person who is an expert in anti-poison lore, even though he takes poison, does not meet with death, even so when the karmic materials become mature and produce their inevitable results of pain and pleasure, the knowing Self with a neutral attitude experiences these but remains unbound.
Jaha majjam pivamāno aradibhāve na mājjadi na puriso
davo vāhē arado nānivi na vajjadi taheva (196)

196  Just as a person who takes wine (as medicine) without
any special longing for it, does not get intoxicated, so also the
enlightened Self, while he enjoys external objects without any
special longing towards them, does not get bound

COMMENTARY

Thus is explained the extraordinary potency of the attitude
of non-attachment in keeping the enlightened Self free from kar-
mic bondage, even while he enjoys the objects of the external
world

197  While one actually enjoys, does not really enjoy, whereas
another while not enjoying does really enjoy. Just as one who
plays a part does not really become that character

COMMENTARY

An actor on a stage may represent a particular character in
a drama which may be either tragic or comic. The actor may
very successfully play his part without actually suffering any emo-
tional experience corresponding to the part. But a man in the
audience who is merely a spectator may experience all the emo-
tions because he identifies himself mentally with the character.
In the former case such emotional experience is absent in spite
of perfect dramatic action because the actor maintains complete
isolation mentally from the dramatic situation. Isolation is the
cause of the absence of emotion even while external action is present.
Whereas in the latter case even though there is no action, there is emotional experience corresponding to the situation because of the mental identification with the situation. Exactly similar is the case with a person who enjoys the objects of the external world. The determining factor here also is the mental attitude and not action. A person may make use of external objects as a matter of duty without having corresponding emotional fervour. Here action is present and not the corresponding emotion. But in the case of another person who is incapable of having the attitude of mental isolation and who has a hankering after external objects, may have all the characteristic emotions even though he does not actually enjoy them either because of lack of opportunity or of external restraint. Thus it is true that one who enjoys may not really enjoy, whereas another who does not enjoy may really enjoy according to the mental attitude of each

उदयविवागो विविहो कम्माण वणिदो जिजनरेहि।
पुजु ते मज्ज सहावा जाणगभावो हु अहेमेकको ॥१९८॥
Udayavivago viviho kammānam vannido janavarehuh
Na du te majha sahavā janaga bhāvo du ahamekko (198)
उदयविवाको विविध कर्मणा वणिदो जिजनरैः।
न्तु ते मम स्वभावाः जायक्षभावस्वहेमेक ॥१९९॥

198 It has been declared by the great Jinas that the rise and fruition of karmas are of various kinds. But they are not (related to) my pure nature. I am certainly the (non-varying) one, the Knower by nature.

पोगगालकम्मं रागो तस्य विवागोदो हवदि एसो।
पु दु एस मज्जभावो जाणगभावो हु अहेमेकको ॥१९९॥
Puggalakammam rāgo tassa vivagodavo havadi eso
Na du esa majha bhavā janagabhavā hu ahamekko (199)
पुज्जगलकम्मं रागस्तस्य व्याकोदयो भवलि एव।
नत्वेष सम भाव जायक्षभाव खलवेहेमेक ॥१९९॥

199 Desire is karmic matter (previously bound). When this manifests after maturity there is the emotion of desire. This psychic state is not of my nature. Certainly, I am the unruffled one, the Knower.
This statement about desire must be taken to be true in the case of other emotions such as aversion, delusion, anger, pride, deceit, greed, etc.

एवं सम्माइत्ती अप्पाण मुणि दि जाण्यासहाय ।
उदय कम्भविवाण च सुअदि तत्च विदाणनो ||२०००||

Evan sammitthi appanam munadi janagasahavam
Udayam kamma vivagam cha muadi tachham viyanan to (200)

एवं सम्माईत्ती आत्मान जाणाति ज्ञयस्वभावमेः ।
उदय कम्भविवाण च मुग्निति तत्च विदाणनो ||२०००||

200 Thus the right believer having a clear knowledge of reality apprehends his own Self to be of the nature as the Knower and rejects emotional states because they are the result of the manifestation of karmic matter.

A clear understanding of the nature of reality thus enables one to accept what ought to be accepted and to reject what ought to be rejected.

परमाणूमित्तिय विष हु रागादीण तु विज्जैदे जसस ।
पावि सो जाणादि अप्पाण्य तु सवेगस्वरोचि ||२०११||

Paramanumitthyam vi hū rāgādinaṁ tu vijjade jassa
Navi so jānādi appā nayam tu savvagamadharovī (201)

परमाणूमात्मसरणेषि खलु रागादीना तु विवड्ये वस्य ।
नापि स जानात्मात्मन तु सवेगस्वरोधोपि ||२०११||

201 Verily one in whom attachment, etc, even to the extent of an atom, is present, cannot know the Self even if one be a master of all scriptures.

अप्पाण्ययावानो अण्णप्य च व तो अवाणोऽ धि।
कह हेदिस सम्मविद्धी जीवाजीवे अवाणोऽ धि ||२०२१||

Appāna mayānatho anappayam cheva so ayāṇanto
Kaha hodi sammaditHu jivājive uyāṇanto (202)

आत्मानमजानन् अनात्मान चापि सोज्जानन् ।
कथ भवति सम्मवदित्तिजीवाजावजानन् ||२०२१||
202 He who does not know the real Self cannot know the non-Self. Thus being devoid of the knowledge of jīva and ajīva, Soul and non-soul, how can he be one of right faith?

आदिन्थि वचनमावे अथिरे मोक्षण गिण्यतं तव गिमयद्।
धिरेमेकिम्म भाव उकलम्बत सहावेण।२०२।

Adamhi davvabhāve athire mottuna ginha tava nivadam
Thuameka mīmam bhāvam uvalam bhatam sahāvena (२०३)
आत्मनि इन्यमातानिस्पर्श्यर्थिण मुक्तवा गृहागत तव लियतम्।
स्थिरेमेकिम्म भाव उपलभ्यमान स्वाभाविन।२०३।

203 Giving up the impermanent physical and psychical states in the Self (which are due to dravya karmas and bhāva karmas respectively) makes one grasp this state resulting from the realisation of the true nature of the Self which is eternal, unchanging, and indivisible unity.

Commentary

In the experience of the empirical ego, there are several psycho-physical states, brought about by the erroneous apprehension of the real. These states are indeterminate, varying, momentary and erroneous in nature. Hence these do not represent the true nature of the Self. Therefore they must be discarded. But that psychical state resting upon the nature of the transcendental ego is characterised by qualities contrary to the above. This is determinate, permanent, one and free from error. Hence this is the ideal to be sought after.

आभिनिरेण हिमाः रुपवेष्ठ च त होदि एकमेव पद।
सो एसो परमस्थे ज लहित्वू शिवृदिः जादि।२०४।

Abhimi sudo himam kevalam chatam hod ekam eva padam
So eso paramatmalo jam lahidum nivvudim jādi (२०४)
आभिनिरेविद्विक्रृताधिमन परंतकबल तदृत्व्यक्तेवक्तेव पदस्।
स एष परमार्थं य लवक्ता निर्वृत्ति याति।२०४।

204 Knowledge through sense-perception, knowledge from scriptures, knowledge from clairvoyance, knowledge from
telepathy, and supreme knowledge of reality—all these refer to one and the same state. That is the absolute Realisation of that absolute is moksha.

**Commentary**

*Atma*, the Self is the absolute. That itself is *jnānā* or knowledge. The Self is one prime category. Hence knowledge is therefore the same as that absolute. Hence it is the means of Nirvana or moksha. Various kinds of knowledge, such as *maññ-jñānā*, *sruta jñānā*, etc do not in any way differentiate this unitary state of knowledge. These various kinds of knowledge refer only to this unitary state of knowledge. When the sun is hidden by clouds its light is not seen and when the clouds gradually disperse, the sunlight gradually reappears in varying degrees till it regains its full luminosity when all the clouds completely disappear. So also the Self in the form of knowledge, remains hidden shrouded by the layer of *karmas*. When the *karma* cloud gradually gets dispersed, then the Self-knowledge begins to shine in varying brilliancy. This variation in knowledge which is due to the variation in the density of the *karmic* cloud does not in any way imply any differentiation in the nature of the underlying Self. That remains the same one, non-varying and permanent. That remains without any differentiation. It is identical with supreme knowledge. When that knowledge is obtained, it is Self-realisation. Then nescience gets destroyed, then the Self is obtained, all that pertains to non-Self disappears, no more desire, hatred, or delusion, no more inflow of fresh *karmas*, no more *karmic* bondage, the previously bound *karmas* automatically wear out, thus when all *karmas* completely disappear, that state itself is *moksha*. Hence it follows that the absolute is equal to the Self which is equal to pure knowledge, and attaining this ought to be the aim of life since that is the door-way to *moksha*.

Nānag unena vihīna edam tu pad vahuvī na lahante
Tam guṇha supādamedam jadu jhchāsī kammapparamokkham (205)
Those who are devoid of this attribute of knowledge even though their efforts be several, do not attain this state. If you desire complete liberation from bondage, you must contemplate upon this pure state of knowledge.

**COMMENTARY**

What is contemplated is the ideal. One who contemplates is the person who desires the ideal. By constant contemplation of the ideal, a person aiming at the goal comes nearer and nearer to it till he finds himself identified with that very ideal. This psychic effort of aiming at the ideal through the act of contemplation is here pointed out as the necessary means of realising the true nature of the Self. Further, it is implied that the nature of the ideal contemplated upon is of great importance. The popular view that one who contemplates with devotion upon an ideal whose nature may be anything is really contemplating upon the supreme *paramātman*, is incompatible with the Jaina Siddhānta.

 выбрал ритуал *ступы* хохти *гиччхеда*.

Едена хохти титто то хохти дуу уттам сокхам

*Oh! Good Soul* (Turning away from the sense pleasures and fixing your attention always on the pure nature of the Self), always be in love with it and hence be happy and satisfied, for surely that will lead you to the future everlasting supreme bliss of *moksha*.

Ko nama bhaniyya vuho padadawam mamamidam havodi davvam

*Appānamappano parigghah tu nyadam vijānantō*
How can the wise man who realises that the Self alone is the property of the Self, really maintain these alien objects, such as his body, as genuinely his own property?

**Commentary**

Even an ignoramus cannot make the mistake of identifying his self with the external objects. Thus it is quite obvious that a wise man can never make such a mistake. He will always be able to discern the difference between his Self and non-Self.

Evenings, that is properly understood, the self is not to be seen in the objects possessed by me. Thus I am a knowing Self, therefore the objects possessed by me are not of my nature.

External things owned by me, if they are absolutely of my nature, then I must become non-living (like them). Because I am a Knowing Self, therefore the objects possessed by me are not of my nature.

The various ways of maiming the body or other external
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objects and the consequent suffering will not affect the Self which has realised its true nature to be distinct from that of the alien objects.

Aparigghahā aninchcho bhānido nāniya nīchchade dhammam
Aparigghahā dū dhammasa jānago tēṇa sō hōdī. 11.210

Apariggaha anichcho bhanido naniiya nīchchade dhammam
Apariggaha du dharmassā jānago tena so hodi (210)

Aparigghahā aninchcho bhānido jānīcchā c nēchchātī dhammā.
Aparigghātū dharmasā sāyakastē sābavati. 11.211

210 Non-possession is said to be non-attachment. For that reason the knower does not desire even merit. Thus being free from attachment towards merit, he thereby becomes merely the Knower (of merit).

Commentary

Dharma or virtuous conduct is the same as what punya is. Punya also is considered to be a form of karma in spite of the fact that it is able to produce pleasurable results. Hence it must also be avoided by one who is bent upon realising the Pure Self. The Pure Self is of the form of suddhāpayoga. This is its real nature, whereas punya or Dharma is said to be the subha-upayoga. Since the latter is different from the real nature of the Self, it ought to be discarded by the knower, even though it is ordinarily a desirable course of conduct.

Aparigghahā aninchcho bhānido nāniya  y pīcchātī dhammā.
Aparigghahā abhāmāssā jānago tēṇa sō hōdī. 11.211

Apariggaha anichcho bhanido nāniya nīchchadi adhamanam
Apariggaha adhammassa jānago tena so hodi (211)

Aparigghahā aninchcho bhānido jānīcchā c nēchchātī abhāmā.
Aparigghahātū abhāmāsā sāyakastē sābavati. 11.211

211 Non-possession is said to be non-attachment. For that reason the knower does not desire de-merit. Thus being free from attachment towards demerit, he thereby becomes merely the knower (of demerit).
Possession and attachment are identical. Where there is no desire, there is no possession. Desire is the psychic state born of nescience. This psychic state of the nature of nescience, therefore cannot happen in the knower. The knower must therefore have the psychic state of true knowledge. Hence he cannot have desire which is of the nature of nescience. Therefore he does not even desire that which is of the nature of nescience. Therefore he does not even desire merit or demerit, good or evil. Hence in the case of the knower there is no relation of possession of merit or demerit, dharma or adharma, since real nature is beyond good and evil. What is asserted of adharma (demerit) is equally true of raga (desire), ṛvēsha (aversion), krodha (anger), etc.

Aparīṭṭhakho abhijñāto bhūtāno pāṇiyo yā niścayetho āsana. 1
Aparīṭṭhakho du pāṇassas jānaṇgo teṣāṃ so hiṃdii ॥ २१२॥

Aparīṭṭhakho anīcchho bhanido nāni yā niścchhade asanam
du pāṇassas jānaṇago teṣāṃ so hiṃdii ॥ २१२॥

212 Non-possession is said to be non-attachment. For that reason the Knower does not desire food. Thus being free from attachment for food, he thereby becomes merely the Knower (of food).

Aparīṭṭhakho abhijñāto bhūtāno pāṇiyo yā niścayetho pāṇi
Aparīṭṭhakho du pāṇassas jānaṇgo teṣāṃ so hiṃdii ॥ २१३॥

Aparīṭṭhakho anīcchho bhanido pānām cha niścchade pānā
du pāṇassas jānaṇago teṣāṃ so hiṃdii (213)

Aparīṭṭhakho abhijñāto bhūtāno pāṇiyo yā niścayetho pāṇi
Aparīṭṭhakho du pāṇassas jānaṇago teṣāṃ so hiṃdii ॥ २१३॥

213 Non-possession is said to be non-attachment. For that reason the Knower does not desire drink. Thus being free from attachment for drink, he thereby becomes merely the knower (of drink).
214 The Knower has no hankering after all these various psychic states (such as desire and appetite for external objects). Since he is really of the nature of the Knower he remains everywhere independent (of alien influences).

215 Thus the Knower having always an attitude of renunciation towards the enjoyable environmental objects arising from the operation of karmas, he exhibits neither a desire for the present changes nor a longing for the future ones.

COMMENTARY

The series of conscious states consist of rapidly moving sensation, perception and idea. These elements form parts of the cognitive aspect of consciousness. Besides this cognitive aspect...
of series of consciousness, there is also the hedonic aspect associated with each item of the series. A sensation or a perception besides giving information about an external object, may also produce pleasurable or painful feeling. This pleasure-pain aspect is present in association with each item of the series. This again has two aspects, subjective and objective, the former indicated by the direction of attention, the latter indicated by the perception and idea attended to. These are technically called vīdāka and vēḍya bhāvās. If the pleasure-pain aspect is negative, it produces an automatic reaction whether in man or in animals to turn away from the painful perception and idea. But if the hedonic aspect is positive and pleasurable it produces a contrary reaction in the individual. The individual strives to get at it and possess it because it is pleasurable. This behaviour which man has in common with lower animals, as the manifestation of the instinct of self-preservation, is not present in the case of an enlightened individual. He recognises the momentariness of these series rapidly passing in front of the real Self whose nature is entirely distinct from the characteristics of the passing series of conscious states. Resting upon this permanent reality, he is able to realise that even the pleasurable elements of consciousness are entirely ephemeral and fleeting in nature and hence incapable of producing any real satisfaction. Further he realises that there is no fundamental difference between the pleasurable and painful hedonic aspects of consciousness, since both are due to karmic upādhan conditions entirely alien to the nature of the Self. Hence his behaviour is different. He does not run after the pleasurable elements of consciousness, nor does he desire to possess them. The ordinary behaviour of avoiding the painful and pursuing the pleasant is transformed in his case to an attitude of neutrality in which he remains merely a spectator of the panorama without in any way being affected by the hedonic elements even when they are pleasurable.

बद्धुभोगणितः अजभवसाणोदेसु गाणिसः।
ससारदेहविसेसु णेव उप्पजज्वे रागो ॥१२१॥

Bandhuvabhoganimittam ajhavasānodayesu nānissa
Samsāra dehavisayesu neva upajjade rāgo (217)
217 The psychic states conditioned by samsāra lead to bondage while the psychic states conditioned by the body lead to enjoyment. Hence in the true knower, no desire for these is produced.

**Commentary**

Psychic states are of two kinds, one pertaining to samsāra that is the empirical world of things and persons, and the other pertaining to one's own body. The former results in bondage since it is conditioned by the emotions like desire, aversion, and delusion. The latter leads to enjoyment either pleasurable or painful. The knowing Self is therefore without any attachment to any of these.

No lippadi kammarayena du kaddam amajjhe jahā kanayam (218)

Annāni puna ratlo savvadauvesu kammamajjhagado
Lippadi kammarayena du kaddamamajjhē jahā loham (219)

218 and 219 Just as gold in the midst of mire remains uncontaminated because of its non-adhesive property, so also the enlightened one, because of his complete non-attachment to the environment remains unaffected even when immersed in a cloud of karmas, whereas the unenlightened one because of his attachment to external objects gets affected when in the midst of karmas, just as a piece of iron gets contaminated when dipped in mire because of its adhesive property.
The conch-fish may eat and assimilate various things, animate, inanimate, and mixed, and yet the white colour of its shell cannot be changed into black by the things assimilated. In the same way the enlightened Knower may enjoy various objects, animate, inanimate, and mixed, and yet his nature of knowledge cannot be converted into nescience by the things so enjoyed.

220 and 221 The very same conch-fish (irrespective of the fact whether it eats other things or not) may intrinsically undergo
a change of colour, when the white-shell will be changed into black one. Similarly the enlightened Knower (who remained uninfluenced by the things enjoyed) may undergo deterioration in himself by which he may lose his nature of knowledge and assume one of nescience.

**Commentary**

Thus it is clear that whether the Self retains its true form as the knower or deteriorates into its opposite is entirely determined by itself.

Next the author explains through an illustration taken from ordinary life the difference between the operation of the *karma* in the case of the wrong believer and that in the case of the right believer.

> पुरिसो जह जोवि इह विविभिनित तु सेवए राय।
> तो सोवि देदि राया विविहें भोगे सुहुप्याए।

*Puriso jaha kovi tih vittunimttam tu seva ye rāyam*

To sovi deyi rāya vivihe bhoge suhuppāye

> पुरुषो यथा कोपिः वृद्धिविद्वत्तदु सेवते राजानम्।
> तत्साधिन ददाति राजा विविधान् भोगान् सुखोपादकान्।

*Emeva jivapuriso kammarāyam sevaye suhanimttam*

To sovi dehi kammovivihe bhoysu huppāye

> एवेमेव जीवपुरुष कर्मरज सेवते सुखनिग्रितम्।
> ततदाति कर्मराजा विविधाना सुखोपादकाना भोगाना।

*Jaha puna so chiy puriso vittunimttam na sevaye rāyam*

To so na deyi rāya vivihe bhoysu suhuppaye

> यथा पुन सत् पुरुषो वृद्धिविद्वत्त न सेवते राजानम्।
> तत्साधिन न ददाति राजा विविधाना भोगाना सुखोपादकाना।

*Emeva sammadittrī viṣayatī सेवए त्र कम्मरज।*

To so r देदि कम्म विविहें भोए सुहुप्याए।
Emeva sammaditlhi visayattam sevaye na kammarayam
To so na deyi kammam vivihe bhoye suhuppaye
(2.27)

224 to 227 Just as whenever a person in this world, with the object of gaining his livelihood, serves his king and the king gives him by way of remuneration various pleasure-producing objects, so also the Self, in the form of an unenlightened personality with the object of securing pleasures, devotes himself in the service of karmas and the karma- raja accordingly offers him pleasure-producing things. Whenever that very person does not serve the king for his livelihood, the king does not give him various pleasure-producing object by way of remuneration. Similarly the right-believer, for the sake of sense-pleasures does not devote himself to the service of karmas and, consequently, the karma does not yield various objects as a source of enjoyment.

**Commentary**

Thus it is clear that in the case of the right-believer the *karma* is incapable of producing any effect.

While proceeding to describe the nature of right belief and its constituent elements, the author first states in general *mis-shankha* or doubtlessness.

228 Souls with right belief are free from doubt and therefore they are free from fear. Because they are free from seven kinds of fear, they are free from doubt.

**Commentary**

The seven fears are (1) fear relating to this life, (2) fear relating...
to future life, (3) fear of being without protection, (4) fear of the disclosure of what is kept in secret (5) fear of pain, (6) fear of accident and (7) fear of death.

The author further explains the characteristics of 'nissankā' or doubtlessness (one of the constituents of right belief)

\[ \text{Jo chatteri paye chhinda te kammamoha vadhakare} \]

So 'nissanka cheda sammadithi mune yavvo' (229)

\[ \text{Yashthutopip padanā nissantī tattā kammohābadhakaraṇ} \]

\[ \text{Sa nissādakāśeṣatītā sammukhāditiṃcūrītavā} \]

229 He who cuts the four feet (wrong-belief, non-discipline, soul-soiling gross emotions, and psycho-physical activity) of what produces karma, delusion, and suffering is the non-doubting right believer

**Commentary**

Hence the Self which is non-doubting is free from bondage resulting from doubt. He has only to shed the *karmas* previously acquired.

Next the quality of 'niss-kāṅkṣa' or desirelessness is described

\[ \text{Jo du na karedi kankham kammaphale su taha savvadhhammesu} \]

So 'nikkankancho cheda sammadithi mune yavvo' (230)

\[ \text{Yastu n karoṭi kāṅkṣā karmaphalēṣu tatha ch sarkāmarēṣu} \]

\[ \text{Sa nissādakāśeṣatītī sammukhāditiṃcūrī} \]

230 He who evinces no desire for pleasures resulting from *karmas* or for all qualities of things must be understood to be a desire-free right believer.

**Commentary**

The Self which is free from desire is *ipsō facto* free from
desire produced by bondage He has only to do nirjara, the shedding of the karmas previously acquired

Next the characteristic of nirvichikatsa is mentioned

Jo sara jujh qedh vawesimev dhamma v
So khlu nivvidigchho sammaditthi mune yavvo 231
Jo na karedi juguchcham chedh savvesimeva dhammānām
So kalu nivvidigichcho sammaditthi mune yavvo (231)

231 He who does not exhibit any abhorrence or disgust towards all the (obnoxious) qualities of things, is said to be the right believer without any abhorrence

**COMMENTARY**

The characteristics in one’s own body or in the environment which produce disgust or abhorrence in an ordinary man are without any influence in the case of the right believer who is aware of the nature of the things in themselves. This attitude of absolute indifference even in the midst of disgusting things is what is known as the quality of nirvichikatsa. This attitude of indifference does not produce any feeling of disgust or abhorrence. His attention is not diverted to the unpleasant situation in the environment. His attention is therefore fixed on the true nature of the Self. Hence there is no karmic bondage resulting from the emotions of disgust or abhorrence. He has only to achieve nirjara or the shedding of the past karmas.

Next the author describes the quality of non-delusion (amūda drishtistvam)

Jo huv dhassmuddho qedh sadhittisvabh māvessu
So khlu amuddidhitthi sammaditthi mune yavvo 232

232 He who does not exhibit any abhorrence or disgust towards all the (obnoxious) qualities of things, is said to be the right believer without any abhorrence.

---
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232 He who is completely devoid of delusion as to the nature of things is certainly understood to be the non-deluded right-believer.

**Commentary**

In this case also freedom from delusion as to the nature of things prevents the appearance of karmas arising from delusion. Hence the right believer has only nirjara to achieve.

Next the author describes upaguhana or the charitable concealment of defects in others.

Jo siddhabhatti jutto uvaguhana go du savvadhammānam
So uvaguhana kati sammāditthi mune yavvo (233)

233 He who is filled with devotion to Siddha and who forbears in every way all kinds of defects in others is considered to be the right-believer endowed with the quality of forbearance.

**Commentary**

The important word in this gāthā is upaguhana which means the attitude of forbearance and charity through which the defects of helpless persons such as children and invalids are overlooked and concealed. This is the usual meaning given by the various Jaina writers for that word upaguhana. That is also the definition given by Samantabhadra in his Ratnakarandaka Sāvakāchāra (115) where he explains the constituent element of upaguhana.

Prabhachandra’s commentary on the same verse maintains the same point of view “Children because of ignorance, and invalids because of their incapacity, may go wrong in their course of conduct prescribed for them by the religion. When they commit mistakes in that way those defects must not be made
much of, but must be over-looked and concealed, and that is *upagūhana*”

One of the commentators on Samayasāra, Amritachandra, evidently had before him the word *upabṛtmhana* and not *upagūhana*. The word *upabṛtmhana* means growing or increasing. With this reading evidently he explains the term as one who increases the powers of the Self, or *ātma-sakti* and that a right-believer is called one who has the soul-power in fullness. Hence in his case there is no *karmic bandha* produced by lack of soulpower or the weakness of Self. This same word *upabṛtmhana* is included both by Pūjyapāda and Akalanka when they enumerate the eight constituent elements or *ashtāṅgas* of right belief. In commenting upon the Sutra 24 of Chapter VI of Tattvārthasūtra, “Uttama kshamādi bhāyamaya ātmano dharma parī-vṛddhi-kāranam upa-brīmhanam”, increasing the true characteristics of the Self through the attitude of supreme forbearance, etc., means *upabṛtmhanam* or increase in soul power. Jayasena, the other commentator on Samayasāra, evidently tries to combine the meaning of both the words *upabṛtmhana* and *upagūhana* “Mithyātva-rāgādhi-vibhava-dharmānām upa-gūhaka-prachchādaka vināsakāhā” Thus he takes the word *upagūhana* to mean vināsa or destruction and what must be destroyed are the impure psychic states produced by wrong belief, attachment to sense-pleasures, etc. It is extremely difficult on our part to explain how this constituent element *upabṛtmhana* was supplanted by the element *upa-gūhana*, from increasing to fullness the soul-power to charitably forbearing the defects in others. Akalanka’s Rājavārtika gives us a clue to understanding this transformation. The increasing of the soul-power is effected by means of *uttama-kshamā*, supreme forbearance, etc. One who practises *uttama-kāśhamā*, etc., not only increases his own soul’s potency to fullness, but also by the same process develops the supreme quality of love and forbearance towards others. Persons who go astray either through ignorance or incapacity are forgiven by those great personalities who realise themselves in fullness and thereby evince love and forbearance towards others. They are able to discern the element of goodness in things evil
CHAPTER VII

They may condemn evil but they sympathise with and forgive the evil-doer. This attitude is beautifully illustrated in Christ’s words addressed to the woman taken in the act of adultery, “Neither do I condemn thee Go and sin no more.” Thus upaguhana is in short the result of upabrimhana, the fulness of power manifesting itself in forgiving and forbearance towards the weak.

In this case there is no karma bondage, resulting from non-forbearance, nrjara, or shedding of past karmas alone remains to be effected.

In the next gātha the author gives a description of sthitr-karana, non-wavering firmness in faith.

उम्मगग मण्डलविनिवृत्ति सुभविनि सम्पूर्णता सूक्ष्मतमम्
यथा विद्यानि जूतो सम्मानार्थी मुरेयक्षो ॥२३४॥

Ummaggam gachchantam sagamapi magge thavedi jo cheda
So thidikarane jutto sammaditthi mune yayvo (234)

उत्तमम् चिन्तकायुक्त समुद्रवृक्षमतमम्
सि स्थितिकरणयुक्त सम्पूर्णनिवृत्तमत्वम् ॥२३४॥

234 He who, instead of going astray, establishes himself firmly in the path of emancipation must be considered to be the right-believer who is endowed with steadfastness.

COMMENTARY

In this case also since the right believer is firmly established in the path leading to moksha, there is no wavering in him. Hence there is no bondage due to the lack of firmness. Hence there is only nrjara to be effected here also.

Next the author describes the constituent element vātsalya, the attitude of love and devotion.

जो कुनादि वच्छलक्ति तिष्ठेः साधृण मोक्षममम्मि
सो वच्छलभववजुदो सम्मानार्थी मुरेयक्षो ॥२३५॥

Jo kunadi vachchalattam tinhe sadhuna mokkhamaggammi
So vachchala bhāvajudo sammaditthi mune yayvo (235)

य करोति वत्सलत्व तया या साधृणा मोक्षमार्गं
सि वात्सलयभावयुक्त सम्पूर्णनिवृत्तमत्वम् ॥२३५॥
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235 Whoever develops love and devotion to the three jewels which constitute the right path to moksha, that person is considered to be the right believer endowed with love and devotion to the true path.

**Commentary**

Love and devotion sustain him in the right path. Hence there is no lack of devotion and love and hence there is no karmic bondage, consequent thereupon. There is only nirjara to be achieved.

Next is described the eighth constituent element of prabhāvana or proclaiming the truth (of pravachana or Divine Word).

\[\text{Vijjāraha marudo mano raha payesu bhamayi jo cheda} \]

So jinanāna pahavi sammāditthi mune yavvo \(236\)

\[\text{Vijjāraha marudo mano raha payesu bhamayi jo cheda} \]

So jinanāna pahavi sammāditthi mune yavvo \(236\)

236 The Self, which mounted on the Chariot of knowledge roams about as it pleases (shedding the light of wisdom), is to be considered a right-believer who is engaged in propounding the Jaina faith.

**Commentary**

This emphasises the social aspect of religious faith. A person who is equipped with knowledge of reality and who is therefore engaged in self-realisation should not be satisfied with his own personal acquisition of the sublime wisdom. He must place the benefit of his achievement at the disposal of the other members of the society. There is no such thing as isolated personal salvation. He is bound to share the wisdom with others and he must take with him as many as are willing to walk the path with him. This necessarily implies that the enlightened person should not be confined to any particular place. He must go about from place to place carrying the torch of light and wisdom thus spreading the true knowledge and true faith in all parts.
of the country. This roaming about from place to place, spreading hope, wisdom and charity for the benefit of the whole society is what is called dharma prabhāvāna, one of the essential characteristics of the right believer. This characteristic was present at its maximum in the life of every Tirthankara. The Lord after attaining kēvala-jñāna or Omniscience, spends the remaining portion of his life-time in going about from place to place and preaching the dharma for the benefit of mankind.

Thus the right-believer endowed with the above eight characteristics is free from new karmic bondage but has only to achieve nirjara or the shedding of the past karmas.

Thus ends the chapter on Nirjarā.

Nirjarā quits the stage like a character cured of its infatuous nature and filled with shānta-rasa or peace.

CHAPTER VIII

Bandha or Bondage of Karmas

Then Bandha enters the stage.

Jahā namakovi puriso nehabhattodu tenuvahulamami
Thanammi thāyidunaya kareyi satlhmväyāsam ॥ २३७॥

Jaha nāmako vi puriso nehabhattodu tenuvahulamami
Thanammi thāyidunaya kareyi satlhmväyāsam ॥ २३७॥

छिद्रि भिद्रि य तहा तालीतलकशसिवसपीडीयो।
सचित्ताचित्तान करेह व्याणभुवधाय ॥ २३८॥

Chchindadī bhindadī ya taha talītalā kalyāivasipidīyo.
Sachittāchittānam kareyi dāvvanamuvaghāyam ॥ २३८॥

उवधाय कुभतस्स तस्स गणातिवहिहि करणेहि।
गिन्यथयो चित्तिजयु किन पचयणो दु र्ययवधो ॥ २३९॥
Uvaghāyam kuvvantassa tassa nāṇāvihehi karanehum
Nichchhayado chintijjadu kim pachchhayagodu rayavandho (239)

उपचार कुर्वङ्गस्त्तप्य नानाविवै करणे।
निश्चयतंशिचन्त्यता तु कि प्रत्ययकस्तु रजोबधि।

Jo so du nehabhavo tamhi nare tena tassa rayavandho
Nichchhayado vinneyam na kāyachetthahim sesahum (240)

य स तु लोकस्ततस्मिरे तेन तस्य रजोबधि।

Evam michchhāditthi baddhata bhuvihāsū chēṭhasū
cvayai uvavoge kuvvanto lippayi rayena (241)

एव मित्थादुर्थर्तर्मानो बहुविधासु चेष्टासु।

237 to 241 For instance, a man smeared with oil standing
in a place full of dust, performs exercises with a sword, cuts or
breaks trees such as palm, tamala, plantain, bamboo, and asoka
and thus causes destruction to objects, animate and inanimate.
In the case of this person who is engaged in the destructive ac-
tivity by assuming various bodily postures, what is the real condi-
tion causing dust deposit on his person? Certainly it is the oil
smeared on his body that must be considered to be the real cause
of the dust-deposit and certainly not his various bodily activities.
In the same way a wrong believer even while he is engaged in
various activities, only if he performs those activities with feeling
of attachment then certainly he gets covered with karmic
dust.

COMMENTARY

Here is a person, smeared with oil all over the body, standing
in a place which is naturally full of dust. He is engaged in sword
exercise. He assumes various postures of his body in his rapid
movement engaged in the destruction of objects animate and inanimate. Certainly his body is covered with dust. What is the real cause of the dust deposit on him? Certainly it is not the ground which is naturally full of dust. If that were so, another person without oil-smear on the body standing in the same place must also have the dust-deposit on his body. Is it the sword exercise? Certainly not. For, another person without the oily body performing the same exercise must get the dust-deposit. Is it the destruction of objects animate and inanimate? This cannot be. For a person similarly engaged without the oily body must also get dust-deposit. In all these cases it is clear that the dust-deposit does not occur when the oily surface is not present and the dust-deposit occurs only when the oily surface is present. This one common factor in the antecedent circumstances must be taken to be the real cause of the dust-deposit. In the same way a wrong believer, who, having the feeling of attachment in himself and remaining in the world which is naturally full of karmic particles is engaged in various activities of thought, word and deed, directed to the destruction of animate and inanimate objects, gets covered with karmic dust. What is the real cause of this karmic bondage? Certainly it is not the world which is filled with karmic particles. If that were the cause, then even the Sidhas, the Perfect Souls, because of their existence in the same world must also be subjected to karmic bondage. Can it be the action involving thought, word and deed? Such activity is present even in the case of the Omniscient Arhat and in Him there must occur the karmic bondage. Then is it due to destruction of objects animate and inanimate? Certainly not. For such a destruction may happen even in the case of careful activities which go under the name of five samitis. Here also the only common factor is the antecedent circumstances, the feeling of attachment, must be taken to be the causal condition of the karmic bondage. Thus it is established through a practical illustration that the feeling of attachment towards objects in the environment is the real cause of karmic bondage.
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Jaha puna so cheva naro nehe savvamhi avanaye sante
Renuvahu lammī thāne kareyi satthehi vāyāmam (242)

यथा पुनः स चेव नर स्तेरे सववीमीर्यनति सति।
रेणुवहले स्थाने करोति शस्त्रव्यायामम्। ॥२४२॥

छिद्दिदि भिद्दि य तहा तालीतलकलवलीवशपिडी सो।
सचित्ताचित्ताय करेण दव्यामुखाय ॥२४३॥

Chhundadi bhundadi ya tahā tālītala kayāli vamsapindīvō
Sachchittācchittānam kareyī dāvānumuva ghāyam (243)

छिनति भिनति च तथा तालीतलकलवलीवशपिडी।
सचित्ताचित्ताना करोति व्रव्यामामुखातम्। ॥२४३॥

उवाच वृक्षतस्स तस्स पाणाभिन्नहि करणेहि।
गिन्द्यदो बिनिज्जुदु कि पन्चयगो न रयवंढो ॥२४४॥

Uvaghāyam kuuvantassa tassa nānāvihēhim karanehim
Nichchhayado chintijjadhū kim pachchyaqo na rayavandho (244)

उपवाच कुलंतस्तस्त नानाभिन्गे करणे।
निश्चयतत्वसत्यताम् खलु किसत्ययां न रजोबन्ध ॥२४४॥

जो सोदु गेहभावो तम्हि परे तेन तस्स रयवंढो।
गिन्द्यदो बिज्जेय ण कायचेदः सेसाहि ॥२४५॥

Jo sodu nehabhavo tamhi nare tena tassa rayavandho
Nichchhayado vinneyam na kāyachetthahim sesāhím (245)

यथा स तु स्तेहभावस्त्तसिनंत्रेतेन तस्स रजोबन्ध।
निश्चयतो विज्जेय न कायचेष्टाभिम शेषाभिः। ॥२४५॥

एव सम्माधिदुट्टी वट्टातो बहुविधेषु जोगेषु।
अकरतो उवचोगे रागार्ज ण लिपहें रयेण ॥२४६॥

Evam sammādīthī vattanto vahuvihēsu Jogēsu
Akarpanta uvavoge rāgāyina lippayi rayena (246)

एव सम्पदूधिर्विर्वत्मानो बहुविधेषु योगेषु।
अकुवेतुपयोगे रागादीव ण लिप्यते रजसा। ॥२४६॥

242 to 246 On the other hand a person entirely free from
only smear on the body, standing in a place full of dust, performs
exercises with a sword, cuts or breaks trees such as palm, tamala,
plantain, bamboo, and asoka and thus causes destruction to
objects, animate and inanimate  In the case of this person who is engaged in the destructive activity by assuming various bodily postures, what is the real explanation for the absence of dust-deposit on his person? Certainly it is the absence of only surface that must account for the absence of dust-deposit on his person and not his various bodily activities  In the same way a right believer even while he is engaged in various activities of thought, word, and deed merely because of the absence of feeling of attachment in them, is not bound by karmic particles

**Commentary**

In the above gāthās the causal relation between the feeling of attachment and karmic bondage is established by citing positive instances on the one hand by which the presence of the cause necessarily implies the presence of the effect and also by citing negative instances on the other hand where the absence of the cause implies the absence of the effect, thus adopting the principle which is known in Logic as the Joint Method of Agreement and Difference

Next the author describes the thoughts characteristic of the nescient and the knowing Self

जो मण्डि हिसामि य हिसिज्जामि य परेइ ह सतेइ।
सो मूढो अण्णाणी गणाणी एतो दु विवरी।४६६।।
Jo mannadi himsāmiya himsiyamami parehima sattehim
So mudho annāni nāni ettdu vivarido (247)

यो मन्यते हिन्निम स हिसे च परे सत्तै।
स मूढोज्जानी ज्ञान्यस्तु बिपरीत।४६६।।

247  He who thinks, “I kill other beings or I am killed by other beings,” is a deluded one, devoid of knowledge  But one who thinks otherwise is the Knower

**Commentary**

The above-mentioned thought arises from lack of true knowledge which is the characteristic of wrong belief  But such thoughts are absent in the case of one who knows the true nature of things and hence he is a right believer  The same idea occurs
in the Bhagavad Gita "He who thinks of him as slayer, he who deems him slain—these both are void of judgment, he doth not slay nor is he slain" II 19

Next the author explains why such thoughts imply ājnāna or lack of true knowledge

आउक्षयेन ररण जीवाण जिववरेश्च पण्णत ।
आउन हरेसि तुम कह ते मरण कप तेसि II २४८।।
Avukkhayena maranam jīvānam jīnavarèhim pannattam
Avum na haresi tumam kaha te maranam kayam tesim (248)
आयु क्षयेन मरण जीवाण जिनवरै प्रज्ञपत् ।
आयुर्व् हरेसि तव कथ तवया मरण कृद तेषाम् II २४८।।

248 It is declared by the Jinas that the death of living beings is caused by the disappearance of their age-determining karma (Since) thou doth not destroy their age-determining karma, how is their death caused by thee?

आउक्षयेन मरण जीवाण जिववरेश्च पण्णत ।
आउन न हरति तुह कह ते मरण कप तेशि II २४९।।
Avukkhayena maranam jīvānam jīnavarèhim pannattam
Avum na haranti tuha kaha te maranam kayam tehim (249)
आयु क्षयेन मरण जीवाण जिनवरै प्रज्ञपत् ।
आयुर्व् हराति तव कथ ते मरण कृद तै II २४९।।

249 It is declared by the Jinas that the death of living beings is caused by the disappearance of their age-determining karma (Since) they do not destroy thine age-determining karma how can thy death be caused by them

**Commentary**

Death of living beings results only when their age-determining karmas wear out This wearing out of one's own age-karma will be caused by its running its full course of duration and not by any other means When that causal condition is absent, the result cannot be produced by any other means Hence no one can think of causing the death of another Therefore the thought, "I kill or I am killed" is certainly the mark of ājnāna, or absence of knowledge of things real
Next the author examines the statements expressing thought relating to life, from the same two aspects.

250 He who thinks, “I live (as caused by other beings and I cause other beings to live)” is a deluded one, devoid of knowledge. But one who thinks otherwise is the Knower.

Next the author points out how this thought is the result of *ajñāna*.

251 The Omniscient Ones declare that an organic being lives because of the operation of (its) *age-karma* (Since) they do not give thee thine *age-karma*, how can they life be caused by thee.
The life of an organic being depends upon the operation of its age-\textit{karma}. So long as the age-\textit{karma} persists to operate, the organic being continues to live. When that ceases to be, life also ceases to be. Since the age-\textit{karma} is entirely self-determined in its operation, it cannot be given by anybody else. Therefore, by no means can one make another live. Hence, the thought, “I am caused by others to live or I cause others to live,” is certainly due to \textit{ajñāna} or absence of the knowledge of the real.

Next it is pointed out that the thought of causing happiness or misery has the same significance.

\begin{align*}
\text{Jo apanādu manna} & dūhid suhida kāre mī satteti \|₂₅₃\| \\
\text{So mudha annā} & nāt ettodu vivarido \quad (2₅₃) \\
\text{Y ātmanā} & tu manythe dū bhūtāsūhitām kāre mī sattānītī \|₂₅₃\| \\
\text{s mūdhoj} & ānā bhāvyastu vīpirīt \|₂₅₃\|
\end{align*}

\textbf{2₅₃} He who thinks, “I cause happiness or misery to other beings and I am made happy or miserable by others,” is a deluded one, devoid of knowledge. The Knower thinks otherwise.

Next the author points out how this thought is the result of \textit{ajñāna}.

\begin{align*}
\text{Kamm} & \text{modayena jīva dūkhiṣṭādviṣhita hṛvati jadī savē} \|₂₅₄\| \\
\text{kamm} & \text{ ch} \text{ če) tūm dūkhiṣṭādviṣhita kah kaha} \text{ na te} \|₂₅₄\|
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Kamm} & \text{modayena jīva dūkhiṣṭādviṣhita bhavati jadī savē} \|₂₅₄\| \\
\text{kamm} & \text{ ch} \text{ n) dēvāsē tūm dūkhiṣṭādviṣhita kah kaha} \text{ tāstē} \|₂₅₄\|
\end{align*}

\textbf{2₅₄} If all living beings become miserable or happy only when their \textit{karmas} begin to operate and since thou dost not give them their \textit{karmas}, how are they made miserable or happy by thee.
CHAPTER VIII
103

Kammodayena jīva dukkhasuḥhitā hāvantī jādi savve
Kammam cha na dūnti tuham kadosī kaham dukkho tehim
(255)

Kammodayena jīva duṣṭisuḥhitā bhavati yadya savve
Karm cā n dārūti tāv krtōdasi kath duṣṭasītē
tāt 1255

255 If all living beings become miserable or happy only
when their karmas begin to operate and since they do not give
thee thy karmas, how art thou made miserable by them

Kammodayena jīva dukkhasuḥhitā hāvantī jādi savve
Kammam cha na dūnti tuham kaham suhīdo kadosī tehim
(256)

Karm cā n dārūti tāv kath tāv suhītā krtostē
tāt 1256

256 If all living beings become miserable or happy only
when their karmas begin to operate and since they do not give
thee thy karmas, how art thou made happy by them

COMMENTARY

Whether a living being is happy or miserable, is entirely
determined by the operation of its karmas. If the causal condi-
tion is absent, the resultant experience will also cease to be. One’s
karma cannot be got as a gift from another. It is acquired only
by one’s own conduct in life. Hence one cannot make another
happy or miserable. Hence the thought, “I make others happy
or miserable or I am made happy or miserable by others” is cer-
tainly the mark of ajñāna. Thus through these gāthās the
author emphasises that death and life, misery and happiness are
all the result of the operation of one’s own karma.

jo maddi jo adhīdo jāyāmi kammodayaṇaṇī saḥ

1257
Jo maradi joya duhido jayadi kammodayena so savvo
Tamha du maridode duhavido chedi nahu muchcha (257)

257 One dies or one becomes miserable while alive, all
these happen as a result of the operation of one’s own karmas.
Therefore, “He is killed by me and he is made miserable by me”
—is not this view of yours entirely false?

Jo na maradi naya duhido soviya kammodayena cheva khalu
Tamha naridona duhavido chedi nahu muchchha (258)

258 One does not die or one does not become miserable
while alive, this also is certainly the result of the operation of
one’s own karmas. Therefore, “He is not killed by me and he
is not made miserable by me”—is not this view of yours entirely
false?

Next the author points out that this erroneous belief is the
cause of bondage

Esa du ja madi de du kikkudusuhide karemi sattetit.
Esa de mudhamayi suhasuh bhashye kamma. (259)

259 This false notion of thine, “I make other beings
miserable or happy” is illusory. This leads to the bondage of karmas
good or bad

Dukkudasuhide satte karemi ja evamajjasid te.
Tam pada bandhagam va punnassava bandhagam hodi. (260)
260 "I make other beings miserable or happy" This thought of thine causes karmic bondage of the nature of vice or virtue.

Māryaṃ jīva vibhūṣiṁ cātāṃ jātā eva evaṃ jīvonāṃ bhūtanāṃ jīva vibhūṣiṇāṃ te

261 “I kill other beings or I make them live” This thought of thine causes karmic bondage of the nature of vice or virtue.

Next it is pointed out that the thought to kill is the same as killing.

Ajñāvāsīdēva bhado cātāṃ māreṇa maya māreṇa

262 The will to kill is enough to bring bondage irrespective of the fact whether animals are killed or are not killed. From the real point of view this in short is the mode of bondage in the case of jīvas (or empirical selves).

Again the author points out how thought is the cause of bondage and of pāpa or pūnya, vice or virtue.

Evamāliesya adatā abhāvāchāre paryagahē chevā.

Kāraṇa ājñāvāsāṇaṃ jātena du bhūthe pāve. 263

263 Thus (the will to kill), the will to lie, to steal, to be
unchaste and to acquire property (inordinately) leads to bondage of evil karmas

The same truth is conveyed by Christ through His teachings when he emphasises the inner purity of heart, "Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God." This clearly implies that the realisation of the divinity in man is necessarily conditioned by the purity of heart, whereas when the heart is impure, it brings about sin. The following words of Christ make this clear: "Ye have heard that it was said by them of old time, Thou shall not commit adultery. But I say unto you, that whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in his heart." St Matthew V 27 & 28

Next it is pointed out that the objects in the external world can neither be the cause of karmic bondage

Thought in an empirical Self is always conditioned by an object in the external world. Nevertheless it is not that exter-
nal object that is the cause of bondage. It is by thought that bondage is caused.

**Commentary**

The direct cause of bondage is thought and not any external object, though this is the cause of thought itself. Then why should external objects be tabooed? It is for the purpose of condemning the thought based upon the external objects. Thought without the basis of an external object never occurs in the consciousness of Self. If it is possible to have thought without the basis of an external object, then thought corresponding to non-existing objects must also appear. In the case of a person born of a real mother, you can entertain the thought, “I am going to kill her son.” But in the case of a barren woman, the thought, “I am going to kill her son” would be meaningless because there can be no son born to a barren woman. Hence it is certain that there can be no thought without a basis in reality. Hence it necessarily follows that condemnation of evil thoughts leads to the condemnation of corresponding objects of reality. For it is only by preventing the cause that the effect can be prevented from occurring. Could it not be maintained that because the external object is the cause of that cause which produces bondage, therefore, the external object is itself the cause of bondage? No. For, the real causal condition of bondage, the conative idea is lacking. If the external object were by itself capable of producing karmic bondage, then it would have identical effect in the case of a saint who moves about with gentleness and caution actuated by the ideal of love and mercy and of a hypocrite in the garb of a saint who roams about rough and tough without any care. That is, both of them must have the same reaction in the environment which is common to both. It is not so as a matter of fact. The saint pure in heart is untouched by sin though he lives in the same environments as the false and hypocritical ascetic who, because of the absence of the purity of thought, is still attached to sensual pleasures and is thus subject to karmic bondage. Hence it is not the environmental object but it is the inner thought that is the cause of bondage.
Next the author points out that the thought which is said to be the cause of bondage is false because of the absence of objective evidence to corroborate it.

Dukkhidasuhide jive karemi vandhemi taha vimochemi
Ja esa mudamayi nrachchhayya sa hu de michchha ।

266 "I make living beings miserable or happy, I bind or release them." Such thought in you is meaningless. Verily it is false.

**Commentary**

Happiness or misery of a person is entirely dependent upon that person’s nature and it cannot be due to any external influence. Hence the proposition, “I make him happy or I make him miserable” is false, because it is uncorroborated by objective reality. Mere assertion of a proposition cannot make it real. It cannot create its own objective evidence of corroboration. If it is possible for the asserted proposition to carry within itself the corroborative evidence of objective reality, then such statements must become real by the mere fact of assertion as, “I am gathering sky-flowers.” Hence no assertion by itself can carry its own truth-value with it.

Next it is explained how such a thought is without corroborative evidence.

Ajasvatasaranamitva jeeva jagatiti karmagna jadhi.

Mucchati mokkhamayo thida y te k karoisi tu m ।

267 If their own thoughts are the real condition by which souls are bound by karmas or get released from them while standing on the path of salvation, then what is there that thou canst achieve?
The proposition in thought, "I bind or I release" in order to be true must have as its objective meaning, actual bondage or release of jīvas, as corroborative evidence. But as a matter of fact jīvas are bound or released according to their own thought conditions. Another person's thought would be entirely ineffective, therefore, to bind or release other jīvas. Hence your thought, "I bind or I release other jīvas" is entirely false since it is not corroborated by objective evidence. Hence your claim, "I bind or release other jīvas" is only illusory.

Next the author describes the behaviour of one who is deluded by such ineffectual and fruitless thought.

268 The Self, by its own thought activity creates for itself the form of beings—sub-human, hellish, celestial, and human and also various types of virtue and vice.

269 Similarly, the Self through its own thought-activity may identify itself with the categories of dharma or adharma, soul, non-soul, the Universe and the Beyond.
the Self makes that Self the agent of the corresponding action Similarly thought condition determining birth as a hell inhabitant, when ripe will lead to the birth as a hellish being Similarly appropriate and efficient thought conditions will make the Self, a celestial or human being. The same appropriate thought activity will cause him to do virtuous deeds or vicious deeds and enjoy happiness or misery The very same thought activity as a process of knowledge, may bring in the categories of dharma, adharma, the world, including animate and inanimate objects, and space beyond as objects of knowledge related to Self But this very same thought vitiated by absence of right knowledge may lead the Self to erroneously identify itself with the various external objects. In all these cases the Self deviates from its own intrinsic nature of purity and gets vitiated by alien influences on account of which the Self through its vitiated thought activity goes astray from his own nature assuming various forms unical, ephemeral, and impure Thus the real rishis are entirely free from such vicious and erroneous thought activity.

Next it is pointed out that those who are free from such thought activity are not subject to karmic bondage.

एदाणि परिव जैसि अज्ञववसाणाणि एवमादिणि ।
ते असुहेण सुहेण व कम्पणं सुणि ण लिप्यति ॥२७०॥

Edānī nāthī jesīm ajjhavāsanān evamadīnī
de aṣuhena suhena va kammena muni na limpanī (270)

एतानि न सल्लिष्टे येषाष्ठववसानायेवमादिनी ।
तेशुमेन शुमेन वा कर्मं सुयों न लिप्यति ॥२७०॥

270 The saints, in whom such thought activities are not present, are not contaminated by karmas, good or bad.

COMMENTARY

The thought activities mentioned above, occur when the intrinsic nature of the Self is not realised. The realisation of the true Self implies the three aspects. Faith in the ultimate purity of the self, knowledge of the ultimate self, and being identified with that ultimate self—these three aspects constitute the nāsaḥya ratnaśraya, the three jewels from the higher point of view.
thought activities referred to in the preceding two gāthās are not based upon the experience of that Absolute Self. Therefore they are associated with the empirical Self. Empirical Self implies the opposite of the Transcendental Real Self. Therefore the activities of belief, knowledge and conduct of the empirical Self are from the real point of view, erroneous belief, erroneous knowledge and erroneous conduct. Therefore karmic bondage results from them. Hence it follows that in the case of a saint equipped with true knowledge of Self, these psychic activities are absent and hence there is no karmic bondage.

Next the term Adhyavasana is explained.

बुद्धि ववसावोवि य अज्ञवसान मद्विविषाणां ।
एयत्तमेव सव्व चित्त भावो य परिषामः ॥२७१॥
Buddhi vavasavovya ajjhasanam madaya vinnanam
Eyattameva savvam chittam bhavoya parināmo ॥२७१॥

271 Buddhi (understanding), vyavasaya (resolving), adhyavasana (conative activity), mati (thinking), vijnana (knowing), chitta (consciousness), bhava (conscious mode), and paramā (conscious manifestation)—all these words have the same meaning.

Next the vyavahāranaya is denied by the nischayanaya.

एव ववहारणो पडिष्ठिदो जान गित्त्वयोगेयं ।
गित्त्वयोगाधिकार सुः मुण्यो पावति गित्वाण ॥२७२॥
Evaṃ vavahāranāvo padhisiddho jāna nischhayanayena
Nischhayanayassida puna mununo pāvanī vinnānam ॥२७२॥

272. Thus know ye that the practical point of view is contradicted by the real point of view. It is by adopting the real point of view that the saints attain Nirvāṇa or Liberation.

**Commentary**

The (nischaya) real point of view is based upon the Self. The (vyavahāra) practical point of view is based upon external things.
Thus from the real point of view, all the externally conditioned thought activities because they constitute the causal condition for karma bondage have to be rejected by the saints who have renounced all. To renounce such thought activities, they have to reject the practical point of view itself since that is based upon external things. Spiritual liberation from karma bondage is possible only by adopting the real point of view. Hence one who wants to reach the goal of Nirvana has to adopt the real point of view and reject the practical point of view.

Vādasamudī guṭṭī ānuvaṇe āhivika āpi pañcama
kāṭvato vi āmabhiviyo āpannāya mūndhāti dū ||२७३||

Vādasamudī guṭṭī siḷaṭavaṁ āṇaṇe hiṣṭo paṇnattam
Kuṭṭaṃavatō ābhavīva ānāna miṃchadhitthi dū ||२७३||

273 Persons incapable of spiritual liberation even though they observe vows, carefulness, restraints, rules of conduct, and penance as described by the Jinas do remain without true knowledge and of false faith.

Commentary

Various kinds of religious discipline prescribed by the Jina are from the vyāvahāra point of view. Hence they constitute vyāvahāra chāṭstra, course of conduct prescribed for the ordinary man. These rules of conduct may be observed even by ābhavyas—persons innately unfit for spiritual salvation. Even though such an ābhava practises those rules of conduct, he cannot be considered to be equipped with the three jewels of the higher order which are based upon the nature of the pure Self. Hence his conduct is only of the lower order belonging to the three jewels of the lower order. Hence from the absolute point of view, since the ābhava is endowed with the inferior jewels, his faith and knowledge cannot be considered to be of the right kind. Therefore even the successful observance of the rules of conduct does not entitle him to be classed among those of right knowledge and right faith. Hence he must remain ajñām and mithyādṛṣṭha.
Even when he is well-versed in the Scriptures, is he still to be called an *ajñāmi*? The answer is given in the next gāthā.

Mokkham asaddahanto abhāvyasatto do jo adhāyeyya
Pātha na kareći gunam asaddahantassa nānam tu (274)
Mokṣamabhrāhānaṃsabhrasatvattu yodhibhīyaṁ
Pātha na kareći guram abhrāhājāya nāma tu (274)

274 An abhāvyā, one unfit for spiritual salvation, has no faith in mokṣha, hence though well versed in all the scriptures, such a study does not endow him with right knowledge or qualification because of the lack of faith.

**Commentary**

The reality of mokṣha is not believed in by the abhāvyā because he is devoid of the right knowledge of the pure nature of the Self. Therefore he has no belief even in knowledge. Thus devoid of right knowledge and right faith, his mastery of the scriptures cannot make him the real Knower and it does no good to him. Thus in spite of his learning, he remains devoid of knowledge.

Has he not by his observance of the rules of conduct, faith at least in dharma? The answer is given in the gāthā below.

Saddahādiya pattadiya rochediya taha puṇoṭā phasedi
Dhammam bhoganumittam nahu so kammakkhayanumittam (275)

275 No doubt he has faith in (a kind of) dharma, he acquires it, he delights in it, and practises it. But it is all with the object of future enjoyment. Certainly not (that dharma which leads to the) destruction of karmas.
Next moksha marga, path of salvation is described from the vyavahāra and mūchaya points of view, the former to be rejected and the latter to be adopted.

Āyārādīnīnam jīvādīmsanam cha vinneyam
Chhajīvānīkayamcha tāha bhānayi charitram tu vavāhāro (276)

276 Let it be known that (knowledge of the scriptures such as) Acharanga is right knowledge (Faith in the categories of) jīva etc., is right faith (Protection of) the six kinds of organisms is right conduct. These, it is said, constitute vyavahāra (moksha marga)—the path of salvation from the practical point of view.

277 Whereas the Self is my right knowledge, the Self is my right faith, the Self again is my right conduct. The Self is renunciation, the Self is the stoppage of karmas and yogic meditation. (These constitute the mūchaya moksha marga, or Path of Salvation from the real point of view)

Emotional states such as attachment are the cause of bondage. They are alien to the nature of the pure Self. Then how do they occur in the consciousness of the Self? Do they result from direct manifestation of the Self or are they caused by alien influences? This question is answered in the succeeding gāthās.
Jaha phaliyamani suddho na sayam parinamayi rāyamāyihim
Rangijjadi annehim du so raltadihim davvehim (278)

\[\text{যথা স্ফটিকমণি শুদ্ধো ন স্বয পরিণমতে রাগাঘু} \]

\[\text{রাজ্যন্তরয়েষ্ট স রক্তাদিমির্জং} \]

Evam nānī suddho na sayam parinamadī rāyamāyihim
Rayijjadi annehim du so rāgađihim dōsehīm (279)

\[\text{এব জ্ঞানী শুদ্ধো ন স্বয পরিণমতে রাগাঘু} \]

\[\text{রাজ্যন্তরয়েষ্ট স রাগাদিমির্জং} \]

278-279 As a piece of crystal, itself being pure and colourless, cannot appear red-coloured of its own accord, but in association with another red-coloured object, it appears coloured red, in the same way the Self, himself being pure cannot have emotional activities such as attachment, etc, of his own accord. But when influenced by alien impurities, he gets tainted by such impure emotions of attachments, etc.

It is next pointed out that one who knows the real nature of things realises that the Self, the Knower, is not the cause of the impure psychic states such as attachment, etc.

\[\text{ন য রায়দোসমহ কৃত্ব গণী কসায়মাব বা।} \]

\[\text{সয়মুপ্পন্নো ণ সো তেশ কার্য তেসি ভাবান} \]

Nayā rāyadōsamoham kovvadi nani kasayabhavam va
Sayamappano na so tena karagō tesi bhāvānam (280)

\[\text{ন চ রায়গৃহমহ করোতি জ্ঞানী কসায়মাব বা।} \]

\[\text{স্বয়মেবালমনো ন স তেশ কার্কস্তো ভাবানাম} \]

280 The Knower does not of his own accord produce in himself attachment, aversion, delusion and such other grossest emotions Hence he is not the causal agent for those psychic states.

Next it is pointed out that the ego devoid of the knowledge of the reals and immersed in nescience is causally responsible for such impure psychic states.

\[\text{রাগস্থিয় দোস্ত্যিয় কসায়ক্ষমেসু চেব জে ভাবা।} \]

\[\text{তেহি দু পরিণমত্তো রাগাএ বর্ধিদি পুনোবি} \]
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When the material karmas pertaining to attachment, aversion, and grosser emotions begin to operate, the empirical ego begins to have corresponding psychic states. These psychic manifestations of attachment, etc., of which he is the causal agent do produce in their turn fresh karmic bondage.

Next the author points out that the Self is not the causal agent for the emotion of attachment, etc.

Non-repentance is of two kinds and non-renunciation also should be known to be similar. By such teaching the Self of the nature of consciousness is said to be not their causal agent.
Apadhikkamanam duviham davve bhave tāhā apachchkhānam
Eyenuvayesena ya akarayo vanniyō cheyā
(284)

अप्रतिक्रमण द्विविष द्रव्ये भावे तथाप्रत्यायाख्यानस्।
एतेनोपदेशेन्द्रकार्को वर्णितचेततिता॥२८५॥

284 Non-repentance is of two kinds, physical and psychical and so also non-renunciation, by such teaching the Self of the nature of consciousness is said to be not their causal agent.

जाव अपदिक्रमण अपच्छक्खण च द्रव्यभावाण।
कुववइ आदा ताव कत्ता सो होइ णायन्वो॥२८५॥

Jāvam apadhikkamanam apachchakhanam cha davyabhāvānam Kuvvayī ādā tāvam kattā so hoyī nayavvo
(285)

यावदप्रतिक्रमस्मप्रत्यायाख्यान च द्रव्यभावायो।
करोत्यार्था तावत्कर्त्ता स भवति नात्य॥२८५॥

285 So long as the Self does not practise renunciation and repentance, both physical and psychical, it should be understood that he is the causal agent of karmas.

**Commentary**

*Pratikramana* implies confession and repentance for past misdeeds. *Apratikramana*, therefore, means instead of confession and repentance, recalling to memory the past experiences with implicit approval. This recalling to memory the past impure experience is of two kinds, psychical and physical. *Pratyākhyāna* implies restraining or abstaining from a desire for future sensual enjoyment. *Apratyākhyāna* is its opposite. It means the absence of that restraint and hence an uninhibited longing for future pleasures. This is also of two kinds material and psychical. The material *karma* condition produces the corresponding psychic states of emotion either approving the past experience or longing for future pleasures. The causal relation therefore exists between the material aspect and the psychical aspect and these two aspects of *apratikramana* and *apratyākhyāna* since they imply the operation of material *karmas* and the appearance of psychic *karma* have no relation to
the pure Self of the nature of consciousness. Hence the pure Self cannot be considered as the causal agent of these two types of karmas. This is the Message of the Scriptures. But when the pure Self forgets its own real nature and identifies itself with the grosser emotions of the empirical ego, he is not able to repent for the past experiences, nor refrain from the future ones. So long as he is thus spiritually incapacitated to wipe out the past and to reject the future, he feels himself responsible for all those impure emotions caused by karmic materials and thus he becomes the karta or the causal agent of those experiences.

How the material condition can produce psychic states operating as unmitta and how the Self is concerned or related to this causal process is elucidated by an example taken from ordinary life.

Commentary

In the case of the householder as well as the ascetic there...
ARE IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES PRESCRIBED IN THE MATTER OF FOOD. ONLY WHAT IS CALLED *PANTRA-AHARA* OR PURE FOOD IS FIT TO BE EATEN BY THEM. BUT IN THE MATTER OF PREPARING FOOD THERE ARE VARIOUS POSSIBILITIES OF DEFECTS OCCURRING THEREIN. THE ARTICLES USED MAY BE DEFECTIVE AND MAY VITiate THE QUALITY OF FOOD PREPARED THEREFROM. THE NECESSARY THINGS USED FOR PREPARING FOOD SUCH AS WATER, FIRE, ETC. BECAUSE OF CARELESS SELECTION MAY ALSO VITiate THE FOOD PREPARED. WHETHER THE PREPARATION IS MADE BY YOURSELF OR BY A COOK UNDER YOUR INSTRUCTIONS, THE DEFECTS WHICH MAY BE PRESENT IN THE FOOD PREPARED AND WHICH MAKE IT UNFIT FOR CONSUMPTION ARE ALL DEFECTS OF MATERIAL ARTICLES UTILISED IN THE PREPARATION OF FOOD. THE ARTICLES USED FOR THE PREPARATION TOGETHER WITH THE PERSON ENGAGED IN COOKING ARE ALL EXTERNAL CONDITIONS TO YOU. FOOD PREPARED FORMS THE EFFECT OF ALL THESE EXTERNAL CAUSAL CONDITIONS AND THIS IS ALSO EXTERNAL, THE WHOLE PROCESS OF CAUSAL CONDITION RESULTING IN THE FORM OF EFFECT. THE PREPARED FOOD IS COMPLETELY EXTERNAL TO THE PERSON WHO IS GOING TO CONSUME THE FOOD. HE IS NOT CONCERNED IN THE SERIES OF OPERATING CAUSES AND THE RESULTING EFFECT. THEREFORE HE IS NEITHER CONCERNS IN THE PRODUCTION OF THE DEFECTS PRESENT IN THE FOOD NOR IS HE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAME. THEY ALL PERTAIN TO MATERIAL INANIMATE OBJECTS IN THE EXTERNAL WORLD. BUT IF HE ACCEPTS THAT FOOD WHICH IS DEFECTIVE AND UNFIT FOR CONSUMPTION WITH THE FULL KNOWLEDGE OF THE FACT THAT DEFECTIVE ARTICLES WERE USED AND THERE WAS CARELESSNESS IN PREPARATION THEREOF, HE BECOMES RESPONSIBLE FOR THOSE DEFECTS, AND HE IS THEREFORE SUBJECT TO DEMERIT THEREOF. BUT IF HE REJECTS THAT FOOD, HE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DEFECTS AND THEREFORE HE WILL REMAIN UNINFLUENCED BY THE DEMERITS THEREOF. THIS ILLUSTRATION IS QUITE PARALLEL TO THE PREVIOUS CASE WHERE THE MATERIAL *KARMIc* CONDITIONS PRODUCE CORRESPONDING PSYCHIC STATES OF AN IMPURE NATURE. THESE IMPURE PSYCHIC STATES, SINCE THEY ARE PRODUCED BY MATERIAL *KARMIc* CONDITIONS WHICH ARE DIFFERENT IN NATURE FROM THE SELF AND ALSO EXTERNAL TO IT, BOTH THE CAUSE AND EFFECT REMAIN EXTERNAL AND ALIEN TO THE SELF. THEREFORE THE PURE SELF IS NOT DIRECTLY CONCERNED IN THIS CAUSAL SERIES AND HENCE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DEFECTS AND IMPURITIES PRESENT IN THE RESULT. HE CAN MAINTAIN THIS UNCONCERNEDNESS AND INDIFFERENCE ONLY BY THE
practice of pratikramana and pratyākhyāna, disowning the past and rejecting the future occurrence of those impure psychic states. If on the other hand, the Self by abandoning the spiritual discipline imposed by pratikramana and pratyākhyāna, identifies itself with the past impure emotions and readily commits himself to future similar indulgences, he becomes fully responsible for the defects thereof, and therefore gets bound by corresponding karmas. This case, is therefore analogous to the case where the person accepts the defective and impure food though he is not concerned with the preparation thereof.

Thus ends the chapter on bandha or Bondage.

Thus bandha quits the stage.

CHAPTER IX

Moksha or Liberation

Then Moksha enters the stage.

तिथ्व मदसहाव काल च वियाणए तस्स ॥२८८॥

Tītvam mandasahāvam kālam cha viyānaye tass (288)

Jayi navi kūnāyi chhedaṃ na muchchaye tena bandhanavaso sam ॥२८९॥

कालेन वृ बहुयेनवि न स नरो पवयः विमोक्षम् ॥२८९॥

Jayi navī kunāyi chhedaṃ na muchchaye tena bandhanavaso sam (289)
As a person, who has been in shackles for a long time may be aware of the nature of his bondage, intense or feeble, and also its duration still so long as he does not make any effort to break them, he does not get himself free from the chains, and may have to remain so, for a long time without obtaining freedom. Similarly a person with karmic bondage, even if he has the knowledge of the extent, the nature, the duration, and the strength of the karmic bondage, does not get liberation (by this mere knowledge) but he gets complete liberation if pure in heart.

**Commentary**

Separating the Self and bondage from each other is called moksha. Some maintain that mere knowledge of the nature of this bondage is able to produce moksha, or Liberation. But this is wrong. Just as in the case of a person in chains, mere knowledge of the chain is ineffectual in securing his freedom, so also the mere knowledge of the nature of karmic bondage is ineffectual in securing his spiritual liberation.

Next it is pointed out that mere thinking about the process and development of karmic bondage does not lead to the liberation of the Self.

291 As by (merely) thinking of bondage one bound in shackles does not get release, so also the Self by merely thinking of (karmic) bondage does not attain moksha.
Others maintain that the concentration of mind on the idea of bondage is itself the cause of moksha or spiritual liberation. This view also is wrong. By mere concentration of thought on bondage one cannot obtain liberation, just as concentrated attention on the shackles cannot get freedom for the person in chains.

What then is the cause of liberation? The answer is given below

jah bandhe chhittunaya vandhanavaddho vu pavayi vimokkham
'taha bandhe chhittunaya jivo sampavayi vimokkham' (292)

यथा बन्धित्वा च बन्धनवादस्तु प्राप्तीति विमोक्षम्।
तथा बन्धित्वा च जीव सप्राप्तीति विमोक्षम्। ॥२९॥

292 As one bound in shackles gets release only on breaking the shackles, so also the Self attains emancipation only by breaking (karmic) bondage.

How is this to be effected? The method is shown below

बधाण च सहाव वियाणिवो अप्पणो सहाव च।
बजेसु जो विरजज्ञि सो कम्मविमोक्षण कुणाइ। ॥२९॥

Bandhanam cha sahavam viyanivo appano sahavam cha
Bandhesu jovi rajjadi so kammavimokkhanam kunayi (293)

बन्धाना च स्वभाव विज्ञायात्मन स्वभाव च।
बजेसु यो विरजज्ञि स कर्मविमोक्षण करोति। ॥२९॥

293 Whoever with a clear knowledge of the nature of karmic bondage as well as the nature of the Self, does not get attracted by bondage—that person obtains liberation from karmas.

Thus the direct cause of liberation is determined to be the separation of the Self and the bondage from each other.

जीवो बधोय तत्त्वेण छिन्नति गलक्लणेहि लियएहि।
पण्णाश्चिद्वारणु व छिन्ना भागत्मार्गवर्ण ॥२९॥
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Jivo bandhoya taha chhijjanti salakkhanēhīm niyayēhīm
Pannachhedanayena vu chhinna nanattamavanna (294)

The Self and bondage are differentiated by their intrinsic and distinctive features, cut through by the instrument of discriminative wisdom, they fall apart.

Commentary

The attribute of the Self is pure consciousness and the attribute of bondage is the impure emotions of anger, etc., based upon wrong belief. These two by association get identified with each other. This identification of the Self with impure emotions due to karmic bondage is the foundation of the empirical Self in samsāra. These two entities, the Self and karmic bondage, characterised by their own intrinsic properties are linked together from time immemorial. This unholy alliance must be broken up. What is the effective instrument to cut these two apart? Such an instrument is said to be the discriminative wisdom. This discriminative wisdom fully realises the pure nature of the Self and its intrinsic difference from the impure emotions due to bondage, and aids the Self to reject the latter and to extricate itself. This process of isolating the Self from karmic emotions, when once effected through discriminative wisdom, keeps the two entities permanently apart.

What ought to be done, after the separation of Self and bondage is effected, is indicated below.

Jivo bandhoya taha chhijjanti salakkhanēhīm niyayēhīm
Bandho chcheyavvo suddhāy āpy ya chittāvvo (295)

When the Self and bondage which are differentiated by their intrinsic and distinctive attributes, are thus separated.
then by completely casting away all bondage, the pure Self ought to be realised.

Thus it is emphasised that the very object of separating the two is to realise the pure Self by shaking of all bondage. Next it is pointed out how this object of self-realisation is to be achieved.

Kaha so āppā pannaye so vu ghippaye appā
Jaha pannaye vibhatto taha panna eva ghittavvo (296)

Thus it is emphasised that the very object of separating the two is to realise the pure Self by shaking of all bondage.

296 How is the Self realised? The Self is realised by discriminative wisdom. Just as he is separated by discriminative wisdom so also by the very same discriminative wisdom he is realised.

How is the Self realised through discriminative wisdom? The answer is given below.

Pannaye ghittavvo jo cheda so aham tu nichchhayado
Avasesa je bhāvā te majjhaporetti nāyavva (297)

That (pure) conscious being which is apprehended by discriminative wisdom is in reality the “I”. Whatever mental states remain (besides) are all to be known to be other than “mine”.

Just like pure consciousness, pure perception and pure knowledge are described to be the intrinsic attributes of the pure Self.

Pannaye ghittavvo jo dattha so aham tu nichchhayado
Avasesa je bhāvā te majjha paretti nāyavva (298)
That seer who is apprehended by discriminative wisdom is in reality the “I.” Whatever mental states there are (besides) are all to be known to be other than “mine.”

If the pure Self is of the nature of conscious unity, how can he be the seer and the knower? Is not his nature transcending these two aspects? No perception and knowledge are not attributes to be transcended by the supreme consciousness, because they are the attributes of the supreme consciousness itself. If the supreme consciousness is to transcend these attributes, it will become an empty abstraction, for there can be no reality without attributes. This universal postulate, no reality without its attributes, is applicable to the supreme reality also. Hence an attributeless reality is mere nothing. Again, if it is assumed for arguments’ sake, that a general substratum can exist even after the elimination of its attributes, even then, the position would be untenable. For consciousness devoid of the attributes of perception and knowledge will become practically a non-conscious entity which cannot be the nature of the Supreme Self. Hence perception and knowledge inasmuch as they are attributes resulting from the manifestation of pure consciousness must be considered to be the intrinsic properties of the pure Self, since manifesting entity cannot be different from the manifestation.

Thus, though the pure Self is to be considered apart from
the characteristics of empirical consciousness, it should not be abstracted from all attributes as is done by the Vedāntin. The Vedāntin relying upon the fact that the characteristics and attributes of the empirical ego are entirely alien to the nature of the Supreme Self, justifiably places the Supreme Self quite beyond the empirical properties. Swami Kunda Kunda also emphasises the same fact when he says that all other mental attributes are entirely alien to “me.” This justifiable denial of the empirical impure attributes to the Supreme Self is immediately followed by the predication of the attributes of pure perception and knowledge which are present in the Supreme Self even after transcending the empirical nature. Of course it should not be misunderstood that these properties of perception and knowledge are the same as the process of perceiving and knowing associated with the empirical ego. In the latter case though the properties are called by the same names, they are entirely limited by physical conditions. Whereas the pure perception and pure knowledge associated with the Supreme Self are the unconditioned and unlimited manifestation of the Supreme Self. Thus it should be noted that the Advaitin, though he keeps company with Bhagawān Kunda Kunda to a considerable distance in the path of metaphysical investigation, ultimately parts company and walks to a different goal. Thus in short the Supreme Self of Sri Kunda Kunda is not the same as the Supreme Self of the other schools.

Next it is pointed out that a person who is equipped with this kind of discriminative wisdom, will not consider alien mental states to be his own.

को नाम भणिज्जु खुद्रो ताणु सव्वे ’परोयेसे सावे।
मष्टमिन्त ति य वयण जाणतो अण्यय सुंड ॥ ३००॥
Ko nāma bhanijja vuho navum savve paroyaye bhāve
Mājhaminam tiya vayanam jananto appayam suddham (300)
Ko nāma bhāṇेतु खुद्र ज्ञात्वा सर्वान् परोदयान् सावान्।
भमेदमिति च वचन जानजात्मान शुद्धम् ॥ ३००॥

‘परोयेसे सावे।’
300 What wise man knowing the nature of the pure Self and understanding all the mental states caused by alien conditions would utter the words, “These are mine?”

That the Self which identifies itself with the external object, is subject to *karma* bondage is explained by an illustration from ordinary life.

Teyayi avarahe jo kovvayi so sankido bhamayi
Ma vajjheaham kenavi chorottu janammiyvaranto (301)

301 He who commits crimes such as theft, while moving among the people, is troubled by anxiety and fear, “I may be arrested at any moment as a thief”

Jo na kunayi avarahe so nissanko vu janavaye bhamayi
Navi tassa vajhidum je chinta uppajjayi kayavi (302)

302 But one who commits no such crime freely moves among the people without any such anxiety. Because in his case no thought of arrest ever occurs.

Evam hí savaraháho bjaśáami aha tu sankidó cheya.
Jáh puna nírvaraháho píssankhoḥ ṣa bjaśáami. (303)

303 Similarly the Self which is guilty always has the fear, “I may be bound,” whereas if guiltless the Self feels, “I am fearless and hence I may not be bound”
It is the law of the State that the criminal should be detected and punished. Hence the criminal who commits theft always moves in society with a guilty conscience and ultimately he may get arrested, punished and imprisoned. Whereas a person who lives in society honourably without coveting others’ property always moves about freely without fear of being arrested. The same analogy holds good in the case of Self. The Self which commits the mistake of claiming alien characteristics as his own is bound to face the consequences thereof—that is, karmic bondage. Whereas the Self that disowns all such impure states as alien has the privilege of remaining free from bondage.

Next the author explains the term *aparadha* or guilt.

\[\text{samsīddhitradhāḥ} \text{ सामसिद्धिराधाः साधियमाराधिय च एयदः। अवगताराधो जो खलु चेया सो होइ अवराहो।}\]

Samsiddhirādhasiddham sadhiya mārādhiyam cha eyatham
Avagayarādho jo kalu cheyā so hoyi avarāho (304)

\[\text{samsīddhitradhāḥ} \text{ सामसिद्धिराधाः साधितमाराधित चैकार्यः। अपगताराधो य खलु चेतत्यिता स भवत्यपराध।}\]

304 *Samsiddhi* (attainment), *radha* (devotion to Self) *sidhi* (fulfilment), *sadhitam* (achievement), *āradhitam* (adoration), are synonymous. When the soul is devoid of devotion to Pure Self, then he is certainly guilty.

\[\text{jo puna जो पुन जिरवराहो चेया पिस्सकिजो उ सो होइ। आराहणाए गिच्च बटट अह्मिदि जाणतो।}\]

Jo puna niravaraaho cheyā nissankivvo vu so hoyi
Ārāṇāye nīchcham vattheyi ahamidi jānanto (305)

... य पुनि निरपराधशेतियता निद्धशकितस्तु स भवति। आराधनया नित्य वतते अह्मिति जानन्। \(305\)

305 When the soul is free from guilt, he is also free from fear. Thus realising the ego, he is ever engaged in adoration of the Self.

How is the pure spotless state of Self to be realised? Is it by concentrated adoration of the Pure Self or by the practice of
various kinds of moral discipline such as pratikramana, etc. The answer is given below

पदिक्रमण पदिसरण परिहारो धारणा जियति य ।
णिद्य गङ्गा सोही अदुविहो होड विसकुमो ।।३०६।।
Padhikamanam padhisararanam pariharao dhārānaṁ niyattiyam
Nindha gurocha sohi athavahio hoyi visakumbho (306)
प्रतिक्रमण प्रतिसरण परिहारो धारणा नित्वृत्तिच ।
नित्या गङ्गा शुभ्रिरष्टविधी भवति विशकुम्भ ।।३०६।।

306 Pratikramana (repentance for past misconduct), pratisaranam (pursuit of the good), parihara (rejecting the evil), dharana (concentration) nivritti (abstinence from attachment to external objects) minda (self-censure), garha (confessing before the master) and suddha (purification by expiation), these eight kinds constitute the pot of poison

अपदिक्रमण अपदिसरण अपरिहारो अधारणा चेव ।
अणित्वति य अणिद्य अदुविहासोही अमयकुमो ।।३०७।।
Apadhikammam apadhisaranam apparihāro adhāśana cheva
Aniyattiyam aninda garuhā asohi amayakumbho (307)
अप्रतिक्रमणमप्रतिसरणमपरिहारोऽधारणा चेव ।
अनिवृत्तिचानिविन्यान्त्वाहि शुभ्रिरमृतकुम्भ ।।३०७।।

307 Non-repentance for past misconduct, non-pursuit of the good, non-rejecting the evil, non-concentration, non-obstinance from attachment to external objects, non-self-censure, non-confessing before the master, and non-purification by expiation, these eight kinds constitute the pot of nectar

COMMENTARY

These two gāthās by their paradoxical statement, will be a shock from the ordinary point of view. In the case of an empirical Self, the uncontrolled rush of emotions must be kept under restraint. For achieving this purpose, the eight kinds of dis
discipline, pratikramana, etc, become necessary and desirable Since they promote the achievement of the good they must be said to constitute the pot of nectar Whereas the lack of the eight-fold discipline must constitute the opposites that is the pot of poison since there is a free vent to evil This ordinary description is reversed in the two gāthās by Sri Kunda Kundā He is thinking of the transcendental Self which is quite beyond the region of good and evil Hence the question of discipline or non-discipline is meaningless And hence in the case of the supremely pure state of the Self, to talk of pratikramana, etc, is to drag it down to the empirical level and to postulate the possibility of occurrence of impure emotions which ought to be disciplined and controlled Hence to talk of pratikramana, etc in this state will be a positive evil Hence the revered author considers the various kinds of moral discipline to be things to be avoided and calls them poison pot Then what is the significance of the opposite, apratikramana, etc which are described to constitute the pot of nectar? Here the term apratikramana implies not the mere opposite of pratikramana The mere opposite of pratikramana would imply removing the disciplinary act and giving free access to the impure emotions towards the focus of attention That would be positive degradation of the Self Hence this interpretation of the term would be inapplicable to the pure Self in the transcendental region Therefore the negative pre-fix in the words apratikramana, etc must be taken to signify the absence of necessity to practise the discipline When the Self is absorbed in its own pure nature by attaining the yogic samadhi, there is a full stop to the series of impure psychic states characteristic of the empirical Self Hence there is no necessity to practise the various kinds of discipline The very absence of those disciplinary practices produces spiritual peace that passes understanding It is in that stage there is the pot of nectar Such a spiritual peace necessarily implies spiritual bliss which is the characteristic of the Supreme Self

Thus ends the chapter on moksha
Here moksha quits the stage
That the Self, from the real point of view, is not the doer of *karmas*, is explained below

\[
\text{दत्वय ज उपप्त्तज्ञ गुणेःहि त तेहि जानसु अणण}.
\]

\[
\text{जह केदयादीहि दु पजजाएहि केनय अणणमिहः} 1308.
\]

Daviram jam uppajayi gunehim tam tehim janusu anannam Jaha kadhayadihim du pajjaye trans kana anannamih  (308)

\[
\text{द्रव्य यदुपच्छे गुणैवलाले कानाश्च तलाने हस्तानन्तः.}
\]

\[
\text{यथा कटकादिभिन्न पर्याये कनकमन्यन्धिः} 1308.
\]

308 Whatever is produced from a substance, has the same attributes as those of the substance Know ye certainly they cannot be different, just as bangles, etc made of gold cannot be other than gold

\[
\text{जीवस्साजीवस्स दू जे परिणाम सि देसिया सुते.}
\]

\[
\text{त जीवमजीव वा तेहिमण्यण वियाणाहि} 1309.
\]

Jivassā jivassadu je parināna du desiyā sutte Tam jivamajīvam vā tehū mananam vīyānāhi  (309)

\[
\text{जीवस्साजीवस्स ते जे परिणामस्तु दशिता सूते व.}
\]

\[
\text{त जीवमजीव वा तैरनय विजानीहि} 1309.
\]

309 Whatever modifications of the Self and the non-Self are described in the Scriptures, know ye that these modifications are identical in nature with the Self and non-Self respectively and not different

\[
\text{ण कुङ्दोविव विउङ्घण्णो जम्हा कज्ज ण तेन सो आदा व.}
\]

\[
\text{उप्पादिदिण व किंचिवि कारणमवि तेन ण स होइ} 1310.
\]

Na kuyochi vuppanno jamhā kajjam na tena so ādā Uppardedī na kimchivī karanamāvī tena na sa hoyī  (310)

\[
\text{न कृत्तिविध्युप्यन्यो यस्मात्काय्य न तेन स आत्मा.}
\]

\[
\text{उप्पादयति न किंचिन्धिपि कारणमपि तेन नं स भवति} 1310.
\]

310. The Self is not an effect because it is not produced
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by anything whatever, nor is it a cause because it does not produce anything whatever

कम्म पदुञ्ज कर्ता कर्तार तथा पदुञ्ज कर्माणि।
उप्पज्जतिय गियमा सिद्धी दु:ण दीसए अण्णा।१३११।

Kammam padhuchcha kattā kattāram taha paduchcha kam-
māni

Uppajantiyāniyamā siddhi du na dissaye anna (311)

कम्म प्रतीत्य कर्ता कर्तार तथा प्रतीत्य कर्माणि।
उत्पच्चन्ते च नियमातु सिद्धिस्तु न दृष्टेतेन्या।१३११।

311 The manifested effect conditions the nature of the manifesting agent and similarly the manifesting agent determines the nature of effects. This is the principle of causation that is observed to operate in the world of reality and no other principle is evident.

COMMENTARY

Whatever is produced by the direct self—manifestation of jīva, the living being, is also of the nature of the living being and cannot be a non-living thing. In the same manner whatever is produced by the direct manifestation of the non-living material must also be of the nature of non-living material and cannot certainly be of the nature of the living being. Thus all things whether animate or inanimate and their manifested products must be identical in nature just as gold and the ornaments made thereof. Thus no substance can be really responsible as a causal agent for the appearance of objects of entirely different nature. When this principle is admitted, then it necessarily follows that the inanimate effect cannot be caused by the living jīva. Hence it follows that jīva or the self is akāra, that is, he is not a causal agent influencing non-living karmic matter. It is only from the un-enlightened point of view that the Self is described as the causal agent, whereas the real and enlightened view takes him to be otherwise.

Next it is pointed that the bondage of the Self by karmic materials is brought about by the wonderful potency of nescience or ajñāna.
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312 The Self is born and dies because of the operation of karmic prakriti. Similarly the karmic prakriti as conditioned by the Self appears and disappears.

313 Thus the association of the two, the Self and karmic prakriti is brought about by their mutual determination as the instrumental cause. Thus by them, samsāra or the cycle of births and deaths, is produced.

**Commentary**

Birth and death are the intrinsic characteristics of organic beings. An organic being which is subject to birth and death, has two different aspects of existence, bodily and mental. The physical body of the organism is constituted by physical molecules. The other aspect of the organic being, consciousness, which may be present in varying degrees of development, is entirely different from the matter of which its body is made. Hence this element of consciousness is postulated to be the characteristic of a different entity altogether. It is called jīva or soul. Thus an organism in the empirical world is brought about by the combination of two different entities—matter and soul, inanimate and animate categories. How are these two brought together, and how is the behaviour of the organism to be explained? This is the crucial problem facing psychology and meta-
physic... Very often an easy solution is attempted by reducing the two categories as derived from the manifestation of one and the same principle. This method of cutting the gordian knot by the monistic metaphysician is not considered to be the correct solution by the Jaina thinkers. The thinking entity, Self, and the inanimate matter are kept distinctly apart and yet they are mutually related in the case of an organic being in the ordinary world. Psychologists in the West who accept the difference between mind and matter, have adopted the psycho-physical parallelism to explain the relation between the two. The changes in the body are entirely according to the law of causation which is observed to hold good in the physical realm. Similarly the series of successive mental states, according to the operation of the law of causation pertain to the realm of consciousness. Changes physical and chemical in the material body do not directly produce changes in consciousness and yet physical change and conscious change mysteriously determine each other, each functioning as the external determining condition of the other. An attitude similar to the modern hypothesis of parallelism is adopted by the Jaina thinkers. The body is subject to its own causal law of operation. Consciousness has also its own law of operation and yet one determines the other, operating in the form of external ānūmitta condition. Conscious changes constitute the ānūmitta condition for physical changes. Thus the two causal series, though not directly inter-related are indirectly related to each other, each determining the other only as an external ānūmitta condition. Thus the two series are brought together in the case of an embodied empirical ego who can be said to be born or to have died. The conscious Self, taken by itself in its pure nature, apart from the association of the body is not subject to birth or death. It becomes subject to birth and death only when it gets embodied, when it becomes samsara jīva. How does it get embodied? The building up of the body of an organic being is supposed to be due to its own mental activity. In the environment there are subtle material particles suitable for building the body. When the Self forgetting its own pure nature manifests in the form of impure psychic states, it
causes the building of a body to itself out of the suitable particles in the environment. When once the building up of the body is completed, then begins the career of the empirical Self or samsāra jīva having a series of births and deaths.

Jayesu payadhiyattam chye neva vimunchayī
Ayānavo have tāvam michchhaditthi asaṅja vo (314)

So long as the conscious Self does not break this relation to karmic prakṛti, he remains without enlightenment, without right belief and without discipline.

Jayā vimuṇḍitthi cheyā kamma phala manantayam
Tayā vimutto havayī jānavo pāsavo munī (315)

But when the conscious Self breaks up this relation to the infinitely various fruits of karma, then the saint becomes endowed with right knowledge and right belief and freedom from karmas. But the enlightened one, when the fruits of karma begin to appear, does not enjoy them but remains merely a spectator.

Next it is pointed out that just as the real Self is not the producer of karmas, he is not the enjoyer of the fruits thereof.

Annāni kammaphalam payadhisahāvatthiyo du vedeśa
du vedeśa (316)

The unenlightened Self conditioned by and identifying
himself with the nature of the *karmic prakriti*, enjoys the fruits of *karmas*. But the enlightened one, when the fruits of *karma* begin to appear, does not enjoy them but remains merely a spectator.

**Commentary**

The *ajñām* or the unenlightened Self devoid of the knowledge of the pure nature of the Self misunderstands the Self and the non-Self as being identical, believes them to be the same and also behaves as if they were identical. Thus with the thought, “I am the same as the karmic Prakriti” he enjoys the fruits of the *karma*. But the enlightened one realising the pure nature of the Self, understands the Self and the non-Self to be distinct, believes them to be different and correspondingly behaves unconcerned with the other. Thus being uninfluenced by external karmic conditions, he does not enjoy the fruits thereof but remains merely aware of their occurrence.

Next it is further emphasised that it is the *ajñām*, the Self without right knowledge, that is the enjoyer.

> न ज्ञान इ पयाहि समवर्णो सुदूरि अज्ञातहृण सत्यांणि।
> गुडहुद्धविपिवटो न पण्णया शिविबशा होति । ।१३ ।

> Na munayi payadhima bhavvo sutthuvi ajjhavuna satthani Gudhadundhampi pivantu na pannayā nivisa honti (317)

> न ज्ञाति प्रकृतिसमवर्ण सुदूरिवध्वीलय शास्त्राणि।
> गुडहुद्धविपिवटो न पण्णया निविषया भवन्ति । ।१३ ।

> 317 The *abhavya* or the unfit Self, even though well-versed in the Scriptures, does not give up his attachment to *karmic prakriti* just as a snake by drinking sweetened milk does not become non-poisonous.

Next it is declared that the enlightened Self is not an enjoyer.

> ज्ञायेवसमावणो ज्ञानी कम्फमल वियाणेंग।
> महुर कद्व बहुवित्सेवयो तेन सो होइ । ।१३ ८।

> Nivveyasamāvanno nani kammaphalam viyāṇ eyi Mahuram kadhhuam bahuvihamaveyavo tena so hoyi (318)

> निवेद्वसमाप्त्वो ज्ञानी कम्फमल विज्ञाणाति।
> महुर कटुक बहुवित्सेवक्तन्ते समवति । ।१३ ८।
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318 The enlightened Self equipped with complete non-attachment (merely) knows the fruits of various karmas, sweet or bitter. He therefore remains the non-enjoyer.

**Commentary**

The knower, because he realises his own true nature, is uninfluenced by the environment, his own body or other enjoyable objects. Thus uninfluenced by these alien things and fully absorbed in the transcendental bliss of his own pure nature, he is not affected by the inferior type of pleasure-pain experience derived from sense presented objects. Since he is unaffected by the objects of the perceptual world, he remains the abhokta or the non-enjoyer, though he is fully aware of the fact that good produces pleasure and evil produces pain.

नापि कुञ्जवि गणि बेदादि गाणी कम्माइ बहु पयाराइ।
जाणाइ पुण कर्मफल बर्ध पुण्य च पाय च। (319)

नवि कुव्वायि नवि वेदायि नानि कम्माइ वाहु पयारायि
जानायि पुण कक्मम्पहालम बंधाम पुन्नाम चा पावाम चा

319 The knower neither produces the various kinds of karmas nor enjoys the fruits thereof, nevertheless he knows the nature of karmas and their results, either good or bad as well as the bondage.

दिद्दी सयापि गाण अकार्य तह अवेदय चेव।
जाणाइ य बघमोक्ख कम्मुदय णिज्जर चेव। (320)

Dithi sayampi nānam akārayam taha avedayam cheva
Jānayiya bandhamokkham kammudayam nijjaram cheva

320 Knowledge, too, like sight is neither the doer nor the enjoyer (of karmas), but only knows the bondage, the release, the operation of karmas and the shedding of...
It is a well-known fact in our experience that visual perception and the perceived object are not causally related to each other. Hence we cannot say that the act of perception produces the object perceived. Hence the relation of perception to perceived object is such that the perceived object is uninfluenced by the act of perception. If the two are causally related to each other then the perceiving agent, say in the case of fire perceived, must himself be combustible and burst into flame in order to produce the flame perceived and similarly he must feel the heat of it in his own body. No such thing happens in the perceiving agent. This visual perception merely is aware of the object without in any way producing it. The behaviour of knowledge is said to be identical with that of the visual perception. The relation between knowledge and the object known is exactly identical. Knowledge is not in any way causally related to the objects known. Knowledge therefore cannot be said to produce the objects known. Hence jhāna is said to be akaraka not a causal agent and also avēdaka, non-enjoyer in relation to bandha (bondage), moksha (release), etc which as objects of knowledge are merely known and not produced.

Those who see in the ātma a creator, like ordinary people, are not sages desiring emancipation.

लोयसस कुणाह बिण्धू सुरणार्थिनिर्विमाणपि सत्तेते।
समपाणिपि यो अप्पा जह कुणाह छविहेक कापे ॥३२॥

Loyassa kunayi vinhu suranārayatihyamānuse satte
Samanānampiya appa jayi kuvvayi chhavvihē käye (321)

लोकस्य करोति विग्नु सुरणार्थिनिर्बिमाणपि सत्तेते।
श्रमणानामपि च यात्मा यदि करोति दंडविमाणपि कामात् ॥३२॥

लोयससमाणान मेव सिद्धत पदि ण दीसइ विसेसो।
लोयसस कुणाह बिण्धू समपाणापि अप्पो कुणाह। ॥३२॥

Loyasa samanānāmekkam siddhāntam jayi na disayi viseso
Loyassa kunayi vinhu samanānampi appavo kunayi (322)

लोकश्रमणानामेव सिद्धान्त प्रति न दृश्यते विशेष।
लोकस्य करोति विग्नु श्रमणानामपि कारोति ॥३२॥
According to the ordinary people Vishnu creates all creatures celestial, hellish, sub-human and human, if according to the Sramanās, the soul creates his six kinds of organic bodies, then between the popular doctrine and the Sramanā doctrine, both being identical, no difference can be perceived. For the people it is Vishnu that creates and for the Sramanās it is the Self that creates. Thus if the ordinary people and the Sramanās both believe in the doctrine of perpetual creation of worlds, human and divine, then there is no such thing as molsha or liberation discernible in their doctrine.

Commentary

Creative activity also implies desire to achieve something. The moment a desire to achieve an ideal appears, there comes a train of emotions such as attachment, aversion, delusion, etc. Hence continuous creative activity implies perpetuation of saṁsara and hence there is no chance for liberation or mukti.

Next, when the Self and non-Self are so entirely distinct and when there is no chance of association of any kind between the two, much less the causal relation, how does the feeling of doṣa occur in the Self? The following gathās offer an explanation:

व्यवहारसाधितेन तु परद्व व समभण्डति विविदियत्या ।
जानन्ति निष्ठव्येन तु न च सम परमाणुमात्रमपि किष्चत ।

Vavahāra bhasiyena vu paradāvvam mama bhanantī vidiyathā Jānanti nichchhayena vu naya mama paramanumetta mapī kimchī 

(324)
Those who know the nature of reality speak of non-Self as “mine” using the language of the ordinary people, while they know really there is not even an atom of non-Self which is “mine”. Just when a person speaks of my village, my country, my town or my kingdom, those are not really his. That person so speaks through self-delusion. In the same way, a person who (deluded by the vyavahāra point of view) understands non-Self as his and identifies himself with it, certainly becomes one of erroneous belief. There is no doubt about this. Among these two (ordinary people and Sramanās) if a person knowing the truth that no object of non-Self is his still persists in thinking of the existence of a creative will producing the external reality, he does so being devoid of right belief. Let it be understood to be the truth.

भिन्नते जाहि पयः प्रिणे भिन्नाधिव्यटि करेइ अप्पाण।
तम्भा अचेयणा दे पयः प्रिणे कारगो पुत्ता। ३२८॥
Michchhattam jayi payadhi michchadithi kareyi appānam Tamhā acheyana de payadhi nanu karago pattī (328)mithyātvam yadi prakṛtiṁmithyādṛṣṭa karoṭyātmanas.
tasmādchetoṇa te prakṛtiṁnānā kārakā prāptā 11.328

328 If the karmic material, responsible for wrong belief (by its own potency) makes the Self a wrong believer, then does not your non-intelligent prakṛti assume the role of an intelligent doer?

Ahāva esaṁ jīvā poggaladavvāssa kunayi michchattam Tamhā poggaladavvam michchadithiṇiṇa puna jīvo (329)adabhiṣekā jīvā pūrgalāb̐̄vaṇyā karoṭiṁ mithyātvām.
tasmātpuṛgalaḥprayā mithyādṛṣṭānā punārjāva 11.329

329 If, on the other hand, the soul causes wrong belief in matter then it is matter that becomes a non-believer and not the soul

Aha jīvā pādayitāḥ poggaladavvā kūṇāti mīchāṭa.
tasmā dūhi kalyanāo dūhiṁ bhujaṁī tassā phalam 11.330

Aha jīvā payadhi tāḥa poggaladavvam kunāṇā michchhattam Tamha dohi kayam tam donhūrī bhunjānti tassā phalam (330)adabhiṣekā jīvā prakṛtiṁ pūrgalābhaṇyā kūṇāte mithyātvām.
tasmādābhiṣaṇā kūta dhārāṇyā bhujaṁī tassā phalam 11.330

330 Again if soul and (inanimate) prakṛti together create wrong belief out of karmic materials, then they both must enjoy the fruit of their actions

Ahaṇa payadiṇa jīvā poggaladavvā kūṇāti mīchāṭa.
tasmā poggaladavvā mīchāṭaṁ tātraṇā pādhuṁ mīchāṭa 11.331

Aha na payadi na jīvā poggaladavvam kunampi michchhattam Tamha poggaladavvam michchhattam tantu nahu michchha (331)
adabhiṣekā jīvā pūrgalābhaṇyā kūṇāte mithyātvām.
tasmātpuṛgalaḥprayā mithyātvāṁ tattuṁ yādhuṁ mithyā 11.331
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Further neither karmic prakṛti nor jīva is able to produce wrong belief out of karmic matter. Therefore it is not karmic materials that become wrong-belief. Such a view is entirely erroneous.

**Commentary**

Thus it is established that the Self is the causal agent of the karma which is the effect.

Next it is pointed out that nescience, etc. are all produced by karma.

Kammehi du añañapi kijjadh añapi tahēv kammehi 1
Kammehi suvāvijjadh jāgāvijjadh tahēv kammehi 1133.21
Kammehi annañi kijjāyi nāni taheva kammehim
Kammehim suvāvijjāyi jaggāvijjāyi taheva kammehim (332)

Kammehi yā sāññhitān viyāyī jāññhitān anājām chēv 1133.31
Kammehim suhāvijjāyi dukkhāvijjāyi yā taheva kammehim
Kammehi yā nījāyi nījāyi anājāmam cheva (333)

Kammehi sūñīkijjātē du kākākijjātē tahēv kammēm 1
Kammēm bhuma dhiyātām niyātē niyātēsāyam chev 1133.31

Kammēm bhuma dhārājadh ududdhamāhō chaivi tīriyālīyā ch 1
Kammēm chēv kijjadh suhāsūdō jānōyā kicchā 1133.41
Kammēm bhuma dhārañyāyā udhyatanāhō chaivi tīriyālīyā chāyamchev 1133.51

Jamha kamm kavaḥ kamm deśā harātā tā kičchā 1
Tāmha u śvāmīva abhāyāmā hūyā abhāyāma (333)
It is by *karma* that the soul is nescient, it is by *karma* that he is made the Knower, it is by *karma* that he is asleep and it is by *karma* that he is awake, it is by *karma* that he is happy and it is by *karma* he is miserable, it is by *karma* he is led to wrong belief, and by the same he is led to non-discipline, it is by *karma* that he is made to wander in the upper, middle and nether worlds, and whatever good and evil is done, is also by *karma*, because it is *karma* that does, *karma* that gives and it is *karma* that destroys, therefore all *jivas* must become *akāraṇa* or non-doer.

The *karmic* material determining the male sex creates a longing for woman, and the *karmic* material determining the female sex creates a longing for man. If this is the teaching of the scripture handed down traditionally by the Āchāryas, then according to your gospel sex-desire is merely a matter of one material *karma* desiring another material *karma* as mentioned before.
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Jamhā ghayedi param pareṇa ghayijayey sāpayadhi
Eyenaṭhlēna kīra bhannayī paraghayanāmētti

(338)

338 to 339 One class of *karma* (*prakṛiti*) destroys another
or is destroyed by another, that class in this sense is called “Para­
ghāta” (killing another being). Therefore no soul according to
your teaching (can be considered) guilty of killing, because killing
is merely a matter of one material *karma* destroying another
material *karma*, as said above

एव सत्तु एस जेव पर्षविरि एरिस समणा ।
तेः पयदि कुव्वह अयो य अकार्यया सवे ॥३४०॥

Evam sankhuvayesam jevu paruvinti parisam samanā
Tesim payadhī kuvvayi appa ya akaraya savve

(340)

एव साश्योपदेशे ये तु प्रकृततीन्द्रश्रमण ।
तेषा प्रकृति करोत्यात्मानस्चकालका सवे ॥३४०॥

अह्वा मणिसिं मध्य अयो अपाणमणपणो कुण्डः ।
एतो मिच्छसहायो तुम्हे एव मुणतस्स ॥३४१॥

Ahavā mannasā majjham appā appāna mappano kunayi
Eso michchhasaḥāvo tumam yeyam munantassa

(341)

अथवा मन्यसे ममत्त्वात्मानमात्मना करोति ।
एव मिथ्यास्वभावंतवैतनमध्यमानस्य ॥३४१॥

340-341. If any Sramanās thus preach approving such a
Sāṅkhya doctrine, then according to them *prakṛiti* (*karmic mate­
rial) becomes the agent and all the souls would be inactive. On
the other hand, if you maintain, “my soul transforms itself by
itself”, this opinion of yours is wrong
Appā nicchh asamkhjujja padeso desivo vu samayamhi
Navi so sakkayiatto hino ahivoya kavum je

342 In the Scripture, the soul is described to be eternal
and of immeasurable extension Hence, of its own accord, it
is incapable of increasing or decreasing (its spatial form)

343 Know ye that the soul, from the point of view of
extension, is really co-extensive with the universe Therefore,
how is this eternal substance caused to assume decreased or in­
creased spatial form

344 It is accepted that the conscious principle remains of
the nature of knowledge Therefore, the Self, of its own accord,
does not transform itself by itself

Commentary

According to the Sāṇkhyā doctrine the Self or Purusha is
miya and akarta, an absolutely unchanging, permanent chetana
entity All change and all activity proceed from achetana prakṛti.
The Self is only aware of the activity Thus he is only the knower,
a mere spectator of the various changes physical and psychic which both are due to *prakriti* according to the Sāṅkhya view. Though the Purusha is not responsible for any activity, he is still considered to be enjoying the fruits of the action of the *prakriti*. Thus the Purusha is also the *bhokta*. This Sāṅkhya description of the Self, that he is the knower, permanent, actionless, and enjoyer is incompatible with the Jaina conception of the Self. Obviously about the time of Bhagavan Kunda Kunda, some Jaina thinkers must have had leanings towards the Sāṅkhya view. According to these Śrāmanābhāsas, or the Jaina heretics, the *karma* material played the part of the Sāṅkhyan *prakriti*. Every change and every activity was credited to the operation of *karma* material, the Self remaining an active spectator. This attitude is condemned by our author by showing the utter untenability of the Sāṅkhya doctrine. If every change and every activity is attributed to *prakriti* and if the Self is merely an unchanging permanent spectator absolutely uninfluenced by the action of *karmas*, he must remain for ever a *moksha-jīva*, a liberated Self. It would mean the absence of *samsāra*. This conclusion is contradicted by actual experience, because in actual experience we have an empirical ego or *samsara jīva* as a fact of reality which cannot be dismissed as unreal. This empirical state of existence in which *samsāra jīva* lives as a matter of fact certainly demands an explanation. This explanation which is not supplied by the Sāṅkhya view is offered by the Jaina doctrine which is put forth by our author as a corrective to the Sāṅkhya view. The *karma* material is no doubt the main operative principle responsible for the physical and psychic changes produced in the being of a person. When the *karma* material is operative, the Self does not remain an inactive spectator according to Jaina metaphysics. If the Self were so inactive, he would not be different from the Sāṅkhya Purusha. But the successful operation of the *karma* material and the consequent psycho-physical changes are due to the attitude of the Self which has a suitable responsive reaction. Without this responsive reaction on the part of the Self, the *karma* material would be impotent and will not be able to produce any change either in the body or in the consciousness.
This attitude of responsive reaction on the part of the Self, is responsible for the psycho-physical changes when stimulated by karmic material. The changes in the empirical Self therefore are directly due to the activity of the empirical ego in the form of responsive reaction brought about by the operation of karmic material. Thus for the changes in the consciousness, the ego is responsible. Hence the empirical ego must be considered to be an active agent capable of producing modifications in his own consciousness in response to the operation of karma. Thus the Self must not only be active but must also be liable to change. As against the nature of Sāṅkhya Purusha, who is said to be mīya and akarta, the Jaina doctrine makes him omtya and karta, a changing Self and an active agent. But to leave the position here would be untrue. This description of the Self is applicable only to the empirical ego which is the samsāra jiva. Though he is omtya and karta, as an empirical ego, because of the absence of discriminative knowledge between the Self and the non-Self, still when he acquires this discriminative knowledge, when he realises his pure nature, unsullied by karmic influence, he would remain for ever without any change and without any action, at that stage, certainly he is mīya and akarta. The Jaina metaphysics combines both these aspects. From the absolute real point of view, the Self is mīya and akarta, but from the empirical or vyavahārā point of view he is omtya and karta. It is because of the combination of such apparently conflicting views, that the Jaina system is said to be the anekānta view. All the other systems which emphasise one aspect of reality or other exclusively are described to be ekāntu-vādas and no ekāntu-vadi is able to offer a complete and comprehensive solution for the problem of reality. Sāṅkhya is thus as an ekānta system refuted because of its incapacity to explain the nature of concrete reality or samsāra.

Next another ekānta system is taken up for consideration and refutation. The Bauddha system of metaphysics lays emphasis upon the changes in reality. This one-sided emphasis converts reality into an impermanent and everchanging stream of existence. This doctrine is also considered to be inadequate as is shown below.
From some point of view (paryayarthika nayā) the soul dies, but from an other point of view (dravyarthika nayā) the soul never dies. Because of this nitya-anitya nature of the soul, the one-sided view that the soul (that enjoys) is the same as the doer or entirely different from him would be untenable.

Let it be known that the person who holds the doctrine that the soul that acts is absolutely identical with the soul that enjoys (the fruits thereof) is a wrong believer and is not of the Arhata faith.
348 Let it be known that the person who holds the doctrine that the soul that acts is absolutely different from the soul that enjoys (the fruits thereof) is a wrong believer and is not of the Arhata faith.

Next the author explains through a practical illustration how the Self is the actor and the action, the enjoier and the enjoyed.

जाहे सिप्पिवो उ कर्म कुञ्जविण गय सोउ तम्मवो होइ।
ताही जीवोविष य कर्म कुञ्जविण गय तम्मवो होइ। ॥३४९॥
Jaha sippivo vu kammam kuvvayi naya soyu tammavo hoyi
Taha jivovi ya kammam kuvvayi naya tammavo hoyi (349)
यथा शिलिपकस्तु कर्म करोति न च तन्मयो भवति।
तथा जीवोपिषि च कर्म करोति न च तन्मयो भवति। ॥३४९॥

349 As an artisan performs his work, but does not become identical with it, so also the Self produces karma but does not become identical with it.

जाहे सिप्पिवो उ करणेणिं कुञ्जविण गय सोउ तम्मवो होइ।
ताही जीवो करणेणिं कुञ्जविण गय तम्मवो होइ। ॥३५०॥
Jaha sippivo vu kaianehim kuvvayi naya soyu tammavo hoyi
Taha jivo kaianehim kuvvayi naya tammavo hoyi (350)
यथा शिलिपकस्तु करणेण करोति न स तु तन्मयो भवतिः।
तथा जीवो करणेण करोति न च तन्मयोभवतिः। ॥३५०॥

350 As the artisan works with his tools, but does not become identified with them, so also the Self acts through the instrumentality (of trikarana, thought, word and deed) but does not become identified with them.

जाहे सिप्पिवो उ करणाणि गिह्वूण गय सोउ तम्मवो होइ।
ताही जीवो करणाणिं गिह्वूण गय तम्मवो होइ। ॥३५१॥
Jaha sippivo vu karanani ginhayinaya so vu tammavo hoyi
Taha jivo karananivu ginhayi naya tammavo hoyi (351)
yatha shilipkasstu karana karvati guhriti n s tu tnnmay bhavati.
tatha jeev karana karvati guhriti n c tnnmay bhavati ||35||

351 As the artisan holds his tools (while working) but
does not become identified with them so also the Self makes use
of his organs trk-karana (while acting) but does not become identi-
fied with them

Jaha sippivo vu karana karmaphalam bhunJayi naya so vu tammavo hoyi
Taha jivo karmaphalam bhunJayi naya tammavo hoyi (352)
yatha shilipik karmanal n c sattvavaktaatmnayo bhavati.
tatha jeev karmanal sukkate n c tnnmay bhavati ||35||

352 As the artisan enjoys the fruit of his labour, but
does not become one with it, so also, the Self enjoys the fruit of karmas
but does not become one with it

Evam vavaharasa vu vattavvam darisanam samasena
Sunu nichchhayassa vayanam parinamakayam tu jam hoyi (353)

353 Thus has the doctrine been stated briefly from the
vyavahara point of view, now listen to the statement from the
mischaya point of view which refers to changes resulting from
modifications (of the soul)

Jaha sippivo vu chittam kuvvayi havayya taha anannaso
Taha jivovu ya kammam kuvvayi havayi ya ananno so (354)
yatha shilipkasstu chetana karoriti bhavati c tathanaayastsya.
tatha jeevopito ch karm karoriti bhavati chaanayastsmaatu ||35||
As the artisan starts with the mental image (of the object to be produced) and translates it into physical form by his bodily activity and thus is one with it, so also the Self starts with the mental counterpart of kārma and is therefore one with it.

जह चित्रठ कुल्वतो उ सिंपियो लिच्चुक्लिको होइ ।
तत्तो सिया अणणो तह चित्रठतो दुही जीवे ॥ ३५५ ॥

Jaha chitram kuvvanto vu sipripvo nihchha dukhkivo hoyi
Tattosiya añenotaha chitthanto-duhi jivo

(355)

Yatha chhetta kuvāṇāsttu śilipiko nihyadu khito bhavati ।
Tasminch rāyaṇāsttho chetamāno duhih jivah ॥ ३५५ ॥

As the artisan making an effort (to translate the mental image into physical form) always suffers thereby and is therefore one with that suffering, so also the Self that acts as stimulated by impure mental states undergoes suffering and becomes one with it.

COMMENTARY

A casual observation of an artist at work will give us the following particulars. The metal or marble which he is going to shape, the instruments used therefore, his dexterity in handing those instruments and the final value which he obtains for the finished product, all these facts are external to the nature of the artist who remains distinct from all the external facts. But instead of such a casual observation if we try to understand the creative activity of the artist then we have a different account of the process. The artist starts with the vision of the object which he is going to make. His creative activity consists in shaping out of the shapeless metal or marble a figure exactly answering to his mental image. With this object in view he sets about to work. Thus looked at from the inner side of the artist's mind, his whole activity is a continuous identical process of expressing in the form of metal or marble what he has in his mind. The method of his work and the instruments employed all become auxiliary and subservient to this one process by which the artist transforms his idea into an objective figure. Here the artist cannot be differentiated
from the continuous process of creative activity resulting in the finished product of art. At every stage of this process we have the progressive manifestation of the artist's mind and hence the process of activity is the artist himself engaged in the art of creation. The artist while thus engaged in translating his idea into an objective figure has to undergo an amount of labour and suffering peculiar to the creative activity of the artist. This feature of the artist in both of the aspects is employed to explain the creative activity of the Self according to the principle of analogy. The Self also has to deal with external kārma matter. To shape this kārma matter into various patterns, various instruments are employed. The Self, like the artist has to manipulate these instruments and after shaping the kārma matter into various patterns he has to experience the hedonic value of the finished product. All these external facts are quite distinct from the nature of the Self who cannot identify himself with any of these. The account corresponds to the casual observation of the artist and hence does not represent the real and true nature of the activity of the Self. When we try to probe into the inner working of the activity of the Self we have a complete parallel to the creative activity of the artist. The Self also starts with an intellectual pattern of the shape of things to be. Starting with such an intellectual pattern, he approaches the kārma material in order to create a material pattern exactly answering to the psychic pattern which he attempts to translate into material shape. When the process of expressing the intellectual pattern in physical form is completed, he experiences the hedonic value thereof. Here also we have an identical and continuous self expression and the Self that expresses through this process of manifestation is identical with the process itself. The process, the product and the value thereof are but the different stages in the creative activity. Hence the Self cannot be taken to be distinct from the exertion and suffering, characteristic of the creative activity of the Self. Thus these two accounts of the activity of the Self, one from the vyavahāra point of view and the other from the nischaya point of view, are parallel and analogical to the activity of the artist described above.
Next it is pointed out that though apparently an object of reality seems to be capable of transferring its own attributes to another object, really it cannot do so.

Jaha setiya du na parassa setiyā setiyā ya sa hoyi
Taha janavo du na parassa jānavo jānavo sodu ॥३५६॥
(356)
Yatha setikā tu n parasya setikā setikā ca sa bhavati
Tatha jāyakstū tu n parasya jāyak ko jāyak ca tu ॥३५६॥

As chalk (when applied to whiten the surface of another thing) does not become that thing but remains as chalk (on the surface of that thing), so the Self (while knowing an object remains as the knower and does not become the object known (which is other than the Self))

Jaha setiya du na parassa setiyā setiyā ya sa hoyi
Taha passavo du na parassa passavo passavo sodu ॥३५७॥
(357)
Yatha setikā tu n parasya setikā setikā ca sa bhavati
Tatha darsēkstū tu n parasya darsēko darsēk ca tu ॥३५७॥

As chalk (when applied to whiten the surface of another thing) does not become that thing but remains as chalk (on the surface of that thing), so the Self (while perceiving an object remains as the perceiver and does not become the object perceived (which is other than the Self))

Jaha setiya du na parassa setiyā setiyā ya sa hoyi
Taha sanjavo du na parassa sanjavo sanjavo sodu ॥३५८॥
(358)
Yatha setikā tu n parasya setikā setikā ca sa bhavati
Tatha satēkstū tu n parasya satēko satēk ca tu ॥३५८॥

As chalk (when applied to whiten the surface of another thing) does not become that thing but remains as chalk (on the surface of that thing) so the Self (while renouncing
the external possessions) remains as the disciplined abstainer and does not become one with the renounced possessions (which are other than the Self)

Jaha setiyā du na parassa setiyā setiyā ya sa hoiy
taha damsamam du na paīassa damsamam damsamam tantu (359)
Yāya setikāa tū n pärśaś setikā śettikā ch sa bhavati
tathā ārtham tū n pärśaś ārtham ārthe tūtu (359)

359 As chalk (when applied to whiten the surface of another thing) does not become that thing but remains as chalk (on the surface of that thing), so right faith in the Tattvas remains as right faith and does not become one with the Tattvas

Evaṃ tu niḥchchhayanayassā bhāsiyam nanadamsanacharitā
sūna vvaḥaranaṇayassayā vattavam se samāsena (360)
Evaṃ tu nā्ताश्रयनस्या भावित ज्ञानांश्रयन्तविते

360 From the standpoint of reality, knowledge, faith and conduct have thus been described, now listen to a brief statement of the same from the vyavahāra point of view

Jaha paradavvam setati hū setiṭyā āppano sahaβene
Tatha paradavvam jānapi ṣatya visarṣaṁ bhāβene (361)

361 As chalk whitens another thing because of its intrinsic nature (of whiteness), so also the knower knows other things because of his own intrinsic nature (of knowledge)

Jaha paradavvam setati hū setiṭyā āppano sahaβene
Tatha paradavvam jānapi ṣatya visarṣaṁ bhāβene (362)
Jaha paradavvam setadī hu setuṣṭ āppano sahāveṇa
Taha paradavvam passayī jivovi sayena bhāveṇa (362)

यथा परद्व्य सेतयति खलु सेटिकात्मन स्वभावेन ।
तथा परद्व्य पद्यति जीवोपि स्वकेन भावेन। ॥३६॥

362. As chalk whitens another thing because of its intrinsic nature (of whiteness) so also the Self perceives other things because of his own intrinsic nature (of perception)

जह परद्व्य सेतदि हु सेतिया अप्पणो सहावेण ।
तह परद्व्य विजहद्ध णाया वि सणं भावेण। ॥३६॥

Jaha paradavvam setadī hu setiyā appano sahāveṇa
Taha paradavvam vijahayī naya vi sayena bhavēna (363)

यथा परद्व्य सेतयति खलु सेटिकात्मन स्वभावेन ।
तथा परद्व्य विजहाति ज्ञातापि स्वकेन भावेन। ॥३६॥

363. As chalk whitens another thing because of its intrinsic nature (of whiteness) so also the knowing Self renounces external possessions because of his own intrinsic nature (of non-attachment)

जह परद्व्य सेतदि हु सेतिया अप्पणो सहावेण ।
तह परद्व्य सदृश सम्माइट्टी सहावेन। ॥३६॥

Jaha paradavvam setadī hu setiyā appano sahāveṇa
Taha paradavvam saddahayī sammayitthi sahāveṇa (364)

यथा परद्व्य सेतयति खलु सेटिकात्मन स्वभावेन ।
तथा परद्व्य अतद्दे सम्मवृद्धि स्वभावेन। ॥३६॥

364. As chalk whitens another thing because of its intrinsic nature (of whiteness), so also a right believer believes in the external reality because of his intrinsic nature (of right belief)

एव ववहारस्स हु विनिच्चवो गाणदसिणचरिते।
भविषयो अणसु वि पञ्जाणसु एमेव गायवो। ॥३६॥

Evam vavaharassa du vinichchhavo nanadamsana charitte
Bhāṇyo annosu vi vajjayesu emeva nayavvo (365)

एव ववहारस्स हु विनिच्चवो ज्ञानदश्तचरिते।
भविषयोपनेषपि पञ्जाणसु एमेव ज्ञात्व। ॥३६॥

365. Thus it has been stated the truth about knowledge,
faith and conduct from the *vyavahāra* point of view, the other modes (of consciousness) should be understood similarly

**Commentary**

When chalk is used to whiten an object, say a mud pot, though chalk appears to transfer its white colour to the pot, it does not become identical with the mud pot, nor does it lose its intrinsic nature. The relation is only external. The white surface on the pot consists of chalk particles. This illustration of external relation of one thing to another, where two things are related to each other without losing their respective intrinsic nature is used to explain the relation between the knowing Self and the object known. The two are intrinsically different in nature, one is *chetana* and the other *achetana*, conscious and non-conscious, and yet the two are related to each other in the process of knowledge as the knowing Self and the object known. The relation between the knower and the known is merely external. In the process of knowing the knower and the known, both retain their intrinsic nature. Jñāna or knowledge is compared by the Jaina metaphysicians to light. Light by illuminating the external objects, makes them visible without in any way interfering with their real nature, so also the external objects become known through knowledge, they themselves remaining uninfluenced by the process of knowing. This theory of knowledge according to Jainaism is incompatible with two other rival doctrines which are refuted in these *gathas*—Brahma-Advaitic doctrine, and the Buddhistic doctrine. Since knowledge implies the relation between two entirely distinct reals, the pantheistic monism of the first school cuts the gordian knot by deriving both the Self and the non-Self from a primeval Brahman. This merely pushes the problem further without offering any real solution. How could the same identical cause produce two contradictory effects, still remains an insoluble mystery. Metaphysical monism offers an easy escape from the problem of knowledge without offering any satisfactory solution. The logical development of such a doctrine must necessarily identify the primeval Brahman with—one of the two—the *chetana dravya* and must end by condemning...
the external *achetana* world as *maya* or illusory, an extremely inconvenient, and erroneous conclusion. The solution offered by the Buddhistic metaphysics is equally unsatisfactory. The process of knowledge of *jñana* at any particular moment of its existence manifests in the dual aspect of the knower and the known. The metaphysical categories of Self and matter are treated to be purely hypothetical and unwarranted assumptions. *Jñana* or knowledge is the only real and it manifests as objects of knowledge in the process of knowing. This solution of the problem of knowledge apparently gets rid of the difficulty of explaining the relation between two contradictory categories, the Self and the non-Self, by reducing both to a simple principle of *jñana* or knowledge. If the object of knowledge is just the manifestation of knowledge itself, what happens to it when there is no process of knowing? Absence of knowledge must necessarily mean the disappearance of the external world. This nihilistic conclusion or *śūnyā vāda* that when knowledge ceases to be, then the Self and the external world cease to be is contradicted by our concrete experience. Hence both these theories of knowledge are refuted by our author in the above *gāthas*.

Impure emotional states such as attachment and aversion are the results of absence of clear knowledge of the exact nature of the reals. This is explained below.

दस्यणाणाचरित्र किचिचि भविष्य दु अचेचये बिषय
तःप्रा वि घाटये चेदयिद्वा तेसु विसासु ॥३६६॥

*Damsananācharītam kimchīvi nathu du acheyane visaye
tamā kim ghādayade chedayidā tcsu visayesu* (366)

दर्शनानाचरित्र किचिचिविरत सात्ति लक्ष्यते विषये
तस्मात्तिक वात्तयति चेतयिता तेसु विषयेशु ॥३६६॥

366 There is no faith, knowledge, or conduct whatsoever in a non-intelligent object, therefore what does the soul destroy in those objects?

दस्यणाणाचरित्र किचिचि भविष्य दु अचेचये कम्मे
तःप्रा वि घाटये चेदयिद्वा तमिः कम्मिः ॥३६७॥
There is no faith, knowledge or conduct whatsoever in non-intelligent \textit{karma} material, therefore what does the soul destroy in those \textit{karmas}? 

There is no faith, knowledge, or conduct whatsoever in non-intelligent body, therefore what does the soul destroy in those bodies?

Destruction of knowledge, faith and conduct (of the erroneous kind by the soul) is spoken of, but destruction of matter is never indicated.

Whatever attributes are present in a soul, those are certainly not present in other substances, therefore in a right believer there is no attraction for sense objects.
Attachment, aversion and delusion are the soul’s own inalienable modes, for these reasons there is no attachment, etc in sound, etc.

Commentary

A substance and its intrinsic property are so intimately related to each other that if the substance is destroyed, the property is also destroyed and, conversely, when the property is destroyed the substance must also be destroyed. For example take a flame and the light proceeding from it. If the flame will be destroyed there will be no light and if the light will be destroyed there will be no flame. But in the case of objects which do not have the intimate relations, the destruction of one need not follow the destruction of the other. For example take the case of lamp placed on a stand. The lamp may be destroyed while the stand may remain intact and conversely the stand may break without destroying the lamp. Faith, knowledge and conduct are the intrinsic properties of the Self. In their impure form, they form the states of the impure Self which blinded by nescience is incapable of realising its pure nature. Realisation of the pure nature of the Self necessarily presupposes the destruction of these impure states of consciousness, wrong faith, wrong knowledge, and wrong conduct. These attributes of the Self are externally related to karmic materials. Since the psychic attributes of the Self have nothing to do with non-conscious matter which is only accidentally and externally related to psychic states, the destruction of the psychic states will not in any way result in the destruction of matter. Otherwise destruction of the properties of the Self must lead to the destruction of matter and, conversely, the destruction of the properties of matter must lead to the destruction of the soul.
This is absurd. Therefore the emotional states of attachment, aversion, and delusion are only properties of the Self brought about by ājñāna and they can never be present in their objects. But when ājñāna or nescience disappears, the impure emotions depending upon it will also disappear and the Self will regain its pure nature. The presence of impure emotions and their destruction leading to the consequential restoration of the purity of the Self neither of these things can be predicated of external objects since the nature of the physical object cannot accommodate these properties of consciousness.

Next the author points out that the property of one thing cannot be produced by an entirely different thing.

अण्णदवियेन अण्णदवियस्स णो कीर्ति 'गुणपायो'।
तम्हा उ सच्चिद्वन उपपज्जते सहवेण ||३७२।।
Annadaviyena annadaviyassā no kirayi gunuppavo
Tamha vu sauva davva uppajjante sahavena

(372) अन्त्यद्रवियेनान्त्यद्रवियस्य न क्रियते गुणोत्पाद ।
तस्मातु सर्वद्रवियाप्यस्य न स्वभाविन् ||३७२।।

By one substance (ārāya) the properties of another substance are never produced. Therefore all substances are produced by their own nature.

**Commentary**

By this gātha the author once again emphasises the fact that impure conditions such as attachment and aversion being attributes of consciousness are not really produced by external objects. Hence if a person dissatisfied with his impure states of consciousness and actuated by sincere desire for self-reformation proceeds with a righteous indignation to destroy those external objects which he imagines to be the cause of his own impure emotions of attachment and aversion, he merely exhibits his own ignorance of the real nature of things and proceeds in a wrong path to achieve his goal of self-reformation. It is this point that is elaborated in the previous six gāthas and further emphasised in the present one.
Words of blame or praise are (only) sound produced by material particles, modified in various forms. On hearing them, one gets angry or pleased. Thinking, “I am addressed thus.”

As words are really produced by modification of material particles, therefore their properties are entirely different from that of yours. Hence you are not in any way addressed by them. Why do you get angry? Oh, ignorant person.

A bad or good word does not of its own accord say to thee “Hear me.” Even when the sound reaches the organ of hearing, it does not arrive there to seize your attention (by force).

A bad or good word does not of its own accord say to thee “Hear me.” Even when the sound reaches the organ of hearing, it does not arrive there to seize your attention (by force).
An unpleasant or pleasant visual form does not of its own accord say to thee, “See me.” Even when the visual stimulus reaches the organ of sight, it does not arrive there to seize your attention (by force).

Disagreeable or agreeable odour does not of its own accord say to thee “Smell me.” Even when the smell reaches the organ of smelling, it does not arrive there to seize your attention (by force).

Bad or good taste does not of its own accord say to thee, “Taste me.” Even when the taste reaches the organ of tasting (tongue) it does not arrive there to seize your attention (by force).

Unpleasant or pleasant touch does not of its own
accord say to thee, “Touch me” When the contact stimulus reaches the organ of contact (body) it does not arrive there to seize your attention (by force)

असुहो सुहो व गुणो न त भणि बुज्ज म ति सो चेव।
पाय एड विनिगाहितु बुद्धिविसयसागय तू गुण। १३८०।।
Asuho suhova guno na tam bhanayi ujjhamanti so cheva Naya cyi viniggahiyum buddhvisayamāgagayam tu gunam १३८०।।

अभूम शुभो वा गुणो न त्व भणि बुज्जम मामिति स एव।
न चैति विनिबृहितु बुद्धिविसयमागत तू गुणम। १३८०।।

380 The bad or good quality (of an object) does not of its own accord say to thee, “Think of me” Even when the quality reaches the organ of thinking (mind), it does not arrive there to seize your attention (by force)

असुहो सुहो व दच्य न त भणि बुज्ज म ति सो चेव।
पाय एड विनिगाहितु बुद्धिविसयसागय दच्य। १३८१।।
Asuham suham va davvam na tam bhanayi ujjhamanti so cheva Naya cyi viniggahiyum buddhvisayamāgagayam davvam १३८१।।

अभूम शुभो वा दच्य न त्व भणि बुज्जम मामिति स एव।
न चैति विनिबृहितु बुद्धिविसयमागत दच्यम। १३८१।।

381 A bad or good substance does not of its own accord say to thee, “Think of me” Even when the (idea of) substance reaches the organ of thinking (mind) it does not arrive there to seize your attention (by force)

एव तु जाणि दच्यस सच्चमणो गच्छद सूहो।
विनिगमणा परस्य य सय च बुद्धि सिवमप्पतो। १३८२।।
Evam tu jāni davvassa uvasamam neva gachchhyi mudho Niggahamanā parassaya sayam cha buddhum sivamappatto १३८२।।

382 Thus devoid of a clear understanding of the nature of the objects of knowledge and incapable of abstaining from external influence and himself not attaining mental happiness, the ignorant person does not go along the path of peace.
Here is a beautiful picture of an individual perceiving agent situated in the midst of an environment abounding in sense stimuli of various kinds. The environment is always full of sense-stimuli pertaining to sound, sight, smell, taste, and touch. These stimuli proceed from physical objects situated in the environment and hence they are also of physical nature. These stimuli of physical nature may reach the appropriate sense organs of the individual person. Sound stimulus may reach the ear, light may reach the eyes, odour may reach the nose, taste stimulus may reach the tongue, contact stimulus the skin of the body. The mere presence of the stimuli in the environment and even their coming into contact with the respective sense organs may not be effective enough to produce the psychic reaction in the consciousness of the individual. Many sound stimuli may not even cross the threshold of consciousness. One or two may appear in the field of consciousness and yet may flit away without being noticed. The same is the case with the other sense-stimuli. That particular sense stimulus which is capable of producing the corresponding psychic reaction does so because of the selective attention on the part of the individual. This selective attention on the part of the individual is prompted and directed by his own interest in the thing. It is this interest that he takes in the particular thing towards which his selective attention is directed that is mainly responsible for that particular sense perception. Whether the sense perception is auditory or visual or of any other kind in each case the individual chooses a particular stimulus, attends to it because of his personal relation to it. Thus the immediate causal condition of the psychic fact of perception is the individual himself. Whatever interests him will be perceived by him and others which are of no interest to him will pass away unnoticed. When once the psychic fact of perception is thus brought about by the selective attention on the part of the individual consciousness, the perception further brings about the hedonic reaction in the individual consciousness of pleasantness or unpleasantness. This feeling of pleasure or pain associa-
ted with the psychic fact of perception is also determined by the attitude of individual consciousness. When perception and its hedonic reaction in the consciousness are thus entirely determined by the psychological attitude of the individual, it is merely ignorance to take external objects of the perceptual world to be responsible for the hedonic reaction in one's self. The objects in the external world from which the stimuli proceed are entirely physical in nature and hence cannot be directly responsible for the psychic modification, perceptual and hedonic, occurring in the individual consciousness. It is this important psychological truth that is imparted by the author to an unenlightened person who is ignorant of the real nature of perception and the hedonic reaction thereby. If you set your mind in order, if you cease to take interest in the objects of the perceptual world, if you direct your attention on your own Self and thus get absorbed in contemplation of the truth and beauty of the Pure Self then the innumerable sense stimuli present in the environment which bombard your sense-organs constantly will be absolutely impotent to disturb you from your self-absorption, and you will remain enjoying the spiritual bliss which transcends all pleasures derivable from the sense-presented world.

Next it is pointed out that the Self which is free from the impure psychic states of attachment and aversion, which remains the pure Knower, will also be rid of the consciousness of being the agent, enjoyer of *karmas*, and continue to be only the pure consciousness of the Knower.

कम्मं ज पुव्वकय शुद्धाशुमेहायवित्यरविसेस ।
ततो शियत्तए अपपय तु जो सो धिक्कमणः ।१०८३।
Kammam jam puvvakayam suhasuhamaneyavitravarisesam
Tatto nuyattaye appayam tu jo so padikkamanam. (१७३)

कर्मं यथौष्णकृत् शुभायुभामन्तेकवित्यरविलेशः ।
तस्मातिशिवतेर्वात्मान तु य स प्रतिक्रमणः ।१०८३।

383 When a person turns his Self away from his previous *karmas* good or bad and of multifarious kinds, then that Self is certainly the *nishaya pratikramana*, real repentance.
When a person keeps his Self away from future bondage likely to be caused by impure psychic states resulting from karmas good or bad, then that Self is certainly the mscbaya pratyâkhyâna or real renunciation.

When a person keeps his Self away from future bondage likely to be caused by impure psychic states resulting from karmas good or bad, then that Self is certainly the mscbaya pratyâkhyâna or real renunciation.

That soul which realises as evil all those psychic states of multifarious kinds which arise at present (in the consciousness) due to the operation of karmas is certainly the mscbaya âlochana or real confession.

That Self which is always engaged in the practice of these-real repentance, renunciation and confession, is certainly the mscbaya châritra or real right conduct.

Commentary

The Self which is thus of real pure conduct is the same as the
Self which has realised his own pure nature of śūnya or knowledge

Vedanto kammaphalam appanam kunayi jo du kammaphalam
So tam punovi bandhayi viyam dukkhassa attaviham (387)

Vedanto kammaphalam maye kayani munayi jo du kammaphalam
• So tam punovi bandhayi viyam dukkhassa attaviham (388)

387 One who experiencing the fruit of karmas identifies the Self with the fruit of karmas, again sows the seeds of karmic bondage and misery of eight different kinds

Vedanto kammaphalam suhudo duhido ya havadi jo cheda
So tam punovi bandhayi viyam dukkhassa atthaviham (389)

388 One who experiencing the fruit of karmas thinks that he has brought it about, again sows the seeds of karmic bondage and misery of eight different kinds

389 The soul that experiencing the fruit of karmas is made happy or miserable thereby, again sows the seeds of karmic bondage and misery of eight different kinds

**Commentary**

The consciousness that, ‘I am other than śūnya or pure knowledge’ is ajñāna ābhitana or nescient consciousness. That
is of two kinds, *karma-chetana* and *karma-phala-chetana*. The feeling that, 'I produce all these things other than *jñāna*’ is *karma-chetana*. The consciousness that, 'I enjoy the fruits of all things other than *jñāna*’ is *karma-phala-chetana*. These two constitute the seed for *samsāra*, because they form really the cause of the eight kinds of *karmas* which form the causal condition of *samsāra*. Therefore the person who wants to attain *moksha* must destroy these two forms of *ajñāna-chetana*, nescient consciousness. In order to achieve this end, he must renounce all *karma* or action and also renounce all *karma-phala* or the fruits of his action. It is only by that method he can realise his divine nature of (suddha-*jñāna* chetana) pure consciousness of knowledge which will be his permanent heritage.

Next it is pointed out that the nature of knowledge is entirely distinct from that of other objects.

390 The Scripture is not knowledge, because the Scripture knows not anything. Therefore the Jinas have said that knowledge is entirely different from Scripture.

---
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रुप पाणि हवें जम्हा रुप याणे किचि।
तम्भा अण्ण पाणि अण्ण रुप जिणा विचि ॥३९२॥
Ruvam nanam na havayi jamha ruvam na yanaye kimchi
Tamhā annam nānam annam ruvam jinā vinti (392)
रुप ज्ञान न भवति यस्मादृप न जानाति किचिदः।
तस्मादन्यज्ञानमन्यज्ञान जिन विचित्तः॥३९२॥
392 Visual form is not knowledge, because visual form knows not anything. Therefore the Jinas have said that knowledge is entirely different from visual form.

वर्णो पाणि हवें जम्हा वर्णो याणे किचि।
तम्भा अण्ण पाणि अण्ण वर्ण जिणा विचि ॥३९३॥
Vanno nānam na havayi jamha vanna na yanaye kimchi
Tamhā annam nānam annam vannam jinā vinti (393)
वर्णो ज्ञान न भवति यस्मादृपो न जानाति किचिदः।
तस्मादन्यज्ञानमन्यज्ञान वर्ण जिन विचित्तः॥३९३॥
393 Colour is not knowledge, because colour knows not anything. Therefore the Jinas have said that knowledge is entirely different from colour.

गधो पाणि हवें जम्हा गधो याणे किचि।
तम्भा अण्ण पाणि अण्ण गध जिणा विचि ॥३९४॥
Gandho nānam havayi jamha gandho na yanaye kimchi
Tamhā annam nānam annam gandham jinā vinti (394)
गधो ज्ञान न भवति यस्मादृगन्धो न जानाति किचिदः।
तस्मादन्यज्ञानमन्यज्ञान गध जिन विचित्तः॥३९४॥
394 Smell is not knowledge, because smell knows not anything. Therefore the Jinas have said that knowledge is entirely different from smell.

ण रसो दु हवें गाण जम्हा दु रसो याणे किचि।
तम्भा अण्ण गाण रस य अण जिणा विचि ॥३९५॥
Na Raso du havayi nānam jamha du raso na yanaye kimchi
Tamhā annam nānam rasamya annam jinā vinti (395)
न रसस्तु भवति ज्ञान यस्मातुरु रसो न जानाति किचिदः।
तस्मादन्यज्ञान रस चाय जिन विचित्तः॥३९५॥
395 Taste is not knowledge, because taste knows not anything. Therefore the Jinas have said that knowledge is entirely different from taste.
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Taste is not knowledge, because taste knows not anything. Therefore the Jinas have said that knowledge is entirely different from taste.

Phásu nánam na havayi jamhá phaso na yánaye kimchi
Tamhá annam nánam annam phásam jiná vinti \(\text{I}1\text{395}\)।

Touch is not knowledge, because touch knows not anything. Therefore the Jinas have said that knowledge is entirely different from touch.

Kammam nánam na havayi jamhá kammam na yánaye kimchi
Tamhá annam nánam annam kammam jiná vinti \(\text{I}1\text{396}\)।

Karma is not knowledge, because karma knows not anything. Therefore the Jinas have said that knowledge is entirely different from karma.

Dhammo nánam na havayi jamhá dhammo na yánaye kimchi
Tamhá annam nánam annam dhammam jiná vinti \(\text{I}1\text{397}\)।

Principle of motion is not knowledge, because the principle of motion knows not anything. Therefore the Jinas have said that knowledge is entirely different from the principle of motion.
The principle of Rest is not knowledge, because the principle of Rest knows not anything. Therefore the Jinás have said that knowledge is entirely different from the principle of rest.

400 Time is not knowledge, because time knows not anything. Therefore the Jinás have said that knowledge is entirely different from time.

401 Space is not knowledge, because space knows not anything. Therefore the Jinás have said that knowledge is entirely different from space.
Therefore knowledge is one thing and effort quite another.

As the characteristic of the soul is to be always knowing, therefore the soul is certainly the subject of knowledge, the Know-er, par excellence. It should be understood that knowledge and the knower cannot be differentiated from each other.

Knowledge is the same as right belief, discipline, Scripture consisting of angás pûrvás, merit and demerit and asceticism. So declare the wise. 

**Commentary**

The investigation into the nature of Self or samayasāra has resulted in the above definitions of the ātma. The definition is both negative and affirmative. Negatively it states what it is not and affirmatively it states what it is. All the facts which are distinct in nature from that of the Self are excluded from the scope of definition, whereas all the facts which are of the nature of Self are included. Thus the definition is logically accurate inasmuch as it is free from the usual fallacy of definition of either being too wide or too narrow. These two defects according to Indian Logic are called respectively anyapti and anyapti. The former indicates the defects of including the things which do not come into the concept defined, and the latter refers
to the neglect of not including the facts which should come under the scope of definition. The definition in its affirmative form therefore emphasises the intrinsic identity between the thing and its attributes, jīva and jhāna—Self and Knowledge. A thing and its attributes are not different categories brought together by a third category called samavaya, a view maintained by other schools of thought. According to Jaina metaphysics dravya and guna are inseparable and indivisible unity—no dravya without gyna and no gyna without dravya. This leads to the fundamental proposition which states the identity of the Self with knowledge. The Self, the Knower, is identical with knowledge jhāna and jhāna are one and the same. The definition further implies as its corollary that the different aspects and modifications of the Self are also identical with the Self or ātma. Thus right belief, right knowledge, and right conduct, which are but different aspects of the same Self become identical with the Self. These three conjointly constitute the moksha marga—the path to spiritual salvation, and the moksha marga also must be located in the nature of the Self as it is identical in nature with that of the Self in as much as it represents a stage in the development of the Self. Thus it is clearly pointed out that the Kingdom of Heaven is within you. One who deserves to reach the goal of liberation or moksha has nothing to do with the non-conscious external things since he has within himself everything that is necessary to realise his purpose. The spiritual development therefore consists in the continuous development of the Self to a higher and higher state followed by the progressive widening of knowledge till the Self becomes perfect and knowledge becomes completely co-extensive with the reality. At this stage the Self becomes both sarvajña and paramātma, the Omniscient and the Absolute Self. This is the end of samsāra and the goal of life from which there is no return.

If jnāna is thus completely different from other things, how can jhāna be the eater of food? The answer is given below.

अत्ता जग्न अमृतो गृहिणो आङ्ग्लरो हुवह एव।
आङ्ग्लरो होतु मुत्तो जम्भा सो पोगलमं ज। ॥४०५॥
Atta jassa amutto nahu so āhāravo havya evam
Āhāro kalu mutto jamhā so paggalamavo vu (405)

Atta samayase etsamāvātā sa āhārakāhā bhavayevaṃ.
Āhāro kalu mūrtiṃ etsmatā sa āhārakāhā bhavayevaṃ.

405 Since the Self is non-corporeal, he is certainly not the eater of food, because food being of the nature of matter is corporeal.

406 It has no attribute either acquired or natural to enable it to grasp or give up foreign matter.

407 Therefore that Self which is of the nature of pure consciousness neither grasps anything nor relinquishes anything of objects, animate or inanimate.

COMMENTARY

These gāthas are obviously intended to refute the Upanishadic doctrine that ātma is anna-maya and lōsa-maya for valid reasons.

Next it is pointed out that adopting any bodily insignia or mark as a means for realising moksha is certainly inadequate because the body is shown to be the eater of food and hence corporeal and distinct from the non-corporeal Self.

' णवि मोत्रा ज पर क्रयः ' www.holybooks.com
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Fools put on various types of insignia of false ascetics or householders and maintain that this outer mark constitutes the path to moksha. The insignia of false ascetics or householders never (constitute) the path of emancipation. The Jinas declare that faith, knowledge and conduct (together constitute) the path of emancipation.

Thus it is further emphasised that it is not the bodily mark but the spiritual qualities that constitute the path to salvation.
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Jahā Jāhīṭṭu līgāyā Sāgaṛaṇaṁghāḥ ā dhāyitvat
Dvāśaṁgaṁchatitā apāṇaṁ juj jōkkuṇḍahē. 114111

Jahā Jāhīṭṭu līgāyā Sāgaṛaṇaṁghāḥ chīmva gahiye
Damsaṅnaṁnāchanaritte appanam ṇunja mokkhaṁpahē. (411)
toṣaṁāt tā hītvaṁ cīṅgaṁnaṁ Sāgaṁraṁgaṁghākārīvaṁ gūṁhitānīni
Dvāśaṁgaṁchatitā te Aṭṭamaṁ ṭukkuṇḍaṁ mokṣapahē. 114111

411 Therefore, giving up the insignia adopted by house-
holders and the homeless ones, direct the Self to faith, knowledge
and conduct, the path of emancipation

**Commentary**

Hence the saint has to discard all bodily marks as they are
useless and concentrate upon the three jewels or Right Belief,
Right Knowledge, and Right Conduct which are spiritual in
nature and which are therefore the true path

Mōkkuṇḍaṁ apāṇaṁ ṭubbeṁ tā ṭhēva sāhīṁ tā ṭhēva. 114121
Tataṅkaṁ viṁhaṁ gītvaṁ ma viṁhaṁsū apāṇdvēsū 114121
Mokkhaṁpahē appānām tāvchā ṭam cheva jhāhū ṭam cheva
Tataṅkaṁ viṁhaṁ nichchāṁ ṭam viṁhaṁsū annadavvesu (412)
Mokṣapahē Aṭṭamaṁ ṭhāpaṁyāṁ tā ṭhēva ṭhāpaṁyāṁ tā ṭhāpaṁyāṁ 1
Tataṅkaṁ viṁhaṁ niṁtaṁ ma viṁhaṁśīṛtaṁ ṭhāpaṁyaṁṣū 114121

412 Keep the Self on the path of emancipation, meditate
on him, experience him, always move in Him, do not move among
other things

**Commentary**

It has already been shown that the three jewels which consti-
tute the mokṣhaṁ mārga are really of the nature of the Self There-
fore the directions to establish, to experience, to meditates etc,
refer to the Self Thus it is emphasised that you are always to
live, move and have your being in the Self and never to look beyond
to the outer world This is the surest method for self-realisation

Next it is pointed out that those who are devoid of real
knowledge and who put their faith on bodily garbs alone, cannot
realise the Absolute Self
The real Self is not seen by those who put on the garb of ascetics or householders and fancy that therefore they are the real seers.

Next it is emphasised that bodily insignia are therefore irrelevant and useless.

Although, the vyavahāra point of view declares the two (classes of insignia) to be the path of emancipation, the standpoint of reality does not want any insignia whatsoever for the path of liberation.

**Commentary**

Those who maintain that what is obtained from the vyavahāra point of view is the real and ultimate truth can never realise the samayasāra or the Supreme Self. Realisation of samayasāra or True Self is possible only by adopting the nishchaya point of view which is the only way to reach the Absolute Reality.

Jo samayapahudhaminam paṭhivuna atachchavo nāvum
Atthe ṭhahī cheyā so hōjaya uttam sokkhām (415)

(http://www.holybooks.com/samayasara-or-nature-of-self/)
That person who, having read the Samaya Pâhuda, and having known its real meaning, firmly holds to the truth thereof will attain Supreme Bliss

COMMENTARY

In the last gâthâ the author indicates the benefits that will accrue to one who carefully studies the work dealing with the nature of the Supreme Self. It is a well-known fact that the value of a study depends upon the nature of the book whereas the book itself derives its value from the subject matter dealt therein. This book by Bhagavan Kunda Kunda has as its contents and investigation into the nature of the Supreme Reality called samayasâra, by the author which is synonymous with paramâtma or the para brahman or the Supreme Self. The nature of this para brahman is said to be jñâna-maya, knowledge, par-excellence, which illuminates the whole of reality and comprehends it within itself. This Self is the Light that illuminates the whole of reality since it has transcended completely the toil and turmoil of the world of samsâra, a world full of jarring discord and, since the Self has reached the place of Perfect Harmony and Supreme Bliss, He is also designated to be ananda-maya or of the nature of Supreme Bliss. This para brahman characterised by jñânamaya and ānandamaya, all-knowledge and all-bliss, constitutes the subject matter of this book. Hence the book itself is therefore described as Sabda Brahman, the Word Divine, the name which it derives from its contents. This Sabda Brahman is therefore the gateway to the Realm of Ultimate Reality, the para brahman! One who studies this work carefully and who comprehends clearly its meaning has therefore the privilege of entering into the promised Land of Paradise, the Realm of the Real, the Place of the Paramâtma. This privilege which he acquires through study leads to the falling off of scales from his eyes. He sees a vision. He is face to face with the light that lights up the whole Universe. His own personality is in tune with the infinite. His whole being throbs in a responsive melody to the divine and perfect harmony. Being in that atmosphere of Supreme Bliss, He himself feels a thrill of joy unsurpassed—verily a great boon for a noble effort.
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